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Abstract
In type systems, a combination of subtyping and overloading is a way to achieve more precise
typings. This thesis explores how to use these mechanisms in two directions: (i) as a way to
ensure termination of recursive functions; (ii) as a way to capture in a type-theoretic context the
use of subtyping as inclusion between inductively defined sets.
The first part of the thesis presents a mechanism that ensures termination through types
and defines a system that incorporates it. More precisely, we formalize the notion of type-based
termination using a restricted form of type dependency (also known as indexed types). Every
datatype is replaced by a family of approximations indexed over a set of stages; then being in a
certain approximation means that a term can be seen as having a certain bound on constructor
usage. We introduce λ̂ , a simply typed λ-calculus a` la Curry, supporting parametric inductive
datatypes, case-expressions and letrec-expressions with termination ensured by types. We show
that λ̂ enjoys important meta-theoretical properties, including confluence, subject reduction and
strong normalization. We also show that the calculus is powerful enough to encode many recursive
definitions rejected by existing type systems, and give some examples. We prove that this system
encompasses in a strict way Gime´nez’ λG , a system in which termination of typable expressions is
ensured by a syntactical condition constraining the uses of recursive calls in the body of definitions.
The second part of the thesis studies properties of a type system featuring constructor sub-
typing. Constructor subtyping is a form of subtyping in which an inductive type σ is viewed as a
subtype of another inductive type τ if each constructor c of σ is also a constructor of τ (but τ may
have more constructors), and whenever c : θ→σ is a declaration for σ, then c : θ′→τ is a declara-
tion for τ with θ ≤ θ′. In this thesis we allow for this form of subtyping in the system λCS, which
is a simply typed λ-calculus a` la Curry, supporting mutually recursive parametric datatypes, case-
expressions and letrec-expressions. We establish the properties of confluence, subject reduction
and decidability of type checking for this calculus. As the system features general recursion, the
reduction calculus is obviously non-terminating. However, we sketch two ways of achieving strong
normalization. One way is to constrain the system to guard-by-destructors recursion, following
what is done for λG . The other way is to enrich the type system with stages (following the ideas
presented for λ̂ ) and enforcing termination through typing. Potential uses of constructor sub-
typing include proof assistants and functional programming languages. In particular, constructor
subtyping provides a suitable foundation for extensible datatypes, and is specially adequate to
re-usability. The combination of subtyping between datatypes and overloading of constructors
allows the definition of new datatypes by restricting or by expanding the set of constructors of
an already defined datatype. This flexibility in the definition of datatypes induces a convenient
form of code reuse for recursive functions, allowing the definition of new functions by restricting
or by expanding already defined ones. We enrich a calculus featuring constructor subtyping with
a mechanism to define extensible overloaded recursive functions by pattern-matching, obtaining
the system λCS+fun. We formalize the concept of well-formed environment of function declarations
and establish that under such environments the properties of confluence, subject reduction and
decidability of type-checking hold. Moreover, we prove that the requirements imposed for the
well-formed environments are decidable and show how standard techniques can still be used for
compiling pattern-matching into case-expressions.
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vResumo
Em sistemas de tipos, a combinac¸a˜o de mecanismos de subtipagem e de sobrecarga de construtores
permite alcanc¸ar tipagens mais precisas para os termos. Esta tese investiga a utilizac¸a˜o destes
mecanismos, quer como forma de assegurar a terminac¸a˜o de func¸o˜es recursivas, quer como forma
de captar subtipagem atrave´s de inclusa˜o de conjuntos num sistema com tipos indutivos.
A primeira parte da tese apresenta um sistema de tipos capaz de assegurar a terminac¸a˜o de
func¸o˜es recursivas, unicamente por tipagem. Mais concretamente, a noc¸a˜o de terminac¸a˜o baseada
em tipos e´ formalizada utilizando uma forma restrita de dependeˆncia de tipos, tambe´m conhecida
por tipos indexados. Cada tipo de dados e´ visto como uma famı´lia de aproximac¸o˜es, indexada por
um conjunto de n´ıveis, fornecendo tais n´ıveis indicac¸o˜es sobre o uso de construtores na formac¸a˜o
de termos. Esta forma de garantir terminac¸a˜o por tipos encontra-se formalizada no sistema λ̂
que e´ um ca´lculo lambda simplesmente tipado a` la Curry, com tipos indutivos parame´tricos, com
expresso˜es de ponto fixo e de ana´lise de casos. Demonstra-se que λ̂ e´ um ca´lculo bem comportado,
satisfazendo as propriedades de conflueˆncia, preservac¸a˜o de tipos ao longo da cadeia de reduc¸a˜o, e
normalizac¸a˜o forte. O sistema λ̂ permite codificar muitas definic¸o˜es recursivas que sa˜o rejeitadas
por outros sistemas com preocupac¸o˜es semelhantes de garantia de terminac¸a˜o. Em particular,
prova-se que este ca´lculo engloba de modo estrito o sistema λG de Gime´nez, um sistema em que
a terminac¸a˜o das expresso˜es tipa´veis e´ assegurada por uma condic¸a˜o sinta´ctica que restringe as
chamadas recursivas de func¸o˜es.
Na segunda parte da tese, apresenta-se um sistema de tipos com subtipagem por construtores
e estudam-se as suas propriadades. A subtipagem por construtores e´ uma forma de subtipagem
na qual um tipo indutivo σ e´ visto como um subtipo de um outro tipo indutivo τ , se τ tiver mais
construtores do que σ. Neste trabalho, a subtipagem por construtores esta´ presente no sistema
λCS, um ca´lculo lambda simplesmente tipado, a` la Curry, com tipos inductivos parame´tricos
e mutuamente recursivos, com expresso˜es de ponto fixo e de ana´lise de casos. Demonstra-se
que este ca´lculo e´ confluente, a tipagem e´ decid´ıvel e a reduc¸a˜o preserva tipos. Para garantir
a normalizac¸a˜o forte, sa˜o propostas duas abordagens: satisfac¸a˜o de uma condic¸a˜o sinta´ctica nas
definic¸o˜es recursivas (a` semelhanc¸a de λG), ou enriquecimento do sistema de tipos com n´ıveis
(a` semelhanc¸a de λ̂ ) de forma a garantir terminac¸a˜o por tipagem. Esta forma de subtipagem
encontra aplicac¸o˜es nos sistemas de prova assistida e nas linguagens funcionais de programac¸a˜o.
Em particular, a subtipagem por construtores revela-se adequada para o tratamento de tipos
de dados extens´ıveis. A combinac¸a˜o da subtipagem com a sobrecarga de construtores permite
que a definic¸a˜o de novos tipos de dados possa ser feita por restric¸a˜o ou expansa˜o do conjunto
de construtores de um tipo de dados ja´ definido. Esta flexibilidade na definic¸a˜o de tipos de
dados induz uma forma de re-utilizac¸a˜o de co´digo adequada a`s func¸o˜es recursivas, permitindo
que a definic¸a˜o de novas func¸o˜es se possa fazer tambe´m por restric¸a˜o ou expansa˜o de func¸o˜es ja´
definidas. Estes macanismos sa˜o estudados no aˆmbito do sistema λCS+fun, um ca´lculo lambda com
subtipagem por construtores e com definic¸o˜es recursivas sobrecarregadas e extens´ıveis, definidas
por concordaˆncia de padro˜es num ambiente global. Define-se, para este ca´lculo, o conceito de
ambiente bem formado de func¸o˜es, e demonstra-se que, para estes ambientes, as propriedades de
conflueˆncia, decidibilidade de tipagem e preservac¸a˜o de tipos sa˜o va´lidas. Tambe´m se demonstra
que os va´rios requisitos impostos para garantir a boa formac¸a˜o do ambiente global de func¸o˜es
correspondem a propriedades decid´ıveis. Finalmente, descreve-se um algoritmo de compilac¸a˜o das
func¸o˜es definidas por concordaˆncia de padro˜es para expresso˜es com ana´lise de casos.
vi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Types in Programming Languages and Proof Assistants
The central feature of type systems is their emphasis on classification of objects: in a type system,
objects do not exist in isolation, but always in relation to their types. This relationship between
objects and types is captured by judgments of the form a : σ denoting that a is an object of type
σ (or, a is an inhabitant of σ).
Type systems were first introduced by Russell [139], in the early 1900s, as a mean of avoiding
the logical paradoxes that threatened the foundations of mathematics.
In 1932/33 Church [36, 37] attempted to found mathematics on a logical system based on the
notions of function and function application. Church’s foundational attempt failed but originated
the pure theory of functions—the lambda calculus—where terms are built up from variables by λ-
abstraction (λx.a is the function of argument x and body a) and application (a b is the application
of the function a to b), and manipulated by the β reduction rule (λx.a) b →β a[x := b] that
indicates how to compute the value of a function for an argument. Not all computations lead to
results, and reduction sequences may not terminate: e.g. (λx.x x) (λx.x x) reduces to itself.
In 1940, Church introduced the typed lambda calculus [38, 39], in which functions are classified
with simple types that determine the type of their arguments and the type of the values they
produce, and can be applied only to arguments of the appropriate type. Terms are now of the
form (λxτ .aσ)τ→σ and (aτ→σ bτ )σ, writing types as superscripts. Typed λ-calculus is a theory of
total functions, as all reduction sequences starting from a typable term terminate. An important
consequence of termination is that the equational theory of typed λ-calculus is decidable: to
know whether two terms are equal w.r.t. β equality (the least equivalence relation to contain β
reduction) one just has to compare their normal forms (it follows from confluence that every term
has a unique normal form).
A different typed version of lambda calculus had been already introduced in 1934, by Curry,
for the combinatory logic [49]. In Curry’s approach to typed lambda calculus, terms are those of
the type-free theory (i.e. without any type annotation), whereas in Church’s approach terms are
annotated versions of the type-free terms.
Very important in the understanding of the language of type theory is the distinction between
canonical objects from the others. The canonical objects are the ones that represent the values
of the type. The canonical inhabitants of a type are defined as its closed objects in normal
form and provide a fundamental tool in the semantical understanding of a type. The notion of
computation is another basic concept of type theory which generates an equivalence relation—the
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computational equality between the objects in the language of type theory. An important property
of computation is that every object has a unique value under computation and the objects which
are computationally equal have the same value. A type may be understood as consisting of its
canonical objects. In this sense, a judgment a : σ means that a computes into a canonical object
of type σ.
The meaning of type theory is explained in terms of computations. It is essential that the
computation relation enjoys some fundamental properties such as:
– confluence, which ensures that the way of computing objects is irrelevant, as all possible
ways lead to the same canonical expression (whenever there exists one);
– subject reduction, which ensures that the type of an object is preserved under reduction;
– strong normalization, which ensures that all reduction sequences starting from a typable
expression (object) terminate.
These properties are important as they ensure that the use of the objects of a type are in accordance
with the characterization of the types in terms of canonical inhabitants. Moreover, it implies the
decidability of the equational theory and consistency of the calculus as a logic.
The simply typed lambda calculus is simple and elegant but it has a weak expressive power.
Subsequent research has focused on extending simple typed lambda calculus to systems with
the same meta-theoretical properties, but with greater expressive power. Some of the major
landmarks are constructive type theory [97, 98] and pure type systems [16, 15], just to name two.
These extensions have contributed to the fact that during the twentieth century, types permeated
programming languages and have become standard tools in logic [86]. Below we briefly describe
the application of type systems to programming languages, and also their connection to logic.
Types in programming languages
Type systems are useful in programming because they provide partial specifications of the pro-
grams: a typed program specifies the set of admissible inputs and guarantees that the output will
be of a certain kind. In this sense, the checking that the type of a program matches the type
declared for it can be seen as a partial correctness verification. Type systems provided the basis
for typed programming languages. Types were first used in FORTRAN, in the 1950s, to make
very simple distinctions between integer and floating point representations of numbers. In the
1960s and early 1970s, type systems were used to classify also structured data such as arrays and
records, in programming languages like ALGOL-68 or PASCAL. Later, more sophisticated typed
languages appeared, such as ML, Miranda, Haskell, Modula, Java or C#.
The most obvious benefit of type checking is that it allows early detection of some programming
errors. Typing errors can be caught at compile time and can be fixed immediately. Besides, type
systems enforce disciplined programming. Type declarations constitute a form of documentation,
giving useful hints about the behavior of the functions. Moreover, this form of documentation is
always effective, since it is checked during every run of the compiler. In this sense, a type-checker
can also be an invaluable maintenance tool that (after some change in a program) helps to find the
places in a program where code needs to be fixed. Type checking can expose a surprisingly broad
range of errors. The ability to detect errors early has led to considerable improvements in the
productivity and quality of programming. The strength of this effect depends on the expressiveness
of the type system. But a type is by no means a complete specification of programs. To describe
and reason about programs in type theory one also needs logic.
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Types in logic
The connection of type theory to logic is via the propositions-as-types principle that establishes a
precise relation between intuitionistic logic and computation. Intuitionistic logic is based on the
notion of proof—a proposition is true when we can provide a constructive proof of it. On this
basis, a proposition P can be seen as a type—the type of its proofs— and a proof of P as an
object of type P . Hence, a false proposition is interpreted as an empty type (i.e. a type that has
no inhabitants) and a true proposition as a non-empty type. The introduction and elimination
rules for implication correspond quite naturally to the λ-abstraction and application rules of term
formation in typed lambda calculus.
The correspondence between intuitionistic logic and lambda calculus is known as the Curry-
Howard isomorphism, and is at the core of constructive type theory. This isomorphism has been
expanded to new systems of types corresponding to various intuitionistic theories (second-order,
higher-order, many sorted). For instance: a proof of ∀x ∈ A.B(x) is a function that transforms
every object a of type A into a proof of B(a); and a proof of ∃x ∈ A.B(x) is a pair with an object
a of type A and a proof of B(a).
Types for programming and reasoning
The unifying view of a type system as a programming language and as a logic has important
applications in programming, because a type can be used to specify a programming problem.
When a type is seen as a specification, the inhabitants of the type are the programs that satisfy the
specification. For example, consider the specification given by the formula ∀x ∈ A.∃y ∈ B.R(x, y).
According to the intuitionistic interpretation of the logical connectives, given above, the proof of
this statement is a function that takes an object a of type A and yields an object ba of type B
together with a proof that R(a, ba) holds. Thus, a proof term of ∀x ∈ A.∃y ∈ B.R(x, y) contains
an algorithm to construct an element ba ∈ B for every a ∈ A such that R(a, ba) holds. This opens
the possibility of extracting programs from proofs. These programs are certified with their proof
of correctness.
The formal language of type theory is used as a (functional) programming language, a specifi-
cation language (a specification is expressed as a type, the type of all correct programs satisfying
the specification) and a programming logic (which has rules for deducting the correctness of pro-
grams). So, type theory provides a unified framework for specifying, developing and reasoning
about functional programs. In type theory the problem of program correctness boils down to the
problem of type inhabitance. Furthermore, because all programs terminate, correctness, means
total correctness.
A practical application of the Curry-Howard isomorphism is the possibility of doing mathe-
matics on a computer by implementing the formal system of a typed lambda calculus. The first
systems of proof checking (type checking) based on the propositions-as-types principle were the
systems of the AUTOMATH project [52]. Modern systems provide computer assistance for the
interactive construction of proofs, aggregating to the proof checker a proof-development system
for helping the user to develop the proofs (i.e. to construct proof-terms). These systems are called
proof assistants. We can mention as examples of proof assistants, the systems Coq [125] and Lego
[92] which are based on versions of the calculus of constructions extended with inductive types,
the systems Alf [5] and Agda [42] which are based on Martin-Lo¨f’s type theory, and the system
Nuprl [41] which is an implementation of extensional Martin-Lo¨f’s type theory.
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1.2 Inductive Definitions
Typed functional programming languages and proof assistants support mechanisms to declare
inductive datatypes and to define recursive functions, so that one can program with and reason
about elements of these datatypes, as functions defined over inductive types are usually recursive.
Directly related to recursion we have the problem of termination (normalization), which plays a
crucial role in the semantical understanding of the datatypes, as recursive definitions introduce
non-canonical elements.
We can define a new datatype d inductively by giving its constructors together with their
types. The constructors (which are the introduction rules of the datatype) give the more basic
or canonical ways of constructing one element of the new type d. The type of constructors must
be of the form τ1→ . . .→ τn→ d (with n ≥ 0), where the types τi can be function types (we are
considering higher-order datatypes). The datatype defined is the smallest set (of objects) closed
under its introduction rules. Informally speaking, the elements of a datatype are the objects that
can be obtained by a finite number of applications of the datatype constructors. A well-known
example of an inductive datatype, is the type Nat of natural numbers defined by:
data Nat = O : Nat
| S : Nat -> Nat
To program with and reason about a datatype we must have means to analyze its objects. The
elimination rules for the datatype express ways to use the objects of the datatype in order to define
objects of other types, and are associated to new computational rules. From the explanations given
before, it is natural to consider case analysis as a natural elimination rule for inductive types. For
instance, n : Nat means that n was introduced using either O or S, so we may define an object
case n of {O ⇒ b1 | S ⇒ b2} in another type σ depending on which constructor was used to
introduce n. A typing rule for this construction is
n : Nat b1 : σ b2 : Nat→σ
case n of {O⇒ b1 | S⇒ b2} : σ
and the associated computing rules are
case O of {O⇒ b1 | S⇒ b2} → ι b1
case (Sx) of {O⇒ b1 | S⇒ b2} → ι b2 x
The case analysis rule is very useful but it does not give a mechanism to define recursive functions.
Recursors
A safe way to express recursion without introducing non-normalizable objects is to associate an
elimination rule, with appropriate computational rules, to each inductive datatype. The elim-
ination rule associated with a datatype is a constant (recursor) that represents the structural
induction principle for the elements of the datatype, and the computation rule associated to it
defines a safe recursive scheme for programming, known as primitive recursion. For example, the
recursor for Nat, nat elim, has the following typing rule:
a : θ f : Nat→θ→θ n : Nat
nat elim a f n : θ
To make sure that the functions compute in a correct way, the reduction rules associated to
nat elim are
nat elim a f O → a
nat elim a f (Sx) → f x (nat elim a f x)
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An example of the use of nat elim is the definition of the function that doubles a natural number
let double n = nat_elim O (fun x y -> S (S y)) n
This approach is adopted by the traditional presentations of type-based proof development systems
[46, 54, 90, 112], and guarantees the logical consistency of the system. However, codifying recursive
functions in terms of elimination constants can be rather difficult, and is quite far from the way
we are used to program.
General recursion
Functional programming languages feature general recursion, allowing recursive functions to be
defined by means of pattern-matching and a general fixpoint operator to encode recursive calls.
The typing rule for Nat fixpoint expressions is
f : Nat→ θ ` e : Nat→ θ
` (letrec f = e) : Nat→ θ
and the associated computation rule is
(letrec f = e) (c~a) →µ e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c~a)
With pattern-matching and fixpoint operators the function double can be written as follows
let rec double n = case n of
O -> O
| (S x) -> S (S (double x))
end
This is a much more pleasant (and flexible) way of programming, but leaves to the programmer
the responsibility of writing terminating programs (if that is what he wants). Of course, this
approach opens the door to the introduction of non-normalizable objects, but it raises the level of
expressiveness of the language.
On positivity
While functional programming languages allow non-terminating functions, proof development sys-
tems based on the Curry-Howard analogy only allow terminating functions, both to guarantee the
decidability of type checking and to avoid problems related to the consistency of the logical system.
As illustrated above, general recursion permits the definition of non-terminating functions.
So does the possibility of declaring non well-founded datatypes, as illustrated by the following
example of a non-normalizing term taken from [65]:
Consider a datatype d defined by a single introduction rule C : (d→ θ)→ d, where θ may be
any type (even the empty type). Let app ≡ λx.λy. case x of {C ⇒ λf. f y}, t ≡ (λz. app z z) and
Ω ≡ app (C t) (C t). We have app : d→ d→ θ, t : d→ θ and Ω : θ. However, Ω is a looping term
which has no canonical form
Ω β case (C t) of {C⇒ λf. f (C t)} → ι (λf. f (C t)) t →β t (C t) →β Ω
What enables to construct a non-normalizing term in θ is the negative occurrence of d in the
domain of C.
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In order to banish non-well-founded elements from the language, proof assistants usually im-
pose a strict positivity condition on the possible forms of the introduction rules of the inductive
datatypes. This condition states that the datatype under definition can only occur in the domain
of its constructors in a strict positive position, i.e. it never appear on the left side of some ar-
row. (It is however possible to relax the strict positivity condition, see e.g. [101, 4]) Notice that
the strict positivity condition still permits functional recursive arguments in the constructors. A
well-known example of a higher-order datatype is the type Ord of ordinal notations:
data Ord = Zero: Ord
| Succ : Ord -> Ord
| Lim : (Nat -> Ord) -> Ord
Here, the constructor Lim has a function as argument.
1.3 Type-Based Termination
The tension between termination and expressiveness (and simplicity) is an issue in the design
of proof-development systems. On the one hand, the use of recursors is theoretically sound and
enables the representation of a large class of functions. On the other hand, such a codification
introduces some rigidity in the language of type theory. Programming with elimination rule is
rather inconvenient and is quite far from the way we are used to program.
In some recent works, recursive functions are described in terms of a pattern-matching oper-
ator (case) and a general fixpoint operator (let-rec), in the style of functional programming
languages. In this approach, the function plus could be introduced as follows:
let rec plus n m = case m of
O -> n
| (S p) -> (S (plus n p))
end
which is more readable than the codification of plus using the recursor for Nat:
let plus n m = nat_elim n (fun p r -> (S r)) m
However, in general, there is no guarantee that a recursive function defined with the fixpoint
operator will always terminate.
Looking for a good compromise between termination and presentation issues, [44] suggested
that recursors should be replaced by case-expressions and a restricted form of fixpoint expressions,
see also [67]. The restriction is imposed through a predicate Gf on untyped terms. This predicate
enforces termination by constraining all recursive calls to be applied to terms structurally smaller
than the formal argument x of f —for instance, a pattern variable issued from a case-expression
on x. The restricted typing rule for fixpoint expressions hence becomes:
f : Nat→ θ ` e : Nat→ θ
` (letrec f = e) : Nat→ θ if Gf (e)
This alternative approach, called guarded-by-destructors recursion in [67], has been implemented
in the Coq system. Several years of experiments carried out with Coq have shown that it actually
provides much more palatable representations of recursive functions.
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However, the use of an external predicate G on untyped terms suffers from several weaknesses.
In particular, the guard predicate is very sensitive to syntax, quite weak, and hard to implement1.
In order to circumvent those weaknesses, some authors have proposed semantically motivated type
systems that ensure the termination of recursive definitions through typing [66, 8, 17]. The idea,
which already occurs in Mendler’s work [106], consists in regarding an inductive type d as the least
fixpoint of a monotonic operator −̂d on types, and to enforce termination of recursive functions
by requiring that the definition of f : α̂d→ θ, where α may be thought as a subtype of d, only
relies on structurally smaller function calls, embodied by a function fih : α→ θ. This approach
to terminating recursion, which we call type-based, offers several advantages over the guarded by
destructors approach. In particular, it addresses all the above-mentioned weaknesses.
In this thesis, we have devised a mechanism that ensures termination by typing and define
a system that incorporates it: λ̂ , a simply typed λ-calculus that supports type-based recursive
definitions. Although heavily inspired from previous work by Gime´nez [66] and closely related
to recent work by Amadio and Coupet [8], the technical machinery behind our system puts a
slightly different emphasis on the interpretation of types. More precisely, we formalize the notion
of type-based termination using a restricted form of type dependency (a.k.a. indexed types), as
popularized by Xi and Pfenning [141, 142]. This leads to a simple and intuitive system which
is robust under several extensions, such as mutually inductive datatypes and mutually recursive
function definitions.
The basic idea is to proceed as follows:
• First, every datatype d is replaced by a family of approximations indexed over a set of stages,
which are used to record a bound on the “depth” of values. Here, we adopt a simple minded
approach and let stages range over the syntax
s := ı | ŝ | ∞
where ı ranges over stage variables, the hat operator −̂ is a function mapping a stage to its
“successor” and ∞ is the stage at which the iterative approximation process converges to
the datatype itself. On the stages, we introduce an ordering relation, and induced by this
relation on stages we have a subtyping relation on types stating that a given approximation
of a datatype is always included in the next one.
• Second, a recursive definition of a function, say f : d → θ should be given by a term e
constructing a function g′ : dı̂ → θ from g : dı→ θ, where ı ranges over stages (in other
words, e should be stage-polymorphic).
In order to illustrate the machinery, let us consider the inductive type Nat whose constructors
are O : Nat and S : Nat→Nat. Constructors are overloaded, in the sense that we also have O : Natŝ
and S : Nats→Natŝ. The typing rules are
` O : Natŝ
` n : Nats
` S n : Natŝ
and, as an approximation of a datatype is always included in the next one, we also have
` n : Nats
` n : Natŝ
1In fact, some versions of Coq accept non-terminating recursive definitions.
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Finally recursive functions from Nat to θ are constructed with the following typing rule:
f : Natı→θ ` e : Nat̂ı→θ
` (letrec f = e) : Nat→θ
where ı is fresh w.r.t. θ. As shown in Part I, such recursive functions are terminating and, despite
its simplicity, this mechanism is powerful enough to capture course-of-value primitive recursion.
1.4 Subtyping
While strong typing has been recognized as one of the big successes in computer science, it also
imposes stringent limits to the expressiveness of typed languages, as each object has a single type.
Consequently, several authors have repeatedly advocated the use of subtyping in typed functional
programming languages, see e.g. [57, 73], and proof-development systems, see e.g. [9, 91, 117].
A basic mechanism to enhance the flexibility of type systems is to endorse the set of types with
a subtyping relation ≤ and to enforce a subsumption rule
a : τ τ ≤ σ
a : σ
which makes the bridge between the typing relation and the subtyping relation. This rule tells us
that, if τ ≤ σ (pronounced “τ is a subtype of σ” or “σ is a supertype of τ”), then every element
a of τ is also an element of σ.
The subtyping relation τ ≤ σ captures different concepts, accordingly to the interpretation we
give to types: when τ and σ represent sets, then an element belonging to τ also belongs to σ;
when τ and σ represent object descriptions, then an object with interface τ can be safely used
where an object with interface σ is expected; when τ and σ represent propositions, then a proof
of proposition τ is also a proof of proposition σ; when τ and σ represent specifications, then a
program satisfying specification τ also satisfies specification σ. As a result, type systems with
subtyping provide flexible and expressive frameworks in which to develop programs, proofs or
specifications.
Subtyping is a powerful abstraction that permeates computer science. To mention only two
examples, subtyping plays a crucial role in object-oriented languages [1, 72, 114] and specification
languages [50, 74]. The basic idea of subtyping, as embodied in the subtyping relation τ ≤ σ
between types, is that every inhabitant a of τ is also an inhabitant of σ. Consequently, the main
importance of subtyping is that it allows substitutivity: if τ is a subtype of σ, then elements of
type τ can be safely used where an element of type σ is required.
The subtype relation is formalized as a collection of inference rules for deriving the subtyping
statements τ ≤ σ, and it should be guided by the principle that in any context where an expression
of type σ is required, an expression of type τ should be allowed too. It follows naturally from this
principle that the subtyping relation should be reflexive and transitive:
τ ≤ τ
τ1 ≤ τ2 τ2 ≤ τ3
τ1 ≤ τ3
The subtyping between base types should be introduced by axioms; and for each form of type
(function types, datatypes, record types,. . . ) adequate subtyping rules should formalize situations
where it is safe to allow elements of one type of this form to be used where another is expected.
For instance, the subtype relationship between function types is described by the rule
τ ′ ≤ τ σ ≤ σ′
τ→σ ≤ τ ′→σ′
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The intuition is that, if we have a function f of type τ→σ, then we know that f accepts elements
of type τ and returns elements of type σ; thus, f will also accept elements of a subtype τ ′ of τ , and
we can view the elements returned by f belonging to any supertype σ′ of σ. That is, any function
of type τ → σ can also be viewed as having type τ ′→ σ′. So, function subtyping is covariant in
the result type and contravariant in the argument type.
There are several approaches to subtyping which serve different purposes. Well-known forms
of subtyping include: coercive subtyping, declarative subtyping, structural subtyping, and record
subtyping.
1.5 Constructor Subtyping
In this thesis, we study another form of subtyping, called constructor subtyping, which formalizes
the view that an inductively defined set τ is a subtype of an inductively defined set σ if σ has
more constructors than τ . As such, constructor subtyping captures in a type-theoretic context the
ubiquitous use of subtyping as inclusion between inductively defined sets.
In its simplest instances, constructor subtyping enforces subtyping from natural numbers to
integers or from non-empty lists over σ to lists over σ. Moreover, it is adequate to work with
mutually recursive datatypes such as odd and even numbers. In this context, constructor subtyping
provides a solution to the problem of datatypes in typed λ-calculi with subtyping. An important
application of constructor subtyping is thus typed functional programming languages, where the
theoretical issues underpinning the interactions between subtyping and datatypes have prevented
a long-recognized need for subtyping.
In more elaborate instances, the usefulness of constructor subtyping is largely demonstrated
by its ability to express concisely and accurately a variety of formal languages. In this context,
constructor subtyping provides an appropriate framework for formal verification of programs and
protocols and is directly relevant to the design of type theory-based proof-development systems.
In fact, the idea of constructor subtyping can already be found in T. Coquand’s paper on
pattern-matching [44], where it is suggested that constructor subtyping is useful to represent
rather faithfully Kahn’s natural semantics [84]. The idea is also explored, from a somewhat dif-
ferent perspective, in the context of ABEL, a specification language developed at Oslo University
[50]. This work emphasizes the expressibility of the framework and suggests a paradigm, called ter-
minating generator induction (TGI), which provides a pattern-matching-like facility for recursive
definitions.
Constructor subtyping combines subtyping between datatypes and overloading of constructors.
In order to integrate constructor subtyping safely to typed λ-calculus, maintaining properties such
as subject reduction and confluence of reductions in the resulting system, one needs to constrain
the overloading of constructors to strict overloading [24], guaranteeing coherence between domain
and codomain of overloaded constructors. Let us illustrate this with an example enforcing odd
and even numbers to naturals.
data Even = O : Even
| S : Odd -> Even
data Odd = S : Even -> Odd
sub Even <= Nat
sub Odd <= Nat
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The constructor S is strictly overloaded, as we have S:Nat->Nat, S:Even->Odd, S:Odd->Even, but
also Even≤ Nat and Odd≤ Nat. Note Even and Odd are mutually recursive datatypes.
Constructor subtyping is specially adequate for re-usability, allowing the definition of new types
by restricting or by expanding the set of constructors of an already defined datatype. Moreover, it
can help to avoid partial functions, as it provides some facilities in defining more accurate types.
In order for constructor subtyping to be usable in practice, one must allow users to define
overloaded and extensible recursive functions. More precisely, recursive definitions must be: over-
loaded (i.e. to have several types) and extensible (i.e. to be scalable from a datatype to another
datatype). In addition, we would prefer that, unlike in many object-oriented programming lan-
guages, the computational behavior of recursive functions does not depend on typing. One reason
is that we are eventually interested in extending the mechanism to dependent types and that
letting reduction depend on typing would create a circularity—in dependent type systems, typing
depends on reduction through the conversion rule.
Let us now show how constructor subtyping and overloaded definitions may be used to enhance
expressiveness and re-usability of a functional language. For instance, we can define the type of
positive naturals NatP by restricting Nat
data NatP = S : Nat -> NatP
sub NatP <= Nat
With this declaration we have overloaded the constructor S and forced NatP to be a subtype
of Nat. We have that O is of type Nat and (S O) is, simultaneously, of type NatP and Nat,
by subsumption. This form of more accurate typing is very useful to avoid introducing partial
functions. For example, the division operator over natural numbers can be precisely typed with
type Nat -> NatP -> Nat as the division by zero is not defined.
div : Nat -> NatP -> Nat
div x y = if (less x y) then 0
else S (div (minus x y) y)
less : Nat -> Nat -> Bool
less x 0 = False
less (S x) (S y) = less x y
less 0 (S y) = True
minus : Nat -> Nat -> Nat
minus x 0 = x
minus (S x) (S y) = minus x y
An example of a datatype defined by expansion of the set of constructors is the type of integers
Int which extends the datatype Nat with a constructor Neg that builds the negative integers from
the positive naturals.
data Int extends Nat = Neg : NatP -> Int
With this declaration we force Nat to be a subtype of Int. The constructors of Int are O , S, and
Neg. With the capacity of overloading constructors the datatype Ord of ordinal notations could
also be presented as an extension of Nat as follows:
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data Ord extends Nat = S : Ord -> Ord
| Lim : (Nat -> Ord) -> Ord
The coherent combination of subtyping and the mechanism of expanding and contracting
datatypes has an associated form of code reuse for functions on datatypes, allowing also the
definition of new functions by restricting or by expanding already defined ones. To illustrate this,
consider we have the predecessor function defined over NatP.
pred : NatP -> Nat
pred (S x) = x
We can extend the definition of pred to work on integers just by adding the appropriate compu-
tational rules for the new constructors.
pred : Int -> Int
pred O = Neg (S O)
pred (Neg x) = Neg (S x)
Another typical example of an overloaded recursive function is addition. Assume we have the
following declaration for the addition of natural numbers
add : Nat -> Nat -> Nat
add O y = y
add (S x) y = S (add x y)
We can completely reuse this program to define addition for even and odd numbers by just
declaring:
add : Even -> Even -> Even
add : Odd -> Even -> Odd
Note how overloading is essential here, for the second equation to be well-typed. We can also
reuse the definition of addition for natural numbers by restricting the set of computational rules
that can be used, giving a more specific type to the function.
add : NatP -> Nat -> NatP
Note that this type could not be achieved by subsumption. Finally, we can extend the definition
of add to work on integers just by adding the computational rule for the negative integers.
add : Int -> Int -> Int
add (Neg (S x)) y = if x == O then pred y
else add (Neg x) (pred y)
The Part II of this thesis, devoted to the study of constructor subtyping systems, proposes a
way of adding overloaded extensible definitions in the style illustrated above.
1.6 Summary of Contributions
This thesis is concerned with the meta-theoretical study of two typed λ-calculi with inductive
types:
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• the first calculus deals with a simply-typed λ-calculus where termination of recursive defini-
tions is ensured by types. The results concerning this calculus are presented in the first part
of this thesis and are based on:
G. Barthe, M. J. Frade, E. Gime´nez, L. Pinto and T. Uustalu. Type-based termi-
nation of recursive definitions. In Mathematical Structures in Computer Science,
volume 14, number 1, pages 97–141, 2004. Cambridge University Press.
• the second calculus deals with a simply typed λ-calculus that supports constructor subtyping
and overloaded definitions. The results concerning this calculus are presented in the second
part of this thesis and are based on:
G. Barthe and M. J. Frade. Constructor subtyping. In D. Swiestra, editor, Pro-
ceedings of ESOP’99, volume 1576 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages
109–127. Springer-Verlag 1999.
However, the calculus presented in this thesis is different from the one in that paper in the
following respect: in the calculus studied in this work
– we do not have records;
– we do not have any kind of type annotations on terms: the calculus is a` la Curry;
– the calculus features general recursion and we consider the problem of achieving termi-
nation;
– we aggregate a theory of definitions which is flexible enough to support overloaded
definitions and that it is extensional.
Below we briefly summarize our main contributions with respect to these two calculi.
Part I In this part, we have devised a mechanism that ensures termination by typing and define
a system that incorporates it. We introduce λ̂ , a simply typed λ-calculus a` la Curry, supporting
parametric inductive datatypes, case-expressions and letrec-expressions with termination ensured
by types. We show that λ̂ enjoys important meta-theoretical properties, including confluence,
subject reduction and strong normalization. We also show that the calculus is powerful enough to
encode many recursive definitions rejected by existing type systems, and give some examples. We
prove that this system encompasses in a strict way Gime´nez’ λG [67], a system in which termination
of typable expressions is ensured by a syntactical condition constraining the uses of recursive calls
in the body of definitions.
Part II In this part, we introduce and study the properties of a type system featuring constructor
subtyping. We define the system λCS, a simply typed λ-calculus, a` la Curry, supporting mutually
recursive parametric datatypes, constructor subtyping, case-expressions and letrec-expressions.
We establish the properties of confluence, subject reduction and decidability of type-checking
for this calculus. As the system features general recursion, the reduction calculus is obviously
non-terminating. However, we sketch two ways of achieving strong normalization. One way is
constraining the system to guard-by-destructors recursion, following what is done for λG . The
other way is enriching the type system with stages (following the ideas presented for λ̂ ) and
enforcing termination through typing.
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We enrich a calculus featuring constructor subtyping with a mechanism to define extensible
overloaded functions. We define the system λCS+fun a simply typed λ-calculus with mutually re-
cursive parametric datatypes, constructor subtyping and extensible overloaded recursive functions
defined by pattern-matching. We formalize the concept of well-formed environment of function
declarations. We establish the properties of confluence, subject reduction and decidability of type-
checking for this calculus. Moreover, we prove that the requirements imposed for the well-formed
environments are decidable properties. In what concerns termination, we just provide a simple
criterion inspired from [44]. Furthermore, we conjecture that the standard compilation of pattern-
matching into case-expressions extends to our setting. We define λCS+def as a mild variation of
λCS+fun: recursive functions defined by pattern-matching are replaced by case-expressions and
recursive function definitions. We establish the properties of confluence, subject reduction and
decidability of type-checking for λCS+def and we describe the translation from λCS+fun to λCS+def .
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Part I
Type-Based Termination of
Recursive Definitions
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Chapter 2
An Informal Account of
Type-Based Termination of
Recursive Definitions
2.1 Background
Most functional programming languages (ML, Haskell, etc) and proof development systems based
on the proofs-as-programs paradigm of logic (Coq, HOL, PVS, etc) rely on powerful type theories
featuring inductive types such as natural numbers or lists. Those languages come equipped with a
mechanism for recursive definition of functions. However, there are significant differences between
the mechanisms used in functional programming languages and in proof development systems.
The first difference concerns the termination of recursive functions. While in functional pro-
gramming languages recursive functions are allowed to diverge, in proof development systems
non-terminating functions must be banished from the language, as they almost always lead to
logical paradoxes.
The second difference concerns how recursive definitions are introduced. In functional program-
ming languages, recursive functions are described in terms of a pattern-matching operator (case)
and a general fixpoint operator (let-rec). For example, the addition of two natural numbers
could be introduced as follows:
let rec plus n m = case m of
O -> n
| (S p) -> (S (plus n p))
end
On the other hand, in the traditional presentations of type-based proof development systems
[46, 54, 90, 112], a recursive function f : d → θ on an inductive type d is defined by means
of the elimination rule of d, where both pattern matching and recursion are built into a single
scheme which ensures termination. In this approach, the function plus can be encoded using the
elimination rule of natural numbers nat elim : θ → (Nat→ θ → θ)→ Nat→ θ, which corresponds
to the primitive recursion scheme:
let plus n m = nat_elim n (fun p r -> (S r)) m
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This approach is theoretically sound. However practice has shown that eliminators are rather
cumbersome to use, whereas case-expressions and fixpoint expressions lead to more concise and
readable definitions. Looking for a good compromise between termination and presentation issues,
[44] suggested that recursors should be replaced by case-expressions and a restricted form of
fixpoint expressions, see also [67]. The restriction is imposed through a predicate Gf on untyped
terms. This predicate enforces termination by constraining all recursive calls to be applied to
terms smaller than the formal argument x of f—for instance, a pattern variable issued from a
case expression on x. The restricted typing rule for fixpoint expressions hence becomes:
f : Nat→ θ ` e : Nat→ θ
` (letrec f = e) : Nat→ θ if Gf (e) (∗)
This alternative approach, called guarded-by-destructors recursion in [67], has been implemented
in the Coq system. Several years of experiments carried out with Coq have shown that it actually
provides much more palatable representations of recursive functions.
However, the use of an external predicate G on untyped terms suffers from several weaknesses:
1. The guard predicate is too syntax-sensitive and too weak.
The acceptance of a recursive definition becomes too sensitive to the syntactical shape of
its body. Sometimes, a small change in the definition could make it to no longer satisfy
the guardedness condition. As an example, consider the following modification of the plus
function, where the condition is no longer satisfied because of the introduction of a redex in
the definition:
let comp f g x = (f (g x))
let rec plus n m = case m of
O -> n
| (S p) -> (comp S (plus n) p)
end
In addition, the guard predicate rejects many terminating recursive definitions such as the
Euclidean division, Ackermann’s function, or functions that swap arguments, such as sub-
typing algorithms for higher-order languages
let rec sub a a’ =
case a a’ of
(base b) (base b’) -> sub_base b b’
| (fun b1 b2) (fun b’1 b’2) -> (sub b’1 b1) && (sub b2 b’2)
| ... -> ...
end
2. The guard predicate is hard to implement and hard to extend.
The guardedness condition is among the main sources of bugs in the implementation of the
proof system. In order to improve the number of definitions accepted by the system, the
guardedness condition has become more and more complicated hence prone to errors.
Besides, it is easier to extend the type system than to extend the guardedness condition: type
conditions are expressed as local constraints associated to each construction of the language
whereas the guard predicate yields global constraints.
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3. The guard predicate is often defined on normal forms.
Often the guard predicate is defined on normal forms only, which renders the typing rule (∗)
useless in practice. Subsequently, the typing rule (∗) is usually replaced by the more liberal
typing rule
f : Nat→ θ ` e : Nat→ θ
` (letrec f = e) : Nat→ θ if Gf (nf e)
where nf is the partial function associating to an expression its normal form. Now the
modified rule introduces two further complications:
(a) The new guard condition leads to inefficient type-checking.
Verifying the guardedness condition makes type-checking less efficient as the body of
a recursive definition has to be reduced to be checked—expanding previously defined
constants like the constant comp in the example above.
(b) The new guard condition destroys strong normalization.
For example, the normal form of the following definition satisfies the guardedness con-
dition, but not the definition itself:
let K x y = x
let rec diverging_id n = case n of
O -> K n (diverging_id n)
| (S p) -> S (diverging_id p)
end
There is an infinite reduction sequence for the term diverging id O:1
diverging id O→ (K O (diverging id O))→ (K O (K O (diverging id O)))→ . . .
One solution to this problem (the solution has been considered for Coq) is to store
recursive definitions with their bodies in normal forms, as enforced by the rule
f : Nat→ θ ` e : Nat→ θ
` (letrec f = (nf e)) : Nat→ θ if Gf (nf e)
but the rule has severe drawbacks: (1) proof terms become huge (because terms are
usually much smaller than their normal forms, in particular since all definitions have
been unfolded in the latter); (2) the expressions being stored are not those constructed
interactively by the user; (3) the modified typing rule for fixpoint expressions is not
syntax-directed, i.e. one cannot guess the expression e appearing in the premise from
the conclusion of the rule.
In order to circumvent those weaknesses, some authors have proposed semantically motivated
type systems that ensure the termination of recursive definitions through typing [66, 8, 17]. The
idea, which already occurs in Mendler’s work [106], consists in regarding an inductive type d as
the least fixpoint of a monotonic operator −̂d on types, and to enforce termination of recursive
functions by requiring that the definition of f : α̂d→ θ, where α may be thought as a subtype
of d, only relies on structurally smaller function calls, embodied by a function fih : α→ θ. This
approach to terminating recursion, which we call type-based, offers several advantages over the
guarded-by-destructors approach. In particular, it addresses all the above-mentioned weaknesses.
1In fact, Coq 7.2 accepts this definition of diverging id!
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2.2 Outline of Type-Based Termination
In this work we introduce λ̂ , a simply typed λ-calculus that supports type-based recursive defini-
tions. Although heavily inspired by previous work by Gime´nez [66] and closely related to recent
work by Amadio and Coupet [8], the technical machinery behind our system puts a slightly differ-
ent emphasis on the interpretation of types. More precisely, we formalize the notion of type-based
termination using a restricted form of type dependency (a.k.a. indexed types), as popularized by
[141, 142]. This leads to a simple and intuitive system which is robust under several extensions,
such as mutually inductive datatypes and mutually recursive function definitions; however, such
extensions are not treated here.
The basic idea is to proceed as follows:
• First, every datatype d is replaced by a family of approximations indexed over a set of stages,
which are used to record a bound on the “depth” of values. Here, we adopt a simple minded
approach and let stages range over the syntax
s ::= ı | ŝ | ∞
where ı ranges over stage variables, the hat operator −̂ is a function mapping a stage to its
“successor” and ∞ is the stage at which the iterative approximation process converges to
the datatype itself.
• Second, a recursive definition of a function, say f : d → θ should be given by a term e
constructing a function g′ : dı̂ → θ from g : dı→ θ, where ı ranges over stages (in other
words, e should be stage-polymorphic).
In order to illustrate the machinery involved, let us consider the inductive type Nat whose
constructors are o : Nat and s : Nat→Nat. The typing rules are
` o : Natŝ
` n : Nats
` s n : Natŝ
and, as an instance of the subsumption rule,
` n : Nats
` n : Natŝ
Finally recursive functions from Nat to θ are constructed with the following typing rule:
f : Natı→θ ` e : Nat̂ı→θ
` (letrec f = e) : Nat→θ
where ı is fresh wrt. θ. As shall be shown later, such recursive functions are terminating and,
despite its simplicity, this mechanism is powerful enough to capture course-of-value primitive
recursion.
2.3 Overview of This Part
The remainder of this part is organized as follows.
In Chapter 3 we formally present the system λ̂ , a simply typed λ-calculus supporting inductive
types and recursive function definitions with termination ensured by types. We also show that the
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calculus is powerful enough to encode many recursive definitions rejected by existing type systems,
and give some examples.
In Chapter 4 we show that λ̂ is well-behaved enjoying important meta-theoretic properties.
In particular the reduction calculus is confluent, and enjoys subject reduction and strong normal-
ization.
In Chapter 5 we introduce λG , a system in which termination of typable recursively defined
functions is ensured by a syntactical condition G constraining the uses of recursive calls in the
body of definitions, and prove that λ̂ strictly extends the system λG .
In Chapter 6 we review related work and conclude.
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Chapter 3
The System λ̂
In this Chapter, we introduce λ̂ , a simply typed lambda calculus featuring strongly positive,
finitely iterated parametric inductive types (in the sense of, e.g., [96]) and type-based termination
of recursive definitions. The calculus is a` la Curry: terms come without any type annotations.
3.1 Datatypes
Datatypes and constructors are named: we assume given two finite sets D of datatype identifiers
and C of constructor identifiers. On datatypes, we assume a stratification that ensures that the
dependency relation between datatypes is well-founded. Hence each datatype d is assigned a
stratum str(d) ∈ N. Datatypes and constructors may only accept a fixed number of arguments,
so we stipulate that every datatype identifier d (resp. constructor c) has a fixed arity ar(d) ∈ N
(resp. ar(c) ∈ N) that indicates the number of parameters taken by d (resp. c). Finally, we require
that every datatype d ∈ D comes equipped with a set C(d) ⊆ C of constructors, and if d 6= d′ then
C(d) ∩ C(d′) = ∅.
For the sake of clarity, we adopt the following naming conventions: d, d′, di, . . . range over D
and c, c′, ci, . . . range over C.
3.2 Terms and Reduction
3.2.1 Terms
Terms are built from variables, abstractions, applications, constructors, case-expressions and recur-
sive definitions. Assume we have a denumerable set VE of (object) variables, and let x, x′, xi, y, . . .
range over VE .
Notation 3.2.1 For every set A, we let A∗ denote the set of lists over A, and [] denote the empty
list. ~a ranges over A∗ if a ranges over A. #~a denotes the length of ~a, and ~a[i] denotes, when it
exists, the ith element of ~a. For convenience, we will sometimes write lists in the form [a1, . . . , an]
instead of a1 . . . an.
Definition 3.2.2 (Terms) The set E of terms is given by the abstract syntax
E 3 a, b ::= x | λx. a | a b | c | case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} | letrec x = e
where in the clause for case-expressions it is assumed that {c1, . . . , cn} = C(d) for some d ∈ D.
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Notation 3.2.3 Sometimes we write case a of {~c ⇒ ~b} as an abbreviation of case a of {c1 ⇒
b1| . . . |cn ⇒ bn} and c~a as an abbreviation of c a1 . . . aar(c)
Definition 3.2.4 The set of free variables of an expression e, denoted by FV(e), is defined by
induction on the structure of e as follows:
FV(x) = {x}
FV(c) = ∅
FV(λx.a) = FV(a)\{x}
FV(a b) = FV(a) ∪ FV(b)
FV(case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn}) = FV(a) ∪ FV(b1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(bn)
FV(letrec x = e) = FV(e)\{x}
A variable x is said to occur free or to be free in e if x ∈ FV(e). A variable in e that is not free
in e is said to be bound or to occur bound in e. An expression with no free variables is said to
be closed.
The usual conventions for omitting parentheses are adopted: application is left associative and
the scope of λ extends to the right as far as possible. We identify terms that are equal up to a
renaming of bound variables (or α-conversion). Moreover we assume standard variable convention
[14], so, all bound variables are chosen to be different from free variables.
Definition 3.2.5 (Term substitution) A term substitution is a function from VE to E. We
write [x1 := e1, . . . , xn := en] (or briefly [~x := ~e]) for the substitution mapping xi to ei for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every other variable to itself.
Given a term a ∈ E and a type substitution S = [~x := ~e], we write S(a) or a[~x := ~e] to denote
the term obtained by the simultaneous substitution of terms ei for the free occurrences of variables
xi in a.
Remark 3.2.6 In the application of a substitution to a term, we rely on a variable convention.
The action of a substitution over a term is defined, as usual, with possible changes of bound
variables.
We now present a result which allows us to reorder substitutions.
Lemma 3.2.7 If x 6= y and x 6∈ FV(b) then
e[x := a][y := b] = e[y := b][x := a[y := b]]
Proof. By induction on the structure of e. 2
3.2.2 Reduction calculus
The reduction calculus is given by β-reduction for function application, ι-reduction for case analysis
and µ-reduction for unfolding recursive definitions—only allowed in the context of application to
a constructor application.
Definition 3.2.8 (Reductions)
1. β-reduction →β is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
(λx. e) e′ →β e[x := e′]
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2. ι-reduction →ι is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
case (ci ~a) of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} →ι ei ~a
where #~a = ar(ci).
3. µ-reduction →µ is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
(letrec f = e) (c ~a) →µ e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c ~a)
where #~a = ar(c).
4. The terms of the forms (λx.a) b, case (ci ~a) of {~c ⇒ ~b} and (letrec f = e) (c~a) are called
β-redexes, ι-redexes and µ-redexes, with a[x := b], bi ~a and e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c~a)
being their contracta, respectively. As expected we call βιµ-redex to a term that is either a
β-redex, an ι-redex or a µ-redex .
5. βιµ-reduction →βιµ is defined as →β ∪ →ι ∪ →µ. βιµ and =βιµ are respectively defined
as the reflexive-transitive and the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closures of →βιµ. We say
that e reduces to e′ (or e computes into e′) whenever eβιµ e′. One defines similarly the
relations β, ι, βι, =β, =ι and =βι.
Remark 3.2.9 In the formulation of the β- and µ-reduction rules, we rely on a variable conven-
tion: in the β-rule, the bound variables of e are assumed to be different from the free variables of
e′; in the µ-rule, the bound and the free variables of e are assumed to be different.
The mechanics of the reduction calculus is illustrated by the following example.
Example 3.2.10 Consider the inductive type of natural numbers Nat with C(Nat) = {o, s}, a(o) =
0 and a(s) = 1. Let plus ≡ (letrec plus = λx. λy. case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ y)}). The
following is a reduction sequence that computes one plus two.
plus (s o) (s (s o))
→µ (λx. λy. case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ y)}) (s o) (s (s o))
β case s o of {o ⇒ s (s o) | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ (s (s o)))}
→ι (λx′. s (plus x′ (s (s o)))) o
→β s (plus o (s (s o)))
→µ s ((λx. λy. case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ y)}) o (s (s o)))
β s (case o of {o ⇒ s (s o) | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ (s (s o)))})
→ι s (s (s o))
Term substitution has some useful properties with respect to reducibility.
Lemma 3.2.11 (Substitution lemma for reductions)
1. e→βιµ e′ ⇒ e[x := a]→βιµ e′[x := a]
2. a→βιµ a′ ⇒ e[x := a]βιµ e[x := a′]
3. e→βιµ e′ ∧ a→βιµ a′ ⇒ e[x := a]βιµ e′[x := a′]
Proof.
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1. By induction on the structure of e. Assume e→βιµ e′. e can neither be a variable nor a
constructor.
• Case e ≡ e1 e2. There are four possibilities:
– e1 →βιµ e′1 and e′ ≡ e′1 e2. In this case we have e1[x := a]→βιµ e′1[x := a] by
induction hypothesis. So, (e1 e2)[x := a] = e1[x := a] e2[x := a] →βιµ e′1[x :=
a]e2[x := a] = (e′1 e2)[x := a].
– e2→βιµ e′2 and e′ ≡ e1 e′2. Similar.
– e1 ≡ (λy.b) with x 6≡ y and y 6∈ FV(a), and e′ ≡ b[y := e2]. In this case we have
e[x := a] = (λy.b[x := a]) (e2[x := a])→βιµ b[x := a][y := e2[x := a]]. Finally by
Lemma 3.2.7 we can conclude that b[x := a][y := e2[x := a]] = b[y := e2][x := a] =
e′[x := a].
– e1 ≡ (letrec y = b), e2 ≡ (c ~a′) with x 6≡ y and y 6∈ FV(a), and e′ ≡ b[y := (letrec y =
b)] (c ~a′). In this case we have e[x := a] = (letrec y = b[x := a]) (c
−−−−−−→
a′[x := a])→βιµ
b[x := a][y := (letrec y = b[x := a])] (c
−−−−−−→
a′[x := a]). Finally by Lemma 3.2.7 we can
conclude that b[x := a][y := (letrec y = b[x := a])] (c
−−−−−−→
a′[x := a]) = b[y := (letrec y =
b)][x := a] (c
−−−−−−→
a′[x := a]) = e′[x := a].
• Case e ≡ (λy.b) with x 6≡ y and y 6∈ FV(a). The only case here is b→βιµ b′ so, the
result follows by induction hypothesis.
• Case e ≡ case b of {~c⇒ ~e}. The proof of this case is very similar to the case where e is
an application.
2. By induction on the structure of e.
3. Directly from properties 1 and 2.
2
Definition 3.2.12 (Strongly normalizing terms) Let a ∈ E.
1. The term a is in normal form if it does not contain any βιµ-redex, i.e., if there is no term
b such that a→βιµ b.
2. The term a strongly normalizes if there is no infinite βιµ-reduction sequence starting with
a.
3. The set SN of strongly normalizing terms is inductively defined by the following clause:
If b ∈ SN for all term b such that a→βιµ b, then a ∈ SN.
It follows from the above definition that the set SN is not empty, since VE ⊆ SN; and that if e
is strongly normalizing and eβιµ e′, then e′ is also strongly normalizing. Moreover, observe that
any subterm of a strongly normalizing term is also strongly normalizing, since the βιµ-reduction
relation is compatible with respect to the formation of terms.
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3.3 Types, Subtyping and Typing
3.3.1 Types and Subtyping
Assume now given two denumerable sets VT of type variables and VS of stage variables. Adopt the
naming conventions that α, α′, αi, β, δ, . . . range over VT and ı, , . . . range over VS . Proceeding
from these, we define stage and type expressions. Stage expressions are built of stage variables, a
symbol for the successor function on stages, and a symbol for the limit stage. A type expression
is either a type variable, a function type expression or a datatype approximation expression.
Definition 3.3.1 (Stages and types)
1. The set S of stage expressions is given by the abstract syntax:
S 3 s, r ::= ı | ŝ | ∞
2. The set T of type expressions is given by the abstract syntax:
T 3 σ, τ ::= α | τ→σ | ds ~τ
where in the last clause, the length of ~τ is exactly ar(d).
The usual conventions of omitting parentheses are adopted: the type constructor→ is right asso-
ciative.
Notation 3.3.2 Very often we write ~τ→σ as an abbreviation for τ1→ . . .→ τn→σ, and d~σ as
an abbreviation for d∞ ~σ.
Every datatype is seen as a family of approximations indexed over a set of stages. The hat
operator maps stage to its successor and ∞ is the stage at which the iterative approximation
process converges to the datatype itself. So, datatypes are equipped with size information given
by the stages which are used to record a bound on the “depth” of values. Stages play a central
role in the definiton of restrictive typing rules in which only terminating functions are typable.
The rougth idea is that a recursive function is accepted as terminating if the sizes of arguments
to recursive calls are bounded by the size of the function input.
Definition 3.3.3 (Type and stage substitutions)
1. A type substitution is a function from VT to T . We write [α1 := σ1, . . . , αn := σn] (or
briefly [~α := ~σ]) for the substitution mapping αi to σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every
other type variable to itself. We write τ [~α := ~σ] to denote the type obtained by replacing
simultaneously each variable αi in τ with σi.
2. A stage substitution is a function from VS to S. We write [ı1 := s1, . . . , ın := sn] (or briefly
[~ı := ~s]) for the substitution mapping ıi to si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every other stage
variable to itself. We write τ [~ı := ~s] to denote the type obtained by replacing simultaneously
each stage variable ıi in τ with si.
In order to present the typing rules for constructors and case-expressions, we have to have a
means to fixing the intended typings of the constructors. To this end, we introduce the notions of
constructor scheme, constructor declaration and constructor scheme instantiation.
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Definition 3.3.4 (Constructor scheme) The set CS of constructor schemes is given by the
abstract syntax:
ς ::= ∀ ~α.∀~ı. σ
where ~α are the free type variables of σ and ~ı are the free stage variables of σ.
Definition 3.3.5 (Constructor declaration) There is a map D : C→CS such that, for every
d ∈ D and c ∈ C(d),
D(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→dı̂~α
where:
1. #~α = ar(d) and #~σ = ar(c);
2. every occurrence of d in σi is of the form dı~α;
3. every occurrence of ı in σi is of the form dı~α;
4. each σi is positive w.r.t. dı~α, i.e. dı~α pos σi , see Figure 3.1;
5. each σi is positive w.r.t. αj, i.e. αj pos σi see Figure 3.1;
6. any d′ 6= d ∈ D appearing in ~σ satisfies str(d′) < str(d).
(pos0)
θ pos θ
(pos1)
θ 6= α
θ pos α
(pos2)
θ neg τ θ pos σ
θ pos τ → σ
(pos3)
θ pos τi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
θ pos ds~τ
(neg1)
θ 6= α
θ neg α
(neg2)
θ pos τ θ neg σ
θ neg τ → σ
(neg3)
θ neg τi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
θ neg ds~τ
where θ ranges over type variables and datatypes.
Figure 3.1: Positive-negative occurrences of type variables or datatypes
The last condition ensures that only finitely iterated inductive definitions are permitted (ex-
cluding mutual induction) and is made use of in the model construction (Definition 4.3.16) in the
proof of strong normalization.
A constructor declaration D(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→dı̂~α specifies the possible typings for constructor
c ∈ C(d): ~α are the parameters of the datatype, ı the stage variable for the datatype d and ~σ is
a possible typing for the arguments of the constructor. Note that, because of conditions 2 and
3, D(c) defines c as a way of transforming values in a given approximation of a datatype, dı~α, in
values of the next approximation, dı̂~α.
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Observe that type parameters may appear only positively in the argument types of the con-
structors. This makes it possible to parameterize the type of lists with respect to the type of
elements, binary trees with respect to the type of node labels, arbitrarily branching trees with
respect to the type of node labels, but not with respect to the branching type.
Example 3.3.6 Consider Bool,Nat, List,Tree,Ord,Maybe,BTree,DTree ∈ D, with ar(Bool) =
ar(Nat) = ar(Ord) = 0 and ar(List) = ar(Tree) = ar(Maybe) = ar(BTree) = ar(DTree) = 1. We have
C(Bool) = {true, false} D(true) = ∀ ı. Bool̂
ı
D(false) = ∀ ı. Bool̂ı
for the datatype of booleans;
C(Nat) = {o, s} D(o) = ∀ ı. Nat̂
ı
D(s) = ∀ ı. Natı→Nat̂ı
for the datatype of natural numbers;
C(List) = {nil, cons} D(nil) = ∀α.∀ ı. List̂
ıα
D(cons) = ∀α.∀ ı. α→Listıα→List̂ıα
for lists;
C(Tree) = {branch} D(branch) = ∀α.∀ ı. α→List(Treeıα)→Treeı̂α
for finitely branching trees;
C(Ord) = {zero, succ, lim}
D(zero) = ∀ ı. Ordı̂
D(succ) = ∀ ı. Ordı→Ordı̂
D(lim) = ∀ ı. (Nat→Ordı)→Ordı̂
for ordinals (or better said, for ordinal notations);
C(Maybe) = {nothing, just} D(nothing) = ∀α.∀ ı. Maybe
ı̂α
D(just) = ∀α.∀ ı. α→Maybeı̂α
for the datatype maybe;
C(BTree) = {void, bnode} D(void) = ∀α.∀ ı. BTree
ı̂α
D(bnode) = ∀α.∀ ı. α→BTreeıα→BTreeıα→BTreeı̂α
for binary trees; and
C(DTree) = {empty, node} D(empty) = ∀α.∀ ı. DTree
ı̂α
D(node) = ∀α.∀ ı. α→(Bool→DTreeıα)→DTreeı̂α
for decision trees. That is, binary trees where at each node one has a value and a boolean function.
In traversing a decision tree the boolean function determines which subtree to choose.
Each particular legal typing for the arguments of a constructor is obtained by instantiating
the associated constructor declaration. The concept of instance of a constructor declaration is
formally defined as follows.
Definition 3.3.7 (Instance and domain) Let d ∈ D, c ∈ C(d), s ∈ S and ~τ ∈ T such that
#~τ = ar(d). Assume D(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→dı̂~α. An instance of c w.r.t. s and ~τ is defined as follows
Insts~τ (c) = ~σ[ı := s][~α := ~τ ]→dŝ~τ
A domain of c w.r.t. s and ~τ is defined as follows
Doms~τ (c) = ~σ[ı := s][~α := ~τ ]
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We now turn to the typing system. On the stages, we introduce a comparison relation. Impor-
tantly, the stage comparison rules state that all stages beyond the limiting stage are equivalent.
On top of the stage comparison relation, another set of rules defines a subtyping relation on
types. A crucial fact stated by these rules is that a given approximation of a datatype is always
included in the next one. This cumulative character is reflected by a chain of subtyping relations
dı~τ ≤ dı̂~τ ≤ d̂ı̂~τ ≤ . . . ≤ d∞~τ that can be derived by those rules.
Definition 3.3.8 (Stage comparison and subtyping) τ is a subtype of σ, written τ ≤ σ,
is defined by the rules of Figure 3.3, where s 4 r is defined by the rules of Figure 3.2.
(refl)
s 4 s (trans)
s 4 r r 4 p
s 4 p (hat) s 4 ŝ
(infty)
s 4∞
Figure 3.2: Stage comparison rules λ̂
(refl)
σ ≤ σ (data)
s 4 r τi ≤ τ ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
ds~τ ≤ dr ~τ ′
(func) τ
′ ≤ τ σ ≤ σ′
τ→σ ≤ τ ′→σ′
Figure 3.3: Subtyping rules for λ̂
Notation 3.3.9 We write ~σ ≤ ~τ , if #~σ = #~τ and σ[i] ≤ τ [i] for i = 1..#~σ.
Lemma 3.3.10 If σ ≤ τ and τ ≤ θ, then σ ≤ θ.
Proof. By induction on the sum of the derivations heights of σ ≤ τ and τ ≤ θ. 2
Lemma 3.3.11 If r̂ 4 ŝ, then r 4 s.
Proof. By induction on the proof of p 4 ŝ, one can show that p 4 ŝ implies p 4 s or p = ŝ from
where the claim can be inferred by instantiating p = r̂. 2
3.3.2 The Typing System
In order to define the typing relation between terms and type expressions, we need the concepts
of context and judgment.
Definition 3.3.12 (Contexts and judgments)
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(var)
Γ ` x : σ if (x : σ) ∈ Γ
(abs)
Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
Γ ` λx. e : τ→σ
(app) Γ ` e : τ→σ Γ ` e
′ : τ
Γ ` e e′ : σ
(cons)
Γ ` c : Insts~τ (c)
if c ∈ C(d)
(case)
Γ ` e′ : dŝ~τ Γ ` ei : Doms~τ (ci)→θ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` case e′ of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} : θ
if C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}
(rec)
Γ, f : dı~τ→θ ` e : dı̂~τ→θ[ı := ı̂] ı pos θ
Γ ` (letrec f = e) : ds~τ→θ[ı := s] if ı not in Γ, ~τ
(sub) Γ ` e : σ σ ≤ σ
′
Γ ` e : σ′
Figure 3.4: Typing rules for λ̂
1. A context Γ is a finite set of assumptions {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn} such that the xis are
pairwise distinct elements of VE and τi ∈ T . Γ can be seen as a partial function so, we write
dom(Γ) = {x1, . . . , xn} and Γ(xi) = τi. Usually we drop the curly brackets and write simply
x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. Moreover, whenever it is written Γ, x : τ or Γ,Γ′ it is assumed that
(x : τ) 6∈ Γ and Γ ∩ Γ′ = ∅.
2. A typing judgment is a triple of the form Γ ` e : σ, where Γ is a context, e is a term and
σ is a type expression.
The definition of the typing relation itself depends on that of subtyping.
Definition 3.3.13 (Typing)
1. A typing judgment is derivable if it can be inferred from the rules of Figure 3.4 where the
positivity condition ı pos σ in the (rec) rule is defined in Figure 3.5.
2. A term e ∈ E is typable if Γ ` e : σ is derivable for some context Γ and type σ.
The rules (var), (abs), and (app) come from the standard simply typed λ-calculus. The rule
(sub) is present in any λ-calculus with subtyping and provides a link between the subtyping and
typing relations. The remaining rules—(cons), (case) and (rec)—deserve some comments.
The (cons) rule says that applying a constructor of a given datatype to values in an approxima-
tion of the datatype gives a value that is guaranteed to be an element in the next approximation.
Observe that constructors are stage-polymorphic.
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(sp1) ı pos α
(sp2)
ı neg τ ı pos σ
ı pos τ → σ
(sp3)
ı pos τi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
ı pos ds~τ
(sn1) ı neg α
(sn2)
ı pos τ ı neg σ
ı neg τ → σ
(sn3)
ı nocc s ı neg τi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
ı neg ds~τ
Figure 3.5: Positive-negative occurrences of a stage variable
The (case) rule says that the converse is also true: any value in the approximation next to
some given one is a result of applying one of the constructors of the datatype to values in the
given approximation and can therefore be subjected to case analysis.
The (rec) rule, finally, says that any systematic way of extending a function defined on a given
approximation of a datatype to work also on the next approximation induces a function defined on
the whole datatype, the limit of the approximations. The premise of this rule involves an implicit
universal quantification over the set of all stages (freshness condition) and incarnates the step of
induction, taking the function from stage ı to stage ı̂.
Despite its simplicity, this rule is powerful enough to capture course-of-value primitive recur-
sion. If we have computed the predecessor x′ : dı~τ of an input x : dı̂~τ within the body of the
recursive function f , we can use the fact that dı~τ ≤ dı̂~τ to type x′ : dı̂~τ by subsumption, and then
compute its predecessor again. Going on like this, we can analyze arbitrarily deep the input x
to obtain subcomponents which can then be used as arguments to recursive calls of f since they
inhabit dı~τ . An example of a function which has a course-of-value recursion implementation is the
function that tests if a natural number is even or not (see Example 3.4.2).
A feature of the (rec) rule, we have not mentioned yet, is that the stage variable ı can occur
in the codomain of the function f . The fact that θ may depend on ı enables the type system to
track stage dependencies between input and output of the function, providing a means to achieve
more precise typings. This feature is very valuable for defining functions where the argument to
the recursive call is derived from the input argument through another function. An example of
such a function is the Euclidean division (see Example 3.4.4), where argument to the recursive call
of div is the result of a subtraction. However, the occurrences of ı in θ are restricted to positive
positions, by the side condition ı pos θ. Indeed, if we simply drop this side condition we can
type non-terminating functions. This condition is a form of guaranteeing covariance between the
stage approximation of the domain and the codomain of function f . In other words, the type of
the codomain of a recursive function can only monotonically depend on the type of the function
domain. We make use of this positivity condition when proving the soundness of the typing system
(see Theorem 4.3.30 and Lemma 4.3.29).
To better help the comprehension of λ̂ we show in extenso a typing derivation for ` plus :
Nats→Nat→Nat, where s can be any stage, in particular ∞.
Example 3.3.14 Consider again the addition of two natural numbers:
plus ≡ (letrec plus = λx. λy. case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ y)})
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The function plus can be shown to have type Nats→Nat→Nat as follows
Γ2 ` x : Nat̂ı
(var)
Γ2 ` y : Nat (var)
(3.1) (3.2)
Γ3 ` s (plus x′ y) : Nat (app)
Γ2 ` λx′. s (plus x′ y) : Natı→Nat (abs)
Γ2 ` case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ y)} : Nat (case)
Γ1 ` λx.λy.case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λx′. s (plus x′ y)} : Nat̂ı→Nat→Nat
2× (abs)
` plus : Nats→Nat→Nat (rec)
where
Γ1 ≡ plus : Natı→Nat→Nat
Γ2 ≡ plus : Natı→Nat→Nat, x : Nat̂ı, y : Nat
Γ3 ≡ plus : Natı→Nat→Nat, x : Nat̂ı, y : Nat, x′ : Natı
Γ3 ` s : Nat∞→Nat∞̂
(cons)
Nat∞→Nat∞̂ ≤ Nat∞→Nat∞
Γ3 ` s : Nat→Nat (sub) (3.1)
and
Γ3 ` plus : Natı→Nat→Nat (var) Γ3 ` x′ : Natı (var)
Γ3 ` plus x′ : Nat→Nat (app) Γ3 ` y : Nat (var)
Γ3 ` plus x′ y : Nat (app) (3.2)
3.4 Some Examples
In order to illustrate the mechanics and expressive power of our calculus, we now give a few
examples of programming. We start from simple recursive definitions that are definable in all
useful existing systems.
Example 3.4.1 (Standard examples)
• The concatenation of two lists and the concatenation of a list of lists.
append ≡ (letrec append:Listıτ→List τ→List τ = λx:Listı̂τ . λy:List τ .
case x of {nil ⇒ y
| cons ⇒ λz:τ . λx′:Listıτ . cons z (append x′ y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:List τ
}
) : Listsτ→List τ→List τ
conc ≡ (letrec conc:Listı(List τ)→List τ = λx:Listı̂(List τ).
case x of {nil ⇒ nil
| cons ⇒ λz:List τ . λx′:Listı(List τ). append z (conc x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:List τ
}
) : Lists (List τ)→List τ
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• The addition of two ordinals.
add ≡ (letrec add :Ordı→Ord→Ord = λx:Ordı̂ . λy:Ord.
case x of {zero ⇒ y
| succ ⇒ λx′:Ordı . succ (add x′ y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Ord
| lim ⇒ λx′:Nat→Ordı . lim (λz:Nat. add (x′ z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Ordı
y
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Ord
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Ord∞̂≤Ord
}
) : Ords→Ord→Ord
Observe that in the types inferred for all these functions, the stage s can be any stage. In fact, the
minimal type is achieved when s is ∞, because s does not occur in the codomain of these functions.
So, we could simply have dropped the stage s in these examples.
The following examples illustrate the use of recursive calls on deep components of the formal
argument of the function.
Example 3.4.2 (Examples of course-of-value recursion)
• The predicate that decides if a natural number is even or not may be defined as follows. This
program involves a recursive call on a deep recursive component of the argument value. To
type it, therefore, the subsumption rule has to be used. This is an example of course-of-value
primitive recursion.
even ≡ (letrec even :Natı→Bool = λx:Natı̂ .
case x of {o ⇒ true
| s ⇒ λx′
:Natı≤Natı̂ . case x
′ of {o ⇒ false
| s ⇒ λx′′:Natı . even x′′︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Bool
}
}
) : Nats→Bool
• The function that takes a decision tree T and a list of booleans, determining a path in T,
and returns the node last visited.
ans ≡ (letrec ans :DTreeıα→List Bool→Maybeα = λx:DTreeı̂α.λl:List Bool. case x of {
empty ⇒ nothing
| node ⇒ λa:α.λf:Bool→DTreeıα. case l of {
nil ⇒ just a
| cons ⇒ λy:Bool.λz:List Bool. case
:DTreeıα≤DTreeı̂α︷︸︸︷
(f y) of {
empty ⇒ just a
| node ⇒ λb:α.λg:Bool→DTreeıα. ans (f y) z︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Maybeα
}
}
}
) : DTreesα→List Bool→Maybeα
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The following examples demonstrate the specific, novel features of λ̂ . First of all, stages
provide a limited means of controlling the effect of a recursively defined function in terms of the
relation between the depths of argument and result values.
Example 3.4.3 (Examples of “exact” typings)
• The length of a list. This standard program for calculating the length of a list admits an
unusually “exact” (i.e., tight and therefore informative) type in λ̂ .
length ≡ (letrec length :Listıτ→Natı =
λx:Listı̂τ . case x of {nil ⇒ o
| cons ⇒ λz:τ . λx′:Listıτ . s (length x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Natı︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Natı̂
}
) : Listsτ→Nats
• The map of a function on a list. This program is very similar to that for the length function
and also admits an “exact” typing, but becomes crucial in an example below.
map ≡ (λf:τ→σ. (letrec map:Listıτ→Listıσ = λx:Listı̂τ .
case x of {nil ⇒ nil
| cons ⇒ λz:τ . λx′:Listıτ . cons (f z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:σ
(map x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Listıσ︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Listı̂σ
}
):Listsτ→Listsσ
) : (τ→σ)→Listsτ→Listsσ
The precision of the types inferred for these functions is achieved by the fact that, in both examples,
the codomain of the function depends on the stage variable of the domain. This enables the type
system to track stage dependencies between input and output of the function, and to produce more
informative types. The type inferred for length informs that when this function is applied to a list
of a certain height produces a natural that does not exceed the height of the input list. The type
inferred for map provide the additional information that, for f : τ→σ and l : Listsτ , the output
list (map f l) is in the same approximation stage as the input list l. Therefore, the list produced
cannot be bigger than the input list.
Further, recursive calls are allowed on structurally smaller arguments that cannot be verified
to be structurally smaller using a viable syntactic criterion.
Example 3.4.4 (Examples not handled by the guard condition)
• Euclidean division d xy+1e. This program for Euclidean division depends on a program for
subtraction. It is not typable in systems with a syntactic guard predicate, as, syntactically,
(minus x′ y) is not properly structurally smaller than x in the program below. In λ̂ , it is
typable because of the “exact” type assignable to minus, that guarantees the term (minus x′ y)
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is in the same approximation stage as x′, and so must be smaller than x.
minus ≡ (letrec minus :Natı→Nat→Natı = λx:Natı̂ . λy:Nat.
case x of {o ⇒ x
| s ⇒ λx′:Natı . case y of {o ⇒ x
| s ⇒ λy′:Nat. minus x′ y′︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Natı≤Natı̂
}
}
) : Nats→Nat→Nats
div ≡ (letrec div :Natı→Nat→Natı =
λx:Natı̂ . λy:Nat. case x of {o ⇒ o
| s ⇒ λx′:Natı . s (div (minus x′ y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Natı
y)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Natı︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Natı̂
}
) : Nats→Nat→Nats
• Flattening of finitely branching trees. This program depends on map and conc. Similarly to
div, it is not typable in systems with a syntactic guard predicate.
flatten ≡ (letrec flatten :Treeıτ→List τ =
λx:Treeı̂τ . case x of {
branch ⇒ λz:τ . λx′:List (Treeıτ). cons z (conc (map flatten x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:List (List τ)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:List τ
}
) : Treesτ→List τ
Differently from the examples presented before, the recursive calls of functions div and flatten
are not derived from the input directly, i.e., using only case analysis: in div, the argument of
the recursive call is connected to a direct subterm of the input via function minus; in flatten the
recursive call is performed via function map. Both functions are problematic for syntactic methods,
and they are not handled by Gime´nez guard condition.
Finally, we give an example demonstrating the usefulness of having the capability of naming
stages explicitly: if one recursion is nested in another, we need two distinct free stage variables.
Example 3.4.5 (Examples involving several stage variables)
• The Ackermann function. The natural definition of the Ackermann function is not typable
in our system. A definition with two recursions, one nesting the other, however, is easy to
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type.
ack ≡ (letrec ack :Natı→Nat→Nat = λx:Natı̂ .
case x of {o ⇒ λz. (s z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Nat→Nat
| s ⇒ λx′:Natı . (letrec ack x :Nat→Nat = λy:Nat̂ .
case y of {o ⇒ ack x′ (s o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Nat
| s ⇒ λy′:Nat . ack x′ (ack x y′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Nat︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Nat
}
):Nat→Nat
}
) : Nats→Nat→Nat
• Sum of all the nodes of a finitely branching tree of naturals. Recall that datatypes Tree and
List are interleaving. Naturally recursion over these nested datatypes is expressed by mutually
interleaving recursive functions. Observe that List(TreeıNat)→Nat is the minimal type that
the inner letrec-expression admits because of the recursive call (sumt y′).
sumt ≡ (letrec sumt :TreeıNat→Nat = λx:Treeı̂Nat.case x of {
branch ⇒ λx′:Nat.λx′′:List(TreeıNat).(
plus x′ (letrec suml :List(TreeıNat)→Nat = λy:List̂(TreeıNat). case y of {
nil ⇒ o
| cons ⇒ λy′:TreeıNat.λy′′:List(TreeıNat). plus (sumt y′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Nat
(suml y′′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Nat
}
):List(TreeıNat)→Nat x′′
)
:Nat
}
) : TreesNat→Nat
Example 3.4.6 (Another example of “exact” typings) Converting a list of naturals into
a binary (search) tree. The precise typing ltobt : ListsNat→BTreesNat informs that the height of
the result tree never exceeds the height of the input list. Notice that to achieve this precision it is
crucial to have ins : BTreesNat→Nat→BTreeŝNat.
leq ≡ (letrec leq :Natı→Nat→Boolı = λx:Natı̂ . λy:Nat. case x of {
o ⇒ case
:Nat≤Nat∞̂︷︸︸︷
y of {o ⇒
:Boolı̂︷︸︸︷
true
| s ⇒ λy′:Nat. false }
| s ⇒ λx′:Natı . case y of {o ⇒ false
| s ⇒ λy′:Nat. leq x′ y′︸ ︷︷ ︸
:Boolı≤Boolı̂
}
}
) : Nats→Nat→Bools
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ins ≡ (letrec ins :BTreeıNat→Nat→BTreeı̂Nat = λx:BTreeı̂Nat. λy:Nat. case x of {
void ⇒
:BTree
̂̂ı︷ ︸︸ ︷
bnode y void void
| bnode ⇒ λz:Nat. λx′:BTreeıNat. λx′′:BTreeıNat. case
Bool≤Bool∞̂︷ ︸︸ ︷
(leq y z) of {
true ⇒ bnode (ins x′ y) x′′
| false ⇒ bnode x′︸︷︷︸
:BTreeıNat≤BTreeı̂Nat
(ins x′′ y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:BTreeı̂Nat︸ ︷︷ ︸
:BTree
̂̂ıNat
}
}
) : BTreesNat→Nat→BTreeŝNat
ltobt ≡ (letrec ltobt :ListıNat→BTreeıNat = λx:Listı̂Nat. case x of {
nil ⇒ void
| cons ⇒ λz:Nat. λx′:ListıNat. ins (ltobt x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:BTreeıNat
z
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:BTreeı̂Nat
}
) : ListsNat→BTreesNat
Chapter 4
Meta-Theoretical Results for λ̂
This chapter establishes some fundamental meta-theoretic properties of λ̂ , including confluence
of the reduction calculus, subject reduction and strong normalizability of typable terms.
4.1 Confluence
In λ̂ , all reduction strategies to compute an expression yield the same result. This is a consequence
of the confluence property of the computation relation, which states that if an expression e can be
partially computed into two different expressions e1 and e2, then there exists a third expression e′
such that both e1 and e2 can be computed into e′. The confluence property, therefore, guarantees
the uniqueness of the value (normal form) of any term. The proof of this property is done by the
standard technique of Tait and Martin-Lo¨f.
Definition 4.1.1 A binary relation→ satisfies the diamond property if
a→a′ ∧ a→a′′ ⇒ ∃ b ∈ E . a′→b ∧ a′′→b
Lemma 4.1.2 If a binary relation satisfies the diamond property, then its transitive closure sat-
isfies also the diamond property.
Proof. By a simple diagram chase suggested by a tiled diagram. 2
To demonstrate thatβιµ is confluent, we must show thatβιµ satisfies the diamond property.
However→βιµ does not satisfies it. In order to apply the above result to show thatβιµ satisfies
the diamond property, we define a new relation 1 which satisfies the diamond property and
which hasβιµ as its transitive closure. Let us introduce the relation 1 which is reflexive and
allows multiple βιµ-reductions in one step, and establish some of its properties. We only show the
parts involving case-expressions, more details can be found, for instance, in [15].
Definition 4.1.3 The parallel one-step relation, 1, is defined on E inductively as follows:
1. a1 a
2. a1 a′ ⇒ λx.a1 λx.a′
3. a1 a′ ∧ b1 b′ ⇒ a b1 a′ b′
4. a1 a′ ∧ b1 b′ ⇒ (λx.a) b1 a′[x := b′]
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5. a1 a′ ∧ bi 1 b′i with i = 1..n ⇒ case a of {~c⇒ ~b}1 case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b′}
6. aj 1 a′j ∧ bk 1 b′k for some k, with j = 1..ar(ck) ⇒ case (ck ~a) of {~c⇒ ~b}1 b′k ~a′
7. e1 e′ ⇒ letrec x = e1 letrec x = e′
8. e1 e′ ∧ ai 1 a′i with i = 1..ar(c) ⇒ (letrec x = e) (c~a)1 e′[x := letrec x = e′] (c ~a′)
Lemma 4.1.4
a1 a′ ∧ b1 b′ ⇒ a[x := b]1 a′[x := b′]
Proof. By induction on the definition of a1 a′. We only treat the cases for clauses 5 and 6 here.
5. Assume a 1 a′ is case e of {~c ⇒ ~b} 1 case e′ of {~c ⇒ ~b′} and is a direct consequence
of e 1 e′, bi 1 b′i with i = 1..n. By induction hypothesis e[x := b] 1 e′[x := b′] and
bi[x := b]1 b′i[x := b′]. Hence a[x := b] = case e[x := b] of {~c⇒
−−−−−→
b[x := b]}1 case e′[x :=
b′] of {~c⇒ −−−−−−→b′[x := b′]} = a′[x := b′].
6. Assume a 1 a′ is case (ck ~a) of {~c ⇒ ~b} 1 bk ~a′ and is a direct consequence of ai 1 a′i
with i = 1..ar(ck), bk 1 b′k. By induction hypothesis bk[x := b] 1 b′k[x := b′] and
ai[x := b] 1 a′i[x := b′]. Then a[x := b] = case (ck
−−−−−→
a[x := b] of {~c ⇒ −−−−−→b[x := b]} 1 b′k[x :=
b′]
−−−−−−→
a′[x := b′] = a′[x := b′].
2
Lemma 4.1.5 (Generation lemma for 1)
1. λx.a1 e implies e ≡ λx.a′ with a1 a′.
2. a1 a2 1 e implies either:
(a) e ≡ a′1 a′2 with a1 1 a′1 and a2 1 a′2;
(b) a1 ≡ λx.b, e ≡ b′[x := a′2] with b1 b′ and a2 1 a′2;
(c) or a1 ≡ letrec x = b, a2 ≡ (c~e), e ≡ b′[x := letrec x = b′] (c ~e′) with b 1 b′ and
ei 1 e′i, i = 1..ar(c) .
3. case a of {~c⇒ ~b}1 e implies either:
(a) e ≡ case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b′} with a1 a′ and bi 1 b′i;
(b) or a ≡ ck ~a, e ≡ b′k ~a′ with bk 1 b′k and aj 1 a′j, j = 1..ar(ck).
4. letrec x = b1 e implies e ≡ letrec x = b′ with b1 b′.
Proof. By induction on the definition of 1. 2
Lemma 4.1.6 1 satisfies the diamond property, i.e.,
a1 a1 ∧ a1 a2 ⇒ ∃ a3 ∈ E . a1 1 a3 ∧ a2 1 a3
Proof. By induction on the definition of a1 a1. We focus on the cases of clauses 5 and 6.
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5. Assume a 1 a1 is case e of {~c ⇒ ~b} 1 case e′ of {~c ⇒ ~b′} and is a direct consequence of
e1 e′, bi 1 b′i with i = 1..n. By Lemma 4.1.5, there are two possibilities:
1. a2 ≡ case e′′ of {~c ⇒ ~b′′} and e 1 e′′, bi 1 b′′i . By induction hypothesis, there are
e′′′, b′′′i such that e
′ 1 e′′′, e′′ 1 e′′′ and b′i 1 b′′′i , b′′i 1 b′′′i . Hence we can take
a3 ≡ case e′′′ of {~c⇒ ~b′′′}.
2. e ≡ ck ~a′′ with aj 1 a′′j , j = 1..ar(ck), bk 1 b′′k and a2 ≡ b′′k ~a′′. By induction
hypothesis, there is b′′′k such that b
′
k 1 b′′′k , b′′k 1 b′′′k . By Lemma 4.1.5 one has
e′ ≡ ck ~a′′′. Hence we can take a3 ≡ b′′′k ~a′′′.
6. Assume a 1 a1 is case (ck ~a) of {~c ⇒ ~b} 1 b′k ~a′ and is a direct consequence of aj 1 a′j ,
j = 1..ar(ck), bk 1 b′k. By Lemma 4.1.5 one can distinguish two cases:
1. a2 ≡ case (ck ~a′′) of {~c ⇒ ~b′′}, aj 1 a′′j , bi 1 b′′i . By induction hypothesis, there
are a′′′j , b
′′′
i such that a
′
j 1 a′′′j , a′′j 1 a′′′j , b′i 1 b′′′i , b′′i 1 b′′′i . Hence we can take
a3 ≡ b′′′k ~a′′′.
2. a2 ≡ b′′k ~a′′, bk 1 b′′k , aj 1 a′′j , j = 1..ar(ck). By induction hypothesis, there are
a′′′j , b
′′′
k such that a
′
j 1 a′′′j , a′′j 1 a′′′j , b′k 1 b′′′k , b′′k 1 b′′′k . Hence we can take
a3 ≡ b′′′k ~a′′′.
2
Lemma 4.1.7 βιµ is the transitive closure of 1.
Proof. 1 contains the reflexive closure of →βιµ. Moreover, 1⊆βιµ. Since βιµ is the
reflexive-transitive closure of →βιµ it is also the transitive closure of 1. 2
Theorem 4.1.8 (Confluence) →βιµ is confluent:
a1 =βιµ a2 ⇒ ∃ e ∈ E . a1 βιµ e ∧ a2 βιµ e
Proof. Assume a1 =βιµ a2, then ∃ a ∈ E . a βιµ a1 ∧ a βιµ a2. As βιµ is the transitive
closure of 1, βιµ satisfies also the diamond property, by Lemma 4.1.2. So, we conclude. 2
Corollary 4.1.9 (Uniqueness of normal forms) Any expression e ∈ E has at most one nor-
mal form.
Proof. From Theorem 4.1.8, by absurdity with the assumption that a term could have two different
normal forms. 2
4.2 Subject Reduction
The proof of subject reduction for λ̂ is quite standard. Before going into this proof, some lem-
mata involving monotonicity and substitution properties for stages, as well as generation and
substitution properties for typing and subtyping, are considered.
Lemma 4.2.1 (Generation lemma for subtyping)
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1. σ v τ1 → τ2 ⇒ σ ≡ τ ′1 → τ ′2 ∧ τ1 v τ ′1 ∧ τ ′2 v τ2
2. τ1 → τ2 v σ ⇒ σ ≡ τ ′1 → τ ′2 ∧ τ ′1 v τ1 ∧ τ2 v τ ′2
3. θ v ds~τ ⇒ θ ≡ dr~σ ∧ r 4 s ∧ ~σ ≤ ~τ
4. ds~τ v θ ⇒ θ ≡ dr~σ ∧ s 4 r ∧ ~τ ≤ ~σ
5. α v σ ⇒ σ ≡ α
6. σ v α ⇒ σ ≡ α
Proof. Immediate by analysis of the subtyping rules. 2
Lemma 4.2.2 (Generation lemma for typing)
1. Γ ` x : σ ⇒ (x : τ) ∈ Γ ∧ τ v σ
2. Γ ` a b : σ ⇒ Γ ` a : τ → σ′ ∧ Γ ` b : τ ∧ σ′ v σ
3. Γ ` λx.e : σ ⇒ σ ≡ τ1 → τ2 ∧ Γ, x : τ ′1 ` e : τ ′2 ∧ τ1 v τ ′1 ∧ τ ′2 v τ2
4. Γ ` c : σ ⇒ σ ≡ ~γ → θ ∧ ~γ v Insts~τ (c) ∧ dŝ~τ v θ ∧ c ∈ C(d)
5. Γ ` case a of {~c⇒ ~b} : σ ⇒ Γ ` a : dŝ~τ ∧ Γ ` bi : Insts~τ (ci)→ θ ∧ θ v σ
6. Γ ` letrec f = e : σ ⇒ Γ, f : dı~τ → θ ` e : (dı~τ → θ)[ı := ı̂] ∧ (dı~τ → θ)[ı := s] v
σ with ı ∈ VS , ı pos θ and ı fresh in Γ, ~τ
Proof. By inspection on the derivation of the antecedent judgments. 2
Lemma 4.2.3
1. If ı pos θ and r 4 s, then θ[ı := r] ≤ θ[ı := s].
2. If ı neg θ and r 4 s, then θ[ı := s] ≤ θ[ı := r].
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of θ. 2
Lemma 4.2.4
1. If σ ≤ σ′, τi ≤ τ ′i and αi pos σ for i = 1..n, then σ[~α := ~τ ] ≤ σ′[~α := ~τ ′].
2. If σ ≤ σ′, τi ≤ τ ′i and αi neg σ for i = 1..n, then σ[~α := ~τ ′] ≤ σ′[~α := ~τ ].
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of σ. 2
Lemma 4.2.5 If r 4 s and ~τ ≤ ~σ, then Domr~τ (c) ≤ Doms~σ(c).
Proof. Follows from the conditions imposed on declarations of constructors (see Definition 3.3.5)
and from lemmas 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. 2
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Lemma 4.2.6 (Substitution lemma)
If Γ, x : τ ` a : σ and Γ ` b : τ , then Γ ` a[x := b] : σ.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ, x : τ ` a : σ. 2
The following lemma shows the polymorphic nature of stage variables. In fact, in a derivable
judgment a stage variable can be replaced throughout by a stage without affecting derivability.
Lemma 4.2.7 If Γ ` a : σ then Γ[ı := s] ` a : σ[ı := s].
Proof. Without loss of generality, one can assume ı nocc s, otherwise one could firstly apply this
weaker version of the lemma with ı being replaced by a new stage variable κ (for the set of stage
variables is infinite) and use again the weaker version of the lemma with κ replaced by s.
By induction on the derivation of Γ ` a : σ. The only interesting case is when the last rule
applied is (rec). (The other cases can be easily proved using the induction hypothesis.) Assume
the last step is
Γ, f : d~τ → θ ` e : d̂~τ → θ[ := ̂]  pos θ
Γ ` (letrec f = e) : dr~τ → θ[ := r]  fresh in Γ, ~τ
A stage variable κ can be chosen such that κ is fresh in Γ, ~τ , θ, κ 6= ı and κ nocc s. Then, from
the induction hypothesis, Γ, f : dκ~τ → θ[ := κ] ` e : dκ̂~τ → θ[ := ̂][ := κ]. Therefore
Γ, f : dκ~τ → θ[ := κ] ` e : dκ̂~τ → θ[ := κ][κ := κ̂] and therefore, using again the induction
hypothesis,
Γ[ı := s], f : dκ~τ [ı := s]→ θ[ := κ][ı := s] `
e : dκ̂~τ [ı := s]→ θ[ := κ][κ := κ̂][ı := s]
Since κ nocc s and κ 6= ı, the substitutions [κ := κ̂] and [ı := s] can be exchanged, obtaining
Γ[ı := s], f : dκ~τ [ı := s]→ θ[ := κ][ı := s] `
e : dκ̂~τ [ı := s]→ θ[ := κ][ı := s][κ := κ̂] (4.1)
and, as κ is fresh in Γ[ı := s] and in ~τ [ı := s], one can apply the rule (rec).
Let u ≡ r[ı := s]. From (4.1) by (rec),
Γ[ı := s] ` (letrec f = e) : du~τ [ı := s]→ θ[ := κ][ı := s][κ := u]
So, as κ nocc s, ı nocc s and κ is θ-fresh, Γ[ı := s] ` (letrec f = e) : (dr~τ)[ı := s]→ θ[ := u][ı :=
s]. Hence, Γ[ı := s] ` (letrec f = e) : (dr~τ → θ[ := r])[ı := s]. 2
We are now ready to prove that λ̂ enjoys the property of subject reduction.
Theorem 4.2.8 (Subject reduction)
Γ ` e1 : σ ∧ e1 →βιµ e2 ⇒ Γ ` e2 : σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` e1 : σ. The interesting cases are when the last rule
applied is (app) or (case):
(app) Assume e1 ≡ a b and the last step is
Γ ` a : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` b : τ1
Γ ` a b : τ2
Then one may have the following cases:
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e2 ≡ e[x := b], with a ≡ λx.e. From the typing derivation for a, using Lemma 4.2.2, follows
that Γ, x : τ ′1 ` e : τ ′2, τ1 v τ ′1 and τ ′2 v τ2, and from the typing derivation for b, by
(sub) one derives Γ ` b : τ ′1. Thus, by Lemma 4.2.6, Γ ` e[x := b] : τ ′2 and finally by
the rule (sub), Γ ` e[x := b] : τ2.
e2 ≡ (e[f := (letrec f = e)]) (c~a), with a ≡ (letrec f = e) and b ≡ (c~a). Applying Lemma
4.2.2 to the typing derivation for a one has:
Γ, f : dı~τ → θ ` e : (dı~τ → θ)[ı := ı̂] (4.2)
(dı~τ → θ)[ı := s] v τ1 → τ2 (4.3)
ı ∈ VS ∧ ı pos θ ∧ ı fresh in Γ, ~τ (4.4)
From (4.3) by Lemma 4.2.1, τ1 ≤ ds~τ ∧ θ[ı := s] ≤ τ2 and thus, using again Lemma
4.2.1,
τ1 ≡ dp~τ ′ ∧ p 4 s ∧ ~τ ′ ≤ ~τ
From (4.2) and (4.4), by (rec), Γ ` (letrec f = e) : (dı~τ → θ)[ı := q] holds for an
arbitrary stage q. Therefore, choosing q ≡ ı and taking into account (4.2), by Lemma
4.2.6 one can derive
Γ ` e[f := (letrec f = e)] : (dı~τ→θ)[ı := ı̂] (4.5)
Thus we have Γ ` (c~a) : dp~τ ′ and so, by lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, one of two possibilities
for p must arise: p ≡ n with n ≥ 1 or p ≡ ∞m with m ≥ 0, where for a stage s and
for k ∈ N, sk means s hatted k times.
• Case p ≡ n with n ≥ 1 then, using Lemma 4.2.7 on (4.5) with substitution
[ı := (n−1)], and since ı is fresh w.r.t. Γ and ~τ ,
Γ ` e[f := (letrec f = e)] : dn~τ→θ[ı := n]
Thus, since Γ ` (c~a) : τ1 and τ1 ≡ dp~τ ′, by (sub) and (app), follows Γ ` e[f :=
(letrec f = e)] (c~a) : θ[ı := n]. One has n 4 s and ı pos θ so, by Lemma 4.2.3,
θ[ı := n] ≤ θ[ı := s] and the proof of this case is concluded using the rule (sub).
• Case p ≡ ∞m with m ≥ 0 then, observe that by (sub) Γ ` (c~a) : d∞(m+1) ~τ ′, and
the proof could now be completed arguing as in the previous case.
The remaining cases, where e2 ≡ a′ b with a →βιµ a′, or e2 ≡ a b′ with b →βιµ b′, follow by
routine induction.
(case) Assume e1 ≡ case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} and the last step is
Γ ` a : dŝ~τ Γ ` bi : Doms~τ (ci)→ θ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : θ
Then one may have:
e2 ≡ bi a1 . . . aar(ci), with a ≡ ci a1 . . . aar(ci). From Γ ` ci a1 . . . aar(ci) : dŝ~τ , by Lemma
4.2.2, it follows that
Γ ` ci : ~γ→σ ∧ σ ≤ dŝ~τ
and also for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci)
Γ ` aj : γj ∧ γj ≤ Domr~ψ(ci)[j] ∧ dr̂ ~ψ ≤ σ
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So, dr̂ ~ψ ≤ dŝ~τ and therefore, by lemmas 4.2.1 and 3.3.11, r 4 s and ~ψ ≤ ~τ . Using
Lemma 4.2.5 and the (sub) rule, one has Γ ` aj : Doms~τ (ci)[j] for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci),
which can be combined with the typing derivation of bi, by means of the rule (app), to
conclude the proof of this case.
The remaining cases, e2 ≡ case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b} with a→βιµ a′, and e2 ≡ case a′ of {c1 ⇒ b1 |
. . . | ci ⇒ b′i | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} with bi →βιµ b′i, follow by routine induction.
2
4.3 Strong Normalization
In λCS every computation sequence starting from a well-typed term terminates. That is, any
strategy for computing a well-typed term leads to a term that cannot be further computed. This
property is known as strong normalization, as we say that a term e is strongly normalizing with
respect to→βιµ, if all βιµ-reduction sequences starting with e terminate. Recall that SN denotes
the set of terms that are strongly normalizing with respect to→βιµ.
This subsection is devoted to prove that strong normalization holds for λCS. To prove that
every typable term is in SN we use the standard technique [90] of constructing a model based on
saturated sets. The method consists in developing a semantics for the typing calculus in which
terms are interpreted as terms and types as sets of terms known by construction only to contain
strongly normalizing terms and always be non-empty (saturated sets). Under this interpretation
a typing assertion e : σ is viewed as the set membership e ∈ [[σ]], where [[σ]] is the saturated set
associated with the type σ. Since saturated sets only contain strong normalizing terms, the strong
normalizability of all typable terms follows from the soundness of the interpretation.
4.3.1 Saturated sets and interpretation domains
The formal definition of saturated set makes use of two auxiliary notions: base term and key
reduction. This way one makes explicit the ideas behind the concept of saturated set, and also
gets a generic definition (to consider new terms and types, one only needs to extend the definition
of base term and key reduction). We start by defining the notions of base terms and key reduction,
and state some of their properties.
Definition 4.3.1 (Base terms) The set Base of base terms is defined inductively as follows:
1. VE ⊆ Base.
2. If b ∈ Base and e ∈ SN then b e ∈ Base.
3. If b ∈ Base and e1, . . . , en ∈ SN, then case b of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} ∈ Base.
4. If b ∈ Base and e ∈ SN then (letrec f = e) b ∈ Base.
Informally, a base term is a term whose reduction is stopped by the occurrence of a variable and
whose subterms are strongly normalizing. Every base term is strongly normalizing.
Lemma 4.3.2 Base ⊆ SN
Proof. By induction on the structure of base terms. 2
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Definition 4.3.3 (Key reduction) The relation of key reduction between terms is defined in-
ductively as follows:
1. If e is a βιµ-redex and e′ is the contractum, then e→k e′.
2. If a→k a′, then a e→k a′ e,
3. If a→k a′, then case a of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en}→k case a′ of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en}.
4. If a→k a′, then (letrec f = e) a→k (letrec f = e) a′.
The redex reduced by a key reduction is called key-redex.
Any term has at most one key-redex. The interest behind the notion of key reduction is that
for computing a normal form of a term that has a key redex one has necessarily to perform a key
reduction. Key reduction commutes with reduction in the following sense.
Lemma 4.3.4 If a→k b and a→βιµ a′ 6= b by a non-key reduction, then a′→k b′ and bβιµ b′
for some b′.
Proof. By induction on the structure of a. Assume a→k b and a→βιµ a′ by a non-key reduction.
There are five different possibilities for a and b:
1. a ≡ (λx.e) e′ and b ≡ e[x := e′]. In this case one has two possible forms for a′:
• a′ ≡ (λx.e′′) e′ and e →βιµ e′′. We have a′ →k e′′[x := e′] and, by Lemma 3.2.11,
b ≡ e[x := e′]→βιµ e′′[x := e′]. Hence b′ ≡ e′′[x := e′].
• a′ ≡ (λx.e) e′′ and e′ →βιµ e′′. We have a′ →k e[x := e′′] and, by Lemma 3.2.11,
b ≡ e[x := e′]→βιµ e[x := e′′]. So, b′ ≡ e′[x := e′′].
2. a ≡ a1 a2, a1→k a′1 and b ≡ a′1 a2. In this case one has two possible forms for a′:
• a′ ≡ a1 a′2 and a2 →βιµ a′2. We have a′ →k a′1 a′2 and b ≡ a′1 a2 →βιµ a′1 a′2. So,
b′ ≡ a′1 a′2.
• a′ ≡ a′′1 a2 and a1→βιµ a′′1 by a non-key reduction. We have a1→k a′1 and a1→βιµ a′′1
by a non-key reduction, then, by induction hypothesis, there is a term e such that
a′′1→k e and a′1βιµ e. Therefore, a′ ≡ a′′1 a2→k e a2 and b ≡ a′1 a2βιµ e a2. Hence
b′ ≡ e a2.
3. a ≡ case (ci ~e) of {~c⇒ ~b} and b ≡ bi ~e. In this case one has two possible forms for a′:
• a′ ≡ case (ci e1 . . . e′j . . . em) of {~c⇒ ~b} and ej→βιµ e′j . We have a′→k bi e1 . . . e′j . . . em
and b ≡ bi e1 . . . ej . . . em→βιµ bi e1 . . . e′j . . . em. So, b′ ≡ bi e1 . . . e′j . . . em.
• a′ ≡ case (ci ~e) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cj ⇒ b′j | . . . cn ⇒ bn} and bj→βιµ b′j . We have:
– if i 6= j then a′→k bi ~e. So, trivially, b′ ≡ bi ~e.
– if i = j then a′→k b′j ~e and b ≡ bj ~e→βιµ b′j . So, b′ ≡ b′j ~e.
4. a ≡ case e of {~c ⇒ ~b}, e→k e′ and b ≡ case e′ of {~c ⇒ ~b}. In this case one has two possible
forms for a′:
• a′ ≡ case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cj ⇒ b′j | . . . cn ⇒ bn} and bj →βιµ b′j . We have
a′→k case e′ of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cj ⇒ b′j | . . . cn ⇒ bn} and b→βιµ case e′ of {c1 ⇒ b1 |
. . . | cj ⇒ b′j | . . . cn ⇒ bn}. So, b′ ≡ case e′ of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cj ⇒ b′j | . . . cn ⇒ bn}.
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• a′ ≡ case e′′ of {~c⇒ ~b} and e→βιµ e′′ by a non-key reduction. By induction hypothesis,
there is a term e′′′ such that e′′→k e′′′ and e′βιµ e′′′. Therefore, a′→k case e′′′ of {~c⇒
~b} and bβιµ case e′′′ of {~c⇒ ~b}. So, b′ ≡ case e′′′ of {~c⇒ ~b}.
5. a ≡ (letrec f = e) (c~a) and b ≡ e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c~a). In this case one has two possible
forms for a′:
• a′ ≡ (letrec f = e′) (c~a) and e→βιµ e′. We have a′→k e′[f := (letrec f = e′)] (c~a)
and, by Lemma 3.2.11, b ≡ e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c~a)→βιµ e′[f := (letrec f = e′)] (c~a).
Hence b′ ≡ e′[f := (letrec f = e′)] (c~a).
• a′ ≡ (letrec f = e) (c a1...ai...aar(c)) and ai→βιµ a′i. We have a′→k e[f := (letrec f =
e)] (c a1...a′i...aar(c)) and, by Lemma 3.2.11, b ≡ e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c~a)→βιµ e[f :=
(letrec f = e)] (c a1...a′i...aar(c)). So, b
′ ≡ e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c a1...a′i...aar(c)).
2
The following two lemmas provide sufficient conditions for an expression to be strongly nor-
malizing.
Lemma 4.3.5
1. If a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and a′ b ∈ SN, then a b ∈ SN.
2. If a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b} ∈ SN, then case a of {~c⇒ ~b} ∈ SN.
3. If a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and (letrec f = e) a′ ∈ SN, then (letrec f = e) a ∈ SN.
Proof.
1. By induction on the sum of the lengths of the βιµ-reduction chains of a and b. We have
a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and a′ b ∈ SN. So, b ∈ SN and a′ ∈ SN. We prove that a b ∈ SN showing
that every term e such that a b→βιµ e is strong normalizing. Since a has a key-redex, a
cannot be a λ-abstraction. Therefore there are the following cases to consider:
• e ≡ a′ b ∈ SN by hypothesis.
• e ≡ a′′ b and a→βιµ a′′ by a non-key reduction. By Lemma 4.3.4, there is a term a′′′
such that a′βιµ a′′′ and a′′→k a′′′. We have a′′ ∈ SN (since a ∈ SN and a→βιµ a′′),
a′′→k a′′′ and a′′′ b ∈ SN (since a′ b ∈ SN and a′βιµ a′′′). So, by induction hypothesis,
e ≡ a′′ b ∈ SN.
• e ≡ a b′ and b→βιµ b′. We have a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and a′ b′ ∈ SN (since a′ b ∈ SN and
b→βιµ b′). So, by induction hypothesis, e ≡ a b′ ∈ SN.
2. By induction on the sum of the lengths of the βιµ-reduction chains of a and bi with 1 ≤ i ≤
#~b. We have a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and case a′ of {~c ⇒ ~b} ∈ SN. So, a′ ∈ SN and bi ∈ SN for
1 ≤ i ≤ #~b. We prove that case a of {~c ⇒ ~b} ∈ SN showing that every term e such that
case a of {~c⇒ ~b}→βιµ e is strong normalizing. Since a has a key-redex, a cannot be of the
form (ci ~e). In consequence, there are the following cases to consider:
• e ≡ case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b} ∈ SN by hypothesis.
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• e ≡ case a′′ of {~c ⇒ ~b} and a→βιµ a′′ by a non-key reduction. By Lemma 4.3.4, there
is a term a′′′ such that a′βιµ a′′′ and a′′→k a′′′. We have a′′ ∈ SN (since a→βιµ a′′
and a ∈ SN), a′′→k a′′′ and case a′′′ of {~c ⇒ ~b} ∈ SN (since case a′ of {~c ⇒ ~b} ∈ SN
and a′βιµ a′′′). Hence, by induction hypothesis, e ≡ case a′′ of {~c⇒ ~b} ∈ SN.
• e ≡ case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | ci ⇒ b′i | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} and bi →βιµ b′i. We have
a ∈ SN, a →k a′ and case a′ of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | ci ⇒ b′i | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} ∈ SN
(since case a′ of {~c ⇒ ~b} ∈ SN and bi →βιµ b′i). So, by induction hypothesis, e ≡
case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | ci ⇒ b′i | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} ∈ SN.
3. By induction on the sum of the lengths of the βιµ-reduction chains of a and e.
2
Lemma 4.3.6
1. If a, e, a[x := e] ∈ SN, then (λx. a) e ∈ SN.
2. If ~a, e1, . . . , en, ei ~a ∈ SN, then case (ci ~a) of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} ∈ SN.
3. If ~a, e, e[f := (letrec f = e)] (c ~a) ∈ SN, then (letrec f = e) (c ~a) ∈ SN.
Proof.
1. By induction on the sum of the lengths of the βιµ-reduction chains of a and e. Assume
a, e, a[x := e] ∈ SN. We have to prove that b ∈ SN for any one b such that (λx. a) e→βιµ b.
There are three cases to consider:
• b ≡ a[x := e] ∈ SN by hypothesis.
• b ≡ (λx. a′) e with aβιµ a′. As a ∈ SN we have a′ ∈ SN. Moreover a′[x := e] ∈ SN,
because a[x := e]βιµ a′[x := e] by Lemma 3.2.11 and a[x := e] ∈ SN. Hence one has
(λx. a′) e ∈ SN by induction hypothesis.
• b ≡ (λx. a) e′ with eβιµ e′. Similar.
Properties 2 and 3 are proved similarly. 2
Next we define saturated sets and state some of their closure properties. Saturated sets are sets
of strongly normalizing terms containing the base terms and closed with respect to key expansion.
Definition 4.3.7 (Saturated sets)
1. A set X ⊆ E is said to be a saturated set, if
(a) X ⊆ SN,
(b) Base ⊆ X,
(c) if a ∈ SN and a→k a′ for some a′ ∈ X, then a ∈ X.
The set of all saturated sets is denoted by SAT.
2. For any X ⊆ E, let pXq = {a ∈ SN | ∃ b ∈ Base ∪X. ak b}.
Lemma 4.3.8 a′ ∈ SN ∧ a′k a ∧ a ∈ X ∧ X ∈ SAT ⇒ a′ ∈ X
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Proof. By induction on the length of the key-reduction sequence a′k a. 2
The following lemma establishes some basic properties of the closure operator p·q.
Lemma 4.3.9
1. If X ⊆ Y , then pXq ⊆ pY q.
2. If X ⊆ SN, then pXq is a saturated set, in fact, the smallest saturated set containing X.
3. pX1 ∪ . . . ∪Xnq = pX1q ∪ . . . ∪ pXnq.
4. If Xi is a saturated set for any i ∈ I, then
⋃
i∈I Xi is a saturated set. (We say that⋃
i∈∅Xi = p∅q.)
Proof.
1. a ∈ pXq ⇒ ∃ b ∈ Base ∪X. ak b ⇒ ∃ b ∈ Base ∪ Y. ak b ⇒ a ∈ pY q
2. First, let us prove that pXq is a saturated set. Clearly, Base ⊆ pXq ⊆ SN. Moreover, if
a ∈ SN and a→k a′, for some a′ ∈ pXq, then ∃ b ∈ Base ∪ X. a′k b and a′ ∈ SN. So,
ak b and a ∈ SN. Hence, a ∈ pXq.
Now, let us show that pXq the smallest saturated set containing X. Assume X ⊆ Y ∈ SAT,
to prove that pXq ⊆ Y . If a′ ∈ pXq, then ∃ b ∈ Base ∪X. a′k b and a′ ∈ SN. Moreover,
b ∈ Y ∈ SAT. Hence, by Lemma 4.3.8, we have a′ ∈ Y .
3. pX1 ∪ . . . ∪Xnq = {a ∈ SN | ∃ b ∈ Base ∪X1 ∪ . . . ∪Xn. ak b} =
⋃
i=1..n{a ∈ SN | ∃ b ∈
Base ∪Xi. ak b} = pX1q ∪ . . . ∪ pXnq
4. Assume Xi ∈ SAT for every i ∈ I. Let us prove the
⋃
i∈I Xi is a saturated set.
• By hypothesis Xi ⊆ SN for every i ∈ I. So,
⋃
i∈I Xi ⊆ SN.
• Base ⊆ Xi for every i ∈ I. Hence, Base ⊆
⋃
i∈I Xi.
• Let a ∈ SN and a→k a′, for some a′ ∈
⋃
i∈I Xi. Thus, a
′ ∈ Xi for some i ∈ I. As Xi is
saturated, a ∈ Xi. Hence, a ∈
⋃
i∈I Xi.
2
On saturated sets, we can define a function-space forming operation. This is needed for the
interpretation of function-space types.
Definition 4.3.10 For any X,Y ⊆ E, let X→Y = {a ∈ E | ∀e ∈ X. a e ∈ Y }. Moreover, ~X→Y
stands for X1→(X2→(. . . (Xn→Y ) . . .)).
Lemma 4.3.11 If X ′ ⊆ X ⊆ E and Y ⊆ Y ′ ⊆ E, then X→Y ⊆ X ′→Y ′.
Proof. a ∈ X→Y ⇒ ∀e ∈ X. a e ∈ Y ⇒ ∀e ∈ X ′. a e ∈ Y ⊆ Y ′ ⇒ a ∈ X ′→Y ′ 2
Lemma 4.3.12 If X,Y ∈ SAT, then X→Y ∈ SAT.
Proof. Suppose X and Y are saturated. Let us check that X → Y satisfies the conditions of
saturatedness:
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• Clearly any a ∈ X→Y is strongly normalizing: as X is non-empty, we can pick some e ∈ X
and then a ∈ SN because a e ∈ Y ⊆ SN.
• Suppose b ∈ Base and consider any e ∈ X. As e ∈ SN, we have that b e ∈ Base ⊆ Y . Hence
b ∈ X→Y .
• Suppose a ∈ SN, a→k a′ and a′ ∈ X→Y . We have to show that a ∈ X→Y , i.e., that, for
any e ∈ X, a e ∈ Y . Consider any e ∈ X. We have a e→k a′ e and a′ e ∈ Y ⊆ SN, hence
Lemma 4.3.5 applies and a e ∈ SN. Since Y is saturated, we get a e ∈ Y .
2
Type and term interpretation
In what now follows, we define a semantics of the language of stages, types, and terms and show
that the rules of stage comparison, subtyping and typing are sound with respect to that semantics.
Types will be interpreted as saturated sets of terms, terms will be interpreted as terms.
We start with the definitions of valuations and interpretation for stages and types. Stages will
be interpreted as ordinals below Ω, the first uncountable ordinal, types as saturated sets of terms.
Inductive types are interpreted as limits of a monotone approximation process from below. As the
universe, SN, is countable, the approximation process is guaranteed to converge before Ω.
Definition 4.3.13 (Stage valuation)
1. A stage valuation is a map pi : VS→Ω + 1.
2. For every stage valuation pi, ı ∈ VS , and x ∈ Ω + 1, the stage valuation pi(ı := x) is defined
as follows:
pi(ı := x)(ı′) =
{
x if ı′ ≡ ı
pi(ı′) if ı′ 6≡ ı
Definition 4.3.14 (Interpretation of stages) Let pi be a stage valuation. The corresponding
stage interpretation function [[.]]pi : S→Ω + 1 is defined as follows:
[[ı]]pi = pi(ı) if ı ∈ VS
[[∞]]pi = Ω
[[ŝ]]pi =
{
[[s]]pi + 1 if [[s]]pi < Ω
[[s]]pi if [[s]]pi = Ω
Definition 4.3.15 (Type valuation)
1. A type valuation is a map ξ : VT →SAT.
2. For every type valuation ξ, α ∈ VT , and X ∈ SAT, the type valuation ξ(α := X) is defined
as follows:
ξ(α := X)(α′) =
{
X if α′ ≡ α
ξ(α′) if α′ 6≡ α
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Definition 4.3.16 (Interpretation of types) Let pi be a stage valuation and ξ a type valua-
tion. The corresponding type interpretation function [[.]]pi,ξ : T → SAT is defined by induction on
heights (because of the stratification on datatype identifiers, every type has finite height):
[[α]]pi,ξ = ξ(α) if α ∈ VT
[[τ→σ]]pi,ξ = [[τ ]]pi,ξ→ [[σ]]pi,ξ
[[ds~τ ]]pi,ξ = Ddpi,ξ([[~τ ]]pi,ξ, [[s]]pi)
where Ddpi,ξ( ~X, x) is defined by induction on x by
Ddpi,ξ( ~X, 0) = p∅q
Ddpi,ξ( ~X, y + 1) =
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X,y),~α:= ~X)q
where, assuming D(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→dı̂~α and δ fresh,
~θ is obtained from ~σ replacing the occurrences of dı~α by δ.
Ddpi,ξ( ~X, x) =
⋃
y<x
Ddpi,ξ( ~X, y) if x is a limit ordinal
Note that we write c [[~σ]]pi,ξ as an abbreviation for {c a1 . . . an | ai ∈ [[σi]]pi,ξ for i = 1..#~σ}.
Remark 4.3.17 In the definition of [[ds~τ ]]pi,ξ, a form of variable convention for type variables is
relied upon: for each c ∈ C(d) such that D(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→dı̂~α, ~α are assumed not to appear in
~τ . Alternatively, without the convention, some variable renaming of ~α may be necessary.
Lemma 4.3.18
1. Ddpi,ξ( ~X, x) = D
d
pi(ı:=s),ξ( ~X, x)
2. Ddpi,ξ( ~X, x) = D
d
pi,ξ(α:=τ)( ~X, x)
Proof. Both proofs proceed by induction on x.
1. For x = 0 it is trivial. For x = y + 1, we have:
Ddpi(ı:=s),ξ( ~X, y + 1) =
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi(ı:=s),ξ(δ:=Dd
pi(ı:=s),ξ(
~X,y),~α:= ~X)q (4.6)
=
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi(ı:=s),ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X,y),~α:= ~X)q (4.7)
=
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X,y),~α:= ~X)q (4.8)
= Ddpi,ξ( ~X, y + 1) (4.9)
The equation (4.7) is justified using induction hypothesis and (4.8) is because ~θ has no
occurrences of stage variables.
If x is a limit ordinal, the proof follows from induction hypothesis.
2. For x = 0 it is trivial. For x = y + 1, we have:
Ddpi,ξ(α:=τ)( ~X, y + 1) =
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(α:=τ,δ:=Dd
pi,ξ(α:=τ)(
~X,y),~α:= ~X)q (4.10)
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=
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(α:=τ,δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X,y),~α:= ~X)q (4.11)
=
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X,y),~α:= ~X)q (4.12)
= Ddpi,ξ( ~X, y + 1) (4.13)
The equation (4.11) is justified using induction hypothesis and (4.12) is due to the fact that
the only type variables that can appear in ~θ are ~α and δ.
If x is a limit ordinal, then the proof follows from induction hypothesis.
2
Lemma 4.3.19 (Substitution lemma for the interpretation of types)
1. [[σ[ı := s]]]pi,ξ = [[σ]]pi(ı:=[[s]]pi),ξ
2. [[σ[α := τ ]]]pi,ξ = [[σ]]pi,ξ(α:=[[τ ]]pi,ξ)
Proof. Both proofs proceed by induction on the structure of σ, using Lemma 4.3.18. 2
The following lemma states that the sequence of approximations of any datatype is non-
decreasing with respect to set inclusion and converges before Ω.
Lemma 4.3.20
1. If X ⊆ X ′ and α pos σ, then [[σ]]pi,ξ(α:=X) ⊆ [[σ]]pi,ξ(α:=X′).
If X ⊆ X ′ and α neg σ, then [[σ]]pi,ξ(α:=X′) ⊆ [[σ]]pi,ξ(α:=X).
2. If Xi ⊆ X ′i and x ≤ x′, then Ddpi,ξ( ~X, x) ⊆ Ddpi,ξ( ~X ′, x′).
3. Ddpi,ξ( ~X,Ω + 1) = D
d
pi,ξ( ~X,Ω).
Proof.
1. By mutual induction on the structure of σ, using Lemma 4.3.18.
2. By induction on x. Assume Xi ⊆ X ′i for i = 1..# ~X. For x = 0 it is trivial. For x = y + 1,
then x′ = y′ + 1 with y ≤ y′. So, we have:
Ddpi,ξ( ~X, y + 1) =
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]
pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆Dd
pi,ξ
( ~X′,y′)
,~α:= ~X︸︷︷︸
⊆ ~X′
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆[[~θ]]
pi,ξ(δ:=Dd
pi,ξ
( ~X′,y′),~α:= ~X′)
q (4.14)
⊆
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ( ~X′,y′),~α:= ~X′)q (4.15)
= Ddpi,ξ( ~X ′, y
′ + 1) (4.16)
The equation (4.15) is justified using induction hypothesis, item 1 of this lemma and Lemma
4.3.9 (item 1). If x is a limit ordinal, then the proof follows from induction hypothesis.
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3. From 2, using the fact that E is countable. The iteration process has to converge before Ω:
the opposite would imply that E is uncountable, as Ω is uncountable.
2
Lemma 4.3.21
[[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ =
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[Doms~τ (c)]]pi,ξq
Proof.
[[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ = Ddpi,ξ([[~τ ]]pi,ξ, [[ŝ]]pi) (4.17)
= Ddpi,ξ([[~τ ]]pi,ξ, [[s]]pi + 1) (4.18)
=
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ([[~τ ]]pi,ξ,[[s]]pi),~α:=[[~τ ]]pi,ξ)q (4.19)
=
⋃
c∈C(d)
pc [[Doms~τ (c)]]pi,ξq (4.20)
The justification for equation (4.18) is: if [[s]]pi < Ω, then [[ŝ]]pi = [[s]]pi + 1; if [[s]]pi = Ω, then
[[ŝ]]pi = Ω, so the equation follows using Lemma 4.3.20 (item 3). The equation (4.20) is justified by
[[Doms~τ (c)]]pi,ξ = [[~σ[ı := s][~α := ~τ ]]]pi,ξ (4.21)
= [[~θ[δ := ds~τ ]]]pi,ξ(~α:=[[~τ ]]pi,ξ) (4.22)
= [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=[[ds~τ ]]pi,ξ(~α:=[[~τ]]pi,ξ),~α:=[[~τ ]]pi,ξ) (4.23)
= [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Dd
pi,ξ(~α:=[[~τ]]pi,ξ)
([[~τ ]]
pi,ξ(~α:=[[~θ]]pi,ξ)
,[[s]]pi),~α:=[[~τ ]]pi,ξ) (4.24)
= [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ([[~τ ]]pi,ξ(~α:=[[~θ]]pi,ξ),[[s]]pi),~α:=[[~τ ]]pi,ξ)
(4.25)
= [[~θ]]pi,ξ(δ:=Ddpi,ξ([[~τ ]]pi,ξ,[[s]]pi),~α:=[[~τ ]]pi,ξ) (4.26)
Notice that in (4.22) we are assuming D(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ → dı̂~α and δ fresh, and neither δ nor
~α appear in ~τ . Furthermore, ~θ is obtained from ~σ replacing the occurrences of dı~α by δ. This
equation is justified by Lemma 4.3.19. Equation (4.23) follows from Lemma 4.3.19, equation (4.25)
follows from Lemma 4.3.18, and equation (4.26) is justified by the fact of none ~α occurs in ~τ .
2
Next we define valuations and interpretation for terms.
Definition 4.3.22 (Term valuation)
1. A term valuation is a map ρ : VE→E.
2. For every term valuation ρ, e ∈ E and x ∈ VE , the term valuation ρ(x := e) is defined as
follows:
ρ(x := e)(z) =
{
e if z ≡ x
ρ(z) if z 6≡ x
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Definition 4.3.23 (Interpretation of terms) For any term valuation ρ, the map ([.])ρ : E→E
is defined inductively as follows:
([x])ρ = ρ(x)
([λx. e])ρ = λx.([e])ρ(x:=x)
([e e′])ρ = ([e])ρ ([e′])ρ
([c])ρ = c
([case e of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en}])ρ = case ([e])ρ of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ}
([letrec f = e])ρ = letrec f = ([e])ρ(f :=f)
Remark 4.3.24 In the clauses for lambda-abstraction and letrec, a form of variable convention
is relied upon: namely, x resp. f is assumed not to appear as a free variable in any of the terms
ρ(y) where y is free in e. Alternatively, without the convention, some variable renaming may be
necessary: in the case of lambda-abstraction, one would set
([λx. e])ρ = λx′.([e])ρ(x:=x′)
where x′ is some variable free in no ρ(y) where y is free in e.
Lemma 4.3.25 (Substitution lemma for the interpretation of terms)
1. ([e[x := e′]])ρ = ([e])ρ(x:=([e′])ρ).
2. ([e])ρ = e[~y := ρ(~y)] where ~y are the free variables of e.
Proof. By induction on the structure of e. 2
The notion of satisfaction and validity are defined as usual: satisfaction of subtyping is set
inclusion, and satisfaction of typing is set membership.
Definition 4.3.26 (Satisfaction, validity)
1. A stage valuation pi satisfies a stage comparison judgment s 4 s′, if [[s]]pi ≤ [[s′]]pi. A stage
comparison judgment s 4 s′ is valid, if every stage valuation satisfies it.
2. A stage valuation pi and a type valuation ξ satisfy a subtyping judgment σ ≤ σ′, if [[σ]]pi,ξ ⊆
[[σ′]]pi,ξ. A subtyping judgment σ ≤ σ′ is valid, if every pair of stage and type valuations
satisfies it.
3. A valuation is a triple (pi, ξ, ρ), where pi is a stage valuation, ξ is a type valuation and ρ is
a term valuation.
4. Let (pi, ξ, ρ) be a valuation.
(a) (pi, ξ, ρ) satisfies a context Γ, written (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ, if ρ(x) ∈ [[τ ]]pi,ξ for each (x : τ) ∈ Γ.
(b) (pi, ξ, ρ) satisfies a typing judgment Γ ` e : σ, if
(pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ ⇒ ([e])ρ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ
5. A typing judgment Γ ` e : σ is valid, written Γ |= e : σ, if every valuation satisfies it.
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4.3.2 Soundness w.r.t. the Semantics
Next we prove that the rules of λ̂ for stage comparison, subtyping, and typing are sound with
respect to the semantics just defined. The strong normalization theorem follows as a corollary
from the typing soundness.
Proposition 4.3.27 (Stage comparison soundness)
s 4 s′ derivable ⇒ s 4 s′ valid
Proof. By induction on the derivation of s 4 s′. 2
Proposition 4.3.28 (Subtyping soundness)
σ ≤ σ′ derivable ⇒ σ ≤ σ′ valid
Proof. By induction on the derivation of σ ≤ σ′, using lemmas 4.3.11 and 4.3.20. 2
Lemma 4.3.29 Let ξ be a type valuation. Then
1. If ı pos σ and x ≤ x′, then [[σ]]pi(ı:=x),ξ ⊆ [[σ]]pi(ı:=x′),ξ.
2. If ı neg σ and x ≤ x′, then [[σ]]pi(ı:=x),ξ ⊇ [[σ]]pi(ı:=x′),ξ.
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of σ. 2
Theorem 4.3.30 (Typing soundness)
Γ ` e : σ derivable ⇒ Γ |= e : σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` e : σ.
(var) Assume the last (and the only) step is
Γ ` x : τ and (x : τ) ∈ Γ
Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show that ([x])ρ ∈ [[τ ]]pi,ξ. This is true, as (x : τ) ∈ Γ.
(abs) Assume the last step is
Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
Γ ` λx. e : τ→σ
Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show that ([λx. e])ρ ∈ [[τ → σ]]pi,ξ. Since [[τ → σ]]pi,ξ =
[[τ ]]pi,ξ → [[σ]]pi,ξ and ([λx. e])ρ = λx.([e])ρ0 , where ρ0 = ρ(x := x), this amounts to showing
that (λx. ([e])ρ0) a ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ for any a ∈ [[τ ]]pi,ξ.
Observe first that, since (pi, ξ, ρ0) |= Γ and ρ0(x) = x ∈ VE ⊆ [[τ ]]pi,ξ, the induction hypothesis
tells us that ([e])ρ0 ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN.
Suppose now a ∈ [[τ ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN and let ρ′ = ρ(x := a). Since (pi, ξ, ρ′) |= Γ and ρ′(x) = a ∈
[[τ ]]pi,ξ, by the induction hypothesis, we get that ([e])ρ′ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN. Write ~y for the free vari-
ables of e, then (λx. ([e])ρ0) a→k ([e])ρ0 [x := a] = e[~y := ρ0(~y)][x := a] = e[~y := ρ′(~y)] = ([e])ρ′
(by the variable convention, Remark 4.3.24, x does not occur free in ρ0(~y)). By Lemma
4.3.6, (λx. ([e])ρ0) a ∈ SN. As [[σ]]pi,ξ is a saturated set, we get that (λx. ([e])ρ0) a ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ.
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(app) Assume the last step is
Γ ` e : τ→σ Γ ` e′ : τ
Γ ` e e′ : σ
Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show that ([e e′])ρ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ. As ([e e′])ρ = ([e])ρ ([e′])ρ, this
amounts to showing that ([e])ρ ([e′])ρ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ.
As (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ, the induction hypothesis gives that ([e])ρ ∈ [[τ→σ]]pi,ξ = [[τ ]]pi,ξ→ [[σ]]pi,ξ and
([e′])ρ ∈ [[τ ]]pi,ξ. Thus ([e])ρ ([e′])ρ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ.
(cons) Assume the last (and the only) step is
Γ ` c : Insts~τ (c)
with c ∈ C(d)
Observe first that Insts~τ (c) = Dom
s
~τ (c) → dŝ~τ . Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show
that ([c])ρ ∈ [[Doms~τ (c)→ dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ = [[Doms~τ (c)]]pi,ξ → [[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ. As ([c])ρ = c, this amounts
to showing that c~a ∈ [[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ for any ~a ∈ [[Doms~τ (c)]]pi,ξ. But that holds trivially, since
[[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ =
⋃
c∈C(d)pc [[Dom
s
~τ (c)]]pi,ξq as stated in Lemma 4.3.21.
(case) Assume the last step is
Γ ` e : dŝ~τ Γ ` e1 : Doms~τ (c1)→θ . . . Γ ` en : Doms~τ (cn)→θ
Γ ` case e of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} : θ
with C(d) = {c1, ..., cn}
Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show that ([case e of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en}])ρ ∈ [[θ]]pi,ξ.
As ([case e of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en}])ρ = case ([e])ρ of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ}, this
amounts to showing that case ([e])ρ of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ} ∈ [[θ]]pi,ξ.
As (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ, from the induction hypothesis we get that ([e])ρ ∈ [[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN and
([ei])ρ ∈ [[Doms~τ (ci)→θ]]pi,ξ = [[Doms~τ (ci)]]pi,ξ→ [[θ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN for each i ∈ 1..n.
Since [[dŝ~τ ]]pi,ξ = pc1 [[Doms~τ (c1)]]pi,ξ∪. . .∪cn [[Doms~τ (cn)]]pi,ξq, it must be the case that ([e])ρk
b for some b ∈ Base ∪ c1 [[Doms~τ (c1)]]pi,ξ ∪ . . . ∪ cn [[Doms~τ (cn)]]pi,ξ.
From b ∈ Base ∪ c1 [[Doms~τ (c1)]]pi,ξ ∪ . . . ∪ cn [[Doms~τ (cn)]]pi,ξ, it follows that case b of {c1 ⇒
([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ} ∈ [[θ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN. Indeed, if b ∈ Base, then case b of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ |
. . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ} ∈ Base ⊆ [[θ]]pi,ξ, as ([ei])ρ ∈ SN for each i ∈ 1..n; if b ∈ ci [[Doms~τ (ci)]]pi,ξ
for some i ∈ 1..n, then b = ci ~a for some ~a ∈ [[Doms~τ (ci)]]pi,ξ and therefore case b of {c1 ⇒
([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ}→k ([ei])ρ~a ∈ [[θ]]pi,ξ and, by Lemma 4.3.6, case b of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ |
. . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ} ∈ SN, hence case b of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ} ∈ [[θ]]pi,ξ as [[θ]]pi,ξ is
saturated.
From ([e])ρk b it follows that case ([e])ρ of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ}k case b of {c1 ⇒
([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒ ([en])ρ}; further, by Lemma 4.3.5, case ([e])ρ of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒
([en])ρ} ∈ SN. Since [[θ]]pi,ξ is saturated, we get that case ([e])ρ of {c1 ⇒ ([e1])ρ | . . . | cn ⇒
([en])ρ} ∈ [[θ]]pi,ξ.
(rec) Assume the last step is
Γ, f : dı~τ→θ ` e : dı̂~τ→θ[ı := ı̂] ı pos θ
Γ ` (letrec f = e) : ds~τ→θ[ı := s] and ı fresh in Γ, ~τ
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Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show that ([(letrec f = e)])ρ ∈ [[ds~τ → θ[ı := s]]]pi,ξ.
As [[ds~τ → θ[ı := s]]]pi,ξ = [[dı~τ → θ]]pi0,ξ = [[dı~τ ]]pi0,ξ → [[θ]]pi0,ξ and ([(letrec f = e)])ρ =
(letrec f = ([e])ρ0) where pi0 = pi(ı := [[s]]pi) and ρ0 = ρ(f := f), this amounts to showing
that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) a ∈ [[θ]]pi0,ξ for any a ∈ [[dı~τ ]]pi0,ξ.
As (pi0, ξ, ρ0) |= Γ and ρ0(f) = f ∈ VE ⊆ [[dı~τ→ θ]]pi0,ξ, by the induction hypothesis we get
that ([e])ρ0 ∈ [[dı̂~τ→θ[ı := ı̂]]]pi0,ξ ⊆ SN.
We prove our goal by induction on pi0(ı).
(pi0(ı) = 0) Suppose a ∈ [[dı~τ ]]pi0,ξ = p∅q ⊆ SN. Then ak b for some b ∈ Base.
Since ([e])ρ0 ∈ SN, from b ∈ Base it follows that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) b ∈ Base ⊆ [[θ]]pi0,ξ ⊆
SN.
From ak b it follows that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) ak (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) b and, by Lemma
4.3.5, (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) a ∈ SN.
Since [[θ]]pi0,ξ is a saturated set, we can conclude that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) a ∈ [[θ]]pi0,ξ.
(pi0(ı) = y + 1) Let pi′ = pi(ı := y) and ρ′ = ρ(f := (letrec f = ([e])ρ0)). As (pi
′, ξ, ρ′) |= Γ
and as by the inner induction hypothesis ρ′(f) = (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) ∈ [[dı~τ ]]pi′,ξ →
[[θ]]pi′,ξ = [[dı~τ → θ]]pi′,ξ, by the outer induction hypothesis we get that ([e])ρ′ ∈ [[dı̂~τ →
θ[ı := ı̂]]]pi′,ξ = [[dı~τ→θ]]pi0,ξ.
Suppose a ∈ [[dı~τ ]]pi0,ξ = [[dı̂~τ ]]pi′,ξ = pc1 [[Domı~τ (c1)]]pi′,ξ ∪ . . . ∪ cn [[Domı~τ (cn)]]pi′,ξq ⊆ SN
using Lemma 4.3.21.
Then ak b for some b ∈ Base ∪ c1 [[Domı~τ (c1)]]pi′,ξ ∪ . . . ∪ cn [[Domı~τ (cn)]]pi′,ξ.
From b ∈ Base ∪ c1 [[Domı~τ (c1)]]pi′,ξ ∪ . . . ∪ cn [[Domı~τ (cn)]]pi′,ξ we get that (letrec f =
([e])ρ0) b ∈ [[θ]]pi0,ξ ⊆ SN. Indeed, if b ∈ Base, then (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) b ∈ Base ⊆ [[θ]]pi0,ξ,
since ([e])ρ0 ∈ SN; if b ∈ ci[[Domı~τ (ci)]]pi′,ξ ⊆ [[dı~τ ]]pi0,ξ for some i ∈ 1..n, then (letrec f =
([e])ρ0) b→k ([e])ρ0 [f := (letrec f = ([e])ρ0)] b = ([e])ρ′ b ∈ [[θ]]pi0,ξ and, by Lemma 4.3.6,
(letrec f = ([e])ρ0) b ∈ SN, hence (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) b ∈ [[θ]]pi0,ξ as [[θ]]pi0,ξ is saturated.
From ak b it follows that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) ak (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) b and, by Lemma
4.3.5, (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) a ∈ SN.
Since [[θ]]pi0,ξ is a saturated set, we can conclude that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) a ∈ [[θ]]pi0,ξ.
(pi0(ı) = x where x is a limit ordinal) Suppose a ∈ [[dı~τ ]]pi0,ξ =
⋃
y<x[[d
ı~τ ]]pi(ı:=y),ξ. Then
a ∈ [[dı~τ ]]pi(ı:=y),ξ for some y < x. By the inner induction hypothesis and by the posi-
tivity of ı in θ, we therefore get that (letrec f = ([e])ρ0) a ∈ [[θ]]pi(ı:=y),ξ ⊆ [[θ]]pi0,ξ using
Lemma 4.3.29.
(sub) Assume the last step is
Γ ` e : σ σ ≤ σ′
Γ ` e : σ′
Suppose (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. We have to show that ([e])ρ ∈ [[σ′]]pi,ξ. As (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ, the induction
hypothesis gives ([e])ρ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ and the subtyping soundness gives [[σ]]pi,ξ ⊆ [[σ′]]pi,ξ. Together,
these give ([e])ρ ∈ [[σ′]]pi,ξ.
2
The main result of this subsection follows as an immediate corollary of the soundness of the
typing system.
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Theorem 4.3.31 (Strong normalization) →βιµ is strongly normalizing on typable expressions:
Γ ` e : σ derivable ⇒ e ∈ SN
Proof. Assume Γ ` e : σ. Then, by Theorem 4.3.30, Γ |= e : σ. Consider a valuation (pi, ξ, ρ)
where, for every x ∈ VE , ρ(x) = x. For every (x : τ) ∈ Γ, ([x])ρ = x ∈ [[τ ]]pi,ξ, since [[τ ]]pi,ξ is
saturated, hence (pi, ξ, ρ) |= Γ. Therefore ([e])ρ ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ. As ([e])ρ = e, we have
e ∈ [[σ]]pi,ξ ⊆ SN
2
Chapter 5
The System λG
In this chapter we present the system λG , a simply typed λ-calculus with inductive types. The
terms allowed in λG are the same as those allowed in λ̂ . In particular, we continue to have the letrec
constructor for defining functions recursively, but in λG (following what is done in [67]) termination
of typable recursively defined functions is ensured by a syntactical condition G constraining uses
of recursive calls in the body of definitions. The condition G is checked directly on the body of
the function and not on its normal form because of the problem this would raise (as discussed in
the introduction).
5.1 Definition of λG
The systems λG and λ̂ allow the same set of terms; they differ at the level of types in the following
aspects:
1. stages are not present in λG and so datatypes are not annotated by stages;
2. in λG there is no subtyping relation;
3. the set of typing rules is different, and λG ’s typing rule
Γ, f : d~τ → σ ` e : d~τ → σ Gxf (∅, a)
Γ ` (letrec f = e) : d~τ → σ if e ≡ λx.a
for letrec-expressions is complemented by the syntactical condition G;
4. following Gime´nez [67], the datatypes allowed in λG are slightly more restricted than those of
λ̂ for, in the argument types of the constructors of a datatype, this datatype can only have
strictly positive occurrences. The justification for this restriction is that syntactic methods
fail for non-strictly positive datatypes.
Definition 5.1.1 (Constructor scheme) The set CSG of constructor schemes is given by the
abstract syntax:
ς ::= ∀ ~α. σ
where ~α are the free type variables of σ.
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Definition 5.1.2 (Constructor declaration) There is a map D : C→CSG such that, for every
d ∈ D and c ∈ C(d),
D(c) = ∀ ~α. ~σ→d ~α
where:
1. #~α = ar(d) and #~σ = ar(c);
2. each σi is strictly positive w.r.t. d, see Figure 5.1;
3. every occurrence of d in σi is of the form d ~α;
4. any d′ 6= d ∈ D appearing in ~σ satisfies str(d′) < str(d).
(spos1) d nocc τ
τ spos d
(spos2)
d nocc θi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
θ1 → . . .→ θn → d ~α spos d
Figure 5.1: Strictly positive rules
Let us focus on the letrec operator and on the syntactical condition G it satisfies. This condition
complements the reduction rule→µ, ensuring that each expansion of the letrec operator consumes
(at least) the constructor in the head of its argument. Informally, for a term (letrec f = e) we
should have the following:
1. f may occur in e only as the head of an application;
2. any application of f must be protected by a case analysis of the formal argument of e, say
x (for this reason f is said to be guarded-by-destructors); therefore f must occur inside ei’s
in the following context:
case x of { c1 ⇒ λx1,1. . . . λx1,ar(c1). e1
...
| cn ⇒ λxn,1. . . . λxn,ar(cn). en
}
3. considering that the components of x are the xij (direct components) together with the
components of each xij (inner components), f must be applied to a term of the form z ~a
where z is a recursive component of x (i.e., z is a component of x whose type has occurrences
of the type of x).
To illustrate the observations above, let us consider the examples already given in Section 3.4,
plus and even, now transposed to λG .
Example 5.1.3
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• The addition of two natural numbers.
(letrec plus = λx. λy. case x of {o ⇒ y
| s ⇒ λn.s (plus n y)
}
) : Nat→ Nat→ Nat
Here the only application of plus is protected by a case analysis on x, the formal argument
of plus. The argument of this application is the pattern variable n, a direct component of x.
• A function that indicates whether or not a natural number is even.
(letrec even = λx. case x of {o ⇒ true
| s ⇒ λy. case y of {o ⇒ false
| s ⇒ λz. even z }
}
) : Nat→ Bool
In this example the application of even is guarded by a case analysis on the argument x.
The argument of this application is the pattern variable z, an inner component of x which
becomes available in the case analysis on the pattern variable y, a direct component of x.
The formal description of the guarded-by-destructors condition is provided by the predicate
Gxf (V, a) defined below. The V argument is a set of variables used to collect the pattern variables
in a representing the recursive components of x. In order to identify the recursive components of
a variable, we start by characterizing the recursive positions of a constructor scheme as follows:
Definition 5.1.4 Let c be a λG constructor such that D(c) = ∀~α.~σ→d ~α. We say that the number
j corresponds to a recursive position of D(c), written RP(j,D(c)), if σj is of the form ~γ→d ~α.
The predicate G is now defined as follows:
Definition 5.1.5 (G predicate) Let U ⊆ V, let x and f be distinct variables not in U and let
a ∈ E. The predicate Gxf (U, a) is derivable using the rules in Figure 5.2.
Lemma 5.1.6 If f nocc a then Gxf (U, a).
Proof. By induction on the structure of a. 2
One can check that the guard predicate holds on addition.
Example 5.1.7 The function plus of Example 5.1.3 can be shown guarded as follows
plus 6= y
Gxplus(∅, y)
(1)
Gxplus({n}, s)
(4)
plus 6= n
Gxplus({n}, n)
(1)
Gxplus({n}, plus n)
(6)
plus 6= y
Gxplus({n}, y)
(1)
Gxplus({n}, plus n y)
(5)
Gxplus({n}, s (plus n y))
(5)
Gxplus(∅, case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λn.s (plus n y)})
(8)
Gxplus(∅, λy.case x of {o ⇒ y | s ⇒ λn.s (plus n y)})
(2)
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1.
f 6= y
Gxf (U, y)
if y is a variable
2.
Gxf (U, a)
Gxf (U, λz.a)
3.
Gxf (U, e)
Gxf (U, letrec g = e)
4. Gxf (U, c)
5.
Gxf (U, a) Gxf (U, b)
Gxf (U, a b)
6.
Gxf (U, z ~a)
Gxf (U, f (z ~a))
if z ∈ U
7.
Gxf (U, e) Gxf (U, bi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Gxf (U, case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn})
if

e 6≡ z ~a
∨
(e ≡ z ~a ∧ z 6∈ U ∪ {x})
8.
Gxf (U, aj) (1 ≤ j ≤ m) Gxf (Vi, ei) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Gxf (U, case (z a1 . . . am) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn})
if

z ∈ U ∪ {x}
bi ≡ λy1. . . . λyar(ci). ei
Vi ≡ U ∪ {yj | RP(j,D(ci)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci)}
Figure 5.2: Guarded-by-destructors rules for λG
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As suggested in the introduction, the predicate G is very sensitive to syntax. This is illustrated
by the example below.
Example 5.1.8 Consider the following expression.
letrec plus = λx. λy. case x of {o ⇒ y
| s ⇒ λn.s ((λg. g n y) plus)
}
This expression also defines the addition of two natural numbers: it is obtained from the plus
function defined in Example 5.1.3 by a β-expansion. However, this definition of plus does not
satisfy condition G because the occurrence of plus in the letrec body is not the head of an application.
So, when trying to prove the condition G we would have to derive Gxplus({n}, plus) which, by looking
at the rules defining G, we can immediately say to be underivable.
Another example of an expression not satisfying the guard condition is the Euclidean division
already considered.
Example 5.1.9 The Euclidean division defined in Example 3.4.4 does not satisfy G for in the
recursive call of the div function (div (minus x′ y) y) its argument (minus x′ y) is not a recursive
component of its formal argument (x), but instead the result of applying the previously defined
minus to a recursive component (x′) of x.
To better demonstrate the usage of rule 8 of Figure 5.2 we give another example of a derivation
of a guard predicate.
Example 5.1.10 Recall the function ans of Example 3.4.2:
letrec ans = λx.λl. case x of {
empty ⇒ nothing
| node ⇒ λa.λf. case l of {
nil ⇒ just a
| cons ⇒ λy.λz. case (f y) of {
empty ⇒ just a
| node ⇒ λb.λg. ans (f y) z
 ≡ A
}
}
}
This function can be shown guarded as follows
Gxans(∅, nothing)
(4)
ans 6= l
Gxans({f}, l)
(1)
(5.1) (5.2)
Gxans({f}, case l of {A})
(7)
Gxans(∅, case x of {empty ⇒ nothing | node ⇒ λa.λf. case l of {A}})
(8)
Gxans(∅, λl.case x of {empty ⇒ nothing | node ⇒ λa.λf. case l of {A}})
(2)
Gxans({f}, just)
(4)
ans 6= a
Gxans({f}, a)
(1)
Gxans({f}, just a)
(5)
(5.1)
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ans 6= y
Gxans({f}, y)
(1)
(5.3)
ans 6= f
Gxans({f, g}, f)
(1)
ans 6= y
Gxans({f, g}, y)
(1)
Gxans({f, g}, f y)
(5)
Gxans({f, g}, ans (f y))
(6)
ans 6= z
Gxans({f, g}, z)
(1)
Gxans({f, g}, ans (f y) z)
(5)
Gxans({f}, case (f y) of {empty ⇒ just a | node ⇒ λb.λg. ans (f y) z})
(8)
Gxans({f}, λy.λz.case (f y) of {empty ⇒ just a | node ⇒ λb.λg. ans (f y) z})
2× (2)
(5.2)
Gxans({f, g}, just)
(4)
ans 6= a
Gxans({f, g}, a)
(1)
Gxans({f, g}, just a)
(5)
(5.3)
We now turn to the typing system. First, one needs to define instances of constructors. The
definition is almost identical to the one for λ̂ , the only difference being the absence of stages.
Definition 5.1.11 (Instance and domain) Let d ∈ D, c ∈ C(d), and ~τ ∈ T such that #~τ =
ar(d). Assume D(c) = ∀ ~α. ~σ→d ~α. An instance of c w.r.t. ~τ is defined as follows
Inst~τ (c) = ~σ[~α := ~τ ]→d~τ
A domain of c w.r.t. ~τ is defined as follows
Dom~τ (c) = ~σ[~α := ~τ ]
Typing of terms is defined in the usual way.
Definition 5.1.12 (Typing) The typing judgment Γ ` e : σ is derivable if it can be inferred by
the rules of Figure 5.3, where Gxf (∅, a) is the guarded-by-destructors condition defined in Figure
5.2.
Below are presented some properties of λG used in the interpretation of λG into λ̂ exhibited
in the following section.
Lemma 5.1.13 (Generation lemma for G) If Gxf (U, a) has a derivation D, then only one rule
can be applied as the last step of D.
Proof. By case analysis on a. Note that only the conclusions of the rules 5 and 6 can be matched.
Furthermore, in order to match the conclusions of such rules a must be of the form f (z~b), in
which case rule 5 cannot be applied as last rule because its left premise would be underivable. 2
Lemma 5.1.14 If Gxf (U, a) and U ⊆ V , then Gxf (V, a).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Gxf (U, a). The interesting case is when the last rule
applied is rule 7.
Assume a ≡ case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} and the last step is
Gxf (U, e) Gxf (U, bi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Gxf (U, case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn})
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(var)
Γ ` x : σ if (x : σ) ∈ Γ
(abs)
Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
Γ ` λx.e : τ → σ
(app) Γ ` e : τ → σ Γ ` e
′ : τ
Γ ` e e′ : σ
(cons)
Γ ` c : Dom~τ (c)→ d~τ
if c ∈ C(d)
(case)
Γ ` e : d~τ Γ ` ei : Dom~τ (ci)→ θ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` case e of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} : θ
if C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}
(rec)
Γ, f : d~τ → σ ` e : d~τ → σ Gxf (∅, a)
Γ ` (letrec f = e) : d~τ → σ if e ≡ λx.a
Figure 5.3: Typing rules for λG
• If e 6≡ z ~a or if e ≡ z a1 . . . am, z 6∈ U ∪{x} and z 6∈ V , then by induction hypothesis Gxf (V, e)
and Gxf (V, bi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, thus Gxf (V, a) can be derived using rule 7.
• Consider now e ≡ z a1 . . . am, z 6∈ U ∪ {x} and z ∈ V . Each bi must be of the form
λy1. . . . λyar(ci). ei. Let Qi ≡ V ∪ {yj | RP(j,D(ci)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci)}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, since
V ⊆ Qi, using the induction hypothesis Gxf (Qi, bi) and then, by Lemma 5.1.13, Gxf (Qi, ei).
Also, from the induction hypothesis we have Gxf (V, aj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and therefore, applying
rule 8, Gxf (V, a).
The remaining cases can easily be proved using the induction hypothesis. 2
Lemma 5.1.15 (Generation lemma for λG)
1. Γ ` x : σ ⇒ (x : σ) ∈ Γ
2. Γ ` e e′ : σ ⇒ ∃ τ ∈ T . Γ ` e : τ → σ ∧ Γ ` e′ : τ
3. Γ ` λx.e : θ ⇒ θ ≡ τ → σ ∧ Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
4. Γ ` c : θ ⇒ θ ≡ Dom~τ (c)→ d~τ with c ∈ C(d)
5. Γ ` case e of {c1 ⇒ e1| . . . |cn ⇒ en} : θ ⇒ ∃ d ∈ D ∃~τ ∈ T . Γ ` e : d~τ ∧ Γ ` ei :
Dom~τ (ci)→ θ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n with ci ∈ C(d)
6. Γ ` letrec f = e : θ ⇒ θ ≡ d~τ → σ ∧ Γ, f : d~τ → σ ` e : d~τ → σ ∧ e ≡ λx.a ∧ Gxf (∅, a)
Proof. By inspection on the derivation of the antecedent judgments. 2
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5.2 From λG to λ̂
In this section we show that λ̂ is a more general system than λG . The Examples 5.1.8 and 5.1.9
already illustrated are terms typable in λ̂ that cannot be typed in λG . In this section we show
that: if Γ `λG a : σ then Γ `λ̂ a : σ (the subscript at the turnstyle sign indicating the type
system considered, and implicitly using the notation d~τ to abbreviate d∞~τ). Naturally, the main
difficulty in moving from λG to λ̂ is posed by letrec-expressions because the two systems have
different kinds of typing rules for these expressions.
Given Γ `λG (letrec f = λx.a) : d~τ → σ, by the generation lemma for λG , we have
Γ, f : d~τ → σ, x : d~τ `λG a : σ ∧ Gxf (∅, a) (5.4)
However, we would want to have
Γ, f : dı~τ → σ, x : dı̂~τ `λ̂ a : σ (ı fresh in Γ, ~τ) (5.5)
in order to use the λ̂ rec-rule and so derive Γ `λ̂ (letrec f = λx.a) : d~τ → σ. Intuitively (5.4)
is sufficient to guarantee (5.5) because, as we have Gxf (∅, a), all the possible occurrences of f in a
are of the form f (z ~a), with z being a recursive component of x. In (5.5) we have x : dı̂~τ so, if z
is a recursive component of x we should have z : ~γ → dı~τ . Hence f (z ~a) is also typable in λ̂ .
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the embedding of λG into λ̂ . In this embedding
the Main Lemma below plays a central role. There we present the full construction underlying
the lemma because it explains the details of the relation between the systems λG and λ̂ .
In the following we assume that each variable xi is uniquely associated to a stage variable i.
Recall also that, in λ̂ , the notation d~τ abbreviates the datatype d∞~τ .
Lemma 5.2.1 (Main Lemma) Let
Γ0 = Γ
Γi = Γi−1, fi : di ~τi → σi, xi : di ~τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Γ̂0 = Γ0
Γ̂i = Γ̂i−1, fi : d
i
i ~τi → σi, xi : d̂ii ~τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
where i is a fresh stage variable
associated to xi
and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Ui be a set of variables such that for each z ∈ Ui, z : ~γ → di ~τi ∈ Γ and so
that all the Ui’s are disjoint. Then,
Γn `λG a : σ ∧ (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, a)) ⇒ [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ a : σ
where U =
⋃
1≤i≤n Ui and [Γ̂n]U is obtained from Γ̂n by replacing each declaration z : ~γ → di ~τi
(with z ∈ Ui) by z : ~γ → dii ~τi. Note that in order to make Γn a context, in particular, all the fi’s
and xi’s must be distinct and cannot be declared in Γ.
Proof. By induction on the structure of a.
1. Case a ≡ x, the hypothesis is
Γn `λG x : σ ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, x)
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• If x ≡ xi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, σ ≡ di ~τi and so, [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ x : d̂ii ~τi. As d̂ii ~τi v d∞i ~τi,
using the rule (sub),
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ x : di~τi
• If x 6≡ xi for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} then, since ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, x), x 6≡ fi for
every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore, using Lemma 5.1.15, (x : σ) ∈ Γ. Hence
(a) If x 6∈ U , then [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ x : σ.
(b) If x ∈ U then, σ ≡ ~γ → di~τi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. So, [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ x : ~γ → dii ~τi
and, since ~γ → dii ~τi v ~γ → d∞i ~τi, by (sub)
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ x : σ
2. Case a ≡ e e′ the hypothesis is
Γn `λG e e′ : σ ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, e e′)
• If e ≡ fi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} then, by Lemma 5.1.13, e′ ≡ z~b, Gxifi (Ui, e′) and z ∈ Ui.
Moreover:
(a) Γn `λG fi : di~τi → σi and σ ≡ σi. So, [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ fi : dii ~τi → σ.
(b) Γn `λG z : ~γ → di~τi. So, [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ z : ~γ → dii ~τi because z ∈ Ui.
(c) Γn `λG ~b : ~γ (using this notation to abbreviate the list of judgments Γn `λG
bk : γk for each bk ∈ ~b) and for every bk ∈ ~b, Gxifi (Ui, bk) because z 6= fi. For
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} − {i}, e 6= fj and, by Lemma 5.1.13, Gxjfj (Uj , bk) for every bk ∈ ~b.
Therefore, by induction hypothesis,
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ ~b : ~γ
From (a), (b) and (c), using (app), one can then obtain
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ fi (z~b) : σ
• If e 6≡ fi for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} then, using Lemmas 5.1.13 and 5.1.15,
Γn `λG e : γ → σ ∧ Γn `λG e′ : γ
and
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, e) ∧ Gxifi (Ui, e′)
Hence, by induction hypothesis,
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ e : γ → σ ∧ [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ e′ : γ
Using the rule (app) one obtains [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ e e′ : σ.
3. Case a ≡ λy.e, the hypothesis is
Γn `λG λy.e : σ ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, λy.e)
Using Lemma 5.1.15, σ ≡ γ → σ′ for some γ, σ′ ∈ T and also
Γ, y : γ, f1 : d1 ~τ1 → σ2, x1 : d1 ~τ1, . . . , fn : dn ~τn → σ, xn : dn ~τn `λG e : σ′
By Lemma 5.1.13, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, e). Hence, by induction hypothesis,
[Γ, y : γ, f1 : d
1
1 ~τ1 → σ1, x1 : d̂11 ~τ1, . . . , fn : dnn ~τn → σn, xn : d̂nn ~τn]U `λ̂ e : σ′
We know that y 6∈ Γ and so, y 6∈ U . Therefore, [Γ̂n]U , y : γ `λ̂ e : σ′ and the proof of this
case is concluded applying rule (abs).
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4. Case a ≡ c and c ∈ C(d), one assumes Γn `λG c : Dom~τ (c) → d~τ . Thus in λ̂ one can
apply (cons) to obtain [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ c : Dom∞~τ (c)→ d∞̂~τ , and since, Dom~τ (c) is being used as
an abbreviation for Dom∞~τ (c) and d
∞̂~τ v d∞~τ , one also has
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ c : Dom~τ (c)→ d~τ
5. Case a ≡ case e of {c1 ⇒ b1| . . . |cm ⇒ bm}, the hypotheses are
Γn `λG case e of {~c⇒ ~b} : σ (5.6)
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, case e of {~c⇒ ~b}) (5.7)
and from (5.6), applying Lemma 5.1.15, there exists d, ~τ such that
Γn `λG e : d~τ (5.8)
Γn `λG bk : Dom~τ (ck)→ σ (5.9)
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Two cases can now occur.
• If e 6≡ z ~a or e ≡ z ~a and z 6∈ Ui ∪ {xi} for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then from (5.7) by
Lemma 5.1.13
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Gxifi (Ui, e) ∧ Gxifi (Ui, bk)
Thus applying the induction hypothesis to (5.8), followed by rule (sub), one has [Γ̂n]U `λ̂
e : d∞̂~τ and applying the induction hypothesis to (5.9) one obtains [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ bk :
Dom∞~τ (ck)→ σ. Derivations of these judgments can now be put together by means of
the rule (case), proving
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ case e of {~c⇒ ~b} : σ
• Consider now that e ≡ z ~a and z ∈ Ui ∪ {xi} for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (recall that such i
must be unique since: the Uj ’s are disjoint and contain none of the xj ’s; and the xj ’s
are distinct). Let, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
bk ≡ λ ~yk.ek
Vk,i ≡ Ui ∪ {yk,r | RP(r,D(ck)) for 1 ≤ r ≤ ar(ck)}
Vk,j ≡ Uj for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} − {i}
Vk ≡
⋃
1≤j≤n Vk,j
where yk,r denotes the r-th component of vector ~yk. Applying Lemma 5.1.13 to (5.7),
one can now assume that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n
∀ as ∈ ~a . Gxjfj (Uj , as) ∧ ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} . G
xj
fj
(Vk,j , ek) (5.10)
From (5.9) by Lemma 5.1.15, one has
Γ, ~yk : Dom~τ (ck),Γn \ Γ `λG ek : σ
where Γn \ Γ is the context Γn without the declarations in Γ. Moreover, yk,r : ~γyk,r →
di~τi ∈ ( ~yk : Dom~τ (ck)) for each 1 ≤ r ≤ ar(ck) such that RP(r,D(ck)) and thus, for
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each 1 ≤ k ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and for each z ∈ Vk,j we have z : ~γz → di ~τi ∈ (Γ, ~yk :
Dom~τ (ck)). Hence, by the induction hypothesis
[ ̂Γ, ~yk : Dom~τ (ck),Γn \ Γ]Vk `λ̂ ek : σ
from which one can show [Γ̂n]U , ~yk : Dom
i
~τ (ck) `λ̂ ek : σ (observe that Vk =
U ∪{yk,r | RP(r,D(ck)) for 1 ≤ r ≤ ar(ck)}) and therefore, by the rule (abs), [Γ̂n]U `λ̂
bk : Dom
i
~τ (ck)→ σ holds.
To conclude the proof of this case, it suffices now to show that
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ e : d̂ii ~τi (5.11)
and to use then the rule (case). In order to prove (5.11) one proceeds as follows.
(a) Case e ≡ xi, [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ xi : d̂ii ~τi is derivable.
(b) Case e ≡ z ~a with z ∈ Ui, from (5.8) by Lemma 5.1.15, Γn `λG z : ~γ → d~τ (thus,
d~τ ≡ di ~τi) and
Γn `λG ~a : ~γ (5.12)
Now, since (5.10) holds, one can apply the induction hypothesis to (5.12) obtaining
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ ~a : ~γ. It is also true that z : ~γ → dii ~τi ∈ [Γ̂n]U , for z ∈ Ui, and since
~γ → dii ~τi v ~γ → d̂ii ~τi, by (sub) and (app), [Γ̂n]U `λ̂ z ~a : d̂ii ~τi holds.
6. Case a ≡ (letrec f = λx.a′), we must have σ ≡ d~τ → σ′ for some d~τ , σ′ ∈ T , and the
hypothesis is
Γn `λG (letrec f = λx.a′) : d~τ → σ′ ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, letrec f = λx.a′)
By Lemma 5.1.15 we get
Γn, f : d~τ → σ′, x : d~τ `λG a′ : σ′
and Gxf (∅, a′). Again by the hypothesis, by Lemma 5.1.13, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Gxifi (Ui, a′) hence,
assuming Un+1 = ∅, xn+1 = x and fn+1 = f , we have
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1}. Gxifi (Ui, a′)
So, by induction hypothesis [Γ̂n+1]U `λ̂ a′ : σ′. Applying (abs) and (rec) we get [Γ̂n]U `λ̂
(letrec f = λx.a′) : (dı~τ → σ′)[ı :=∞]. Hence, for ı has no occurrences in ~τ nor in σ′,
[Γ̂n]U `λ̂ (letrec f = λx.a′) : d~τ → σ′
2
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.2.2
Γ `λG a : σ ⇒ Γ `λ̂ a : σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ `λG a : σ.
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(rec) Assume the last step is
Γ, f : d~τ → σ `λG e : d~τ → σ Gxf (∅, a)
Γ `λG (letrec f = e) : d~τ → σ
with e ≡ λx.a
By Lemma 5.1.15, Γ, f : d~τ → σ, x : d~τ `λG a : σ and since Gxf (∅, a) we are in conditions of
applying the Main Lemma and conclude Γ, f : dı~τ → σ, x : dı̂~τ `λ̂ a : σ. Hence, applying
the rules (abs) and (rec) one derives Γ `λ̂ (letrec f = e) : (dı~τ → σ)[ı := ∞] which is the
same as
Γ `λ̂ (letrec f = e) : d~τ → σ
for ı does not occur in σ or ~τ .
All the remaining cases can be easily proved using the induction hypothesis. 2
Chapter 6
Related Work and Conclusion
6.1 Related Work
For the sake of clarity, we split existing systems into five categories: (1) based on traditional-style
terminating recursors, (2) based on a fixpoint operator controlled by a syntactic guard predicate,
(3) exploiting pattern matching, (4) based on a fixpoint operator controlled by an unusual typing
ensuring that the recursion actually terminates, (5) relying on other type-based techniques for
ensuring termination.
Comparison with works on traditional-style terminating recursors
Most formalizations of inductive types in type theory support recursive definitions only indirectly
via eliminators behaving as iterators or primitive recursors [88, 120, 118, 116, 46, 54, 62, 102,
6, 131]. Such systems are well-understood meta-theoretically and enjoy good properties, but are
hard to use in practical programming: this requires the programmer to translate all recursive
definitions into explicit definitions involving primitive recursion.
It is possible to devise similar eliminators capturing more sophisticated schemes of terminating
recursion such as course-of-value iteration or course-of-value primitive recursion [133, 104], but
the resulting systems are even clumsier to use practically.
Comparison with works relying on a fixpoint operator controlled by an external guard
predicate
Coquand [45] introduces a simple guard predicate to ensure termination of fixpoint expressions in
a calculus of infinite objects. Building on Coquand’s work, Gime´nez [67] defines a more liberal
guarded-by-constructors predicate for productive corecursion and also a guarded-by-destructors
predicate for terminating recursion. Gime´nez shows that primitive recursor expressions can be
rendered as fixpoint expressions guarded by one destructor. In the opposite direction, a fixpoint
expression guarded-by-destructors can be coded as an expression involving primitive recursors,
but the translation is not uniform. The predicates defined by Gime´nez form the basis of the
mechanism for (co)inductive types in Coq. More recently, Blanqui [29], building on Jouannaud
and Okada [82], propose another definition of the guard predicate for inductive types, that allows
for yet more expressions to be typed. In a similar line of research, Abel and Altenkirch [3] propose
a basic framework for studying and comparing the different termination conditions that have been
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proposed so far, focusing their attention on what conditions should be fulfilled for a checking to
be sound. An application of such framework to a particular condition can be found in [2].
One possible objection against this line of work is that the system becomes more unpredictable
to the user as the complexity of the guard predicate builds up. Besides, the guard predicate
remains purely syntactic, which is not appropriate for a number of applications, including separate
compilation or interactive proof construction.
Comparison with works on pattern-matching
Coquand [44] investigates the use of pattern-matching in dependent type theory. While pattern-
matching yields leaner definitions, its proof-theoretical status in the context of dependent types
remains unclear. Differently from guarded-by-destructors recursion, general pattern-matching is
not a conservative improvement over primitive recursors: Hofmann and Streicher [76] prove the
derivability of uniqueness of equality proofs in a type theory with pattern-matching, while equality
proofs cannot be shown to be unique in the usual Calculus of Inductive Constructions. To our
knowledge, there is no complete account of the meta-theoretical properties of pattern-matching
in dependent type theory. McBride [104] has shown that, under the uniqueness of equality proofs
as an extra axiom, pattern matching is admissible. Ongoing work on checking the termination of
recursive function definitions in functional languages, see e.g. [132, 3, 64, 94], bears relevance for
this direction of type-theoretic developments. Of particular interest for the future type-theoretic
formalizations might be the recent work of Lee, Jones and Ben-Amram [87] on the size-change
principle for program termination.
As to implementations, restricted forms of pattern-matching have been implemented in Coq
by Cornes [47] and Lego by Elbers [55]. Both implementations take advantage of translations
to recursors. Pattern-matching has also been consistently supported in Alf and its subsequent
versions, although no mechanism for termination checking was ever implemented. In order to
simplify the proof engine, Agda, which is the latest incarnation of Alf, only supports a limited
form of pattern-matching in which variables are only allowed to occur once in the type of a
constructor. This restriction rules out, for example, inductive definitions such as equality.
Comparison with works on guarded types
This line of work is really about non-traditional-style terminating recursors that look like fixpoint
operators, but where the computation is guaranteed to terminate by an unusual (stronger) typing
system. Such a system involves introducing some kind of annotations on recursive types, a notion
of subtyping enabling the transformation of such annotations, and a typing rule for the term
letrec f = e where the type of f and the type of e are marked differently. In this sense, some of the
systems mentioned in this section are not far from the so called abstract interpretation techniques
[48], even though they are formulated from a type-theoretical point of view. The exact relation
of such typing systems with respect to abstract interpretation techniques has not been studied in
detail yet, and could be a subject for further research.
Mendler [105] was, to our knowledge, the first author to propose a formalization of inductive
and coinductive types in a simply typed lambda calculus where primitive recursion and primitive
corecursion were formulated in a fixpoint-like style. In Mendler’s system, type annotations on the
fixpoint rule correspond to type variables. [106] considered a system supporting only iteration and
coiteration. Works that comment on these two papers include [89, 62, 134, 133, 100, 103, 131].
Among these, [89, 62] were the first papers to contrast and compare traditional-style and Mendler-
style terminating recursors. Uustalu [134, 135, 133] showed that Mendler’s approach is readily
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generalizable for course-of-value (co)recursion (in other words, full structural (co)recursion).
Gime´nez [65] introduced an extension of the Calculus of Constructions with inductive and
coinductive types, called CC∞. The fixpoint rules in CC∞ make use of three kinds of marks,
corresponding to the stages ∞, ı and ı̂ using the notation of λ̂ . This means that in CC∞ the hat
operator cannot be applied to another stage, but only to stage variables. In [65], marks also have
a second component, specifying whether the recursive type is inductive or coinductive. There is
no stage polymorphism, and hence the function div of Example 3.4.4 cannot be typed.
One of the main disadvantages of [65] is that it tried to tackle too many problems at once,
rendering the typing calculus less clear. Among the extra features introduced in CC∞ which are
not considered in this work are the following:
– Inductive lists are considered a subtype of coinductive ones, so that a function defined on
the type of coinductive lists can also be used on inductive lists.
– Annotations are placed on typing judgments, writing x :s List instead of x : Lists. One
of the original motivations for this notation was to enable the description of an abstract
recursion schema, where the type of the decreasing argument of the function is abstracted
away using a term of the form λA : Set · letrec f = λx :s A · e. Also, the choice of having
two different universal quantifiers renders unnecessary the introduction of two types of lists
(one for inductive and the other for coinductive ones) with the same constructors. On the
other hand, it is less clear how an ordinal based semantics like the one proposed in this work
could be used to make sense of a term of the form λA : Set · λx :s A · e. This is why, even
though annotated quantifications were kept, the calculus in [65] forces A in a term of the
form λx :s A · e to have a recursive type at its rightmost position.
– CC∞ is built on the top of the Calculus of Constructions, so it uses Church’s style for
variable binding, where the type of the abstracted variable is explicitly mentioned. Thus,
types—and hence marks—may appear in the terms. As a consequence, the reduction rule for
fixpoints has to replace all mark variables by the ∞ mark, in order to avoid having residual
unbound mark identifiers in the definiens. Note that this problem does not appear in λ̂ ,
where variable binding is a` la Curry.
Gime´nez [66] introduced CCR, a different extension of the Calculus of Constructions with in-
ductive and coinductive types, based on (not fully general) sub- and supertyping and bounded uni-
versal quantification over types. In CCR, marks are represented as type variables, like in Mendler’s
works, the hat operator is a type constructor, and stages are just types. Since stage variables are
type variables, stage replacement corresponds just to the ordinary substitution operation of the
calculus. The calculus in [66] was the first calculus to introduce stage polymorphism, enabling to
type definitions like the function div of Example 3.4.4. However, the stage polymorphism allowed
by types involving bounded quantification is constrained to the ascending chain of approximations
of the inductive type. The calculus of λ̂ is very much inspired by [66], but replaces subtypes with
approximating types, and bounded type quantification with stage quantification—the change al-
lows the structure of stages to be uniform over all datatypes and simplifies the introduction of
recursive definitions on mutually dependent inductive types. The meta-theory of CCR has not
been studied yet, nor its connection with implemented extensions of a calculus of (co)inductive
constructions like the system Coq. The detailed study of the main meta-theoretical properties
of λ̂ presented in this work can be seen as a basic stage for developing the meta-theory of an
extension of the Calculus of Construction where the termination of functions is ensured by typing
constraints.
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Amadio and Coupet [8] define a simply typed λ-calculus a` la Curry featuring guarded coin-
ductive types. Starting from Coquand’s guardedness condition, they propose a semantics for such
extension of lambda calculus based on partial equivalent relations and ordinal iteration to inter-
pret coinductive types. From that semantics, they derive a typing rule for corecursive definitions
using a mark system with three kinds of marks, that correspond in our notation to ∞, ı and ı̂.
The semantic interpretation used to study the meta-theory of λ̂ in this work is actually an exten-
sion of the one introduced in [8] for coinductive types. Also, the need for the constraint ı pos σ
in the typing rule for recursive definitions have been already noticed by Amadio and Coupet.
Their calculus introduces an extra rule enabling to treat nested fixpoint definitions of the form
(letrec f = (letrec g = e)) by reusing the mark introduced in the definition of f as the mark for
the variable g. However, the calculus described in [8] lacks of full stage polymorphism, and does
not consider inductive types. On the positive side, their calculus is shown to have decidable type
inference in [11].
Barras [17] formalizes in Coq a variant of Gime´nez’ calculus CC∞, with the purpose of proving
the decidability of its typing judgment and extracting a type-checker from the proof. In Barras’
calculus, inductive types are annotated with lists of marks, each one corresponding to the stages∞,
ı and ı̂ of our system. The use of lists of marks enables to type nested recursive function definitions
like the ones considered in [8], but for inductive types. He does not consider coinductive types
nor stage polymorphism. As the underlying lambda calculus is a` la Church, Barras introduces
a distinguished primitive type M for marks, and marks are just variables of that type. Mark
variables are bound in fixpoint terms, so mark erasure in fixpoint reductions corresponds just to
ordinary variable substitution. The complete meta-theory of Barras’ system has not been studied
yet, but his system is the only mark based one for which a type-checking algorithm has been
developed.
Other type-based approaches to termination analysis
Xi [143] proposes a system of restricted dependent types, built upon DML [142], to ensure program
termination. In essence, his system is closely related to ours since it uses stage information to
ensure termination. However, Xi’s system differs from ours in its expressiveness and complexity:
while we focus on the weakest calculus that uses type-based termination and extends other calculi
based on a simple syntactic guard predicate, Xi presents a very rich system with stage arithmetic,
and a notion of metric that is very useful to handle functions in several arguments. Of course,
expressiveness is achieved at the cost of simplicity and Xi’s system is much more complex than
ours. Xi’s system is qualified for practical termination checking of realistic functional programs.
However, his approach cannot handle higher-order datatypes which limits its applicability in proof
assistants. Grobauer [71] uses DML to find cost recurrences for first-order recursive definitions:
a cost recurrence is an upper bound to the running time of the program w.r.t. the size of its
input, and hence a witness that the recursive definition is terminating. In his work, Grobauer
exploits complex features of DML, including stage arithmetic, so his techniques do not seem
directly applicable to λ̂ . Closely related is the recent work on sized types for termination and
productivity checking of functional programs [77, 115, 35].
6.2 Conclusion
We have introduced λ̂ , a novel type system for terminating recursive functions. The salient
features of λ̂ are its type-based approach to ensure termination through the notion of stage, and
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its support for stage polymorphism. The system is conceptually simple, it overcomes the problems
of guard-based solutions and keeps the technical overhead to a minimum.
The calculus of λ̂ is closely related to the works of Gime´nez [66] and of Amadio and Coupet
[8]. While Gime´nez [66] guaranteed termination by types involving bounded quantification in
the framework of the Calculus of Constructions, Amadio and Coupet [8] (only coinductive types
are treated) used a simply-typed framework with a kind of stages. λ̂ combines the best of
both worlds: iterated successor stages are possible, the inductive type is simply seen as stage
infinity, and the stages may as well enter the result type of the recursively defined functions. This
allows for more precise typings, which is a very valuable feature for defining functions (like the
Euclidean division of Example 3.4.4) where the argument to the recursive call is derived from
the input argument via another function. In [66], the same was achieved by the technically more
demanding bounded quantification while in [8], this was only partly available, and required a
second typing rule for letrec. Here, both are unified by allowing to instantiate the inferred type
of letrec by an arbitrary stage expression. Moreover, the stage polymorphism of λ̂ allows to
give unusually exact (and therefore informative) types to functions like length : Listsτ→Nats (of
Example 3.4.3) or ltobt : ListsNat→BTreesNat (of Example 3.4.6). This kind of exact typings are
impossible to achieve with bounded quantification, since the approximation of the inductive type
is represented by a type variable bounded by the inductive type. Instead subtypes and bounded
type quantification, λ̂ supports approximating types and stage quantification. This change allows
the structure of stages to be uniform over all datatypes and simplifies the introduction of recursive
definitions on mutually dependent inductive types.
We have proved λ̂ is well-behaved enjoying confluence, subject reduction and strong normal-
ization. We have also proved that this system encompasses in a strict way (typability and even
types are preserved) the system λG where termination ensured by a syntactical condition (follow-
ing what is done by Gime´nez in [67]). λ̂ is powerful enough to encode many recursive definitions
rejected by λG , extends easily to mutually inductive types and supports separate compilation. In
comparison to λG , it has a much clearer syntax and admits a clean semantics; the strong nor-
malization can be proved by means of a standard method. For practice, this means that λ̂ is
less difficult to implement (implementing the guard condition of λG is error-prone) and the code
written in it is more easily maintainable. This makes λ̂ a good candidate base system for type
theory based proof-assistants such as Coq.
In order to validate this claim, the following steps need to be taken:
– develop type checking and type inference algorithms for λ̂ . For the purpose of proof assis-
tants, it may be of interest to study a calculus where type annotations are given and stage
annotations are inferred. Actually, we have developed a type inference algorithm for λ̂ (and
we have implemented it in Haskell) that correctly infers the types of all the functions pre-
sented in Section 3.4. We have not included this work in this document because more work
has to be done to prove the soundness and completeness of our algorithm. However we hope
to finish this task as soon as possible.
– extend λ̂ to dependent types and polymorphism a` la system F, as in [17, 66], and to
wider classes of recursive definitions such as mutually recursive definitions and recursive
definitions in several parameters. In the case of dependent types, the interest is to support
dependent eliminations (induction schemes) and inductive families. For more advanced forms
of recursive definitions some form of stage arithmetic might be needed.
It should also be checked that the extension of λ̂ with coinductive types, sketched in [22], is
well-behaved.
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Part II
Constructor Subtyping
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Chapter 7
An Informal Account of
Constructor Subtyping
This chapter is an informal introduction (with examples) to the concepts of constructor subtyping
and of extensible overloaded functions. A formal presentation of these features is done in the next
chapters.
7.1 Motivations and Difficulties
Type theory with inductive types form the basis of most functional programming languages and
proof-assistants. Type systems are pervasive in modern functional programming languages, such
as Haskell [81] and ML [107]. These systems support inductive datatypes and the definition of
functions by pattern matching. However, there are cases where the standard type systems are not
flexible enough and some interesting programs are rejected (despite their semantical soundness) or
are assigned some uninformative types. Proof-development systems, such as Coq [125] and Lego
[92], rely on powerful type systems featuring inductive types (which capture the notion of algebraic
datatype in a type-theoretical framework) and support the definition of functions by recursion and
also a mechanism to prove properties by induction. Inductive definitions play an essential role in
the expressibility of these systems and are extensively used in the formalization of programming
languages, communication and cryptographic protocols, ... However, despite the success of such
works, user efforts are often hindered by the rigidity of the existing tools. In order to improve the
usability of these languages, it is important to devise flexible (and safe) type systems, in which
programs and proofs may be written easily. In particular, it is important to have type systems
that allow for more informative typings and the reuse of code in the development of proofs and
programs.
Subtyping and overloading are mechanisms that enhance the flexibility of type systems. Their
relevance in programming languages has long been recognized. Subtyping is a relation on types
that expresses that one type is at least as general as another one and is embedded in the type
system enforcing a subsumption rule stating that a term of a type σ is also of type τ whenever σ
is a subtype of τ . This basic mechanism of subtyping is powerful enough to capture a variety of
concepts in computer science, see e.g. [32], and its use is spreading both in functional programming
languages, see e.g. [95, 119, 123], and in proof assistants, see e.g. [27, 91, 130]. Overloading of
constants is the ability of constants to have several types. The combination of subtyping and
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overloading yields a concise and readable framework for describing datatypes in terms of their
constructors. A typical example is the one of odd/even/natural numbers:
Types: Odd,Even,Nat
Subtype relation: Even ≤ Nat, Odd ≤ Nat
Declarations: o : Even
s : Even→Odd
s : Odd→Even
s : Nat→Nat
Observe that constructor s is assigned more than one domain and codomain, so it is overloaded.
Constructor o is only declared once as being of type Even, however, through subsumption we also
have o as being of type Nat since Even is a subtype of Nat. Besides the declared types for s, the
subsumption rule and subtyping relation extend structurally to types, so that we can infer two
more types for s: Even→Nat and Odd→Nat.
Constructor subtyping is a basic form of subtyping, in which an inductive type A is viewed as
a subtype of another type B if B has more inhabitants than A. As we can see from the example
of even, odd and natural numbers, the relative generality of constructor subtyping relies on the
possibility for constructors to be overloaded and, to a lesser extent, on the possibility for datatypes
to be defined in terms of previously introduced datatypes.
Constructor subtyping combines subtyping between datatypes and the overloading of construc-
tors. However the integration of these two features in a too liberal way threatens the maintenance
of essential properties, as the confluence of the reduction calculus and subject reduction. Let us
illustrate these problems with two small examples.
7.1.1 Problematic Examples
Consider the example of three hypothetic datatypes X, Y, and Z, with the following declarations:
Types: X,Y,Z
Subtype relation: X ≤ Y, X ≤ Z
Declarations: c1 : X
c2 : Y
c3 : Y→Z
c3 : Z→Z
We have here a problem of non-determinism caused by the overloading of constructors. This
problem induces a conflict when trying to evaluate case-expressions. Consider the following case-
expression over Z:
case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | c3 ⇒ b2 | c3 ⇒ b3}
The intended meaning of such an expression is that it should evaluate to b1 if a = c1, to b2 e if
a = c3 e and e : Y, or to b3 e if a = c3 e and e : Z. So, it is impossible to define a type-independent
evaluation rule for case-expressions for arbitrary datatypes. Besides, these computation rules are
ambiguous if a = c3 c1 since c1 : Y and c1 : Z, by subsumption. We have
case (c3 c1) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | c3 ⇒ b2 | c3 ⇒ b3} → b2 c1
case (c3 c1) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | c3 ⇒ b2 | c3 ⇒ b3} → b3 c1
and, as b2 and b3 are arbitrary, the calculus is obviously non-confluent.
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To illustrate the problems with subject reduction, consider the example of two hypothetic
datatypes A and B, with the following declarations:
Types: A,B
Subtype relation: A ≤ B
Declarations: c : B
c′ : A→B
c′ : B→A
Further, some type σ is assumed, and two terms t1 : σ and t2 : A→σ. We have
case (c′ c) of {c⇒ t1 | c′ ⇒ t2} : σ
but, this term reduces to (t2 c) which is not typable. So, subject reduction fails.
7.1.2 Strict Overloading
The above examples show that overloading must be constrained in some way. The solution ad-
vocated in [21, 24] is to require constructors to be declared “essentially” at most once in a given
datatype. Here “essentially” means that we allow a constructor c to be multiply defined in a
datatype A, but requiring that for every c : σ→A, we have σ ≤ τ where c : τ→A is the principal
declaration of c in A. In other words, the only purpose of repeated declarations is to enforce
the desired subtyping constraints but (once subtyping is defined) only the principal declaration
needs to be used for typing expressions. This notion, which we call strict overloading, guarantees
coherence between domain and codomain of overloaded constructors.
So, we define a partial order v over datatypes and require that, if datatypes A and B are
related by A v B, then every constructor for A is also a constructor for B. Moreover, for each
datatype A each constructor c of A is declared only once, and constructors are required to be
strictly overloaded. That is, constructor declarations must be monotonic, i.e., if c : σ→ A and
c : τ→B are constructor declarations with A v B, then one must have σ ≤ τ .
This notion of strict overloading is mild enough to be satisfied by most datatypes of interest. For
instance, the previous example of odd/even/natural numbers satisfies these conditions. Note that
Odd and Even are mutually recursive datatypes. Bellow we consider some examples of datatypes
presented in functional language-like syntax.
Example 7.1.1 (Odd, even and natural numbers)
data Even = O : Even
| S : Odd -> Even
data Odd = S : Even -> Odd
data Nat extends Even, Odd = S : Nat -> Nat
The notation extends is used to declare the subtyping axioms Even v Nat and Even v Nat.
Instead of enriching datatype declarations with subtype annotations, we could adopt a slightly
more general notation, introducing a separate declaration form for subtype relations between
datatypes:
sub Even <= Nat
sub Odd <= Nat
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One may also formalize the parametric datatypes of lists and non-empty lists under the constructor
subtyping setting:
Example 7.1.2 (Lists and non-empty lists)
data List a = Nil : List a
| Cons : a -> List a -> List a
data NeList a = Cons : a -> List a -> NeList a
sub NeList <= List
Or alternatively,
data NeList a = Cons : a -> List a -> NeList a
data List a extends NeList a = Nil : List a
More examples are presented in the next section.
7.2 Further Examples
We fill this section with further examples of datatypes and examples illustrating the adequacy of
constructor subtyping to the inductive approach to formalization. We begin with the definition
of a datatype of ordinals (or better of ordinal notations). Note that this datatype is higher-order,
because of constructor Lim takes a function as input.
Example 7.2.1 (Ordinals)
data Ord extends Nat = S : Ord -> Ord
| Lim : (Nat -> Ord) -> Ord
Now we present two different ways of formalizing integers with the inductive-based approach.
Example 7.2.2 (NatP/Int)
data NatP = S : Nat -> NatP
sub NatP <= Nat
data Int extends Nat = Neg : NatP -> Int
Example 7.2.3 (Positive/Negative/Integer)
data Positive = Zero : Positive
| Succ : Positive -> Positive
data Negative = Zero : Negative
| Pred : Negative -> Negative
data Integer extends Positive, Negative
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Example 7.2.4 (Lists) Here we return to the list datatype, enriching the hierarchy of list/non-
empty list datatypes with types for empty lists, lists of one sole element and lists of two elements.
List a
qqq
qqq
qqq
q
NNN
NNN
NNN
NN
EList a NeList a
ppp
ppp
ppp
pp
NNN
NNN
NNN
NN
List1 a List2 a
data EList a = Nil : EList a
sub EList <= List
data List1 a = Cons : a -> EList a -> List1 a
sub List1 <= NeList
data List2 a = Cons : a -> List1 a -> List2 a
sub List2 <= NeList
Example 7.2.5 (Arithmetic expressions) In the following we declare datatypes for arithmetic
expressions. We want to distinguish the expressions that are sums of products, i.e., that do not
contain additions as subterms of multiplications. Moreover, we want to distinguish ground expres-
sions, i.e., expressions which contain no variables. This example is adapted from [51],
data Ground = Num : Nat -> Ground
| Plus : Ground -> Ground -> Ground
| Times : Ground -> Ground -> Ground
data Prod = Num : Nat -> Prod
| Var : String -> Prod
| Times : Prod -> Prod -> Prod
data SumPr extends Prod = Plus : SumPr -> SumPr -> SumPr
data Exp extends Ground, Prod = Plus : Exp -> Exp -> Exp
| Times : Exp -> Exp -> Exp
We can have a more refined hierarchy of types if we take one type for numbers and another for
variables. In this case we must declare:
data Num = Num : Nat -> Num
data Var = Var : String -> Var
sub Num <= Ground
sub Num <= Prod
sub Var <= Prod
Now we have the following hierarchy:
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Lastly, we give examples showing how constructor subtyping is fully compatible with the
inductive-based approach to formalization. Let us see the benefits of having constructor subtyping
with the formalization of the expressions of the call-by-value λ-calculus.
Example 7.2.6 (CBV λ-calculus) The language of the call-by-value λ-calculus is described by
the abstract syntax:
Expressions e ::= x | v | e1 e2
Values v ::= n | λv.e
where v denote a variable and n represent a natural number. We have two sorts of entities:
expressions and values. Besides, a value can be seen as an expression. In a strong typing discipline
this could be formalized by the following datatypes:
data Expression = Var : Variable -> Expression
| Val : Value -> Expression
| App : Expression -> Expression -> Expression
data Value = Num : Nat -> Value
| Abs : Value -> Expression -> Value
Note that the constructor Val is a coercion between values and expressions. So, a simple expres-
sion like (λx.x)n is encoded as App (Val (Abs x (Var x))) (Val (Num n)). Using constructor
subtyping, expressions can be declared as an extension of values:
data Expression extends Value = Var : Variable -> Expression
| App : Expression -> Expression -> Expression
and (λx.x)n is encoded as App (Abs x (Var x)) (Num n), which is simpler.
Another interesting example is the description of Harrop formulas. This example is adapted
from [117].
Example 7.2.7 (Harrop formulas) Propositional Harrop formulas, legal programs and goal
formulas are described by the following abstract syntax:
Formulas F ::= A | F1 ∧ F2 | F1 ∨ F2 | F1 ⊃ F2
Programs P ::= A | P1 ∧ P2 | G ⊃ P
Goals G ::= A | G1 ∧G2 | G1 ∨G2 | P ⊃ G
where A ranges over atomic formulas. With constructor subtyping, the codification of programs,
goals and formulas is straightforward.
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data Prog a = Emb : a -> Prog a
| Conj : Prog a -> Prog a -> Prog a
| Imp : Goal a -> Prog a -> Prog a
data Goal a = Emb : a -> Goal a
| Conj : Goal a -> Goal a -> Goal a
| Disj : Goal a -> Goal a -> Goal a
| Imp : Prog a -> Goal a -> Goal a
data Form a extends Goal a = Conj : Form a -> Form a -> Form a
| Disj : Form a -> Form a -> Form a
| Imp : Form a -> Form a -> Form a
Constructor subtyping allows an incremental type-theoretical formalization of programming
languages, where the syntax of a programming language is defined in terms of inductive types. It
may be used to specify most of the examples arising in natural semantics [84], and a variety of
other languages, such as the BOPL [114] and the CTL∗ formulae [56], among others.
Example 7.2.8 (Mini-ML [84]) Here we consider four datatypes identifiers: EXP of expres-
sions, IDENT for identifiers, PAT of patterns and NULLPAT for the nullpattern, all with arity 0.
data IDENT = Ident : IDENT
data NULLPAT = Nullpat : NULLPAT
data PAP extends IDENT, NULLPAT = Pairpat : PAT -> PAT -> PAT
data EXP extends IDENT, NULLPAT = Num : EXP
| False : EXP
| True : EXP
| Lamb : PAT -> EXP -> EXP
| If : EXP -> EXP -> EXP -> EXP
| Mlpair : EXP -> EXP -> EXP
| Apply : EXP -> EXP -> EXP
| Let : PAT -> EXP -> EXP -> EXP
| Letrec : PAT -> EXP -> EXP -> EXP
Example 7.2.9 (CAM - Categorical Abstract Machine [84])
data VALUE = Int, Bool : VALUE
data COM extends COMS = Branch : COMS -> COMS -> COM
| Cur, Rec : COMS -> COM
| Push, Swap, App, Op, Cons, Cdr, Car : COM
| Quote : VALUE -> COM
data COMS = Coms : List COM -> COMS
data PROGRAM = Program : COMS -> PROGRAM
Example 7.2.10 (BOPL - Basic Object Programming Language [114]) This example de-
scribes the syntax of the Basic Object Programming Language. We use as datatype identifiers the
non-terminal symbols of the grammar.
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data LETTER = a, b, ..., z : LETTER
| A, B, ..., Z : LETTER
data DIGIT = 0, 1, ..., 9 : DIGIT
data ID exstends LETTER = Idl : ID -> LETTER -> ID
| Idd : ID -> DIGIT -> ID
data INT extends DIGIT = Int : DIGIT -> INT -> INT
data BINOP = Plus, Minus, Times, Equal, And, Or, Less : BINOP
data EXP extends INT, ID = Op : EXP -> BINOP -> EXP -> EXP
| False, True, NIL, Self : EXP
| Not, ClassNew, Par : EXP -> EXP
| Assign : ID -> EXP -> EXP
| Seq, While : EXP -> EXP -> EXP
| If : EXP -> EXP -> EXP -> EXP
| New : ID -> EXP
| InstOf : EXP -> NeList ID -> EXP
| SendMes : EXP -> ID -> List EXP -> EXP
data DEC extends ID = C : DEC -> ID -> DEC
data FORMALS = P : List DEC -> FORMALS
data VAR = Var : DEC -> VAR
data METHOD = Method : ID -> FORMALS -> EXP -> METHOD
data CLASS = Class : ID -> List VAR -> List METHOD -> CLASS
| ClassIs : ID -> ID -> ID
data PROGRAM = Prog : List CLASS -> EXP -> PROGRAM
Example 7.2.11 (CTL∗ formulas [56]) In this example, we consider two datatypes identifiers
SF of state formulas and PF of path formulas, both with arity 1.
data SF a = I : a -> SF a -> SF a
| Conj : SF a -> SF a -> SF a
| Not : SF a -> SF a
| Forsomefuture : PF a -> SF a
| Forallfuture : PF a -> SF a
data PF a extends SF a = Conj : PF a -> PF a -> PF a
| Not : PF a -> PF a
| Nexttime : PF a -> PF a
| Until : PF a -> PF a
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CTL∗ and related temporal logics provide suitable frameworks in which to verify the correctness of
programs and protocols, and hence are interesting calculi to formalize in proof assistants.
7.3 Adding Extensible Overloaded Functions
By coherently combining the subtyping between datatypes and the overloading of constructors,
constructor subtyping improves the flexibility and the accuracy of typing systems and seems to be
tailored for extensible datatypes. We now consider the problem of defining recursive functions on
(extensible) datatypes. The challenge is to define a mechanism that allows recursive definitions to
be:
• overloaded, i.e. to have several types. A typical example of an overloaded recursive function
is addition, which takes two even numbers and returns an even number, two odd numbers
and returns an even number, two natural numbers and returns a natural number, etc;
• extensible, i.e. to extend from a datatype to another datatype with more constructors.
Typically, it should be possible to extend a function simply by adding the appropriate
computation rules for the new constructors. A typical example of an extensible function is
an evaluation function for a given language that needs to be lifted to a richer language.
In addition, we would prefer that, unlike in many object-oriented programming languages, the
computational behavior of recursive functions does not depend on typing. One reason is that
we are eventually interested in extending the mechanism to dependent types and that letting
reduction depend on typing would create a circularity—in dependent type systems, typing depends
on reduction through the conversion rule.
Below we briefly outline the issues involved by giving two examples involving overloading and
extensibility respectively. We only consider total, unambiguous functions, so recursive functions
defined by pattern-matching must be exhaustive and non-overlapping. In other words, exactly one
rule of the function should apply for a given pattern. An alternative approach would have been to
opt for priority rewriting [12] and drop the requirement that function should be non-overlapping.
7.3.1 An Example of Overloading
In Example 7.1.1 of even/odd/natural numbers, the constructor S is overloaded with three in-
comparable types. Now assume we want to define addition on these datatypes. We would like to
define, among others, the addition of two even numbers:
add : Even -> Even -> Even
add O y = y
add (S x) y = S (add x y)
However, the second equation does not type-check since x is of type Odd. For the definition to be
valid, one would need to allow add to be overloaded:
add : Even -> Even -> Even
add : Odd -> Even -> Odd
add O y = y
add (S x) y = S (add x y)
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Note that, by overloading addition, we also introduce some additional constraints on the set of
rewrite rules. Namely, the rewrite rules should also be well-typed and exhaustive, i.e. yield total
functions, for the new type. It is routine to check that the above definition complies with the
additional constraints.
Now one would like to overload the function add even further, and give it the types
add : Even -> Odd -> Odd
add : Odd -> Odd -> Even
add : Nat -> Nat -> Nat
Again, this shall be possible, since the recursive equations type-check and are exhaustive for these
additional types. Note that for typing reasons, the first and second typings need to be declared
together whereas the third typing could be declared on its own.
7.3.2 An Example of Extensibility
We start from the datatype Nat, and we assume defined addition add, multiplication mult and
division div0 (computing x÷ (y + 1)), all of type Nat -> Nat -> Nat.
Consider a simple calculator, featuring only addition:
data Expr = Num : Nat -> Expr
| Plus : Expr -> Expr -> Expr
extended with a new functionality, namely multiplication:
data Expr2 extends Expr = Mult : Expr2 -> Expr2 -> Expr2
| Plus : Expr2 -> Expr2 -> Expr2
Note how the example involves both subtyping and constructor overloading. Now assume we have
defined an interpretation function interp as follows:
interp : Expr -> Nat
interp (Num n) = n
interp (Plus x y) = add (interp x) (interp y)
One would like to extend the definition of interp to Expr2 by declaring
interp : Expr2 -> Nat
interp (Mult x y) = mult (interp x) (interp y)
In order to determine the validity of the extended definition, we combine all equations of interp,
and see whether they form a total and unambiguous (exactly only one equation applies to a given
pattern) recursive function for the new type.
One can take the example further by adding division as a new functionality. In the case of
division by zero, we want to return a value Undef. So we first extend the datatype Nat. We also
extend the function add so that it works on the extended datatype.
data MaybeNat extends Nat = Undef : MaybeNat
add : MaybeNat -> MaybeNat -> MaybeNat
add Undef x = Undef
add (x:Nat) Undef = Undef
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Note how, in the above example, we use a type constraint in the second equation. This type
constraint acts as a shorthand for the set of rules:
add O Undef = Undef
add (S n) Undef = Undef
Let us now turn to the new datatype of expressions:
data Expr3 extends Expr = Div : Expr3 -> Expr3 -> Expr3
| Plus : Expr3 -> Expr3 -> Expr3
Again, the example involves both subtyping and constructor overloading. Now, assume division
is defined by the function div below:
div : MaybeNat -> MaybeNat -> MaybeNat
div (x:Nat) (S y) = div0 x y
div (x:Nat) O = Undef
div (x:Nat) Undef = Undef
div Undef y = Undef
One can extend the interpretation function to Expr3 by declaring:
interp : Expr3 -> MaybeNat
interp (Div x y) = div (interp x) (interp y)
Note that it is essential that the definition of add is extended for this definition of interp to be
well-typed.
Finally, assume that we want to form a calculator featuring multiplication and division:
data Expr4 extends Expr2, Expr3 = Div : Expr4 -> Expr4 -> Expr4
| Mult: Expr4 -> Expr4 -> Expr4
| Plus: Expr4 -> Expr4 -> Expr4
Now we can define interp on Expr4 simply by declaring:
interp : Expr4 -> MaybeNat
As before, it is essential that the definition of mult is extended (to a binary operation on MaybeNat)
for this definition of interp to be well-typed. However, we do not need to introduce new equations
as all cases have been previously treated.
7.4 Overview of This Part
This part is devoted to the presentation and study of the concepts of constructor subtyping and
extensible overloaded functions. After the informal account in this chapter the formal presentation
of type systems featuring constructor subtyping and extensible overloaded functions, and the study
of their meta-theoretic properties are the subjects of Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.
In Chapter 8 we introduce and study the properties of a type system with constructor sub-
typing. We define the system λCS, a simply typed λ-calculus with mutually recursive parametric
datatypes, constructor subtyping, case-expressions and letrec-expressions. We show that λCS en-
joys important meta-theoretic properties, including confluence and subject reduction. As the
system features general recursion, the reduction calculus is obviously non-terminating. However,
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we sketch two ways of achieving strong normalization. One way is constraining the system to
guard-by-destructors recursion, following what is done for λG . The other way is enriching the
type system with stages (following the ideas presented for λ̂ ) and enforcing termination through
typing. The subtyping relation together with the overloading of constructors becomes an issue at
type inference for λCS, but we show that type-checking is decidable.
In Chapter 9 we enrich constructor subtyping with a mechanism for defining extensible over-
loaded functions. We define the system λCS+fun a simply typed λ-calculus with mutually recur-
sive parametric datatypes, constructor subtyping and extensible overloaded recursive functions
defined by pattern-matching. We formalize the concept of well-formed environment of function
declarations. We establish the properties of confluence, subject reduction and decidability of type-
checking for this calculus. Moreover, we prove that the requirements imposed for the well-formed
environments are decidable properties. With respect to termination, we just provide a simple
criterion inspired from [44]. Furthermore, we conjecture how the standard compilation of pattern-
matching into case-expressions extends to our setting. We define λCS+def as a mild variation of
λCS+fun: recursive functions defined by pattern-matching are replaced by case-expressions and
recursive function definitions. We establish the properties of confluence, subject reduction and
decidability of type-checking for λCS+def and we describe the translation from λCS+fun to λCS+def .
In Chapter 10 we review related work and conclude.
Chapter 8
The Core Calculus λCS
In this chapter we introduce λCS, a simply typed λ-calculus a` la Curry with mutually recursive
parametric datatypes featuring constructor subtyping, and we establish the fundamental meta-
theoretic properties of the calculus.
8.1 The System λCS
We begin this section by defining the terms of λCS and providing them with a reduction calculus.
Next we introduce types and subtyping. Finally, we present the typing rules for λCS.
8.1.1 Terms and Reductions
Terms
We assume given a denumerable set VE of (object) variables, and let x, x′, xi, y, . . . range over VE .
We assume further that there is a finite set C of constants, which are usually called constructors.
VE and C are pairwise disjoint and we let c, c′, ci, . . . range over C. Constructors may only accept a
fixed number of arguments, so we stipulate that every constructor c has a fixed arity ar(c) ∈ N that
indicates the number of arguments taken by c. Terms are built up from standard constructions
of λ-calculus: variables, abstractions, applications, constructors, case-expressions and mutually
recursive definitions.
Definition 8.1.1 (Terms) The set Ecs of terms is given by the abstract syntax:
Ecs 3 a, b ::= x | λx.a | a b | c | case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} | letreci(x1 = a1, . . . , xn = an)
where in the clause for letrec-expressions, it is assumed that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and in the clause for case-
expressions it is assumed that C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn} for some d ∈ D and that all ci’s are pairwise
distinct.
Notation 8.1.2 Sometimes we write case a of {~c ⇒ ~b} as an abbreviation of case a of {c1 ⇒
b1| . . . |cn ⇒ bn}, c~a as an abbreviation of c a1 . . . aar(c), and letreci(~x = ~a) as an abbreviation of
letreci(x1 = a1, . . . , xn = an).
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Definition 8.1.3 The set of free variables of an expression e, denoted by FV(e), is defined by
induction on the structure of e as follows:
FV(x) = {x}
FV(c) = ∅
FV(λx.a) = FV(a)\{x}
FV(a b) = FV(a) ∪ FV(b)
FV(case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn}) = FV(a) ∪ FV(b1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(bn)
FV(letreci(x1 = a1, . . . , xn = an)) = (FV(a1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(an))\{x1, . . . , xn}
A variable x is said to occur free or to be free in e if x ∈ FV(e). A variable in e that is not free
in e is said to be bound or to occur bound in e. An expression with no free variables is said to
be closed.
The usual conventions of omitting parentheses are adopted: application is left associative and
the scope of λ extends to the right as far as possible. We identify terms that are equal up to a
renaming of bound variables (or α-conversion). Moreover we assume standard variable convention
[14], so, all bound variables are chosen to be different from free variables.
Definition 8.1.4 (Term substitution) A term substitution is a function from VE to Ecs. We
write [x1 := e1, . . . , xn := en] (or briefly [~x := ~e]) for the substitution mapping xi to ei for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every other variable to itself.
Given a term a ∈ Ecs and a term substitution S = [~x := ~e], we write S(a) or a[~x := ~e] to denote
the term obtained by the simultaneous substitution of terms ei for the free occurrences of variables
xi in a.
Remark 8.1.5 In the application of a substitution to a term, we rely on a variable convention.
The action of a substitution over a term is defined, as usual, with possible changes of bound
variables.
We now present a result which allows us to reorder substitutions.
Lemma 8.1.6 If xi 6= yj and xi 6∈ FV(bj) for i = 1..n, j = 1..m, then
e[x1 := a1, . . . , xn := an][y1 := b1, . . . , ym := bm] = e[~y := ~b][x1 := a1[~y := ~b], . . . , xn := an[~y := ~b]]
Proof. By induction on the structure of e. 2
Reduction calculus
The computational behavior of λCS is drawn from the notion of β-reduction, ι-reduction and
µ-reduction.
Definition 8.1.7 (Reductions)
1. β-reduction →β is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
(λx.a) b →β a[x := b]
2. ι-reduction →ι is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
case (ci ~a) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} →ι bi ~a
where ~a represents a vector of terms whose length is exactly ar(ci) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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3. The µ-reduction, →µ, is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
letreci(~x = ~e) (c~a) →µ ei[x1 := letrec1(~x = ~e), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x = ~e)] (c~a)
where ~a represents a vector of terms whose length is exactly ar(c).
4. The terms of the forms (λx.a) b, case (ci ~a) of {~c ⇒ ~b} and letreci(~x = ~e) (c~a) are called
β-redexes, ι-redexes and µ-redexes, with a[x := b], bi ~a and ei[x1 := letrec1(~x = ~e), . . . , xn :=
letrecn(~x = ~e)] (c~a) being their contracta, respectively. As expected we call βιµ-redex to a
term that is either a β-redex, an ι-redex or a µ-redex .
5. →βιµ is defined as →β ∪ →ι ∪ →µ. βιµ and =βιµ are respectively defined as the reflexive-
transitive and the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closures of →βιµ. We say that e reduces to
e′ (or e computes into e′) whenever eβιµ e′. One defines similarly the relations β, ι,
βι, =β, =ι and =βι.
Remark 8.1.8 In the formulation of the β- and µ-reduction rules, we rely on a variable conven-
tion: in the β-rule, the bound variables of a are assumed to be different from the free variables of
b; in the µ-rule, the bound variables of ei are assumed to be different from the free variables of ~e.
Term substitution has some useful properties with respect to reducibility.
Lemma 8.1.9 (Substitution lemma for reductions)
1. e→βιµ e′ ⇒ e[x := a]→βιµ e′[x := a]
2. a→βιµ a′ ⇒ e[x := a]βιµ e[x := a′]
3. e→βιµ e′ ∧ a→βιµ a′ ⇒ e[x := a]βιµ e′[x := a′]
Proof.
1. By induction on the structure of e.
2. By induction on the structure of e.
3. Directly from properties 1 and 2.
2
Definition 8.1.10 (Strongly normalizing terms) Let a ∈ Ecs.
1. The term a is in normal form if it does not contain any βιµ-redex, i.e., if there is no term
b such that a→βιµ b.
2. The term a strongly normalizes if there is no infinite βιµ-reduction sequence starting with
a.
3. The set SN of strongly normalizing terms is inductively defined by the following clause:
If b ∈ SN for all term b such that a→βιµ b, then a ∈ SN.
It follows from the above definition that the set SN is not empty, since VE ⊆ SN; and that if e
is strongly normalizing and eβιµ e′, then e′ is also strongly normalizing. Moreover, observe that
any subterm of a strongly normalizing term is also strongly normalizing, since the βιµ-reduction
relation is compatible with respect to the formation of terms.
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8.1.2 Types and Subtyping
In the sequel, we assume given a denumerable set VT of type variables. Datatypes are named: we
assume given a finite setD of datatypes. We adopt the following naming conventions: α, α′, αi, β, . . .
range over VT and d, d′, di, . . . range over D. On datatypes we assume a stratification that ensure
that the dependency relation between datatypes is well-founded. Hence each datatype d is assigned
a stratum str(d) ∈ N. Every datatype d ∈ D comes equipped with a fixed arity, ar(d) ∈ N which
indicates the number of parameters it is supposed to have. In addition, we require that every
datatype d ∈ D comes equipped with a set of constructors denoted by C(d), and the following
condition holds:
C(d) ∩ C(d′) 6= ∅ ⇒ ar(d) = ar(d′) (8.1)
We also assume given a binary subtyping relation vD over D that is a partial order that satisfies
the following requirement for every d, d′ ∈ D:
d vD d′ ⇒ C(d) ⊆ C(d′) (8.2)
Finally, we assume given D a valid family of constructors declarations (see Definition 8.1.25).
Definition 8.1.11 (Types) The set Tcs of types is given by the abstract syntax:
Tcs 3 σ, τ ::= α | σ → τ | d~τ
where in the last clause, ~τ represents a vector of types whose length is exactly ar(d).
The usual conventions of parenthesis omitting are adopted: the type constructor→ is right asso-
ciative.
Definition 8.1.12 (Type substitution) A type substitution is a function from VT to Tcs. We
write [α1 := σ1, . . . , αn := σn] (or briefly [~α := ~σ]) for the substitution mapping αi to σi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every other type variable to itself.
Given a type τ ∈ Tcs and a type substitution S = [~α := ~σ], we write S(τ) or τ [~α := ~σ] to denote
the type obtained by simultaneously replacing each variable α in τ with S(α).
Notation 8.1.13 We write X occ τ , where X may be a type or a datatype identifier and τ is a
type, to state that X occurs in τ ; and we write X nocc τ to state that X does not occur in τ . Very
often we write ~τ→σ as an abbreviation for τ1→ . . .→τn→σ.
In order to fix the intended typings of the constructors, we introduce the notions of constructor
scheme, constructor declaration and constructor scheme instantiation.
Definition 8.1.14 (Constructor scheme) The set CScs of constructor schemes is given by the
abstract syntax:
ς ::= ∀ ~α. σ
where ~α are the free type variables of σ.
Definition 8.1.15 (Positive-Negative)
1. α occurs positively in τ (or τ is positive w.r.t. α), written α pos τ , is defined by the rules
of Figure 8.1.
2. α occurs negatively in τ (or τ is negative w.r.t. α), written α neg τ , is defined by the rules
of Figure 8.1.
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(pos1)
α pos α′
(pos2)
α pos σ α neg τ
α pos (τ → σ)
(pos3)
α pos σi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
α pos d~σ
(neg1)
α 6= α′
α neg α′
(neg2)
α neg σ α pos τ
α neg (τ → σ)
(neg3)
α neg σi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
α neg d~σ
Figure 8.1: Positive-Negative rules
(spos1) d nocc τ
τ spos d
(spos2)
d nocc θi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
θ1 → . . .→ θn → d ~α spos d
Figure 8.2: Strictly positive rules
Definition 8.1.16 (Strictly positive) θ is strictly positive w.r.t. d (or d occurs strict positively
in θ), written θ spos d, is defined by the rules of Figure 8.2.
Constructors can be overloaded. That is, a constructor c can be constructor of more that one
datatype. If c ∈ C(d) ∩ C(d′) and d 6= d′, then the type of c when viewed as a constructor of d
is obviously different from the type of c when viewed as a constructor of d′. So, each constructor
can be assigned more than one type and the type of a constructor depends on the datatype. A
constructor declaration specifies the possible typings of the constructors of a datatype.
Definition 8.1.17 (Constructor declarations) For every d ∈ D, there is a map Dd : C(d)→
CScs such that, for every c ∈ C(d),
Dd(c) = ∀ ~α. ~σ→d ~α
where:
1. #~α = ar(d) and #~σ = ar(c);
2. d′ occ Dd(c) implies str(d′) ≤ str(d);
3. each σi is strictly positive w.r.t. d′, whenever str(d′) = str(d);
4. each σi is positive w.r.t. αj;
5. every occurrence of d′ in σi is of the form d′ ~α, whenever str(d′) = str(d).
Moreover, the following condition holds:
str(d) = str(d′) iff ∃ c ∈ C(d).∃ c′ ∈ C(d′). d′ occ Dd(c) ∧ d occ Dd′(c′) (8.3)
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Conditions 2, 3 and 5 are settle to handle mutual recursive datatypes. Moreover, with condition
(8.3), we can identify the mutual recursive datatypes by its stratum.
Example 8.1.18 Consider the datatypes of even, odd and natural numbers. We have:
Even,Odd,Nat ∈ D o, s ∈ C
ar(Even) = ar(Odd) = ar(Nat) = 0 ar(o) = 0
ar(s) = 1
Odd vD Nat C(Odd) = {s}
Even vD Nat C(Even) = C(Nat) = {o, s}
Note that the condition (8.1) and (8.2) are satisfied. The constructor declarations for these
datatypes are:
DOdd(s) = Even→Odd
DEven(o) = Even
DEven(s) = Odd→Even
DNat(o) = Nat
DNat(s) = Nat→Nat
Example 8.1.19 Consider the parametric datatypes of lists and of non-empty lists. We have:
List,NeList ∈ D nil, cons ∈ C
ar(List) = ar(NeList) = 1 ar(nil) = 0
ar(cons) = 2
NeList vD List C(List) = {nil, cons}
C(NeList) = {cons}
The constructor declarations for these datatypes are:
DList(nil) = ∀α. Listα DNeList(cons) = ∀α. α→Listα→NeListα
DList(cons) = ∀α. α→Listα→Listα
Each particular legal typing for the arguments of a constructor is obtained by instantiating
the associated constructor declaration.
Definition 8.1.20 (Instance and domain) Let d ∈ D, c ∈ C(d) and ~τ ∈ Tcs such that #~τ =
ar(d). Assume Dd(c) = ∀ ~α. ~σ→d ~α.
1. An instance of c w.r.t. d and ~τ is defined as follows
Inst~τd(c) = ~σ[~α := ~τ ]→d~τ
2. A domain of c w.r.t. d and ~τ is defined as follows
Dom~τd(c) = ~σ[~α := ~τ ]
Example 8.1.21 Instances and domains of some constructors:
InstEven(s) = Odd→Even DomNat(o) = []
InstNatList(cons) = Nat→List Nat→List Nat DomOddNeList(cons) = [Odd, List Odd]
InstEvenList (nil) = List Even Dom
Odd
List (nil) = []
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(refl)
σ ≤ σ (trans)
σ ≤ σ′ σ′ ≤ σ′′
σ ≤ σ′′
(func) σ
′ ≤ σ τ ≤ τ ′
σ → τ ≤ σ′ → τ ′ (data)
d vD d′ τi ≤ τ ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
d~τ ≤ d′ ~τ ′
Figure 8.3: Subtyping rules for λCS
We now turn to subtyping. The subtyping relation over Tcs is generated structurally from the
order on D. Observe that rule (data) require datatypes to be monotonic in their parameters.
Definition 8.1.22 (Subtyping) The subtyping relation ≤ over the set Tcs of types is defined
inductively by the rules of Figure 8.3. We write ~σ ≤ ~τ as an abbreviation of σ1 ≤ τ1, . . . , σn ≤ τn.
Example 8.1.23 We can easily derive the following subtyping statements:
List Odd ≤ List Nat
NeList (Nat→ Even) ≤ List (Odd→ Nat)
List Nat→ List Odd ≤ NeList Nat→ List Odd
Constructors may be overloaded. This feature is crucial to the applicability of constructor
subtyping, as most examples require constructors to be overloaded. As shown in Chapter 7 con-
structor overloading leads to difficulties with subject reduction, so it must be constrained in some
way. The salient feature of constructor subtyping is to impose suitable coherence conditions on
constructor overloading: roughly speaking, constructor declarations are supposed to be monotonic,
i.e., whenever c is a constructor for d and d′ with d vD d′, the domain of c w.r.t. d must be a
subtype of the domain of c w.r.t. d′.
Definition 8.1.24 (Strict overloading) A constructor c ∈ C is strictly overloaded if for every
d, d′ ∈ D such that c ∈ C(d) ∩ C(d′), one has
d vD d′ ⇒ Dom~αd (c) ≤ Dom~αd′(c) with #~α = ar(d)
We can now give the formal definition of valid family of constructor declarations.
Definition 8.1.25 (Valid family of constructor declarations) The family D =
⋃
d∈D Dd of
constructor declarations is said to be valid if every c ∈ C is strictly overloaded.
8.1.3 The Typing System
In order to define the typing relation between terms and types, we need the concepts of context
and judgment.
Definition 8.1.26 (Contexts and judgments)
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(var)
Γ ` x : τ if (x : τ) ∈ Γ
(abs)
Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
Γ ` λx.e : τ → σ
(app) Γ ` e : τ → σ Γ ` e
′ : τ
Γ ` e e′ : σ
(cons)
Γ ` c : Inst~τd(c)
if c ∈ C(d)
(case)
Γ ` a : d~τ Γ ` bi : Dom~τd(ci)→σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : σ
if C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}
(rec)
Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn ` ei : τi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` letrecj(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : τj
if 1 ≤ j ≤ n
(sub) Γ ` e : τ τ ≤ σ
Γ ` e : σ
Figure 8.4: Typing rules for λCS
1. A context Γ is a finite set of assumptions {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn} such that the xis are
pairwise distinct elements of VE and τi ∈ Tcs. Γ can be seen as a partial function so, we
write dom(Γ) = {x1, . . . , xn} and Γ(xi) = τi. Usually we drop the curly brackets and write
simply x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. Moreover, whenever it is written Γ, x : τ or Γ,Γ′ it is assumed
that (x : τ) 6∈ Γ and Γ ∩ Γ′ = ∅.
2. A typing judgment is a triple of the form Γ ` a : τ , where Γ is a context, a ∈ Ecs and
τ ∈ Tcs.
Definition 8.1.27 (Typing)
1. A typing judgment is derivable if it can be inferred from the rules of Figure 8.4.
2. A term e ∈ Ecs is typable if Γ ` e : σ is derivable for some context Γ and type σ.
The rules (var), (abs) and (app) are standard for the simply typed λ-calculus. The connection
between typing and subtyping is done by rule (sub). Note that subtyping behaves very much like
the inclusion, when type membership is seen as set membership.
The (cons) rule says the legal typings for a constructor c are obtained by instantiating the
declarations of c for each datatype c is associated with. It corresponds to the introduction rules
of the datatypes declared.
The (case) and (rec) rules corresponds to the elimination rules for the existing datatypes. The
rule (case) is the basic rule of case analysis. The rule (rec) introduces a general recursion scheme,
that allows to define mutually recursive functions.
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8.2 Confluence
The computation relation of λCS is confluent. That is, if an expression a can be partially computed
into two different expressions a1 and a2, then there exists a third expression a′ such that both a1
and a2 can be computed into a′. Therefore, the reduction strategy used to compute an expression
is not relevant, and every normalizing term has an unique normal form. The proof of the confluence
property is done by the Tait and Martin-Lo¨f technique. We show only the parts involving letrec-
expressions, more details can be found, in Section 4.1 and in [15]. Let us introduce the parallel
one-step relation 1.
Definition 8.2.1 Define a binary relation 1 on Ecs inductively as follows:
1. a1 a
2. a1 a′ ⇒ λx.a1 λx.a′
3. a1 a′ ∧ b1 b′ ⇒ a b1 a′ b′
4. a1 a′ ∧ b1 b′ ⇒ (λx.a) b1 a′[x := b′]
5. a1 a′ ∧ bi 1 b′i with i = 1..n ⇒ case a of {~c⇒ ~b}1 case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b′}
6. aj 1 a′j ∧ bk 1 b′k for some k, with j = 1..ar(ck) ⇒ case (ck ~a) of {~c⇒ ~b}1 b′k ~a′
7. ei 1 e′i with i = 1..n ⇒ letreck(~x = ~e)1 letreck(~x = ~e′)
8. ei 1 e′i ∧ aj 1 a′j with i = 1..n, j = 1..ar(c) ⇒ letreck(~x = ~e) (c~a) 1 e′k[x1 :=
letrec1(~x = ~e′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x = ~e′)] (c ~a′)
Lemma 8.2.2
a1 a′ ∧ b1 b′ ⇒ a[x := b]1 a′[x := b′]
Proof. By induction on the definition of a1 a′. We only treat here the cases for clauses 7 and 8.
7. Assume a1 a′ is letreck(~x = ~e)1 letreck(~x = ~e′) and is a direct consequence of ei 1 e′i
with i = 1..n. By induction hypothesis ei[x := b]1 e′i[x := b′]. But then letreck(~x = ~e[x :=
b])1 letreck(~x =
−−−−−−→
e′[x := b′]). Hence a[x := b] = a′[x := b′].
8. Assume a 1 a′ is letreck(~x = ~e) (c~a) 1 e′k[x1 := letrec1(~x = ~e′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x =
~e′)] (c ~a′) and is a direct consequence of ei 1 e′i and aj 1 a′j , with i = 1..n and j = 1..ar(c).
By induction hypothesis ei[x := b]1 e′i[x := b′] and aj [x := b]1 a′j [x := b′], with i = 1..n
and j = 1..ar(c). But then a[x := b] = letreck(~x = ~e[x := b]) (c
−−−−−→
a[x := b])1 e′k[x := b′][x1 :=
letrec1(~x =
−−−−−−→
e′[x := b′]), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x =
−−−−−−→
e′[x := b′])] (c
−−−−−−→
a′[x := b′]) = a′[x := b′].
2
Lemma 8.2.3 (Generation lemma for 1)
1. λx.a1 e implies e ≡ λx.a′ with a1 a′.
2. a1 a2 1 e implies either:
(a) e ≡ a′1 a′2 with a1 1 a′1 and a2 1 a′2;
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(b) a1 ≡ λx.b, e ≡ b′[x := a′2] with b1 b′ and a2 1 a′2;
(c) or a1 ≡ letreck(~x = ~b), a2 ≡ (c~e), e ≡ b′k[x1 := letrec1(~x = ~b′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x =
~b′)] (c ~e′) with bi 1 b′i and ej 1 e′j, i = 1..n, j = 1..ar(c) .
3. case a of {~c⇒ ~b}1 e implies either:
(a) e ≡ case a′ of {~c⇒ ~b′} with a1 a′ and bi 1 b′i;
(b) or a ≡ ck ~a, e ≡ b′k ~a′ with bk 1 b′k and aj 1 a′j, j = 1..ar(ck).
4. letreck(~x = ~b)1 e implies e ≡ letreck(~x = ~b′) with bi 1 b′i.
Proof. By induction on the definition of 1. 2
Lemma 8.2.4 1 satisfies the diamond property, i.e.,
a1 a1 ∧ a1 a2 ⇒ ∃ a3 ∈ Ecs. a1 1 a3 ∧ a2 1 a3
Proof. By induction on the definition of a 1 a1. We only treat here the cases for clauses 7 and
8.
7. Assume a1 a1 is letreck(~x = ~e)1 letreck(~x = ~e′) and is a direct consequence of ei 1 e′i
for i = 1..n. By Lemma 8.2.3, a2 ≡ letreck(~x = ~e′′) with ei 1 e′′i for i = 1..n. By induction
hypothesis there are e′′′i such that e
′
i 1 e′′′i and e′′i 1 e′′′i , for i = 1..n. Hence, we can take
a3 ≡ letreck(~x = ~e′′′).
8. Assume a 1 a1 is letreck(~x = ~e) (c~b) 1 e′k[x1 := letrec1(~x = ~e′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x =
~e′)] (c ~b′) and is a direct consequence of ei 1 e′i, bj 1 b′j with i = 1..n and j = 1..ar(c). By
Lemma 8.2.3, one can distinguish two cases:
1. a2 ≡ letreck(~x = ~e′′) (c ~b′′) with ei 1 e′′i , bj 1 b′′j for i = 1..n, j = 1..ar(c). By
induction hypothesis, there are e′′′i , b
′′′
j such that e
′
i 1 e′′′i , e′′i 1 e′′′i , b′j 1 b′′′j ,
b′′j 1 b′′′j . Hence we can take a3 ≡ e′′′k [x1 := letrec1(~x = ~e′′′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x =
~e′′′)] (c ~b′′′).
2. a2 ≡ e′′k [x1 := letrec1(~x = ~e′′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x = ~e′′)] (c ~b′′) with ei 1 e′′i , bj 1 b′′j
for i = 1..n, j = 1..ar(c). By induction hypothesis, there are e′′′i , b
′′′
j such that e
′
i 1 e′′′i ,
e′′i 1 e′′′i , b′j 1 b′′′j , b′′j 1 b′′′j . Hence we can take a3 ≡ e′′′k [x1 := letrec1(~x =
~e′′′), . . . , xn := letrecn(~x = ~e′′′)] (c ~b′′′).
2
Lemma 8.2.5 βιµ is the transitive closure of 1.
Proof. 1 contains the reflexive closure of →βιµ. Moreover, 1⊆βιµ. Since βιµ is the
reflexive-transitive closure of →βιµ it is also the transitive closure of 1. 2
Theorem 8.2.6 (Confluence) →βιµ is confluent:
a1 =βιµ a2 ⇒ ∃ e ∈ Ecs. a1 βιµ e ∧ a2 βιµ e
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Proof. Assume a1 =βιµ a2, then ∃ a ∈ Ecs. a βιµ a1 ∧ a βιµ a2. As βιµ is the transitive
closure of 1, βιµ satisfies also the diamond property. So, we conclude. 2
Corollary 8.2.7 (Uniqueness of normal forms) Any expression e ∈ Ecs has at most one nor-
mal form.
Proof. From Theorem 8.2.6, by absurdity with the assumption that a term could have two different
normal forms. 2
8.3 Subject Reduction
In this section we show the generation of subtyping and typing and prove that the type of an
expression is preserved under computation.
Although we have constructed our subtyping system in an intuitive way (i.e., with subtyping
rules reflecting closely the wanted subtyping relation) and so, we have included the transitivity
rule, we can eliminate the (trans) rule and obtain an equivalent system. In other words, transitivity
is admissible or the system has the transitivity elimination property. This feature, besides being
a key step in the decidability of subtyping, facilitates the study of subject reduction.
Lemma 8.3.1 Any subtyping derivation containing a sole application of (trans) rule at the last
step can be transformed into one ended by the same subtyping assertion free from that rule.
Proof. By induction on the subtyping derivation. Assume the last step of a derivation is (trans)
and the derivation of the premises are transitivity-free. We proceed by case analysis of the last
pair of rules used to derive the premises of the last step.
Case (refl, ): A derivation of the form
σ ≤ σ (refl) σ ≤ τ
σ ≤ τ (trans)
can be transformed into σ ≤ τ .
Case ( , refl): A derivation of the form
σ ≤ τ τ ≤ τ (refl)
σ ≤ τ (trans)
can be transformed into σ ≤ τ .
Case (func, func): A derivation of the form
σ′ ≤ σ τ ≤ τ ′
σ→τ ≤ σ′→τ ′ (func)
σ′′ ≤ σ′ τ ′ ≤ τ ′′
σ′→τ ′ ≤ σ′′→τ ′′ (func)
σ→τ ≤ σ′′→τ ′′ (trans)
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can be transformed into
σ′′ ≤ σ′ σ′ ≤ σ
σ′′ ≤ σ (trans)
τ ≤ τ ′ τ ′ ≤ τ
τ ≤ τ ′′ (trans)
σ→τ ≤ σ′′→τ ′′ (func)
The result follows by induction hypothesis.
Case (data, data): A derivation of the form
d vD d′ σi ≤ ρi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
d~σ ≤ d′ ~ρ (data)
d′ vD d′′ ρi ≤ τi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d′))
d′ ~ρ ≤ d′′ ~τ (data)
d~σ ≤ d′′ ~τ (trans)
can be transformed in
d vD d′′
σi ≤ ρi ρi ≤ τi
σi ≤ τi (trans) (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
d~σ ≤ d′′ ~τ (data)
because ar(d) = ar(d′) = ar(d′′) and d vD d′′ since vD is a partial order. Now the result
follows by induction hypothesis.
2
Proposition 8.3.2 (Transitivity elimination) The subtyping system of λCS has the transitiv-
ity elimination property. In other words, any subtyping derivation containing applications of the
(trans) rule can be transformed into a transitivity-free derivation ended by the same subtyping
judgment.
Proof. By Lemma 8.3.1 we know that a subtyping derivation containing exactly one application of
transitivity at last step can be transformed into a transitivity-free derivation. We may then elim-
inate transitivities from arbitrary derivations one by one, beginning with uppermost applications
of transitivity. 2
Lemma 8.3.3 (Generation lemma for subtyping)
1. σ ≤ τ1 → τ2 ⇒ σ ≡ τ ′1 → τ ′2 ∧ τ1 ≤ τ ′1 ∧ τ ′2 ≤ τ2
2. τ1 → τ2 ≤ σ ⇒ σ ≡ τ ′1 → τ ′2 ∧ τ ′1 ≤ τ1 ∧ τ2 ≤ τ ′2
3. θ ≤ d~τ ⇒ θ ≡ d′ ~σ ∧ ~σ ≤ ~τ ∧ d′ vD d
4. d~τ ≤ θ ⇒ θ ≡ d′ ~σ ∧ ~τ ≤ ~σ ∧ d vD d′
5. α ≤ σ ⇒ σ ≡ α
6. σ ≤ α ⇒ σ ≡ α
Proof. By inspection on the derivation of the antecedent, using Proposition 8.3.2. 2
Lemma 8.3.4
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1. If σ ≤ σ′, τi ≤ τ ′i and αi pos σ for i = 1..n, then σ[~α := ~τ ] ≤ σ′[~α := ~τ ′].
2. If σ ≤ σ′, τi ≤ τ ′i and αi neg σ for i = 1..n, then σ[~α := ~τ ′] ≤ σ′[~α := ~τ ].
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of σ. 2
Lemma 8.3.5
1. If Γ ⊆ Γ′ and Γ ` e : σ then Γ′ ` e : σ.
2. If Γ ` e : σ then FV(e) ⊆ dom(Γ).
Proof.
1. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` e : σ.
(var) If e is a variable and e : σ ∈ Γ then also e : σ ∈ Γ′. Hence, Γ′ ` e : σ.
(app) Γ ` a b : σ follows directly from Γ ` a : τ → σ and Γ ` b : τ . By induction
hypothesis Γ′ ` a : τ→σ and Γ′ ` b : τ . Then, by the (app) rule, Γ′ ` a b : σ.
(abs) Γ ` λx. a : τ→ρ follows directly from Γ, x :τ ` a : ρ. By the variable convention x
does not occur in Γ′. Then, Γ′, x :τ is also a context which extends Γ, x :τ . Therefore,
by the induction hypothesis we have Γ′, x : τ ` a : ρ and so, by the (abs) rule,
Γ′ ` λx. e : τ → ρ.
All the remaining cases can be easily proved using the induction hypothesis.
2. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` e : σ.
(var) If e is a variable and e : σ ∈ Γ then FV(e) = {e} ⊆ dom(Γ).
(app) Γ ` a b : σ follows directly from Γ ` a : τ → σ and Γ ` b : τ . By induction
hypothesis FV(a) ⊆ dom(Γ) and FV(b) ⊆ dom(Γ). Hence, FV(a b) = FV(a) ∪ FV(b) ⊆
dom(Γ).
(abs) Γ ` λx. a : τ→ ρ follows directly from Γ, x : τ ` a : ρ. By induction hypothesis,
FV(a) ⊆ dom(Γ, x : τ). Let y ∈ FV(λx. a), then y ∈ FV(a) and y 6≡ x. Therefore,
y ∈ dom(Γ). Hence FV(λx. a) ⊆ dom(Γ).
All the remaining cases can be easily proved using the induction hypothesis.
2
The generation for typing describes the information one can infer about a type from a derivable
typing judgment.
Lemma 8.3.6 (Generation lemma for typing)
1. Γ ` x : σ ⇒ (x : τ) ∈ Γ ∧ τ ≤ σ
2. Γ ` a b : σ ⇒ Γ ` a : τ → σ′ ∧ Γ ` b : τ ∧ σ′ ≤ σ
3. Γ ` λx.e : σ ⇒ σ ≡ τ1→τ2 ∧ Γ, x : τ ′1 ` e : τ ′2 ∧ τ1 ≤ τ ′1 ∧ τ ′2 ≤ τ2
4. Γ ` c : σ ⇒ σ ≡ ~γ→θ ∧ ~γ ≤ Dom~τd(c) ∧ d~τ ≤ θ ∧ c ∈ C(d)
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5. Γ ` case a of {~c⇒ ~b} : σ ⇒ Γ ` a : d~τ ∧ Γ ` bi : Dom~τd(ci)→θ ∧ θ ≤ σ
6. Γ ` letrecj(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : σ ⇒ Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn ` ei : τi for all i =
1..n ∧ τj ≤ σ .
Proof. By inspection on the derivation of the antecedent judgments. 2
The following lemma states that a type-preserving substitution preserves the derivability of a
judgment.
Lemma 8.3.7 (Substitution lemma for typing)
If Γ, x1 :τ1, . . . , xn :τn ` a : σ and Γ ` bi : τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then Γ ` a[x1 := b1, . . . , xn :=
bn] : σ.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ, x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn ` a : σ, assuming that Γ ` bi : τi
is derivable for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(var) In this case a is a variable: if a 6≡ xj for every j = 1..n, then a[~x := ~b] = a and (a : σ) ∈ Γ,
so we conclude by (var); if a ≡ xj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n} then a[~x := ~b] = bj and τj ≡ σ so
the result follows directly from the hypothesis.
(abs) In this case a ≡ (λy.e), σ ≡ σ1 → σ2 and Γ, x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn, y : σ1 ` e : σ2. By
induction hypothesis Γ, y :σ1 ` e[x1 := b1, . . . , xn := bn] : σ2. Applying rule (abs) we have
Γ ` λy.e[~x := ~b] : σ1 → σ2. By Lemma 8.3.5 FV(bi) ⊆ Γ for every i = 1..n, moreover
y 6∈ dom(Γ) so y 6∈ FV(bi), for i = 1..n. Therefore (λy.e)[~x := ~b] = λy.e[~x := ~b] which
concludes the proof of this case.
(rec) In this case a ≡ letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fm = em) and Γ, x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn, f1 : σ1, . . . , fm :
σm ` ej : σj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. By induction hypothesis Γ, f1 :σ1, . . . , fm :σm ` ej [~x := ~b] :
σj . Applying rule (rec) we have Γ ` letreck(f1 = e1[~x := ~b], . . . , fm = em[~x := ~b]) : σj . By
Lemma 8.3.5 FV(bi) ⊆ Γ for i = 1..n, moreover f1, . . . , fm 6∈ dom(Γ) so f1, . . . , fm 6∈ FV(bi)
for i = 1..n. Hence letreck(f1 = e1[~x := ~b], . . . , fm = em[~x := ~b]) = letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fm =
em)[~x := ~b] which concludes the proof of this case.
The remaining cases are easily proved by routine induction. 2
We arrive now to the main result of this section. The following theorem shows that computation
preserves the typing relation.
Theorem 8.3.8 (Subject reduction) Typing is closed under →βιµ:
Γ ` a : σ ∧ a→βιµ a′ ⇒ Γ ` a′ : σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` a : σ, considering the last rule:
(var) In this case a is a variable so, it cannot be reduced.
(app) In this case a ≡ e e′, Γ ` e : τ→σ and Γ ` e′ : τ . The expression e e′ can be reduced if:
e→βιµ e′′. In this case e e′ →βιµ e′′ e′. By the induction hypothesis Γ ` e′′ : τ→σ. The
result Γ ` e′′ e′ : σ follows using (app).
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e′ →βιµ e′′. In this case e e′ →βιµ e e′′. By the induction hypothesis Γ ` e′′ : τ . The
result Γ ` e e′′ : σ follows using (app).
e ≡ (λx.b). In this case we have Γ ` (λx.b) : τ → σ and (λx.b) e′ →βιµ b[x := e′]. By
Lemma 8.3.6 we have Γ, x : τ ′ ` b : σ′, τ ≤ τ ′ and σ′ ≤ σ. From Γ ` e′ : τ , by (sub),
one derives Γ ` e′ : τ ′. Thus, by Lemma 8.3.7, Γ ` b[x := e′] : σ′ and finally, by the
rule (sub), Γ ` b[x := e′] : σ.
e ≡ letrecj(f1 = b1, . . . , fn = bn) and e′ ≡ (c~a). In this case we have Γ ` letrecj(f1 =
b1, . . . , fn = bn) : τ→σ and letrecj(f1 = b1, . . . , fn = bn) (c~a)→βιµ bj [f1 := letrec1(~f =
~b), . . . , fn := letrec1(~f = ~b)] (c~b). By Lemma 8.3.6 we have Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn ` bi :
σi, σi ≤ τi for all i = 1..n, and σj ≤ τ→ σ. One derives, by (sub) Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn :
τn ` bj : τ→σ and, by (rec) followed by (sub), Γ ` letreci(f1 = b1, . . . , fn = bn) : σi
for every i = 1..n. Thus, using Lemma 8.3.7, Γ ` bj [f1 := letrec1(~f = ~b), . . . , fn :=
letrecn(~f = ~b)] : τ → σ. Hence, applying (app) we have Γ ` bj [f1 := letrec1(~f =
~b), . . . , fn := letrecn(~f = ~b)] (c~a) : σ
(abs) In this case the result follows by induction hypothesis and the rule (abs).
(cons) In this case a is a constructor so, it cannot be reduced.
(case) In this case a ≡ case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn}, Γ ` e : d~τ and Γ ` bi : Dom~τd(ci)→
σ with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}. The expression case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn}
can be reduced if:
e→βιµ e′. In this case the result follows by induction hypothesis and the rule (case).
bi →βιµ b′i. In this case the result follows by induction hypothesis and the rule (case).
e ≡ ci a1 . . . aar(ci). In this case case (ci ~a) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} →βιµ bi ~a. From
Γ ` ci a1 . . . aar(ci) : d~τ , by Lemma 8.3.6, it follows that
Γ ` ci : ~γ→θ ∧ θ ≤ d~τ
and also, for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci), and for some d′ and ~τ ′,
Γ ` aj : γj ∧ γj ≤ (Dom~τ ′d′ (ci))[j] ∧ d′ ~τ ′ ≤ θ
So, d′ ~τ ′ ≤ d~τ and therefore, by Lemma 8.3.3, d′ vD d and ~τ ′ ≤ ~τ . Since ci is strictly
overloaded, using Lemma 4.2.5 and transitivity we have γj ≤ (Dom~τd(ci))[j]. Now, using
the (sub) rule, one can derive Γ ` aj : (Dom~τd(ci))[j] for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci), which can be
combined with the typing derivation of bi, by means of the rule (app), to conclude that
Γ ` bi ~a : σ.
(rec) In this case the result follows by induction hypothesis and the rule (rec).
(sub) In this case the result follows by induction hypothesis and the rule (sub).
2
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8.4 Strong Normalization
The system as it is presented in the beginning of this chapter is obviously not strongly normalizing,
since there are infinite reduction sequences starting with well-typed terms. For example:
letrec1(f = λx.f x) (s o) →βιµ (λx.f x)[f := letrec1(f = λx.f x)] (s o)
→βιµ letrec1(f = λx.f x) (s o)
→βιµ . . .
The failure of strong normalization is a consequence of the (rec) rule being too permissive. To re-
cover strong normalization for typed terms, we must restrict the typing rules for letrec-expressions.
Following Part I, strong normalization can be recovered in two different ways:
– restrict the system to guard-by-destructors letrec-expressions, imposing a syntactical condi-
tion on the (rec) typing rule, as was done in Chapter 5 for λG ;
– enrich the type system with stages and enforce termination through typing, reproducing
what was done in Chapter 3 for λ̂ .
In the next subsections we explore these two possibilities.
8.4.1 Guarded-by-Destructors Recursion
To guarantee the strong normalization of all typable terms the idea of the guarded-by-destructors
mechanism is to complement the (rec) rule with a syntactical condition G constraining the occur-
rences of recursive calls in the body of the letrec-expressions. The predicate G enforces termination
by constraining all recursive calls to be applied to terms smaller than the formal argument of the
function.
The intuitions and terminology about the G predicate was already introduced in Chapter 5.
However we have to adjust the definitions to the setting of λCS as this system features mutually
recursive datatypes and mutually recursive definitions. Let us illustrate the problems introduced
by mutually recursive datatypes with a small example.
Example 8.4.1 Assume we have A,B ∈ D with C(A) = {k, a}, C(B) = {b} and
DA(k) = A DB(b) = A→B
DA(a) = B→A
Further assume
funi ≡ letreci ( f1 = λx. case x of {k⇒ k | a⇒ λx′.f2 (b (ax′))}
f2 = λy. case y of {b⇒ λy′.f1 (a (b y′))}
)
The term funi is well-typed by the typing rules of Figure 8.4.
According to the definition of the guard predicate given in Chapter 5, as both f1 and f2 do not
occur in the body of its definition, apparently funi seams to be well-defined. However, it is easy
to see that a term like fun2 (b z) has infinite rewritings
fun2 (b z) βιµ (λy.case y of {b⇒ λy′.f1 (a (b y′))})[f1 := fun1, f2 := fun2] (b z)
βιµ fun1 (a (b z))
βιµ (λx.case x of {k⇒ k | a⇒ λx′.f2 (b(ax′))})[f1 := fun1, f2 := fun2] (a (b z))
βιµ fun2 (b (a (b z)))
βιµ . . .
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Obviously, this happens because of the mutually recursive datatypes and the definitions of Chapter
5 do not apply in these cases.
Let us focus on the mutually recursive definitions and on the syntactical condition G they
must satisfy. The motivation of this syntactic condition is to ensure that each expansion of letrec-
expressions consumes (at least) the constructor in the head of its argument. Informally, for a
term letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) one should have that each fi may occur only as the head of an
application and, in this case, fi must be applied to a recursive component of the formal argument.
Note that these constraints to the occurrence of each fi concern every ej , for j = 1..n, and not only
ei. As we have mutual recursive datatypes the notion of recursive component has to be reviewed.
Definition 8.4.2 Let c be a constructor such that Dd(c) = ∀ ~α.~σ→d ~α. We say that the number
j corresponds to a recursive position of Dd(c), written RP(j,Dd(c)), if σj is of the form ~γ→ d′~α
where str(d′) = str(d).
Therefore, z is a recursive component of x if z is a component of x whose type has an occurrence
of some of the types mutually dependent to the type of x.
The predicate G is now defined as follows.
Definition 8.4.3 (G predicate) Let U,F ⊆ VE with U ∩ F = ∅, let x be variable not in U ∪ F
and let a ∈ Ecs. The predicate GxF (U, a) is derivable using the rules in Figure 8.5.
The typing rule for letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) is now restricted with a set of syntactical
conditions GxiF (∅, ai) for i = 1..n, with F ≡ {f1, . . . , fn} and ei ≡ λxi.ai. The system with this
guarded-by-destructors recursion is denoted by λGCS. The new typing rule for letrec-expressions is
defined in Figure 8.6.
It is easy to check that the term funi of Example 8.4.1 is not typable with this new (rec) rule.
Example 8.4.4 For funi to be typable in λGCS one has to be able to derive
Gx{f1,f2}(∅, case x of {k⇒ k | a⇒ λx′.f2 (b (ax′))}) and
Gy{f1,f2}(∅, case y of {b⇒ λy′.f1 (a (b y′))})
and that is impossible. For instance, to derive Gy{f1,f2}(∅, case y of {b⇒ λy′.f1 (a (b y′))}), as one
can only use rule 8, one has to derive Gy{f1,f2}({y′}, λy′.f1 (a (b y′))), and this can only follow, by
rule 2, from Gy{f1,f2}({y′}, f1 (a (b y′))) which is impossible to derive because: we cannot use rule
6 since a 6∈ {y′} and if we use rule 5 we have to prove Gy{f1,f2}({y′}, f1) which is impossible.
Let us illustrate the guarded-by-destructors mechanism with mutual recursive datatypes with
the example of addition for odd/even numbers.
Example 8.4.5 Assume the following definition of addition for even and odd numbers.
addi ≡ letreci ( f1 = λx.λy. case x of {s⇒ λn. s (f2 n y)}
f2 = λx.λy. case x of {o⇒ y | s⇒ λn. s (f1 n y)}
)
The recursive calls are guarded-by-destructors in this definition. Let us show the derivation of
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1.
y 6∈ F
GxF (U, y)
if y is a variable
2.
GxF (U, a)
GxF (U, λz.a)
3.
GxF (U, ei) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
GxF (U, letrecj(g1 = e1, . . . , gn = en))
4. GxF (U, c)
5.
GxF (U, a) GxF (U, b)
GxF (U, a b)
6.
GxF (U, z ~a)
GxF (U, f (z ~a))
if f ∈ F ∧ z ∈ U
7.
GxF (U, e) GxF (U, bi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
GxF (U, case e of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn})
if

e 6≡ z ~a
∨
(e ≡ z ~a ∧ z 6∈ U ∪ {x})
8.
GxF (U, aj) (1 ≤ j ≤ m) GxF (Vi, ei) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
GxF (U, case (z a1 . . . am) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn})
if

z ∈ U ∪ {x}
bi ≡ λy1. . . . λyar(ci). ei
Vi ≡ U ∪ { yj | RP(j,Dd(ci)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(ci)}
Figure 8.5: Guarded-by-destructors rules for λCS
(rec)
Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn ` ei : τi GxiF (∅, ai) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` letrecj(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : σj
if
{
F ≡ {f1, . . . , fn}
ei ≡ λxi.ai
Figure 8.6: Typing rule for letrec-expressions in λGCS
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Gx{f1,f2}(∅, λy. case x of {s⇒ λn. s (f2 n y)}).
x 6∈ {f1, f2}
Gx{f1,f2}(∅, x)
1
s 6∈ {f1, f2}
Gx{f1,f2}({n}, s)
1
n 6∈ {f1, f2}
Gx{f1,f2}({n}, n)
1
Gx{f1,f2}({n}, f2 n)
6
y 6∈ {f1, f2}
Gx{f1,f2}({n}, y)
1
Gx{f1,f2}({n}, f2 n y)
5
Gx{f1,f2}({n}, s (f2 n y))
5
Gx{f1,f2}(∅, case x of {s⇒ λn. s (f2 n y)})
8
Gx{f1,f2}(∅, λy. case x of {s⇒ λn. s (f2 n y)})
2
The derivation of Gx{f1,f2}(∅, λy. case x of {o⇒ y | s⇒ λn. s (f1 n y))} is very similar to this one.
8.4.2 Type-Based Termination
In a system featuring constructor subtyping and mutual recursive datatypes, strong normalization
can be ensured by typing, following what was done in Chapter 3 for λ̂ . Of course the type system
of λCS introduced in sections 8.1 is not expressive enough. One needs to enrich λCS with stages
and to adapt some definitions and the typing rules to this new feature.
In this subsection we sketch the system λ
ĈS
, a simply typed λ-calculus featuring constructor
subtyping, parameterized mutual inductively defined types finitely iterated and type-based termi-
nation of recursive definitions. The terms allowed in λ
ĈS
are the same as those allowed in λCS. At
level of types λ
ĈS
and λCS differ in the following aspects:
1. Stages are now present in λ
ĈS
and its set of types is exactly the same of λ̂ (see Definition
3.3.1).
2. λ
ĈS
the subtyping relation on types is generated structurally from the partial order vD on
datatypes and the comparison relation on stages 4 (see Figure 3.2). The subtyping rule for
datatypes is now
(data)
d1 vD d2 s 4 r σi ≤ τi (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d1))
ds1 ~σ ≤ dr2 ~τ
3. The notion of constructor scheme is the same as the one given for λ̂ (see Definition 3.3.4),
but constructor declarations for λ
ĈS
have to contemplate mutual recursive datatypes (see
Definition 8.4.6).
4. The notion of instance and domain of constructor in λ
ĈS
have to be adapted to the presence
of stages (see Definition 8.4.7).
5. The set of typing rules of λ
ĈS
is different (see Definition 8.4.9).
Let us focus on the definitions of constructor declaration and of instance and domain of a
constructor in λ
ĈS
.
Definition 8.4.6 (Constructor declaration) For every d ∈ D , there is a map Dd : C(d)→CS
such that, for every c ∈ C(d),
Dd(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→dı̂~α
where:
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1. #~α = ar(d) and #~σ = ar(c);
2. d1 occ Dd(c) implies str(d1) ≤ str(d);
3. each σi is strictly positive w.r.t. d1, whenever str(d1) = str(d);
4. each σi is positive w.r.t. αj;
5. every occurrence of d1 in σi is of the form dı1~α, whenever str(d1) = str(d);
6. every occurrence of ı in σi is of the form dı1~α, whenever str(d1) = str(d).
Moreover, the following condition holds:
str(d1) = str(d2) iff ∃ c1 ∈ C(d1).∃ c2 ∈ C(d2). d2 occ Dd1(c1) ∧ d1 occ Dd2(c2)
Definition 8.4.7 (Instance and domain) Let d ∈ D, c ∈ C(d), s ∈ S and ~τ ∈ T such that
#~τ = ar(d). Assume Dd(c) = ∀ ~α.∀ ı. ~σ→ dı̂~α. An instance of c w.r.t. d, s and ~τ is defined as
follows
Insts,~τd (c) = ~σ[ı := s][~α := ~τ ]→dŝ~τ
A domain of c w.r.t. d, s and ~τ is defined as follows
Doms,~τd (c) = ~σ[ı := s][~α := ~τ ]
Observe that these definitions are almost identical to the ones for λCS, the only difference is the
presence of stages. The notion of strict overloading in λ
ĈS
is defined as follows.
Definition 8.4.8 (Strict overloading) A constructor c ∈ C is strictly overloaded if for every
d, d′ ∈ D such that c ∈ C(d) ∩ C(d′), one has
d vD d′ ⇒ Domı,~αd (c) ≤ Domı,~αd′ (c) with #~α = ar(d)
As expected we assume we have a valid family of constructor declarations, i.e., where every
constructor is strictly overloaded. We now present the typing system.
Definition 8.4.9 (Typing) A typing judgment Γ ` e : σ is derivable if it can be inferred from
the rules of Figure 8.7 where the positivity condition ı pos σ in the (rec) rule is defined in Figure
3.5.
8.5 Type Checking
Decidability of type checking is the property to decide whether or not a typing judgment is
derivable according to a type system. It is a fundamental property of a type system considering that
program correctness in a typed programming language and proof-checking in a proof-development
system are often reduced to type checking itself. Type inference is the problem of inferring a most
general type (if existing) to a term in a given context. In the presence of subtyping, most general
means minimal with respect to the subtyping relation.
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(var)
Γ ` x : σ if (x : σ) ∈ Γ
(abs)
Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
Γ ` λx. e : τ→σ
(app) Γ ` e : τ→σ Γ ` e
′ : τ
Γ ` e e′ : σ
(cons)
Γ ` c : Insts,~τd (c)
if c ∈ C(d)
(case)
Γ ` e′ : dŝ~τ Γ ` ei : Doms,~τd (ci)→θ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ ` case e′ of {c1 ⇒ e1 | . . . | cn ⇒ en} : θ
if C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}
(rec)
Γ, f1 : dı1 ~τ1→θ1, . . . , fn : dın ~τn→θn ` ei : dı̂j ~τj→θj [ı := ı̂] ı pos θj (1 ≤ j ≤ n)
Γi ` (letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en)) : dsk ~τk→θk[ı := s]
if ı not in Γ, ~τ1, . . . , ~τn, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n
(sub) Γ ` e : σ σ ≤ σ
′
Γ ` e : σ′
Figure 8.7: Typing rules for λ
ĈS
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8.5.1 Motivation and Difficulties
Type inference and type checking are related problems. In the presence of minimal types, the
type checking algorithm can be decomposed into: a type-inference algorithm to compute, if it
exists, the minimal type of a term in a given context; and a subtype-checking algorithm to decide
whether the minimal type is a subtype of the type given. Both type inference and type checking
are complicated problems for λCS because this system does not satisfy the minimal type property.
The non-existence of minimal types in λCS is essentially due to two reasons: the overloading
of constructors and the subtyping relation. We illustrate the problems caused by the overloading
of constructors with the following examples.
Example 8.5.1 Remember the definition of even, odd and natural numbers given in Example
8.1.18. In λCS a constructor is a term by itself. How do we give a minimal type to s ?
`λCS s : ?

Even→Odd
Odd→Even
Nat→Nat
There are three minimal types for s1, but there is no common lower type for these three types.
Forcing constructors to be fully applied does not solve this problem
`λCS λx. sx : ?
Apparently one should not have this problem if the variables had type annotations, but even
in a λCS a` la Church, one has to impose some restrictions in order to have minimal types.
Example 8.5.2 Assume one has another datatype A ∈ D, C(A) = {s} and DA(s) = Nat→A. But
A and Nat are not related by vD.
`λCS λx :Nat. sx : ?
{
Nat→A
Nat→Nat
There is no common lower type for {Nat→A,Nat→Nat}.
A solution to this problem is to require constructors to be regular. This notion already appears
in [68, 21]. A constructor c is regular if for every d such that c ∈ C(d)
{ d′ ∈ D | Dom~αd (c) ≤ Dom~αd′(c) } has a minimum.
For instance, when the constructor s is just associated to Even/Odd/Nat datatypes, s is a regular
datatype since the sets {Nat}, {Even,Nat} and {Odd,Nat} all have minimums. However, with the
declaration of datatype A in Example 8.5.2 the constructor s is not regular anymore because the
set {Nat,A} has no minimum.
To achieve the goal of having minimal types, we still have a problem and this problem is related
to the subtyping relation of λCS.
Example 8.5.3 Assume one has B1,B2,Z,W ∈ D which implement the following enumerated
sets: B1 = {b1},B2 = {b2},Z = {z, b1, b2} and W = {w, b1, b2}. The subtyping relation between
1Note that the other possible types for s are Odd→Nat and Even→Nat, which are bigger.
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these datatypes is illustrated in the following diagram:
Z
BB
BB
BB
BB W
||
||
||
||
B1 B2
What is the minimal type for the following case-expression ?
a : Nat `λCS caseNat a of {o⇒ b1 | s⇒ λx :Nat.b2} : ?
{
Z
W
(8.4)
Types B1 and B2 have two upper bounds, but no least upper bound.
A possible way to solve this problem is to force vD to be a lattice, but this is too limited.
For instance, it would exclude the Odd/Even datatypes. Another way to fix this problem is to tag
case-expressions with their types
a : Nat `λCS caseZNat a of {o⇒ b1 | s⇒ λx :Nat.b2} : Z
Remark 8.5.4 In λCS a` la Church, with constructors fully applied, tagged case-expressions and
regular constructors one has minimal types. A formal proof of this statement is in [23]. It is
possible to define a function MinΓ(e) which computes, when it exists the minimal type of a term e
in context Γ, i.e.,
Γ ` e : τ ⇒ MinΓ(e) ≤ τ
However, in λCS terms do not have any sort of type annotation and constructors are not
required to be regular. Nevertheless, we still want to answer the question:
How can one decide whether a typing judgment Γ ` e : τ is derivable in λCS ?
To overcome the problem of the non-existence of minimal types we describe all possible types
of a term by a set of type schemes together with a set of subtyping constraints.
Given a term e, our strategy to identify all possible typings for e relies on the following steps.
First of all, in order to disambiguate the overloading, constructors and case-expressions of e are
tagged with their datatypes in all possible ways, producing the set an(e) of annotated terms built
from e. The type system based on λCS, in which constructors and case-expressions are decorated
with their datatypes is denoted by λaCS.
Secondly, for each term e′ ∈ an(e) one computes the most general typing for e′. Even with
the issue of overloading solved by the datatype tags, one cannot represent the set of all possible
types of a λaCS-term by a single type alone, because one cannot guarantee the existence of least
upper bounds in the subtyping order. To address this problem we use constrained types. A
constrained type is a type scheme together with a set of subtyping constraints. The existence of
least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds is no longer required. For example, case-expression
(8.4), where the types of b1 and b2 have two upper bounds, Z and W, but no least upper bound,
can now be assigned the type α together with the set of constraints {B1 ≤ α,B2 ≤ α}, stating
that the expression (8.4) has any type which has both B1 and B2 as subtypes. The most general
typing for e′ will be of the form C ′ |Γ′ `λacCS e′ : τ ′ where C ′ is a set of subtyping constraints. We
call λacCS to the type system based on λ
a
CS where the typing judgments are enriched with subtyping
constraints. The algorithm we define to infer such a typing judgment (the most general typing)
for e is strongly inspired by the algorithm of Mitchell for type inference with subtyping [109, 78].
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Constraints sets can be seen as a flexible form of bounded universal quantification. Constraints
restrict the set of types over which the type variables in a type scheme range. Constraints can
even restrict type variables to range over the empty set of types. This happens when there is no
solution to the set of constraints and it should be treated as a type error.
Finally, to check if a judgment Γ `λaCS e : τ is derivable, one has to match the most general
typing for e in λacCS (excluding the set of constraints) against the given judgment and then test if
the resulting set of constraints is satisfiable.
Summarizing, our claim is that Γ `λCS e : τ is derivable if and only if there is an annotated
term e′ ∈ an(e) for which Γ `λaCS e′ : τ is derivable. As the set of annotated terms an(e) is finite, if
type-checking is decidable for λaCS, we have a decision procedure. Our type checking algorithm for
λCS (and all the subsidiary algorithms involved) is described at great length in the next subsections
and has been implemented in Haskell2. Before addressing the problem of type-checking for λCS
we give a formal description of the systems λaCS and λ
ac
CS and we present some of its properties.
8.5.2 The System λaCS
Here we present system λaCS, a system very similar to λCS. The main difference is that, in order to
disambiguate the overloading, constructors and case-expressions come annotated with a datatype
identifier. The set of T acs of types of λaCS is equal to Tcs.
Definition 8.5.5 (Expressions) The set Eacs of expressions of λaCS is given by the abstract syn-
tax:
a, b ::= x | λx.a | a b | cd | cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} | letrecj(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en)
where: in the fourth clause it is assumed that c ∈ C(d), in the fifth clause it is assumed that
C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}, and in the last clause 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The typing system of λaCS just differs from the one for λCS in the typing rules for constructors
and case-expressions. Here, we have
(cons)
Γ `λaCS cd : Inst~τd(c)
(case)
Γ `λaCS a : d~τ Γ `λaCS bi : Dom~τd(ci)→σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Γ `λaCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : σ
Definition 8.5.6 (Annotated terms) The set of annotated variants of a term is given by the
mapping an : Ecs→P(Eacs) defined as follows:
an(x) = {x}
an(c) = {cd | c ∈ C(d)}
an(a b) = {a′ b′ | a′ ∈ an(a) ∧ b′ ∈ an(b)}
an(λx.a′) = {λx.a′ | a′ ∈ an(a)}
an(case a of {~c⇒ ~b}) = {cased a′ of {~c⇒ ~b′} | a′ ∈ an(a) ∧ b′i ∈ an(bi) ∧ C(d) = ~c}
an(letrecj(~f = ~e)) = {letrecj(~f = ~e′) | e′i ∈ an(ei)}
2http://www.di.uminho.pt/∼mjf/CS/
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Example 8.5.7 Recall the definition of Odd/Even/Nat and List/NeList of examples 8.1.18 and
8.1.19. We have:
an(sx) = {sOdd x, sEven x, sNat x}
an(s o) = {sOdd oEven, sEven oEven, sNat oEven, sOdd oNat, sEven oNat, sNat oNat}
an(λf.λx.f (f x)) = {λf.λx.f (f x)}
an(λx.case x of {cons⇒ λh.λt. sh}) = {λx.caseNeList x of {cons⇒ λh.λt. sNat h},
λx.caseNeList x of {cons⇒ λh.λt. sOdd h}, λx.caseNeList x of {cons⇒ λh.λt. sEven h}}
Lemma 8.5.8 For any e ∈ Ecs, the set an(e) is finite.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the fact that every term of Ecs is finite and the set of
datatypes D is also finite. 2
Definition 8.5.9 (Erasure) The erasure function er : Eacs→Ecs is defined inductively as follows:
er(x) = x
er(cd) = c
er(a b) = er(a) er(b)
er(λx.a) = λx.er(a)
er(cased a of {~c⇒ ~b}) = case er(a) of {~c⇒ er(~b)}
er(letrecj(~f = ~e)) = letrecj(~f = er(~e))
Lemma 8.5.10 If a ∈ Ecs and a′ ∈ an(a), then er(a′) = a.
Proof. By induction on the structure of a. 2
Lemma 8.5.11 If Γ `λaCS a : τ then, Γ `λCS er(a) : τ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ `λaCS a : τ . 2
Lemma 8.5.12 Γ `λCS e : τ iff ∃ e′ ∈ an(e). Γ `λaCS e′ : τ .
Proof.
⇒) By induction on the derivation of Γ `λCS e : τ .
⇐) Follows from lemmas 8.5.11 and 8.5.10.
2
Although the problem of overloading has been solved in λaCS, this system does not enjoy the
minimal type property and, consequently, not every typable λaCS-term has a most general typing.
Example 8.5.13 Under the assumptions of Example 8.5.3 one has two different typings for the
same case-expression but no most general typing:
y : Even `λaCS caseEven y of {o⇒ b1B1 | s⇒ λx.b2B2} : Z
y : Even `λaCS caseEven y of {o⇒ b1B1 | s⇒ λx.b2B2} : W
We remedy this situation in λacCS, adding subtyping constraints to the type judgments. Alter-
native typings will then be constructed from most general typings using substitution and a proof
system for subtypes.
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8.5.3 The System λacCS
Here we present a type system and a typing algorithm which adapts the subtyping ideas of [109, 78]
to the subtyping relation of λCS. One has a fixed set of type constructors, D ∪ {→}, and a
partial order on D. The subtyping relation is generated structurally from the partial order vD on
datatypes and this partial order is also structural because d vD d′ implies ar(d) = ar(d′). So, we
work with what is it usually named atomic subtyping.
λacCS is an extension of λ
a
CS in which the typing judgments are enriched with a set C of subtyping
constraints. We restrict C to consist only of atomic subtyping assertions. Regarding the nature of
the subtyping relation involved, we divide C in two sets (∆,Θ): ∆ is a finite set of atomic subtype
assertions, and Θ is a finite set of datatype inequalities. Let us introduce the system λacCS formally.
Types and Subtyping
We assume now given a denumerable set VD of datatype variables. Let us partition VD into disjoint
infinite sets V0D,V1D, . . . , each VnD, with n ∈ N, representing the set of datatype variables of arity
n. We adopt the naming conventions that δ, δ′, δi, . . . range over VD, and d, d′, di, . . . ∈ VD ∪ D.
A type expression is either a type variable, a function type expression or a datatype expression.
We have T acs ⊆ T accs .
Definition 8.5.14 (Types) The set T accs of types is given by the abstract syntax:
σ, τ ::= α | σ → τ | d~τ
where in the last clause, it is assumed that the length of ~τ is exactly ar(d).
Definition 8.5.15 The sets of free type variables and of free datatype variables of a type τ ,
denoted by FTV(τ) and FDV(τ), respectively, are defined by induction on the structure of τ as
follows:
FTV(α) = {α} FDV(α) = ∅
FTV(σ1→σ2) = FTV(σ1) ∪ FTV(σ2) FDV(σ1→σ2) = FDV(σ1) ∪ FDV(σ2)
FTV(d~τ) =
⋃
i=1..#~τ FTV(τi) FDV(d~τ) =
⋃
i=1..#~τ FDV(τi)
FDV(δ ~τ) = {δ} ∪ (⋃i=1..#~τ FDV(τi))
We now turn to subtyping. The subtyping relation over T accs is generated structurally from the
order on D.
Definition 8.5.16 (Subtyping)
1. A subtype assertion has the form σ ≤ τ , where σ and τ are types. We say that a subtype
assertion σ ≤ τ is atomic if both of σ and τ are type variables.
2. A datatype inequality has the form d v d′ where d, d′ ∈ VD ∪ D and ar(d) = ar(d′). Let Θ
be a finite set of datatype inequalities; d v d′ is provable from Θ, written Θ ` d v d′, if it
can be inferred from the rules of Figure 8.8.
3. A subtype context is a pair (∆,Θ), where ∆ is a finite set of atomic subtype assertions and
Θ is a finite set of datatype inequalities.
4. A subtype assertion σ ≤ τ is provable from a subtype context (∆,Θ), written (∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ ,
if it can be inferred from the rules of Figure 8.9. We write (∆,Θ) ` (∆′,Θ′) if (∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ
for every σ ≤ τ ∈ ∆′ and Θ ` d v d′ for every d v d′ ∈ Θ′. Furthermore, we write ` σ ≤ τ
as an abbreviation of (∅, ∅) ` σ ≤ τ .
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(ax1)
d1 vD d2
Θ ` d1 v d2
(ax2) d v d
′ ∈ Θ
Θ ` d v d′
(refl)
Θ ` d v d (trans)
Θ ` d1 v d2 Θ ` d2 v d3
Θ ` d1 v d3
Figure 8.8: Rules for v
(data)
Θ ` d v d′ (∆,Θ) ` τi ≤ τ ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
(∆,Θ) ` d~τ ≤ d′ ~τ ′
(ax) σ ≤ τ ∈ ∆
(∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ (trans)
(∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ σ′ (∆,Θ) ` σ′ ≤ σ′′
(∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ σ′′
(refl)
(∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ σ (func)
(∆,Θ) ` σ′ ≤ σ (∆,Θ) ` τ ≤ τ ′
(∆,Θ) ` σ → τ ≤ σ′ → τ ′
Figure 8.9: Subtyping rules for λacCS
Lemma 8.5.17 If (∆,Θ) ` (∆′,Θ′) and (∆′,Θ′) ` (∆′′,Θ′′), then (∆,Θ) ` (∆′′,Θ′′).
Proof. For each d v d′ in Θ′′, there exists by the second hypothesis a derivation of Θ′ ` d v d′.
Now, it suffices to replace each use of rule (ax2)
d1 v d2 ∈ Θ′
Θ′ ` d1 v d2
in this derivation by a derivation
of Θ ` d1 v d2, which must exist by the first hypothesis. For the assertions of ∆′′ a similar sort
of construction may be used. 2
Expressions and Typing
We conclude the definition of λacCS by defining its expressions and providing them with a typing
system. The set Eaccs of expressions of λacCS is equal to Eacs.
Definition 8.5.18 (Typing)
1. A variable context Γ is a finite set of assumptions x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn such that the xis are
pairwise distinct elements of VT and τi ∈ T accs . Define dom(Γ) = {x1, . . . , xn}.
2. A typing judgment is a quadruple of the form (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a : τ , where (∆,Θ) is a subtype
context, Γ is a variable context, a ∈ Eaccs and τ ∈ T accs .
3. A typing judgment is derivable if it can be inferred from the rules of Figure 8.10.
4. A a ∈ Eaccs is typable if (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a : σ for some ∆,Θ,Γ and σ.
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(var)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS x : τ
if (x : τ) ∈ Γ
(abs)
(∆,Θ) |Γ, x : τ `λacCS e : σ
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS λx.e : τ→σ
(app)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : τ→σ (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e′ : τ
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e e′ : σ
(cons)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cd : Inst~τd(c)
(case)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a : d~τ (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS bi : Dom~τd(c)→σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : σ
(rec)
(∆,Θ) |Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn `λacCS ei : τi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS letrecj(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : τj
(sub)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : τ (∆,Θ) ` τ ≤ σ
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ
Figure 8.10: Typing rules for λacCS
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Substitutions
The type expressions of λacCS involve two sorts of variables: type variables and datatype variables.
It is therefore natural that substitutions for types are a combination of two functions.
Definition 8.5.19 (Substitutions)
1. A type substitution is a function from VT to T accs . We write [α1 := σ1, . . . , αn := σn] for
the substitution mapping αi to σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every other type variable to
itself. If σ is a type expression and ST is a substitution, then ST (σ) is the type expression
obtained by replacing each variable α in σ with ST (α).
2. A datatype substitution is a function from VD to D ∪ VD, that respects the arity of the
datatype variables3. We write [δ1 := d1, . . . , δn := dn] for the datatype substitution mapping
δi to di for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and mapping every other datatype variable to itself. If σ is a type
expression and SD is a datatype substitution, then SD(σ) is the type expression obtained by
replacing each datatype variable δ in σ with SD(δ).
3. A substitution is a pair (ST , SD), where ST is a type substitution and SD is a datatype
substitution. If σ is a type expression and S a substitution, then S(σ) is the type expression
ST (SD(σ)).
4. The composition S ◦R of substitutions S and R is defined by (S ◦R)(σ) = S(R(σ)).
5. Let S = (ST , SD) be a substitution, δ ∈ VD, Γ a set of variable assumptions, ∆ a set of
subtype assertions and Θ a set of datatype inequalities. We define:
S(δ) = SD(δ)
S(Γ) = {x : S(σ) | x : σ ∈ Γ}
S(∆) = {S(τ) ≤ S(σ) | τ ≤ σ ∈ ∆}
S(Θ) = {S(d) v S(d′) | d v d′ ∈ Θ}
6. The support of a substitution S, written Supp(S), is the set of variables not mapped to
themselves by S, i.e.,
Supp(S) = ({α ∈ VT | S(α) 6= α}, {δ ∈ VD | S(δ) 6= δ})
7. Let V be a set of type variables. A substitution S preserves V when, for every α ∈ V one
has S(α) = α.
8. Let VT be a set of type variables and let VD be a set of datatype variables. A substitution S
chooses variables freely on (VT , VD) if
(a) for each α ∈ VT no type variable and no datatype variable appears twice in S(α);
(b) for distinct α, α′ ∈ VT , no type variable and no datatype variable in S(α) appears in
S(α′):
(c) for distinct δ, δ′ ∈ VD, no datatype variable in S(δ) appears in S(δ′);
(d) for any α ∈ VT and δ ∈ VD, no datatype variable in S(α) occurs in S(δ).
9. A substitution S is simple if ∀α ∈ Supp(S). S(α) ∈ VT .
3If ds : VD→D ∪ VD is a datatype substitution then ar(ds(δ)) = ar(δ) for every δ ∈ VD.
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10. Let V be a set of datatype variables. G is a ground datatype substitution for V if for every
δ ∈ V , G(δ) ∈ D.
11. Let S and R be substitutions, VT a set of type variables, and VD a set of datatype variables.
We write S =(VT ,VD) R if the substitutions S and R agree on all variables from (VT , VD).
Lemma 8.5.20 Assume substitution S chooses variables freely in (VT , VD) and R chooses vari-
ables freely on (A ∪ VT , B ∪ VD), where
A =
⋃
α∈VT FTV(S(α))
B =
⋃
α∈VT FDV(S(α)) ∪
⋃
δ∈VD FDV(S(δ))
Then R ◦ S chooses variables freely on (VT , VD).
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the definition. 2
We now show how to factorize any substitution into the composition of one that chooses vari-
ables freely and one that replaces the freely-chosen variables to produce the original substitution.
Lemma 8.5.21 Let A be a set of type variables, S a substitution (preserving A), VT a set of type
variables and VD be a set of datatype variables, such that there are infinitely many type variables
not in VT ∪ A and there are infinitely many datatype variables of any arity not in VD. There
are substitutions S1 and S2 such that S1 and S2 are computable, S1 chooses variables freely on
(VT , VD) (and preserves A), substitution S2 is simple, and S =(VT ,VD) S2 ◦ S1. Furthermore, if
S =(VT ,VD) T2 ◦ T1 for some simple substitution T2, then there exists a simple substitution R with
T1 =(VT ,VD) R ◦ S1.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [109] and is omitted here. 2
Matching, Instances and Most General Typings
An instance of a typing statement (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ may be obtained by applying a substitution
S to all of its type expressions, and possibly choosing a “stronger” subtyping hypothesis or type
assignment. However, (S(∆), S(Θ)) may contain subtype assertions that are not atomic, and
consequently it is not a well-formed subtype context. Thus, in our definition of instance we use
a “minimal” atomic sets S • (∆,Θ) that implies (S(∆), S(Θ)), such that any atomic sets (∆′,Θ′)
that implies (S(∆), S(Θ)) also implies S • (∆,Θ). In order to define this operation •, we begin by
showing that a subtype context can only imply matching subtype assertions σ ≤ τ , where σ and
τ have the same “shape”.
Definition 8.5.22 (Matching) We define the matching relation on types by
1. α matches α′, if α, α′ ∈ VT ;
2. d~τ matches d′~σ, if ar(d) = ar(d′), and τi matches σi for 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d);
3. σ → τ matches σ′ → τ ′, if σ matches σ′ and τ matches τ ′.
Lemma 8.5.23 Let (∆,Θ) be a subtype context. Then
1. If (∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ , then σ matches τ .
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2. (∆,Θ) ` σ1 → σ2 ≤ τ1 → τ2 iff (∆,Θ) ` τ1 ≤ σ1 and (∆,Θ) ` σ2 ≤ τ2.
3. (∆,Θ) ` d1~σ ≤ d2~τ iff Θ ` d1 v d2 and (∆,Θ) ` σi ≤ τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d1).
Proof.
1. By induction on the derivation of (∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ
2. ⇒) By induction on the derivation of (∆,Θ) ` σ1 → σ2 ≤ τ1 → τ2. ⇐) Trivial.
3. ⇒) By induction on the derivation of (∆,Θ) ` d1~σ ≤ d2~τ . ⇐) Trivial.
2
Definition 8.5.24 For any matching types σ and τ , we now define the operations atomic(σ ≤ τ)
and dataIneq(σ ≤ τ) inductively as follows:
atomic(σ ≤ τ) = {σ ≤ τ} if σ ≤ τ is an atomic subtype assertion
atomic(σ1 → σ2 ≤ τ1 → τ2) = atomic(τ1 ≤ σ1) ∪ atomic(σ2 ≤ τ2)
atomic(d~τ ≤ d′~σ) = ⋃1≤i≤ar(d) atomic(τi ≤ σi)
dataIneq(σ ≤ τ) = ∅ if σ ≤ τ is an atomic subtype assertion
dataIneq(σ1 → σ2 ≤ τ1 → τ2) = dataIneq(τ1 ≤ σ1) ∪ dataIneq(σ2 ≤ τ2)
dataIneq(d~τ ≤ d′~σ) = {d v d′} ∪⋃1≤i≤ar(d) dataIneq(τi ≤ σi)
Lemma 8.5.25 Let σ and τ be matching types. Then atomic(σ ≤ τ) is a set of atomic subtype
assertions, (atomic(σ ≤ τ), dataIneq(σ ≤ τ)) ` σ ≤ τ and for all subtype context (∆,Θ), if
(∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ then (∆,Θ) ` (atomic(σ ≤ τ), dataIneq(σ ≤ τ)).
Proof. By induction on the structure of σ ≤ τ . 2
Definition 8.5.26 (Matching substitution) We say that S is a matching substitution for a
set ∆ of possibly non-matching subtyping assertions, if for every σ ≤ τ ∈ ∆, S(σ) and S(τ) match.
For any S that is a matching substitution for a set ∆ of atomic subtyping assertions, we define
the action of S on (∆,Θ) by
S • (∆,Θ) = ( ⋃
σ≤τ∈∆
atomic(S(σ) ≤ S(τ)) , S(Θ) ∪
⋃
σ≤τ∈∆
dataIneq(S(σ) ≤ S(τ) )
The following lemma shows that this definition of • gives us precisely the desired behavior.
Lemma 8.5.27 If S is a matching substitution for a set ∆ of atomic subtyping assertions, then
all subtyping assertions in S • (∆,Θ) are atomic, S • (∆,Θ) ` (S(∆), S(Θ)), and for all subtype
context (∆′,Θ′), (∆′,Θ′) ` (S(∆), S(Θ)) implies (∆′,Θ′) ` S • (∆,Θ).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.5.25. 2
We now define the instance relation the same way as it was done in [58, 109].
Definition 8.5.28 (Instance) A typing statement (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : σ′ is an instance of
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ by S if S is a matching substitution for ∆ and
(∆′,Θ′) ` S • (∆,Θ), S(Γ) ⊆ Γ′, and σ′ = S(σ)
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Definition 8.5.29 (Most general typing) A judgment (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is a most general
typing for e iff its instances are exactly the derivable typings for e.
We will prove that typing is closed under the instance relation. To this end, we need the
following lemma showing that adding subtype assertions or adding typing assumptions preserves
the provability of typing judgment.
Lemma 8.5.30 Suppose that (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ.
1. If (∆′,Θ′) ` (∆,Θ) and (∆′,Θ′) is atomic, then (∆′,Θ′) |Γ `λacCS e : σ.
2. If x ∈ FV(e), then x : τ ∈ Γ for some τ .
3. If x : τ ∈ Γ′ for every x : τ ∈ Γ with x ∈ FV(e), then (∆,Θ) |Γ′ `λacCS e : σ.
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ. 2
We also need to show that the rules for deriving subtype assertions are closed under substitu-
tion.
Lemma 8.5.31 If (∆,Θ) is a subtype context such that (∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ , and S is a matching
substitution for ∆, then (S(∆), S(Θ)) ` S(σ) ≤ S(τ).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of (∆,Θ) ` σ ≤ τ . 2
We finally prove that every instance of a derivable typing is also derivable. We will make use
of this result to show that our type inference algorithm produce most general typings.
Theorem 8.5.32 Assume that (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : σ′ is an instance of (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ by
some substitution S. Then
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ ⇒ (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : σ′
Proof. By Lemma 8.5.30, it is sufficient to show that S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS e : S(σ), which is
proved by induction on the derivation of (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ.
• Assume the last step is:
(var)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS x : τ
with (x : τ) ∈ Γ
One has (x : S(τ)) ∈ S(Γ), hence S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS x : S(τ) by (var).
• Assume the last step is:
(cons)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cd : Inst~τd(c)
By definition, Inst~τd(c) has no datatype variables and the only type variables that may occur
in it are the ones occurring in ~τ . Therefore S(Inst~τd(c)) = Inst
S(~τ)
d (c). Hence we conclude by
(cons).
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• Assume the last step is:
(abs)
(∆,Θ) |Γ, x : τ `λacCS e : σ
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS λx.e : τ → σ
By induction hypothesis S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ), x : S(τ) `λacCS a : S(σ). Moreover S(τ)→S(σ) =
S(τ→σ), so we may conclude by (abs).
• Assume the last step is:
(app)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a : τ→σ (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS b : τ
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a b : σ
By induction hypothesis S•(∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS a : S(τ→σ) and S•(∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS b : S(τ).
Moreover S(τ→σ) = S(τ)→S(σ), so we may conclude by (app).
• Assume the last step is:
(case)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a : d~τ (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS bi : Dom~τd(ci)→ σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : σ
By induction hypothesis S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS a : dS(~τ) and S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS bi :
S(Dom~τd(ci))→S(σ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since Dom~τd(ci) has no datatype variables and the only
type variables that may occur in it are the ones occurring in ~τ , we have S(Dom~τd(ci)) =
Dom
S(~τ)
d (ci). Therefore, we can apply rule (case) to conclude.
• Assume the last step is:
(rec)
(∆,Θ) |Γ, f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn `λacCS ei : τi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS letrecj(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : τj
By induction hypothesis S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ), f1 : S(τ1), . . . , fn : S(τn) `λacCS ei : S(τi) for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. So, we conclude by (rec).
• Assume the last step is:
(sub)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : τ (∆,Θ) ` τ ≤ σ
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ
By induction hypothesis S • (∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS e : S(τ). Using lemmas 8.5.27, 8.5.31 and
8.5.17, we have S•(∆,Θ) ` S(τ) ≤ S(σ). Hence, by rule (sub), one has S•(∆,Θ) |S(Γ) `λacCS
e : S(σ).
2
Unification and Most General Matching Substitution
Unification is the act of making two types equal.
Definition 8.5.33 (Unifier)
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1. A unifier is a substitution that makes two types syntactically equal. More generally, if E is a
set of pairs of types, then a substitution S unifies E if S(σ) = S(τ) for every pair 〈σ, τ〉 ∈ E.
Since such pairs may be regarded as a set of equations to be solved, we often write the pairs
〈σ, τ〉 ∈ E in the form σ = τ .
2. Let V be a set of type variables, and E be a set of equations. We say that S is a most general
unifier for E (preserving V ), if S unifies E (and S preserves V ), and for all substitutions
R that unify E (and preserves V ), there exists a substitution U (preserving V ) such that
R = U ◦ S.
In this section several algorithms are presented. In order to make the pseudo-code of these
algorithms more readable let us state some notational conventions. Algorithms are written in a
pattern-matching style. Whenever it is written A ∪ B in the formal argument of an algorithm
declaration, it is assumed that A ∩ B 6= ∅. It is also assumed that only non-empty sets match
A ∪ B. Although the matching of a set to a pattern is nondeterministic, this does not affect the
correctness of the algorithm. Algorithms are usually defined with the help of subsidiary algorithms
and these are assumed to fail if the desired result is not well defined. Moreover, if a subsidiary
algorithm fails the main algorithm terminates with an error.
The algorithm for unification presented is almost identical to the standard unification algorithm
by Robinson [129]. Our algorithm makes explicit the set V of type variables that are not allowed
to be modified. Although this feature is never used in the type inference algorithm for λacCS, this
notion of unification preserving a set of type variables will be useful in the type-checking algorithm
for λCS (see Subsection 8.5.4) as we do no want the type variables that appear in the context to
be changed.
Essentially, the idea is to recursively decompose equations between compound types of the
same shape, substituting types for type variables when necessary and possible, since the type
variables cannot occur in the type and cannot belong to the set of variables one wants to preserve
(if it is not possible the algorithm fails). The algorithm also fails if it is asked to unify compound
types with different shapes.
Definition 8.5.34 The algorithm unify is defined in Figure 8.11; and unifyData is defined in
Figure 8.12. Moreover, we define unify(E) = unify(E, ∅).
Lemma 8.5.35 The algorithm unify takes a finite set E of equations between types and a finite
set V of type variables, and produces a most general unifier for E preserving V . If no unifier
preserving V exists for E, then unify(E, V ) fails.
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of [129]. 2
Using unification, we can find common substitution instances for our variable contexts. How-
ever these substitutions may not be matching for our subtype contexts. Therefore, we need to
be able to compute a “most general matching substitution” for this resulting set of possibly non-
matching subtype assertions.
Definition 8.5.36 (Most general matching substitution) Let V be a set of type variables
and ∆ a set of subtype assertions. S is a most general matching substitution for ∆ (preserving
V ) if S a matching substitution for ∆ (preserving V ); and every other matching substitution for
∆ (preserving V ), R, may be obtained as a composition of S with some substitution U , R = U ◦S.
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unify(∅, V ) = (id, id)
unify(E ∪{σ = τ}, V ) =
if σ = τ then unify(E, V )
else if τ ∈ VT − V then if τ nocc σ then let S = ([τ := σ], id)
in unify(S(E), V ) ◦ S
else fail
else if σ ∈ VT − V then if σ nocc τ then let S = ([σ := τ ], id)
in unify(S(E), V ) ◦ S
else fail
else fail
unify(E ∪ {σ1 → σ2 = τ1 → τ2}, V ) = unify(E ∪ {σ1 = τ1, σ2 = τ2}, V )
unify(E ∪ {d~σ = d′~τ}, V ) = let S = (id, unifyData(d, d′))
in unify(S(E ∪ {σi = τi | 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d)}), V ) ◦ S
Figure 8.11: The algorithm unify
unifyData(d, d′) = if d = d′ then id
else if d ∈ Var(d′)D then [d := d′]
else if d′ ∈ Var(d)D then [d′ := d]
else fail
Figure 8.12: The algorithm unifyData
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match (∆, V ) =
let replace be a function that replaces each datatype constructor d ∈ D
by special datatype variables ∗ar(d) ∈ Var(d)D
E = {replace(σ) = replace(τ) | σ ≤ τ ∈ ∆}
S = unify(E, V )
in if ∃ ∗n . S(∗n) 6∈ VnD then fail
else let A and B be the sets of type and datatype variables of ∆ respectively
compute substitutions S1 and S2 such that
S1 chooses variables freely on (A,B ∪
⋃
n{∗n}) and preserves V ,
S2 is simple, and S =(A,B∪⋃n{∗n}) S2 ◦ S1
in S1
Figure 8.13: The algorithm match
Matching substitutions are related to unification by the following lemma.
Lemma 8.5.37 Let V be a of set of type variables, ∆ be a set of possibly non-matching subtype
assertions and E be the set of equations E = {σ = τ | σ ≤ τ ∈ ∆}. Then S is a matching
substitution for ∆ (preserving V ) iff there is a simple substitution R such that R ◦ S unifies E
(and S preserves V ).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [109]. 2
The problem of finding a most general matching substitution for a set ∆ of possibly non-
matching subtyping assertions is reduced to finding a most general unifier for a set of equations
E closely related with ∆. This set E is generated from ∆ by converting each inequality in
an equation and simultaneously replacing the occurrences of datatype constructors with special
datatype variables (one for each distinct arity). This is because distinct datatype constructors (of
the same arity) match but do not unify. The strategy is then, to compute the most general unifier
for E, check that the resulting substitution merely renames this special datatype variables, and
then replace all occurrences of type and datatype variables in the resulting types by distinct fresh
type and datatype variables (since one just wants to ensure that the resulting types related by
subtyping have the same shape, but are not necessarily equal). For this last task, we factorize the
most general unifier into a substitution that chooses variables freely among the set of variables of
E, composed with a simple substitution, as described in Lemma 8.5.21.
Definition 8.5.38 The algorithm match is defined in Figure 8.13. Moreover, we define match(∆) =
match(∆, ∅).
Lemma 8.5.39 The algorithm match, given a finite set ∆ of subtype assertions and a set V of
type variables, produces a most general matching substitution for ∆ preserving V if any matching
substitution for ∆ preserving V exists, and fails otherwise.
Proof. This proof uses lemmas 8.5.37, 8.5.20 and 8.5.21, and is quite similar to that of [109]. 2
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Example 8.5.40 Consider the sets of subtype assertions:
∆1 = {α1→Nat ≤ α2, α3 ≤ Listα4} ∆2 = {Listα1 ≤ Nat}
∆3 = {NeListα1 ≤ List (α2→Odd)} ∆4 = {α1→α2 ≤ NeListα3}
∆5 = {α1→Nat ≤ α2→δ1, δ2 α3 ≤ Listα4, Even ≤ δ3}
For each of these sets the algorithm match produces the following results
match(∆1) = ([α1 := β1, α2 := β2→δ3, α3 := δ4 β3, α4 := β4], [δ1 := δ5, δ2 := δ6])
match(∆2) = fail
match(∆3) = ([α1 := β1→δ3, α2 := β2], [δ1 := δ4, δ2 := δ5])
match(∆4) = fail
match(∆5) = ([α1 := β1, α2 := β2, α3 := β3, α4 := β4], [δ1 := δ8, δ2 := δ9, δ3 := δ10, δ4 := δ6, δ5 := δ7])
Note that the support of the substitution produced by match(∆5), contains two datatype variables
(δ4 and δ5) that do note occur in ∆5. That is because the algorithm match introduces two datatype
variables (∗0 and ∗1, since we have Nat,Even and List) and we have datatype variables in ∆5.
However, match(∆5) • (∆5, ∅) = ({β2 ≤ β1, β3 ≤ β4}, {Nat v δ8, δ9 v List,Even v δ10}).
Moreover, match(∆1) • (∆1, ∅) = ({β2 ≤ β1, β3 ≤ β4}, {Nat v δ3, δ4 v List}) and, if R =
match(∆3) and Θ2 is a set of datatype inequalities, R • (∆2,Θ2) = ({β2 ≤ β1}, R(Θ2)∪ {NeList v
List, δ3 v Odd}).
The Algorithm for Most General Typings
We present an algorithm that compute, if it is possible, a most general typing of a term. This
algorithm adapts Mitchell’s typing algorithm [109] to the features of λacCS type system (namely, the
specificities of its subtyping relation that is generated structurally from a partial order on type
constructors, and the existence of case-expressions and letrec-expressions).
Definition 8.5.41 The algorithm typeJudg is defined in Figure 8.14.
Given any term e, the algorithm typeJudg(e) produces a quadruple (Γ, σ,∆,Θ) such that
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is a derivable typing judgment. This algorithm is defined inductively on
the structure of terms. The algorithms unify and match play a crucial role in typeJudg, while
a subsidiary role is played by the algorithms for constructing types, applying and composing
substitutions, computing the union or the subtraction of contexts, and by the • operation. The
algorithm typeJudg fails when the call to unify or match fails or any of the subsidiary algorithms
fail. typeJudg is described informally below.
The behavior of typeJudg on variables and constructors is quite straightforward. For any
variable x, typeJudg infers that x is of some supertype β of the assumed type α of x. For any
constructor cd, typeJudg infers that cd is of some supertype of Inst~αd (c).
For compound terms (abstractions, applications, case-expressions and letrec-expressions), the
algorithm typeJudg computes a typing judgment for each of the top-level subterms by calling itself
recursively. To make the algorithm more readable, we assume that type variables that occur in the
typing judgments of different subterms are all distinct4. Using a series of steps, typeJudg combines
these typings into a well-formed typing judgment for the compound term.
First, typeJudg uses unification to combine variable contexts. In particular, if a variable occurs
free in different subterms, then the type assumptions about these distinct occurrences are unified.
Furthermore,
4This assumption can be made, since we can always rename type variables.
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typeJudg(x) =
({x : α}, β, {α ≤ β}, ∅)
typeJudg(cd) = let S = match
({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β})
(∆∗,Θ∗) = S •
({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}, ∅)
in
(∅, S(β), ∆∗, Θ∗)
assuming that ~α, β are fresh type variables.
typeJudg(a b) = let (Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1) = typeJudg(a)
(Γ2, ρ2,∆2,Θ2) = typeJudg(b)
R = unify
({τ1 = τ2 | x : τ1 ∈ Γ1 ∧ x : τ2 ∈ Γ2} ∪ {ρ1 = ρ2→α})
S = match
(
R(∆1 ∪∆2)
) ◦R
(∆′,Θ′) = S • (∆1 ∪∆2, Θ1 ∪Θ2)
Γ′ = S(Γ1) ∪ S(Γ2)
in
(
Γ′, S(α), ∆′, Θ′
)
assuming the type variables introduced in (Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1), (Γ2, ρ2,∆2,Θ2), and α are fresh.
typeJudg(λx.a) = let (Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1) = typeJudg(a)
in if ∃ τ. (x : τ) ∈ Γ1
then
(
Γ1−{x : τ}, τ→ρ1, ∆1, Θ1
)
else
(
Γ1, α→ρ1, ∆1, Θ1
)
assuming that α is a fresh type variable.
typeJudg(cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn}) =
let (Γ0, ρ0,∆0,Θ0) = typeJudg(a)
(Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi) = typeJudg(bi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
A =
{
τi = τj | x : τi ∈ Γi ∧ x : τj ∈ Γj ∧ i, j ∈ {0, ..., n} ∧ i 6= j
}
B =
{
ρi = Dom~αd (ci)→β | 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}
R = unify
({dα1 . . . αar(d) = ρ0} ∪ A ∪ B)
S = match
(
R(∆0 ∪
⋃
1≤i≤n ∆i)
) ◦R
(∆′,Θ′) = S • (⋃0≤i≤n ∆i , ⋃0≤i≤n Θi)
Γ′ =
⋃
0≤i≤n S(Γi)
in
(
Γ′, S(β), ∆′, Θ′
)
assuming the type variables introduced in: α1, . . . , αar(d), (Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi), for 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
and βare fresh.
typeJudg(letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en)) =
let (Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi) = typeJudg(ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
A =
{
τi = τj | x : τi ∈ Γi ∧ x : τj ∈ Γj ∧ i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} ∧ i 6= j
}
B =
{
ρi = σj | fi : σj ∈ Γj ∧ i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}
}
R = unify(A ∪ B)
S = match
(⋃
1≤i≤nR(∆i)
) ◦R
(∆′,Θ′) = S • (⋃1≤i≤n ∆i , ⋃1≤i≤n Θi)
Γ′ =
⋃
1≤i≤n S(Γi)− {fi : S(ρi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
in
(
Γ′, S(ρk), ∆′, Θ′
)
assuming the type variables introduced in (Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are fresh.
Figure 8.14: The algorithm typeJudg
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• if the term is an application a b, then the type of a is unified with a function type that maps
the type of b to some unspecified type α;
• if the term is a case-expression cased a of {~c ⇒ ~b}, then the type of a is unified with d ~α
(with ~α fresh), and the type of each bi is unified with Dom~αd (ci)→β, with β fresh;
• if the term is a letrec-expression letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en), then the type of each ei is
unified with the type assumptions made for fi in the variable contexts.
Second, typeJudg applies the resulting unifiers to the subtype contexts in the original typing
judgments and uses match to compute a substitution that causes the types of the new subtype
assertions to match. Then a substitution S is generated by composing this matching substitution
with the unifier. Finally, applying the substitution S to the original typing judgments (using • on
the subtype contexts) and taking the union of the corresponding pieces yields the type judgment
for the compound term, except for the case of letrec-expressions where one has still to eliminate
from the variable context the declarations of the variables fi.
We conclude proving the soundness and completeness of the typeJudg algorithm with respect to
the λacCS type system. To show that typeJudg is sound is to prove that for any term e, if typeJudg(e)
returns (Γ, σ,∆,Θ), then every instance of (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is derivable. Using Theorem 8.5.32
we just have to prove the next lemma.
Lemma 8.5.42 If typeJudg(e) = (Γ, σ,∆,Θ), then (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is derivable.
Proof. By induction on the structure of e.
• Assume e ≡ x. We have typeJudg(x) = ({x : α}, β, {α ≤ β}, ∅) and ({α ≤ β}, ∅) |x : α `λacCS
x : β is derivable using rule (var) and (sub).
• Assume e ≡ cd and typeJudg(cd) is as presented in Figure 8.14. Since S is a matching sub-
stitution for {Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}, we know that S • ({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}, ∅) is a well-formed subtype
context and that S•({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β, ∅) ` InstS(~α)d (c) ≤ S(β), using Lemma 8.5.27 and the fact
that S(Inst~αd (c)) = Inst
S(~α)
d (c). By rule (cons) (∆∗,Θ∗) | ∅ `λacCS c : Inst
S(~α)
d (c) is derivable.
So, by rule (sub), we can derive (∆∗,Θ∗) | ∅ `λacCS c : S(β).
• Assume e ≡ a b and typeJudg(a b) is as presented in Figure 8.14. By induction hypothe-
sis both (∆1,Θ1) |Γ1 `λacCS a : ρ1 and (∆2,Θ2) |Γ2 `λacCS b : ρ2 are derivable judgments.
Since the substitution S is defined from the unifier R by composition, S must unify {τ1 =
τ2 | x : τ1 ∈ Γ1 ∧ x : τ2 ∈ Γ2} ∪ {ρ1 = ρ2 → α}. This implies that S(Γ1) ∪ S(Γ2) is a
well-formed variable context. Since S is a matching substitution for ∆1 ∪ ∆2, we know
that S • (∆1 ∪ ∆2,Θ1 ∪ Θ2) is a well-formed subtype context. By Theorem 8.5.32 it fol-
lows that the two judgments S • (∆1 ∪ ∆2,Θ1 ∪ Θ2) |S(Γ1) ∪ S(Γ2) `λacCS a : S(ρ1) and
S • (∆1∪∆2,Θ1∪Θ2) |S(Γ1)∪S(Γ2) `λacCS b : S(ρ2) are derivable. As S(ρ1) = S(ρ2)→S(α),
we obtain S • (∆1 ∪∆2,Θ1 ∪Θ2) |S(Γ1) ∪ S(Γ2) `λacCS a b : S(α) by rule (app).
• Assume e ≡ λx.a and typeJudg(λx.a) is as presented in Figure 8.14. By induction hypothesis
(∆1,Θ1) |Γ1 `λacCS a : ρ1 is derivable.
– If x ∈ FV(a) then x ∈ dom(Γ1), by Lemma 8.5.45. Let Γ1(x) = τ . By rule (abs), we
may derive (∆1,Θ1) |Γ1 − {x : τ} `λacCS λx.a : τ→ρ1.
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– If x 6∈ FV(a) then x 6∈ dom(Γ1), by Lemma 8.5.45. By Lemma 8.5.30 one has (∆1,Θ1) |Γ1, x :
α `λacCS a : ρ1, being α a fresh type variable. Hence, (∆1,Θ1) |Γ1 `λacCS λx.a : α→ ρ1
follows by rule (abs).
• Assume e ≡ cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} and typeJudg(cased a of {~c ⇒ ~b})
is as presented in Figure 8.14. By induction hypothesis (∆0,Θ0) |Γ0 `λacCS a : ρ0 and
(∆i,Θi) |Γi `λacCS bi : ρi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since S is defined from the unifier R by com-
position, S must unify {d ~α = ρ0} ∪ A ∪ B. This implies that Γ′ =
⋃
0≤i≤n S(Γi) is a
well-formed variable context. Since S is a matching substitution for
⋃
0≤i≤n ∆i, we know
that (∆′,Θ′) = S • (⋃0≤i≤n ∆i,⋃0≤i≤n Θi) is a well-defined subtype context. Moreover
S(ρi) = Dom
S(~α)
d (ci)→S(β), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Now, it is easy to check that, (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS bi : Dom
S(~α)
d (ci)→ S(β) is an instance of
(∆i,Θi) |Γi `λacCS bi : ρi by S, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS a : dS(~α) is an
instance of (∆0,Θ0) |Γ0 `λacCS a : ρ0 by S. By Theorem 8.5.32 the following judgments are
derivable: (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS a : dS(~α) and
(∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS bi : Dom
S(~α)
d (ci)→S(β) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
So we can apply rule (case) and derive
(∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : S(β)
• Assume e ≡ letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) and typeJudg(letreck(~f ⇒ ~e)) is as presented
in Figure 8.14. By induction hypothesis (∆i,Θi) |Γi `λacCS ei : ρi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since
substitution S is defined from the unifier R by composition, S must unify {τi = τj | x : τi ∈
Γi ∧ x : τj ∈ Γj ∧ i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} ∧ i 6= j}. This implies that
⋃
1≤i≤n S(Γi) is a well-formed
variable context. Since S is a matching substitution for
⋃
1≤i≤n ∆i, we know that (∆
′,Θ′) =
S • (⋃1≤i≤n ∆i,⋃1≤i≤n Θi) is a well-formed subtype context. So, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(∆′,Θ′) | ⋃1≤i≤n S(Γi) `λacCS ei : S(ρi) is an instance of (∆i,Θi) |Γi `λacCS ei : ρi by S; and
therefore, by Theorem 8.5.32 it follows that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(∆′,Θ′) |
⋃
1≤i≤n
S(Γi) `λacCS ei : S(ρi)
Let Γ =
⋃
1≤i≤n S(Γi)∪{fj : S(ρj)|1 ≤ j ≤ n}. By Lemma 8.5.30, (∆′,Θ′) |Γ `λacCS ei : S(ρi)
is derivable for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Now, by rule (rec), we can derive
(∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : S(ρk)
2
Theorem 8.5.43 (Soundness of typeJudg) If typeJudg(e) = (Γ, σ,∆,Θ), then every instance
of (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is provable.
Proof. By Theorem 8.5.32 and Lemma 8.5.42. 2
We want now to prove that the algorithm typeJudg is complete, that is, any derivable typing
judgment for a term e is an instance of the typing produced by typeJudg(e). To simplify this proof
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we first present a lemma stating that any typing derivation may be put in a “normal form”, in
which the subsumption rule is used only after the axioms in the typing system. This means that
subtyping only enter into the base cases of the typing algorithm.
Lemma 8.5.44 Suppose (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is derivable. Then there is a derivation in which
rule (sub) is only used immediately after the typing axioms (var) and (cons).
Proof. Similar to the proof presented in [109]. 2
The type context produced by typeJudg(e) always contains exactly the free variables of e.
Lemma 8.5.45 Assume typeJudg(e) = (Γ, σ,∆,Θ). Then, x ∈ dom(Γ) iff x ∈ FV(e).
Proof. By induction on the structure of e. 2
We also need the following property of substitutions.
Lemma 8.5.46 Suppose that ∆ is a set of subtype assertions between possibly non-matching types.
Furthermore, suppose that S, R and W are substitutions with W =(VT ,VD) S ◦ R, where VT and
VD contain all type and datatype variables, respectively, that occur in ∆. If W and R are matching
substitutions for (∆,Θ), then S is a matching substitution for (R • (∆,Θ)), and S • (R • (∆,Θ)) =
W • (∆,Θ).
Proof. By induction on the structure of types. 2
Theorem 8.5.47 (Completeness of typeJudg) If (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ, then typeJudg(e) =
(Γ′, σ′,∆′,Θ′) and (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ is an instance of (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : σ′.
Proof. By induction on the structure of terms. Assuming, for each case, typeJudg(e) as presented
in Figure 8.14.
• Assume (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS x : σ. By Lemma 8.5.44, we may assume the proof uses rule (var)
followed by rule (sub). Since x must appear in Γ, we let Γ(x) = τ and note that (∆,Θ) `
τ ≤ σ must hold. By Lemma 8.5.23, τ matches σ.
We have typeJudg(x) = ({x : α}, β, {α ≤ β}, ∅), being α and β fresh type variables. Let S
be the substitution ([α := τ, β := σ], id). It is easy to check that (∆,Θ) ` S • {α ≤ β},
S(x : τ) ⊆ Γ and S(β) = σ. Hence, it follows that (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS x : σ is an instance of
({α ≤ β}, ∅) |x : α `λacCS x : β by S.
• Assume (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cd : σ. By Lemma 8.5.44, we may assume the proof uses rule
(cons) followed by rule (sub). We let (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cd : Inst~τd(c) for some ~τ and note that
(∆,Θ) ` Inst~τd(c) ≤ σ must hold. We have typeJudg(cd) = (∅, S(β),∆∗,Θ∗) and S is a most
general matching substitution for {Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}, being ~α, β fresh type variables.
Let Z be a substitution such that Z(~α) = ~τ and Z(β) = σ. So, Z(Inst~αd (c)) = Inst
~τ
d(c).
Since (∆,Θ) is atomic, Inst~τd(c) matches σ, by Lemma 8.5.39. Therefore, Z is a matching
substitution for {Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}. Using Lemma 8.5.46, Z = W ◦ S for some substitution W .
Moreover, by Lemma 8.5.23, W is a matching substitution for (∆∗,Θ∗) and W • (∆∗,Θ∗) =
Z • ({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}, ∅).
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We have (∆,Θ) ` (Z({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}), Z(∅)) then, by Lemma 8.5.27, (∆,Θ) ` Z •
({Inst~αd (c) ≤ β}, ∅). By Lemma 8.5.46, we have (∆,Θ) ` W • (∆∗,Θ∗). Furthermore,
W (∅) ⊆ Γ and σ = W (S(β)). Hence, we can conclude that (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cd : σ is an
instance of (∆∗,Θ∗) | ∅ `λacCS cd : S(β) by W .
• Assume (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS λx.a : σ. By Lemma 8.5.44, (∆,Θ) |Γ, x : σ1 `λacCS a : σ2 is derivable
with σ = σ1→ σ2. By induction hypothesis typeJudg(a) = (Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1) and there is a
matching substitution W such that
(∆,Θ) ` W • (∆1,Θ1) , W (Γ1) ⊆ Γ, x : σ1 , and σ2 = W (ρ1)
– If x ∈ FV(a) then x ∈ dom(Γ1), by Lemma 8.5.45. Let Γ1(x) = τ , thus W (τ) = σ1.
We have typeJudg(λx.a) = (Γ1 − {x : τ}, τ → ρ1,∆1,Θ1) and it is easy to check that
W (Γ1 − {x : τ}) ⊆ Γ and W (τ→ρ1) = σ1→σ2 = σ. Hence, (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS λx.a : σ is
an instance of (∆1,Θ1) |Γ1 − {x : τ} `λacCS λx.a : τ→ρ1 by W .
– If x 6∈ FV(a) then x 6∈ dom(Γ1), by Lemma 8.5.45. We have typeJudg(λx.a) = (Γ1, α→
ρ1,∆1,Θ1) with α fresh. Let S = ([α := σ1], id) ◦W . Since α is a fresh type variable
w.r.t. (Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1) and x 6∈ dom(Γ1), it is easy to check that (∆,Θ) ` S • (∆1,Θ1),
S(Γ1) ⊆ Γ and S(α→ ρ1) = σ. Therefore, (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS λx.a : σ is an instance of
(∆1,Θ1) |Γ1 `λacCS λx.a : α→ρ1 by S.
• Assume (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a b : σ. By Lemma 8.5.44, this must follow from (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS
a : τ → σ and (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS b : τ by rule (app). By induction hypothesis typeJudg(a) =
(Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1) and typeJudg(b) = (Γ2, ρ2,∆2,Θ2) are most general typings for a and b. So,
there exist substitutions W1 and W2 such that
(∆,Θ) ` W1 • (∆1,Θ1) , W1(Γ1) ⊆ Γ , and W1(ρ1) = τ→σ
(∆,Θ) ` W2 • (∆2,Θ2) , W2(Γ2) ⊆ Γ , and W2(ρ2) = τ
Since the algorithm typeJudg assures that the variables occurring in (Γ1, ρ1,∆1,Θ1) and
(Γ2, ρ2,∆2,Θ2) are distinct, we can combine substitutions W1 and W2. Let W be any
substitution such that
W (α) = σ
W (β) = W1(β) if β appears in the typing of a
W (β) = W2(β) if β appears in the typing of b
It is easy to see that
(∆,Θ) ` (W (∆1),W (Θ1)) , W (Γ1) ⊆ Γ , and W (ρ1) = τ→σ
(∆,Θ) ` (W (∆2),W (Θ2)) , W (Γ2) ⊆ Γ , and W (ρ2) = τ
By Lemma 8.5.30, Γ must give types to all free variables of a and b and, as stated in Lemma
8.5.45, a type context produced by typeJudg(e) always contains exactly the variables that
occur free in e. Therefore, W must unify {τ1 = τ2 | x : τ1 ∈ Γ1 ∧ x : τ2 ∈ Γ2}. In addition,
since W (ρ1) = τ→σ = W (ρ2)→W (α), the substitution W unifies ρ1 with ρ2→α. Because
R is a most general unifier for these equations, there is a substitution Z such that W = Z◦R.
Since (∆,Θ) is atomic, it follows by Lemma 8.5.23 that W is a matching substitution for ∆1
and for ∆2; so, W is a matching substitution for ∆1 ∪∆2. Therefore, Z must be a matching
substitution for R(∆1∪∆2). But, as match computes a most general matching substitution,
this implies that Z = T ◦match(R(∆1 ∪∆2)) for some substitution T . We have
W = T ◦match(R(∆1 ∪∆2)) ◦R = T ◦ S
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We have (∆,Θ) ` (W (∆1 ∪∆2),W (Θ1 ∪Θ2)) so, by Lemma 8.5.27, (∆,Θ) ` W • (∆1 ∪
∆2,Θ1 ∪Θ2). Using Lemma 8.5.46, it follows that (∆,Θ) ` T • (S • (∆1 ∪∆2,Θ1 ∪Θ2)).
Moreover, it can be easily checked that T (S(Γ1) ∪ S(Γ2)) ⊆ Γ and T (S(α)) = σ. Therefore,
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a b : σ is an instance of S • (∆1 ∪∆2,Θ1 ∪Θ2) |S(Γ1)∪S(Γ2) `λacCS a b : S(α)
by T .
• Assume (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : σ. By Lemma 8.5.44, this
must follow, by rule (case), from (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS a : d~τ and (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS bi : Dom~τd(ci)→σ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where ar(d) = #~τ for some ~τ .
By induction hypothesis typeJudg(a) and typeJudg(bi) are most general typings for a and bi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n . So, there exist substitutions W0,W1, . . . ,Wn such that
(∆,Θ) ` W0 • (∆0,Θ0) , W0(Γ0) ⊆ Γ , and W0(ρ0) = d~τ
(∆,Θ) ` Wi • (∆i,Θi) , Wi(Γi) ⊆ Γ , and Wi(ρi) = Dom~τd(ci)→σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Since the algorithm typeJudg assures that type variables occurring in (Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi), for
0 ≤ i ≤ n, ~α and β are all distinct, we can combine substitutions Wi, with i ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
Let F be any substitution such that
W (β) = σ
W (α) = W0(α) if α appears in the typing of a
W (α) = Wi(α) if α appears in the typing of bi
W (~α) = ~τ
By Lemma 8.5.30, Γ must give types to all free variables of a and bi and, as stated in Lemma
8.5.45, a type context produced by typeJudg(e) always contains exactly the variables that oc-
cur free in e. Therefore, W must unify A. In addition, since W (ρ0) = d~τ = dW (~α), the sub-
stitution W unifies ρ0 with d ~α. Moreover, since W (ρi) = Dom~τd(ci)→σ = W (Dom~αd (ci)→β)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then W must unify B.
Because R is a most general unifier for {d ~α = ρ0} ∪ A ∪ B, there is a substitution Z
such that W = Z ◦ R. Since (∆,Θ) is atomic, it follows by Lemma 8.5.23 that W is a
matching substitution for
⋃
0≤i≤n ∆i. Therefore, Z must be a matching substitution for
R(
⋃
0≤i≤n ∆i). But, as match computes a most general matching substitution, this implies
that Z = T ◦match(R(⋃0≤i≤n ∆i)) for some substitution T . We have
W = T ◦match(R(
⋃
0≤i≤n
∆i)) ◦R = T ◦ S
We can now prove that (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : σ is an instance
of (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS cased a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} : S(β) by T .
– One has (∆,Θ) ` W • (⋃0≤i≤n ∆i, ⋃0≤i≤n Θi), therefore (∆,Θ) ` (T ◦ S) •
(
⋃
0≤i≤n ∆i,
⋃
0≤i≤n Θi). Using Lemma 8.5.46, it follows that (∆,Θ) ` T • (S •
(
⋃
0≤i≤n ∆i,
⋃
0≤i≤n Θi)). Hence (∆,Θ) ` T • (∆′,Θ′).
– One has W (
⋃
0≤i≤n Γi) ⊆ Γ. As W = T ◦ S, we can conclude
T (Γ′) = T
(
S
( ⋃
0≤i≤n
Γi
)) ⊆ Γ
– Finally, one has T (S(β)) = W (β) = σ.
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• Assume (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : φk. By Lemma 8.5.44, this must
follow, by rule (rec), from (∆,Θ) |Γ, f1 : φ1, . . . , fn : φn `λacCS ei : φi. By induction hypothesis
typeJudg(ei) = (Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi) are most general typings for ei, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So, there exist
substitutions Wi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that
(∆,Θ) ` Wi • (∆i,Θi) , Wi(Γi) ⊆ Γ, f1 : φ1, . . . , fn : φn , and Wi(ρi) = φi
Since the algorithm typeJudg assures that the variables occurring in (Γi, ρi,∆i,Θi), for 1 ≤
i ≤ n, are distinct, we can combine substitutions Wi. Let W be any substitution such that
W (α) = Wi(α) if β appears in the typing of ei
It is easy to see that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(∆,Θ) ` (W (∆i),W (Θi)) , W (Γi) ⊆ Γ, f1 : φ1, . . . , fn : φn , and W (ρi) = φi
By lemmas 8.5.30 and 8.5.45 one concludes that W must unify A. Moreover, W must unify B
because W (ρi) = φi, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. As R is a most general unifier for these equations,
there is a substitution Z such that W = Z ◦R. Since (∆,Θ) is atomic, it follows by Lemma
8.5.23 that W is a matching substitution for
⋃
1≤i≤n ∆i. But, as match computes a most
general matching substitution, this implies that Z = T ◦ match(⋃1≤i≤nR(∆i)) for some
substitution T . So,
W = T ◦match(
⋃
1≤i≤n
R(∆i)) ◦R = T ◦ S
We have (∆,Θ) ` (W (⋃1≤i≤n ∆i),W (⋃1≤i≤n Θi)), hence by lemmas 8.5.27 and 8.5.46, it
follows that (∆,Θ) ` T • (∆′,Θ′). We also have
T (Γ′) = T (
⋃
1≤i≤n
S(Γi)− {fi : S(ρi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}) =
⋃
1≤i≤n
W (Γi)− {fi : φi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊆ Γ
and T (S(ρk)) = W (ρk) = φk. Consequently, (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) :
φk is an instance of (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS letreck(f1 = e1, . . . , fn = en) : S(ρk) by T .
2
Let us show some examples of typings returned by the typeJudg algorithm.
Example 8.5.48 The most general typings produced by the typeJudg algorithm for some terms:
1. (∅, {δ1 v δ3, δ3 v Even,Odd v δ2}) |x : δ1 `λacCS sOdd x : δ2
2. (∅, {δ2 v Even,Odd v δ1,Nat v δ2}) | `λacCS sOdd oNat : δ1
3. ({α5 ≤ α1, α6 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ α6, α2 ≤ α4, α3 ≤ α5}, ∅) | ∅ `λacCS λf.λx.f (f x) : (α1→α2)→α3→
α4
4. (∅, {δ1 v δ2, δ3 v NeList, δ2 v δ4, δ4 v Even,Odd v δ5}) | `λacCS λx.caseNeList x of {cons ⇒
λh.λt. sOdd h} : (δ3 δ1)→δ5
5. ({α3 ≤ α6, α5 ≤ α6, α6 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ α3, α4 ≤ α5}, {δ3 v δ1, δ1 v List,NeList v δ2}) |x : α2, l :
δ3 α4 `λacCS consNeList x l : δ2 α1
As can be observed in the example above, many of the constraints that appear in the typings
returned by the typeJudg algorithm are redundant. The sets of constraints of such typing judg-
ments can be simplified. However we do not address this problem, since it is not needed for the
decidability of type checking in λCS.
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8.5.4 Decidability of Type Checking
Given a context Γ, a term e, and a type τ , type checking consists of analyzing whether the
judgment Γ `λCS e : τ is derivable from the set of typing rules of λCS. Some features of λCS,
namely: the overloading of constructors and the subtyping relation, make this a complex task.
Since each term may be assigned more than one type and the minimal type property does not
hold for λCS, our strategy to decide type checking in λCS is established in two steps:
1. an algorithm for producing the set of all annotated terms generated from a λCS-term;
2. an algorithm for deciding the derivability of a λaCS typing judgment.
Essentially, the first step handles overloading and the second step handles the subtyping ordering
problem. Our claim is that Γ `λCS e : τ is derivable if and only if there is an annotated term
e′ ∈ an(e) for which Γ `λaCS e′ : τ is derivable. As the set of annotated terms an(e) is finite and
type-checking is decidable in λaCS, we have here a decision procedure.
The system λaCS does not enjoy the minimal type property, so the type-checking algorithm for
λaCS relies on:
1. an algorithm for computing a most general typing in λacCS;
2. an algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of a subtyping context.
Definition 8.5.49 A subtype context (∆,Θ) is satisfiable if there exists a substitution S such that
` (S(∆), S(Θ))
We begin showing the decidability of type checking for λaCS. Before going into this proof, some
lemmata involving the transition between λaCS and λ
ac
CS, are considered.
Lemma 8.5.50 If ∅ ` d v d′, then (d ≡ d ∧ d′ ≡ d′ ∧ d vD d′) or (d ≡ δ ∧ d′ ≡ δ).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∅ ` d v d′. 2
Lemma 8.5.51 ` τ ≤ σ in λacCS and both τ and σ have no datatype variables iff τ ≤ σ in λaCS.
Proof.
⇒) By induction on the derivation of ` τ ≤ σ.
⇐) By induction on the derivation of τ ≤ σ.
2
Lemma 8.5.52 (∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ , where there are no occurrences of datatype variables neither
in Γ nor in τ , is derivable iff Γ `λaCS e : τ is derivable.
Proof.
⇒) By induction on the derivation of (∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ .
⇐) By induction on the derivation of Γ `λaCS e : τ .
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2
Based on Lemma 8.5.52, we reduce the problem of checking if a typing judgment Γ `λaCS e : τ
is derivable to checking if (∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ is an instance of the most general typing judgment
for e in λacCS. The procedure of checking if Γ `λaCS e : τ is derivable can be described briefly by the
following steps: compute the most general typing for e in λacCS (let it be (∆
′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : τ ′);
check if Γ′ is not bigger than Γ; unify (preserving the type variables of Γ and τ) τ with τ ′ and
the types assumed for the variables declared simultaneously in Γ and Γ′; check if the resulting
subtype context (after applying the unifier) is satisfiable. We can have possibly non-matching
subtype assertions after applying the unifier substitution to the subtype context but we check
satisfiability over subtype contexts (with atomic assertions). So, before calling the algorithm that
test the satisfiability of the subtype context, we compute the most general matching substitution
(preserving the type variables of Γ and τ) and make it act over the sets of assertions, decomposing
it in atomic subtype assertions.
Notation 8.5.53 We use the following notation:
FTV(Γ) =
⋃
(x:σ)∈Γ FTV(σ)
FDV(Θ) =
⋃
dvd′∈Θ FDV(d) ∪ FDV(d′)
Definition 8.5.54 The algorithms derivable and satisfiable are defined in figures 8.15 and 8.16,
respectively.
derivable(Γ `λaCS e : τ) =
let (Γ′, τ ′,∆′,Θ′) = typeJudg(e)
C = FTV(Γ) ∪ FTV(τ)
in if dom(Γ′) ⊆ dom(Γ)
then let U = unify
({σ = σ′ | x : σ ∈ Γ ∧ x : σ′ ∈ Γ′} ∪ {τ = τ ′}, C)
M = match
(
U(∆′), C
)
(∆,Θ) = M • (U(∆′), U(Θ′))
in satisfiable(∆,Θ, C)
else false
assuming the type variables introduced in (Γ′, τ ′,∆′,Θ′) are fresh.
Figure 8.15: The algorithm derivable
The satisfiable algorithm performs the satisfiability check for subtype contexts. Let us prove
that satisfiable is a sound and complete algorithm.
Lemma 8.5.55 Given a set Θ of subtype inequalities, dSatisfiable(Θ) returns true iff there exists
a ground datatype substitution GD for FDV(Θ) such that for every d v d′ ∈ Θ, GD(d) vD GD(d′).
Proof. Trivial. Just note that DFDV(Θ) is the finite set of all possible ground datatype substitutions
for the datatype variables in Θ. 2
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satisfiable(∆,Θ, V ) = tSatisfiable(∆, V ) ∧ dSatisfiable(Θ)
tSatisfiable(∆, V ) = unify
({σ = σ′ | σ ≤ σ′ ∈ ∆}, V ) 6= fail
dSatisfiable(Θ) = testSatisf
(
Θ,DFDV(Θ))
testSatisf({}, S) = true
testSatisf(Θ, S ∪ {ρ}) = if solve(ρ,Θ) then true
else testSatisf(Θ, S)
testSatisf(Θ, {}) = false
solve(ρ, {}) = true
solve(ρ,Θ ∪ {d v d′}) = if ρ(d) vD ρ(d′) then solve(ρ,Θ)
else false
Figure 8.16: The algorithm satisfiable
Lemma 8.5.56 Given a subtype context (∆,Θ) and a set V of type variables, satisfiable(∆,Θ, V )
returns true iff there exists a substitution R such that R preserves V and ` (R(∆), R(Θ)).
Proof. Let (∆,Θ) be a subtype context and V a set of type variables.
⇒) If satisfiable(∆,Θ, V ) returns true, then both tSatisfiable(∆, V ) and dSatisfiable(Θ) return
true. Then unify
({σ = σ′ | σ ≤ σ′ ∈ ∆}, V ) does not fail, let S = (ST , SD) be the resulting
substitution. As ∆ is atomic we can conclude that SD = id. Furthermore, ∅ ` S(α) ≤ S(α′)
for every α ≤ α′ ∈ ∆. On the other hand, by Lemma 8.5.55, there exists a ground datatype
substitution for FDV(Θ), GD, such that ∅ ` GD(d) v GD(d′) for every d v d′ ∈ Θ. Hence,
R = (ST , GD) preserves V and ` (R(∆), R(Θ)).
⇐) Assume R is a substitution such that R preserves V and ` (R(∆), R(Θ)). Using Lemma
8.5.50, we have that for every d v d′ ∈ Θ, R(d) = R(d′) or R(d) vD R(d′). So, by
Lemma 8.5.55, it easy to see that dSatisfiable(Θ) returns true. Now we want to show that
tSatisfiable(∆, V ) returns true. This amounts to showing that unify
({σ = σ′ |σ ≤ σ′ ∈ ∆}, V )
does not fail. As ∆ is atomic, this unification can only fail if there is a α ≤ α′ ∈ ∆ such that
α 6= α′ and α, α′ ∈ V . However, this can never happen because R preserves V and for every
α, α′ ∈ ∆, (∅, ∅) ` R(α) ≤ R(α′). So, tSatisfiable(∆, V ) succeeds. Hence satisfiable(∆,Θ, V )
returns true.
2
Theorem 8.5.57 (Soundness of derivable) If derivable(Γ `λaCS e : τ) returns true, then Γ `λaCS
e : τ is derivable.
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Proof. Let derivable(Γ `λaCS e : τ) as presented in Figure 8.15. If derivable(Γ `λaCS e : τ) = true
then satisfiable(∆,Θ, C) = true, so by Lemma 8.5.56 there exists a substitution R such that R
does not change the variables in C and ` (R(∆), R(Θ)).
Let S = R ◦M ◦ U . (∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ is an instance of (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : τ ′ by S since:
– ` S • (∆′,Θ′) because ` (R(∆), R(Θ)) and, by Lemma 8.5.27, ` R • (∆,Θ). Moreover, by
Lemma 8.5.46, S • (∆′,Θ′) = R • (∆,Θ).
– S(Γ′) ⊆ Γ because U(Γ′) ⊆ Γ and U(Γ′) = R(M(U(Γ′))) since neither M nor R changes the
none of the free type variables of Γ.
– τ = U(τ ′) = S(τ ′) because neither M nor R changes the none of the free type variables of
τ .
So, by Theorem 8.5.43, (∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ . Hence, by Lemma 8.5.52, Γ `λaCS e : τ . 2
Theorem 8.5.58 (Completness of derivable) If Γ `λaCS e : τ is derivable, then derivable(Γ `λaCS
e : τ) returns true.
Proof. Assume Γ `λaCS e : τ is derivable and let derivable(Γ `λaCS e : τ) as presented in Figure
8.15. By Lemma 8.5.52, if Γ `λaCS e : τ then (∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ . Therefore, by Theorem 8.5.47,
(∅, ∅) |Γ `λacCS e : τ is an instance of (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS e : τ ′ with typeJudg(e) = (Γ′, τ ′,∆′,Θ′), i.e.,
there exists a matching substitution S such that ` S • (∆′,Θ′), S(Γ′) ⊆ Γ and S(τ ′) = τ .
Since S(Γ′) ⊆ Γ and S(τ ′) = τ , S must unify {σ = σ′ | x : σ ∈ Γ ∧ x : σ′ ∈ Γ′} ∪ {τ = τ ′}
without changing C = FTV(Γ) ∪ FTV(τ), then S = Z ◦ U for some substitution Z. Moreover, as
S is a matching substitution for ∆′, Z must be a matching substitution for U(∆′) and therefore
Z = W ◦M for some W because M is the most general matching substitution for U(∆′).
So, one has S = W ◦M ◦ U and, by Lemma 8.5.46, S • (∆′,Θ′) = W • ((M ◦ U) • (∆′,Θ′)) =
W • (∆,Θ). Hence ` W • (∆,Θ) and, by Lemma 8.5.56, satisfiable(∆,Θ, C) = true. Therefore,
derivable(Γ `λaCS e : τ) = true. 2
Corollary 8.5.59 (Decidability of type checking in λaCS) For any context Γ, and for any
term e and type τ , it is decidable whether Γ `λaCS e : τ is derivable.
Proof. Immediate from theorems 8.5.57 and 8.5.58. 2
Decidability of type-checking in λCS follows.
Corollary 8.5.60 (Decidability of type checking in λCS) For any context Γ, and for any
term e and type τ , it is decidable whether Γ `λCS e : τ is derivable.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 8.5.59, Lemma 8.5.12 and of the fact that the
set an(e) is finite. 2
Chapter 9
Extensible Overloaded Functions
Constructor subtyping improves the accuracy and the flexibility of type systems by coherently com-
bining the subtyping between datatypes and the overloading of constructors, and it is adequate
for extensible datatypes. This flexibility in the definition of datatypes should make functions on
(extensible) datatypes more flexible. In this chapter we define a mechanism that allows functions
to be overloaded (i.e. to have several types) and extensible (i.e. to be extensible from a datatype
to another datatype with more constructors). The resulting framework provides a formal founda-
tion for extensible datatypes with overloading of constructors and overloaded extensible recursive
functions.
9.1 The System λCS+fun
This section introduces the system λCS+fun which can be thought of as a simply typed λ-calculus
with constructor subtyping and extensible recursive definitions defined by pattern-matching. The
language of types and the subtyping relation used in λCS+fun are as defined for λCS. For the sake of
simplicity, we do not have case-expressions and letrec-expressions in λCS+fun. So, the term language
of λCS+fun is simpler than the one of λCS. However, the calculus features overloaded constants
and overloaded variables. The former are interpreted as constructors (without a computational
meaning) and the latter are interpreted as functions (with a computational meaning).
9.1.1 Types and Terms
We assume the setting given for λCS. Hence we have D, C,VE ,VT and vD as in λCS and all
constructors are strictly overloaded. Moreover, we assume a denumerable set F of function symbols
and we let f, g, . . . range over F . We assume that the sets C,VE and F are pairwise disjoint. The
set Tfun of types of λCS+fun is equal to Tcs.
Definition 9.1.1 (Types) The set Tfun of types is given by the abstract syntax:
Tfun 3 τ, σ ::= α | τ→σ | d~τ
where in the last clause, it is assumed that #~τ = ar(d).
Terms are built up from variables, function symbols, constructors, abstractions and applica-
tions.
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(refl)
σ ≤ σ (trans)
σ ≤ σ′ σ′ ≤ σ′′
σ ≤ σ′′
(func) σ
′ ≤ σ τ ≤ τ ′
σ → τ ≤ σ′ → τ ′ (data)
d vD d′ τi ≤ τ ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(d))
d~τ ≤ d′ ~τ ′
Figure 9.1: Subtyping rules for λCS+fun
Definition 9.1.2 (Terms) The set Efun of terms is given by the abstract syntax:
Efun 3 a, b ::= x | f | c | λx. a | a b
At this stage, the difference between constructors and function symbols is rather shallow. In the
sequel, it should became clear that while constructors have no computational meaning, function
symbols have a computational meaning given by environments of function definitions.
Note that as F and VE are disjoint sets, there is no interference of function symbols in the
notions of free variables and substitution already defined for λCS that can thus remain unchanged
(of course, FV(f) = ∅).
9.1.2 Subtyping and Typing
As already mentioned, the subtyping relation of λCS+fun is the same defined for λCS. Let us recall
it.
Definition 9.1.3 (Subtyping) The subtyping relation ≤ over Tfun is defined inductively by the
rules of Figure 9.1.
We now turn to the typing system. Typing judgments of λCS+fun are of the form ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun
e : τ where Γ, e and τ are as usual (respectively, a context of variable declarations, a term and
a type) and ∇ is a context for declaring types to function symbols. More precisely we have the
following definitions.
Definition 9.1.4 (Context, judgment)
1. A variable context is a finite set x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn where x1, . . . , xn are pairwise disjoint
object variables and τ1, . . . , τn are types. We let ℵV denote the set of variable contexts and
let Γ,Γ′ range over variable contexts.
2. A function context is a finite set f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn where f1, . . . , fn are function symbols
and τ1, . . . , τn are types. We let ℵF denote the set of function contexts and let ∇,∇′ range
over function contexts.
3. A context is a pair ∇ |Γ where ∇ is a function context and Γ is a variable context. We let
ℵ denote the set of contexts.
4. A typing judgment is a quadruple of the form ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ where ∇ is a function
context, Γ is a variable context, e is a term and τ is a type.
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(var) ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun x : τ
if (x : τ) ∈ Γ
(abs)
∇ |Γ, x : τ `λCS+fun e : σ
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun λx. e : τ→σ
(app)
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ→σ ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e′ : τ
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e e′ : σ
(cons)
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c : Inst~τd(c)
if c ∈ C(d)
(fun) ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun f : S(τ)
if (f : τ) ∈ ∇ and S is a substitution
(sub)
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ τ ≤ σ
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ
Figure 9.2: Typing rules for λCS+fun
Notice that whereas in variable contexts variables occur at most once, in function contexts
the same function symbol can be declared to have different types, so that overloaded extensible
functions can be modeled.
Definition 9.1.5 (Typing)
1. A typing judgment is derivable if it can be inferred from the rules of Figure 9.2.
2. A term e ∈ Efun is typable if ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ is derivable for some context ∇ |Γ and type
σ.
Note that a function may be assigned polymorphic types, i.e., types that may contain free
variables and that may be instantiated through some type substitution. Rule (fun) states that
each legal typing for a function is obtained by instantiating some type assigned to the function in
the function context. Rules (var), (abs), (app), (cons) and (sub) are directly adapted from λCS.
9.1.3 Definition of Functions
Functions are declared in a pattern matching style. A function is defined by a set of its possible
types and a set of rewriting rules (modeled by pattern abstractions). For the sake of clarity, we
restrict our attention to unary functions. This is not a real restriction, since functions of arbitrary
arity may be encoded with unit and product types, and these types are easily defined in our
system.
Example 9.1.6 (Product and Unit) We define a parametric datatype for products as follows:
Prod ∈ D pair ∈ C
ar(Prod) = 2 ar(pair) = 2
C(Prod) = {pair} DProd(pair) = ∀α1.∀α2. α1→α2→Prodα1α2
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We will use the usual infix notation A×B to represent Prod A B, and the out-fix notation 〈a, b〉 to
represent (pair a b).
The unit type is simply define by:
Unit ∈ D unit ∈ C
ar(Unit) = 0 ar(unit) = 0
C(Unit) = {unit} DUnit(unit) = Unit
First, we define patterns and pattern abstractions, which act as rewrite rules. Second, we define
environments as sets of function declarations. Patterns are expressions built up from constructors
and variables; they are required to be linear, i.e. a variable can appear at most once in a pattern.
Definition 9.1.7 (Patterns)
1. The set P of patterns is the set of terms given by the abstract syntax
P 3 p ::= x | c p1 . . . par(c)
where in the last clause it is assumed that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(c), the sets FV(pi) are pairwise
disjoint.
2. A pattern abstraction is an expression of the form λp. e where p ∈ P and e ∈ Efun. We let
R denote the set of pattern abstractions and r, r′, ri range over R.
Environments are sets of function definitions, which may be mutually recursive.
Definition 9.1.8 (Environments)
1. A function definition is a triple f : ~σ = ~r where f ∈ F is a function symbol, ~σ is a set of
function types and ~r is a set of pattern-abstractions.
2. An environment is a finite set of function definitions. We let H denote the set of environ-
ments and Σ,Σ′ range over H.
3. Given an environment Σ and a function symbol f , we define the sets FSΣ, TyΣ(f) and
RuΣ(f), of function symbols in Σ, Σ-typings for f , and Σ-rewritings for f , respectively, as
follows:
FSΣ = {f | (f : ~σ = ~r) ∈ Σ}
TyΣ(f) = {σi | (f : ~σ = ~r) ∈ Σ ∧ σi ∈ ~σ}
RuΣ(f) = {ri | (f : ~σ = ~r) ∈ Σ ∧ ri ∈ ~r}
In the definition of a function f , whereas its typings are used in the typing of expressions,
the rewritings for f influence the reduction of expressions. Thus, each environment induces a
function context and a notion of reduction. The function context associated with an environment
is obtained as follows.
Definition 9.1.9 (Erasure) The erasure function er : H → ℵF is defined inductively as follows:
er(∅) = ∅
er(Σ, f : {σ1, . . . , σn} = ~r) = er(Σ), f : σ1, . . . , f : σn
Let us illustrate the mechanism for defining functions, with the double function for natural
numbers.
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Example 9.1.10 (double) Recall the definition of datatypes Odd,Even and Nat given in Example
8.1.18. The double function for natural numbers can be defined as in the following environment:
double : {Nat→Nat}
= {λo. o, λsx. s (s (doublex))}
We can expand this environment with another declaration, defining double also for Odd and Even,
as follows:
double : {Even→Even, Odd→Even}
= {}
Note that it is not necessary to define any extra equation (pattern abstraction), as we can reuse
the equations already defined for Nat.
An example of a polymorphic overloaded function is the zipwith.
Example 9.1.11 (zipwith) The zipwith function takes a binary function g and two lists, l1 and
l2, whose element types match the domain of the function, and builds up the list with the results
of successively applying g to the elements coming from l1 and l2. We can define an overloaded
version of zipwith as follows:
zipwith : {α1→α2→α3 × (Listα1 × Listα2)→Listα3,
α1→α2→α3 × (NeListα1 × NeListα2)→NeListα3}
= {λ〈g, 〈nil, x〉〉.nil, λ〈g, 〈x, nil〉〉. nil,
λ〈g, 〈consxx′, cons y y′〉〉. cons (g x y) (zipwith 〈g, 〈x′, y′〉〉}
9.1.4 Reduction Calculus
Pattern abstractions are to be used as rewrite rules and must be taken into account by the reduction
calculus: pattern-reduction →βpat is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
(λp. e) a →βpat S(e)
where if existing, S is the unique substitution such that S(p) = a and Supp(S) ⊆ FV(p).
Example 9.1.12 Consider the datatypes of natural numbers and products defined before. We
have:
(λsx. f x) (s (s o)) →βpat f (s o)
(λsx. λy. s (f x y)) (s (s o)) →βpat λy. s (f (s o) y)
(λ〈sx, y〉. s (f〈x, y〉)) 〈s (s o), sn〉 →βpat s (f〈s o, sn〉)
In some cases, patterns do not match and reduction is not possible, as for example in
(λ〈sx, y〉. s(f〈x, y〉)) 〈o, sn〉
Thus, each environment determines a notion of reduction as follows.
Definition 9.1.13 (Reduction Calculus)
1. β-reduction →β is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
(λx. a) b →β a[x := b]
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2. Let f : ~σ = ~r be a function definition. δ(f : ~σ = ~r)-reduction →δ(f :~σ=~r) is defined as the
compatible closure of the rule
f a →δ(f :~σ=~r) S(e)
where is assumed that λp. e ∈ ~r and S is the unique (if it exists) substitution such that
S(p) = a and Supp(S) ⊆ FV(p).
3. Let Σ ≡ f1 : ~σ1 = ~r1, . . . , fn : ~σn = ~rn be an environment. δΣ-reduction →δΣ is defined as⋃
1≤i≤n
→δ(fi: ~σi=~ri)
4. Let Σ be an environment. βδΣ-reduction →βδΣ is defined as →β ∪ →δΣ . βδΣ and =βδΣ are
respectively defined as the reflexive-transitive and the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closures
of →βδΣ .
The mechanics of this reduction calculus is illustrated by the following example.
Example 9.1.14 Consider the function double defined in Example 9.1.10. The next reduction
sequence computes the double of the double of one.
double (double (s o)) → δΣ double (s (s (double o)))
→ δΣ double (s (s o))
→ δΣ s (s (double (s o)))
→ δΣ s (s (s (s (double o))))
→ δΣ s (s (s (s o)))
Observe that when we apply double to (double (s o)) we first evaluate (double (s o)) to find out what
sort of term it is, because (double (s o)) does not match with any of the patterns in the Σ-rewritings
of double.
The computational behavior of expressions is specified by the rules for β-reduction and δΣ
reduction. Of course, the δΣ reduction needs not be well-behaved, since we have not imposed any
restrictions on environments. For example, assume we have defined the function double as it is
done in Example 9.1.10 but without declaring the type Even→Even for it. In this situation, we
have
double : Nat→Nat, double : Odd→Even | . `λCS+fun double (s o) : Even
and the reduction double (s o) →δΣ s (s (double o)). However, the judgment double : Nat →
Nat, double : Odd → Even | . `λCS+fun s (s (double o)) : Even does not hold since one has to use
double : Nat→Nat to type (double o). Thus, we just have
double : Nat→Nat, double : Odd→Even | . `λCS+fun s (s (double o)) : Nat
So, if no restrictions on environments are imposed, the type of expressions will not be preserved
under reduction, and we will have problems with subject reduction. The next section is devoted
to the definition of well-formed environments.
9.1.5 Well-Formed Environments
There are several possible understandings of well-formedness for an environment. A minimal
requirement is that δΣ-reduction should enjoy subject reduction. Other desirable requirements on
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recursive functions include unambiguousness, totality and possibly termination. Next we formalize
these requirements as properties on environments. The decidability of such properties will be
proved in Section 9.6.
As already mentioned, we are eventually interested in extending this mechanism, of extensible
overloaded functions, to dependent types. So, we do not want the computational behavior of
recursive functions to depend on typing, since it would create a circularity (in dependent type
systems, typing depends on reduction through the conversion rule).
To achieve the subject reduction property for the reduction calculus, each reduction rule in-
duced by the environment must be well-typed. The following definition formalizes this requirement.
Definition 9.1.15 (Well-typed environment) An environment Σ is well-typed if, for every
f ∈ FSΣ and τ1→τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f), the following two conditions hold:
1. ∃λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f). ∃Γ. . |Γ `λCS+fun p : τ1
2. ∀λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f). ∀Γ. er(Σ) |Γ `λCS+fun p : τ1 ⇒ er(Σ) |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ2
These two conditions force every type declared for a function to be in accordance with the pattern
abstractions involved in the definition of that function. That is, if it is possible to type the
argument of the function with a domain type of the function, then it must be possible to type the
body of the function (for that argument) with the corresponding codomain type. Moreover, every
type assigned to a function must type at least one of its pattern abstractions. That is the reason
why we require condition 1 to hold.
Observe that the environment defining double in Example 9.1.10 is well-typed. But if we just
declare the types Nat→ Nat and Odd→ Even for double, the resulting environment is not well-
typed, because the second pattern abstraction does not type-check. Let us give another example.
Example 9.1.16 (add) Recall the definition of datatypes Odd,Even and Nat given in Example
8.1.18. Addition of even numbers can be defined as in the following environment:
add : {Even→Even→Even, Odd→Even→Odd}
= {λo.λy. y, λsx.λy. s (addx y)}
This environment is well-typed. Notice how it is crucial that add is overloaded. If we just declare
type Even→ Even→ Even for add the second equation (pattern abstraction) does not type-check.
Moreover, to expand the definition of odd and natural numbers we just have to overload add with
the new types, as the equations can be completely reused.
add : {Even→Odd→Odd, Odd→Odd→Even, Nat→Nat→Nat}
= {}
Again, note that for typing reasons, the first and second typings need to be declared together whereas
the third typing could be declared on its own.
The next example illustrates the necessity of condition 1 in the definition of well-typed envi-
ronments.
Example 9.1.17 Consider the following environment Σ:
wrong : {Nat→Nat, Odd→Even, α→β}
= {λo. o, λsx. x}
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This environment is not well-typed because condition 1 fails. There is no pattern (in the pattern
abstractions defined for wrong) typable with type α for some context, since both o and sx are
impossible to type with type α. However, condition 2 holds for the two patterns abstractions
defining wrong.
Clearly, the declaration of this function threatens subject reduction. For instance, we have
wrong : α→β | . `λCS+fun wrong : Nat→List Nat wrong : α→β | . `λCS+fun o : Nat
wrong : α→β | . `λCS+fun wrong o : List Nat
and the reduction wrong o→δΣ o; but it is impossible to give o the type List Nat. Therefore, subject
reduction does not hold.
The reduction calculus should be confluent, so we only consider unambiguous functions. Func-
tions defined in the environments must be non-overlapping. In other words, only one rule of the
function should apply for a given term.
Definition 9.1.18 (Non-overlapping environment) An environment Σ is non-overlapping if,
for every f ∈ FSΣ and distinct λp.e, λp′.e′ ∈ RuΣ(f) there are no substitutions S and S′ such that
S(p) = S′(p′).
An alternative approach would have been to opt for priority rewriting [12] and drop the requirement
that functions should be non-overlapping.
It is easy to check that the environments defined till now are non-overlapping. However,
sometimes this requirement complicates the writing of programs. Let us give an example.
Example 9.1.19 (MaybeNat) Suppose we want to extend the datatype Nat with an extra con-
structor as follows:
data MaybeNat extends Nat = Undef : MaybeNat
Hence, we have:
MaybeNat ∈ D Nat vD MaybeNat
o, s, undef ∈ C
ar(MaybeNat) = 0 DMaybeNat(undef) = MaybeNat
ar(undef) = 0 DMaybeNat(o) = MaybeNat
C(MaybeNat) = {o, s, undef} DMaybeNat(s) = Nat→MaybeNat
Suppose also that we want to extend the function add so that it works on the extended datatype
MaybeNat. To define a function add : MaybeNat→MaybeNat→MaybeNat by pattern matching
can be a bit tricky because we restrict the environments to unary functions and case-expressions
are not allowed in this system. Nevertheless we can use the product type constructor to deal with
this problem. So, assume instead we have an uncurried version of addition defined by the following
environment:
add : {Even× Even→Even, Odd× Even→Odd,
Even× Odd→Odd, Odd× Odd→Even,
Nat× Nat→Nat}
= {λ〈o, y〉. y, λ〈sx, y〉. s (add 〈x, y〉)}
The first idea to expand addition for MaybeNat is to extend the environment with the following
declaration:
add : {MaybeNat×MaybeNat→MaybeNat}
= {λ〈undef, y〉.undef, λ〈x, undef〉.undef}
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However, the resulting environment is overlapping. In fact, the last clause, λ〈x, undef〉.undef
overlaps with all the others. Hence the non-overlapping conditions fails. A correct version of
addition for MaybeNat is the function plus:
plus : {Even× Even→Even, Odd× Even→Odd}
= {λ〈o, o〉.o, λ〈o, sx〉.sx, λ〈sx, o〉.sx, λ〈sx, s y〉.s (s (plus 〈x, y〉))}
plus : {Even× Odd→Odd, Odd× Odd→Even, Nat× Nat→Nat}
= {}
plus : {MaybeNat×MaybeNat→MaybeNat}
= {λ〈undef, y〉.undef, λ〈o, undef〉.undef, λ〈sx, undef〉.undef}
Note that we are still using the facility of extending a previously defined function, but the definition
of plus over naturals is not very usual.
We only consider total functions, so the functions defined by pattern matching must be ex-
haustive. Because functions can be polymorphic, to formalize this requirement of exhaustiveness
we first introduce the notion of quasi-closed pattern w.r.t. a given type.
Definition 9.1.20 (Quasi-closed pattern) A pattern p is quasi-closed w.r.t. σ if σ ≡ d~τ ,
p ≡ c p1 . . . par(c), c ∈ C(d) and each pi is a quasi-closed w.r.t. Dom~τd(c)[i]; or if σ 6≡ d~τ and p is
a variable.
Obviously, if p is a pattern quasi-closed w.r.t. σ, then . |Γ `λCS+fun p : σ for some Γ.
Definition 9.1.21 (Exhaustive environment) An environment Σ is exhaustive if, for every
f ∈ FSΣ, τ1→ τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f) and for every pattern p quasi-closed w.r.t. τ1, there exists λp′.e′ ∈
RuΣ(f) such that p = S(p′) for some substitution S.
It is easy to check that the environments defined above are all exhaustive.
Summarizing, we can say that a function f is:
– well-typed, if all the rewrite rules defining it are well-typed;
– unambiguous, if for every pattern p, the expression f p can be reduced in at most one way;
– total, if f p is reducible for every quasi-closed pattern p of suitable type.
The well-formed environments will be those for which all functions defined in it satisfy these prop-
erties. The above properties are global in the sense that one needs to scan the whole environment
to check whether they hold. As illustrated in the example bellow, it is crucial that the properties
are global.
Example 9.1.22 Consider the well-typed environment:
add : {Even→Even→Even, Odd→Even→Odd}
= {λo.λy.dummy y, λsx.λy. s (addx (dummy y))}
dummy : {Even→Even}
= {λx.x}
If we extend this environment with the following declaration:
add : {Nat→Nat→Nat}
= {}
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the resulting environment is not well-typed, whereas the original environment without this last
definition is. This is because, for instance, we do not have
∇ | . `λCS+fun λo.λy.dummy y : Nat→Nat→Nat , where
∇ ≡ add:Even→Even→Even, add:Odd→Even→Odd, dummy:Even→Even, add:Nat→Nat→Nat.
This example shows that when new types are assigned to a function, its equations need to be
type-checked again.
We can now define the notion of well-formed environment.
Definition 9.1.23 (Well-formed environment) An environment Σ is well-formed if Σ is well-
typed, non-overlapping and exhaustive.
Decidability of well-formedness for environments is proved in Section 9.6. The environments
presented in examples 9.1.10, 9.1.11, 9.1.16 and 9.1.19 are all well-formed. We end this section
with a last example of an environment well-formed.
Example 9.1.24 Consider we enrich the environment described in Example 9.1.19 with the fol-
lowing definitions for the multiplication and the factorial functions:
mult : {Even× Nat→Even, Nat× Even→Even, Odd× Odd→Odd, Nat× Nat→Nat}
= {λ〈o, o〉.o, λ〈o, sx〉.o, λ〈sx, o〉. o, λ〈sx, s y〉.plus 〈s y,mult 〈x, s y〉〉}
fact : {Nat→Nat}
= {λo. s o, λsx.mult 〈sx, factx〉}
mult : {MaybeNat×MaybeNat→MaybeNat}
= {λ〈undef, y〉. undef, λ〈o, undef〉. undef, λ〈sx, undef〉. undef}
fact : {MaybeNat→MaybeNat}
= {λundef.undef}
Let us name Σ the environment resulting of this expansion. Σ is a well-formed environment. Below
we have a possible reduction sequence to compute fact (plus 〈s o, s o〉).
fact (plus 〈s o, s o〉) → δΣ fact (s (s (plus 〈o, o〉)))
→ δΣ fact (s (s o))
→ δΣ mult 〈s (s o), fact o〉
→ δΣ mult 〈s (s o), s o〉
→ δΣ plus 〈s o,mult 〈s o, s o〉〉
→ δΣ plus 〈s o,plus 〈s o,mult 〈o, s o〉〉〉
→ δΣ plus 〈s o,plus 〈s o, o〉〉
→ δΣ plus 〈s o, s o〉
→ δΣ s (s o)
9.2 Confluence
In this section we show that the reduction calculus generated by a non-overlapping environment
is confluent. Observe that if Σ is non-overlapping, at most one rule of a function should apply for
a given term. Therefore,
f a→δΣ S(e) iff ∃!λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f).∃!S . S(p) = a ∧ Supp(S) ⊆ FV(p)
The proof of confluence is done by the standard technique of Tait and Martin-Lo¨f, similarly to
what was done for λCS is Section 8.2.
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Definition 9.2.1 Let Σ be a non-overlapping environment. Define a binary relation 1Σ on Efun
inductively as follows:
1. a1Σ a
2. a1Σ a′ ⇒ λx.a1Σ λx.a′
3. a1Σ a′ ∧ b1Σ b′ ⇒ a b1Σ a′ b′
4. a1Σ a′ ∧ b1Σ b′ ⇒ (λx.a) b1Σ a′[x := b′]
5. a1Σ a′ ∧ e1Σ e′ ⇒ f a1Σ S(e′), whenever ∃λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f).∃S. S(p) = a′
Lemma 9.2.2 Assume Σ is a non-overlapping environment. We have:
a1Σ a′ ∧ b1Σ b′ ⇒ a[x := b]1Σ a′[x := b′]
Proof. By induction on the definition of a1Σ a′. We treat here case 5.
Assume a 1Σ a′ is f a1 1Σ S(e′), and this is a direct consequence of a1 1Σ a′1, e 1Σ e′
and S(p) = a′1, for some substitution S and λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f). By induction hypothesis a1[x :=
b]1Σ a′1[x := b′]. Moreover, as S(p) = a′1, we have ([x := b′] ◦ S)(p) = a′1[x := b′]. So, by rule 5
we have
(f a1)[x := b] = f (a1[x := b])1Σ ([x := b′] ◦ S)(e′) = S(e′)[x := b′]
2
Lemma 9.2.3 (Generation lemma for 1Σ) Let Σ be a non-overlapping environment. Then,
1. λx.a1Σ e implies e ≡ λx.a′ with a1Σ a′.
2. a1 a2 1Σ e implies either:
(a) e ≡ a′1 a′2 with a1 1Σ a′1 and a2 1Σ a′2;
(b) a1 ≡ λx.b, e ≡ b′[x := a′2] with b1Σ b′ and a2 1Σ a′2;
(c) or a1 ≡ f , e ≡ S(b′) with λp.b ∈ RuΣ(f), b1Σ b′, a2 1Σ a′2 and S(p) = a′2.
Proof. By induction on the definition of 1Σ . 2
Lemma 9.2.4 Let Σ be a non-overlapping environment. Then, 1Σ satisfies the diamond prop-
erty, i.e.,
a1Σ a1 ∧ a1Σ a2 ⇒ ∃ a3 ∈ Efun. a1 1Σ a3 ∧ a2 1Σ a3
Proof. By induction on the definition of a1Σ a1. 2
Lemma 9.2.5 Let Σ be a non-overlapping environment. Then βδΣ is the transitive closure of
1Σ .
Proof. 1Σ contains the reflexive closure of → βδΣ . Moreover, 1Σ⊆βδΣ . Since βδΣ is the
reflexive-transitive closure of →βδΣ it is also the transitive closure of 1Σ . 2
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Theorem 9.2.6 (Confluence) Let Σ be a non-overlapping environment. Then →βδΣ is conflu-
ent:
a1 =βδΣ a2 ⇒ ∃ e ∈ Efun. a1 βδΣ e ∧ a2 βδΣ e
Proof. Assume a1 =βδΣ a2, then ∃ a ∈ Efun. a βδΣ a1 ∧ a βδΣ a2. As βδΣ is the transitive
closure of 1Σ , βδΣ satisfies also the diamond property. So, we conclude. 2
9.3 Subject Reduction
In this section we show that the type of an expression is preserved under reduction whenever the
environment is well-typed and non-overlapping. The reduction rules introduced by the pattern
abstractions and the overloading of functions make the proof a bit hard. Of course the difficulties
appear when we want to show that typing is preserved under δ-reduction. For β-reduction the
proof is quite standard.
Before going into the proof of subject reduction, we have to introduce some auxiliary definitions
around the concepts of variable context and substitution, and some lemmata. As the set of types
and the subtyping rules for λCS+fun and λCS are exactly the same, we have for λCS+fun the results
about the subtyping relation already proved for λCS in Chapter 8, namely lemmas 8.3.3 and 8.3.4.
Lemma 9.3.1
1. If Γ ⊆ Γ′ and ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ then ∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun e : σ.
2. If ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ then FV(e) ⊆ dom(Γ).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ. 2
Lemma 9.3.2 (Generation lemma for typing)
1. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun x : σ ⇒ (x : τ) ∈ Γ ∧ τ ≤ σ
2. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun a b : σ ⇒ ∇|Γ `λCS+fun a : τ → σ′ ∧ ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun b : τ ∧ σ′ ≤ σ
3. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun λx.e : σ ⇒ σ ≡ τ1→τ2 ∧ ∇ |Γ, x : τ ′1 `λCS+fun e : τ ′2 ∧ τ1 ≤ τ ′1 ∧ τ ′2 ≤ τ2
4. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c : σ ⇒ σ ≡ ~γ→θ ∧ ~γ ≤ Dom~τd(c) ∧ d~τ ≤ θ ∧ c ∈ C(d)
5. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun f : σ ⇒ σ ≡ τ1→τ2 ∧ S(τ) ≤ σ ∧ (f : τ) ∈ ∇
Proof. By inspection on the derivation of the antecedent judgments. 2
The following lemma is a generation lemma for constructors fully applied.
Lemma 9.3.3
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c a1 . . . aar(c) : θ ⇒ θ ≡ d~τ ∧ c ∈ C(d) ∧ ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun ai : Dom~τd(c)[i], i = 1..ar(c)
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Proof. Assume ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c a1 . . . aar(c) : θ. By Lemma 9.3.2 it follows that ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c : ~γ→
σ, σ ≤ θ and also that, for 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(c),
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun ai : γi ∧ γi ≤ Dom
~ψ
d′(c)[i] (9.1)
d′ ~ψ ≤ σ ∧ c ∈ C(d′) (9.2)
By transitivity we have d′ ~ψ ≤ θ. So, by generation lemma for subtyping one gets that θ ≡ d~τ ,
d′ vD d and ~ψ ≤ ~τ . As every constructor is strictly overloaded Dom~αd′(c) ≤ Dom~αd (c). Since the
parameters can only occur positively in the domains of constructors, by Lemma 8.3.4,
Dom
~ψ
d′(c) ≤ Dom~τd(c)
From (9.2), as d′ vD d, follows that c ∈ C(d). From (9.1), by subsumption, one gets ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun
ai : Dom~τd(c)[i] for i = 1..ar(c). 2
Lemma 9.3.4 (Substitution lemma for typing)
If ∇ |Γ, x1 :τ1, . . . , xn :τn `λCS+fun a : σ and ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun bi : τi for i = 1..n, then ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun
a[x1 := b1, . . . , xn := bn] : σ.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∇ |Γ, x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τnx : τ `λCS+fun a : σ. Similar to the
proof of Lemma 8.3.7 2
We define a notion of subcontext, which is a partial order over variable contexts, and we
introduce a notion of minimal variable context for typing a given pattern with a given type, and
show how can they be obtained.
Definition 9.3.5 (Subcontext) Let Γ and Γ′ be variable contexts. We say that Γ is a subcontext
of Γ′, and write Γ Γ′, if
1. dom(Γ) ⊆ dom(Γ′)
2. ∀x ∈ dom(Γ). Γ′(x) ≤ Γ(x)
Lemma 9.3.6 The binary relation  is a partial order.
Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that ≤ is a partial order. 2
Lemma 9.3.7
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ ∧ Γ Γ′ ⇒ ∇|Γ′ `λCS+fun e : τ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ . 2
Definition 9.3.8 Γ is the minimal variable context for typing the pattern p with the type τ if:
1. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun p : τ ; and
2. for every Γ′ such that ∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun p : τ , one has Γ Γ′.
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Definition 9.3.9 We define mvc(p : σ) inductively as follows:
mvc(x : τ) = {x : τ}
mvc(c p1 . . . par(c) : d~τ) =
⋃
i=1..ar(c) mvc(pi : Dom
~τ
d(c)[i]) if c ∈ C(d)
Note that mvc(p : σ) is not defined whenever p ≡ c p1 . . . par(c) and σ is not a datatype, or is
a datatype that does not have c as constructor. Otherwise mvc(p : σ) produces a well-defined
variable context since patterns are linear. Bellow, when we write mvc(p : σ) we assume that
mvc(p : σ) is defined.
Proposition 9.3.10 mvc(p : τ) is the minimal variable context for typing p : τ .
Proof. By induction on the structure of the pattern p. We must consider two cases:
• Case p ≡ x. Let Γ = mvc(x : τ) = {x : τ} and assume ∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun x : τ . By Lemma 9.3.2,
x : σ ∈ Γ′ and σ ≤ τ , and thus Γ Γ′.
• Case p ≡ c p1 . . . par(c) and τ ≡ d~τ . Let Γ =
⋃
i=1..ar(c) mvc(pi : Dom
~τ
d(c)[i]) and assume
∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun c p1 . . . par(c) : d~τ . By Lemma 9.3.3 follows that c ∈ C(d) and ∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun
pj : Dom~τd(c)[j] for j = 1..ar(c). By induction hypothesis, mvc
(
pj : Dom~τd(c)[j]
)
Γ′ for every
j = 1..ar(c). Hence Γ Γ′, because
1. dom(Γ) =
⋃
i=1..ar(c) dom
(
mvc(pi : Dom~τd(c)[i])
) ⊆ dom(Γ′)
2. ∀x ∈ dom(Γ). x ∈ dom(mvc(pj : Dom~τd(c)[j])) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ ar(c), and so, Γ′(x) ≤
mvc(pj : Dom~τd(c)[j])(x) = Γ(x).
2
Lemma 9.3.11
mvc(p : σ) ∧ τ ≤ σ ⇒ mvc(p : σ)mvc(p : τ)
Proof. By induction on the structure of p. 2
Definition 9.3.12 Let M be a type substitution and Γ a variable context. M(Γ) is defined induc-
tively as follows:
M(∅) = ∅
M(Γ, x :τ) = M(Γ), x :M(τ)
Lemma 9.3.13 Let M be a type substitution. Then,
1. τ ≤ σ ⇒ M(τ) ≤M(σ)
2. ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ ⇒ ∇|M(Γ) `λCS+fun e : M(τ)
3. M(mvc(p : τ)) = mvc(p : M(τ))
Proof.
1. By induction on the derivation of τ ≤ σ.
2. By induction on the derivation of ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : τ using 1.
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3. By induction on the structure of p.
2
Next we introduce the concept of compatible substitutions, and we define the union of com-
patible substitutions.
Definition 9.3.14
1. Let S and R be type substitutions. We say that S and R are compatible substitutions if
∀x ∈ Supp(S) ∩ Supp(R) . S(x) = R(x)
2. Let S and R be compatible type substitutions. The union of substitutions S and R, that we
write as S ⊕R, can then be defined as follows:
(S ⊕R)(x) =

S(x) if x ∈ Supp(S)
R(x) if x ∈ Supp(R)
x otherwise
Definition 9.3.15 Let A ⊆ VE , S a term substitution and Γ a variable context. We define Γ|A
and S|A as follows:
Γ|A = {Γ(x) | x ∈ A ∩ dom(Γ)} and S|A(x) =
{
S(x) if x ∈ A
x otherwise
Lemma 9.3.16 Let Σ be an environment well-typed and non-overlaping, and f ∈ FSΣ. If λc ~p.e ∈
RuΣ(f), then for every θ1→θ2 ∈ TyΣ(f), θ1 is a datatype.
Proof. Assume there is a λc ~p.e ∈ RuΣ(f). If some θ1→ θ2 ∈ TyΣ(f) is such that θ1 is a type
variable or a function type, then it must exist a pattern abstraction λx.e′ ∈ RuΣ(f) because Σ is
well-typed but that is impossible since Σ is non-overlapping. Hence the domain of every possible
type for f must be a datatype. 2
Lemma 9.3.17 Let c p1 . . . par(c) be a pattern. If ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c a1 . . . aar(c) : d~τ , S(pi) = ai for
i = 1..ar(c) and d~τ ≤ d′M(~ρ), then ∃Γ′. . |Γ′ `λCS+fun c p1 . . . par(c) : d′~ρ .
Proof. By induction on the structure of c p1 . . . par(c).
We have ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c a1 . . . aar(c) : d~τ so, by Lemma 9.3.3, we have that c ∈ C(d) and
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun ai : Dom~τd(c)[i] for i = 1..ar(c). From d~τ ≤ d′M(~ρ), by the generation lemma, we
have d vD d′ and ~τ ≤ M(~ρ). As constructors are strictly overloaded and parameters can only
occur in positive positions of the domain of constructors, it follows that Dom~τd(c) ≤ DomM(~ρ)d′ (c).
Moreover c ∈ C(d′).
We want to prove that ∃Γ′. . |Γ′ `λCS+fun c p1 . . . par(c) : d′~ρ. Let us see how to obtain such a
Γ′. For each pi with 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(c):
• If pi ≡ xi, then let Γ′i ≡ x : Dom~ρd′(c)[i]. We have . |Γ′i `λCS+fun pi : Dom~ρd′(c)[i].
• If pi ≡ ci pi,1 . . . pi,ar(ci), then ai ≡ ci ai,1 . . . ai,ar(ci) and S(pi,j) = ai,j for j = 1..ar(ci).
Moreover
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun ci pi,1 . . . pi,ar(ci) : di ~τi ≡ Dom~τd(c)[i] ≤ DomM(~ρ)d′ (c)[i] ≡ d′′M(~θ)
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for some di ~τi and d′′~θ. So, by induction hypothesis,
∃Γ′i. . |Γ′i `λCS+fun pi : d′′~θ ≡ Dom
~θ
d′′(c)[i]
Let Γ′ ≡ ⋃ar(c)i=1 Γ′i|FV(pi). Γ′ is a well-formed context because the free variables of each pi
are always different, since c p1 . . . par(c) is a linear pattern. As c ∈ C(d′) we have by (cons)
∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun c : Dom~ρd′(c)→d′~ρ. Hence, applying (app) we get ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c p1 . . . par(c) : d′ ~ρ. 2
Lemma 9.3.18 Let Σ be an environment well-typed and non-overlapping, and ∇ = er(Σ). If
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun f : τ→σ, ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun a : τ and S(p) = a for the unique λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f), then
∀ θ1→θ2 ∈ TyΣ(f). M(θ1→θ2) ≤ τ→σ ⇒ ∃Γ′. . |Γ′ `λCS+fun p : θ1
Proof. By case analysis on p.
• Case p ≡ x, the for every θ1→ θ2 ∈ TyΣ(f) we can always define Γ′ = x : θ1 and we have
. |Γ′ `λCS+fun x : θ1 by (var).
• Case p ≡ c p1 . . . par(c) then a ≡ c a1 . . . aar(c) and S(pi) = ai, i = 1..ar(c). Moreover, from
the hypothesis, by Lemma 9.3.3 we have τ ≡ d′~τ ′. For every θ1→ θ2 ∈ TyΣ(f) such that
M(θ1 → θ2) ≤ τ → σ. By Lemma 9.3.16, θ1 must be a datatype. Let θ1 ≡ d ~ρ. By the
generation lemma for subtyping, one has d′~τ ′ ≤ dM(~ρ). As ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun c a1 . . . aar(c) : d′~τ ′
we can conclude that
∃Γ′. . |Γ′ `λCS+fun c p1 . . . par(c) : d ~ρ
using Lemma 9.3.17.
2
Lemma 9.3.19 Let p1, . . . , pn be a set of patterns such that FV(pi) ∩ FV(pj) = ∅ for every i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n}. If for every i = 1..n, ∇ | ⋃ni=1 mvc(pi : τi) `λCS+fun e : σ, ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun ai : τi and
Si(pi) = ai with Supp(Si) ⊆ FV(pi), then ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun S(e) : σ , where S =
⊕n
i=1 Si.
Proof. By induction on the multi-set of patterns P = {p1, . . . , pn}.
Let us assume firstly that each pattern pi is a variable xi, then ∇ |x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn `λCS+fun
e : σ and Si = [xi := ai]. Using the variable convention, from Lemma 9.3.1 follows
∇ |Γ, x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn `λCS+fun e : σ
Since S = [x1 := a1, . . . , xn := an], by Lemma 9.3.4 we obtain ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun S(e) : σ.
Otherwise, at least one pattern pk (for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n) is not a variable. Let us as-
sume, without loss of generality, that pk ≡ ck pk,1 . . . pk,ar(ck). Then ak ≡ ck ak,1 . . . ak,ar(ck) and
Sk,j(pk,j) = ak,j for j = 1..ar(ck), with Sk,j = Sk|FV(pk,j). Moreover, by Lemma 9.3.3, we have
τk ≡ dk ~τk for some dk ~τk, ck ∈ C(dk), and ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun ak,j : Dom ~τkdk(ck)[j]. From the hypothesis,
by definition ∇ | ⋃ar(ck)j=1 mvc(pk,j : Dom ~τkdk(ck)[j]) ∪ ⋃ni=1,i 6=k mvc(pi : τi) `λCS+fun e : σ. Let Q
be the multi-set {p1, . . . , pk−1, pk,1, . . . , pk,ar(ck), pk+1, . . . , pn}. We have Q P for Q is obtained
from P replacing pk by the subpatterns pk,1, . . . , pk,ar(ck). So, from induction hypothesis follows
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun
( ar(ck)⊕
j=1
Sk,j ⊕
n⊕
i=1,i 6=k
Si
)
(e) : σ
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Since,
⊕ar(ck)
j=1 Sk,j = Sk we have ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun S(e) : σ. 2
We can now prove that computation preserves typing.
Theorem 9.3.20 (Subject reduction) Let Σ be an environment well-typed and non-overlapping,
and let ∇ = er(Σ). Then
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun a : σ ∧ a→βδΣ a′ ⇒ ∇|Γ `λCS+fun a′ : σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun a : σ. The interesting case is when the
last rule is (app) and a ≡ f b. The remaining cases were already treated in the proof of subject
reduction for λCS.
So, assume we have a ≡ f b, and the last step is
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun f : τ→σ ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun b : τ
∇ |Γ `λCS+fun f b : σ
Moreover assume f b→βδΣ S(e) for the unique λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f) and the unique substitution S such
that b = S(p) and Supp(S) ⊆ FV(p). We want to show that ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun S(e) : σ.
By Lemma 9.3.2, we know that ∃ θ1 → θ2 ∈ TyΣ(f). M(θ1 → θ2) ≤ τ → σ for some type
substitution M . So, by the generation lemma for subtyping we get that τ ≤M(θ1) and M(θ2) ≤
σ. Now, using Lemma 9.3.18, follows that ∃Γ′. . |Γ′ `λCS+fun p : θ1; and, as Σ is well-typed,
∇ |Γ′ `λCS+fun e : θ2. Therefore, mvc(p : θ1) is defined and
∇ |mvc(p : θ1) `λCS+fun e : θ2
By Lemma 9.3.13, ∇ |mvc(p : M(θ1)) `λCS+fun e : M(θ2). As τ ≤ M(θ1), using lemmas 9.3.11
and 9.3.7 we obtain ∇ |mvc(p : τ) `λCS+fun e : M(θ2). From M(θ2) ≤ σ, follows that ∇ |mvc(p :
τ) `λCS+fun e : σ by applying (sub). Finally, we are in conditions of using Lemma 9.3.19 and show
that ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun S(e) : σ. 2
9.4 Strong Normalization
Clearly, the calculus is not normalizing as we do not impose any restriction on recursive definitions.
For example, the following function does not terminate:
loop : {Nat→Nat}
= {λx. loopx}
In order to recover termination, we provide a simple criterion: the criterion for termination is
inspired from [44]. In a nutshell, we ensure that a recursive function is terminating if, to compute
f p, each recursive call of f is applied to patterns that are structurally smaller than p.
Definition 9.4.1 (Structurally smaller) Let p, p′ ∈ P. p is structurally smaller than p′, writ-
ten p ≺ p′, if it can be derived from the rules of Figure 9.3.
Definition 9.4.2 Let Σ be an environment and f, g ∈ FSΣ.
1. We say that g occurs in f , written g occurΣ f , if exists a λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f) such that g occ e.
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1.
pi ≺ c p1 . . . par(c) if 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(c)
2.
pi ≺ p′i
c p1 . . . pi . . . par(c) ≺ c p1 . . . p′i . . . par(c)
if 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(c)
3.
p ≺ p′ p′ ≺ p′′
p ≺ p′′
Figure 9.3: Structurally smaller relation
2. We define the set MDΣ(f) of functions mutually dependent to f as follows:
MDΣ(f) = {g | g occurΣ f ∧ f occurΣ g}
Definition 9.4.3 (Argument decreasing) Let Σ be an environment.
1. A pattern abstraction λp.e is argument decreasing w.r.t. f if each occurrence of f in e is a
term f p′ such that p′ ≺ p.
2. A function f is argument decreasing in Σ if all pattern abstractions of RuΣ(f) are argument
decreasing w.r.t. each g ∈ MDΣ(f).
3. Σ is argument decreasing if every function defined in it is argument decreasing.
One can prove that all typable expressions are strongly normalizing for every environment where
all function declarations are argument decreasing.
Theorem 9.4.4 (Strong normalization) Let Σ be an well-formed environment and argument
decreasing. If er(Σ) |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ, then e is strongly normalizing with respect to βδΣ-reduction.
Proof. The proof proceeds by the standards techniques based on saturated sets (or reducibility
candidates). See [28] for such a proof for a more elaborate termination criteria. 2
9.5 Type Checking
We want to decide whether or not a type judgment ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ is derivable. We saw
in Section 8.5 that type-checking is decidable for λCS. In λCS+fun we have an extra context of
overloaded functions, but we can follow the same strategy to decide type-checking.
9.5.1 The System λaCS+fun
Similarly to what is done in Subsection 8.5.2, here we present system λaCS+fun. The set T afun of
types of λaCS+fun is equal to T acs.
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Definition 9.5.1 (Expressions) The set Eafun of expressions of λaCS+fun is given by the abstract
syntax:
a, b ::= x | cd | fτ | λx.a | a b
The typing system of λaCS+fun is similar to the one of λ
a
CS. Here we do not have typing rules for
case-expressions and letrec-expressions, and we have the following rule for functions:
(fun)
Γ `λaCS+fun fτ : S(τ)
where S is a substitution
Definition 9.5.2 (∇-annotated terms) Let ∇ be a context of overloaded variables. The set of
∇-annotated variants of a term is given by the mapping an∇ : Efun→P(Eafun) defined as follows:
an∇(x) = {x}
an∇(c) = {cd | c ∈ C(d)}
an∇(f) = {fτ | (f : τ) ∈ ∇}
an∇(a b) = {a′ b′ | a′ ∈ an∇(a) ∧ b′ ∈ an∇(b)}
an∇(λx.a′) = {λx.a′ | a′ ∈ an∇(a)}
Observe that this definition follows very closely Definition 8.5.6. The results stated for λaCS are
preserved in λaCS+fun, as it can be easily checked.
9.5.2 The System λacCS+fun
Similarly to what is done in Subsection 8.5.2, here we present system λaCS+func. The set T acfun of
types of λacCS+fun is equal to T accs , and the set Eacfun of terms of λacCS+fun is equal to Eaccs . The typing
system of λacCS+fun is equal to the one of λ
ac
CS without (case) and (rec) rules and with the following
rule for functions:
(fun)
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS+fun fτ : S(τ)
where S is a substitution
The algorithm to compute a most general typing to a term in λacCS+fun is the one already
defined in Figure 8.14 without the cases for letrec and case-expressions and with the extra case
for functions, defined in Figure 9.4.
typeJudg(fτ ) = let S = match
({τ ≤ β})
(∆∗,Θ∗) = S •
({τ ≤ β}, ∅)
in
(∅, S(β), ∆∗, Θ∗)
assuming that β is a fresh type variable
Figure 9.4: The algorithm typeJudg (for functions)
All the results obtained for λacCS are preserved in λ
ac
CS+fun, as it can be easily checked. We just
rewrite here the two main theorems.
Theorem 9.5.3 (Soundness of typeJudg) If typeJudg(e) = (Γ, σ,∆,Θ), then every instance of
(∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS+fun e : σ is provable.
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Proof. By Theorem 8.5.32 and Lemma 8.5.42 (both adapted for λacCS+fun). 2
Theorem 9.5.4 (Completeness of typeJudg) If (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS e : σ, then typeJudg(e) =
(Γ′, σ′,∆′,Θ′) and (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS+fun e : σ is an instance of (∆′,Θ′) |Γ′ `λacCS+fun e : σ′.
Proof. By induction on the structure of terms. We just have to consider the case of functions.
Assume typeJudg(fτ ) as presented in Figure 9.4 and (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS+fun fτ : σ. By Lemma 8.5.44,
we may assume the proof uses rule (fun) followed by rule (sub). We let (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS+fun fτ : R(τ)
and (∆,Θ) ` R(τ) ≤ σ must hold. We have typeJudg(fτ ) = (∅, S(β),∆∗,Θ∗) and S is a most
general matching substitution for {τ ≤ β}, being β fresh.
Let Z be a substitution such that Z(β) = σ and Z(τ) = R(τ). Since (∆,Θ) is atomic, Z(τ)
matches Z(β), by Lemma 8.5.39. Therefore, Z is a matching substitution for {τ ≤ β}. Using
Lemma 8.5.46, Z = W ◦S for some substitution W . Moreover, by Lemma 8.5.23, W is a matching
substitution for (∆∗,Θ∗) and W • (∆∗,Θ∗) = Z • ({τ ≤ β}, ∅).
We have (∆,Θ) ` (Z({τ ≤ β}), Z(∅)) then, by Lemma 8.5.27, (∆,Θ) ` Z • ({τ ≤ β}, ∅).
By Lemma 8.5.46, we have (∆,Θ) ` W • (∆∗,Θ∗). Furthermore, W (∅) ⊆ Γ and σ = W (S(β)).
Hence, we can conclude that (∆,Θ) |Γ `λacCS+fun fτ : σ is an instance of (∆∗,Θ∗) | ∅ `λacCS+fun fτ : S(β)
by W . 2
9.5.3 Decidability of Type Checking
We want to decide whether or not it is possible to type a term e with a type σ in a given context
∇ |Γ. Following what was done in Subsection 8.5.4, our claim is that ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ is derivable
if and only if there is an ∇-annotated term e′ ∈ an∇(e) for which Γ `λaCS+fun e′ : σ is derivable. As
the set of ∇-annotated terms an∇(e) is finite, we have a decision procedure.
To test whether or not Γ `λaCS+fun e′ : σ is derivable we use the algorithm derivable defined in
Figure 8.15.
Theorem 9.5.5 Γ `λaCS+fun e : τ is derivable iff derivable(Γ `λaCS+fun e : τ) returns true.
Proof. Immediate from theorems 8.5.57 and 8.5.58. 2
Corollary 9.5.6 (Decidability of type checking in λaCS+fun) For any context ∇ |Γ, and for
any term e and type σ, it is decidable whether Γ `λaCS+fun e : σ is derivable.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 9.5.5. 2
Decidability of type-checking in λCS+fun follows.
Corollary 9.5.7 (Decidability of type checking in λCS+fun) For any context ∇ |Γ, and for
any term e and type σ, it is decidable whether ∇ |Γ `λCS+fun e : σ is derivable.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 9.5.6, Lemma 8.5.12 and of the fact that the
set an∇(e) is finite. 2
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9.6 Decidability of Well-Formedness for Environments
An environment to be well-formed has to be well-typed, non-overlapping and exhaustive. In this
section we prove that these requirements are decidable properties.
9.6.1 Decidability of Well-Typing
An environment Σ is well-typed if, for every f ∈ FSΣ and λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f)
1. ∃ τ1→τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f).∃Γ. . |Γ `λCS+fun p : τ1
2. ∀ τ1→τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f).∀Γ. . |Γ `λCS+fun p : τ1 ⇒ er(Σ) |Σ `λCS+fun e : τ2
The decidability of this property relies on the following facts:
– FSΣ, RuΣ(f) and TyΣ(f) are finite sets;
– we have minimal variable context for typing a pattern with a given type; and
– type-checking is decidable for λCS+fun.
Theorem 9.6.1 (Decidability of well-typing) It is decidable whether an environment Σ is
well-typed or not.
Proof. For each f ∈ FSΣ and λp.e ∈ RuΣ(f):
1. mvc(p : τ1) has to be well-defined for at least one τ1→τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f);
2. for each τ1 → τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f), whenever mvc(p : τ1) is well-defined, check if er(Σ) |mvc(p :
τ1) `λCS+fun e : τ2 is derivable.
As FSΣ, RuΣ(f) and TyΣ(f) are finite sets, we have here a decision procedure. 2
9.6.2 Decidability of Non-Overlapping
An environment Σ is non-overlapping if, for every f ∈ FSΣ and distinct λp.e, λp′.e′ ∈ RuΣ(f)
there are no substitutions S and S′ such that S(p) = S′(p′). We rely the test of this property on
the test of whether two patterns are overlapping or not.
Definition 9.6.2 Two patterns p, p′ ∈ P are overlapping if there are substitutions S, S′ such that
S(p) = S′(p′).
Definition 9.6.3 Let p, p′ ∈ P. The predicate overlap(p, p′) is derivable using the rules of Figure
9.5.
Theorem 9.6.4 Let p, p′ ∈ P. overlap(p, p′) iff p and p′ are overlapping.
Proof.
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1.
overlap(x, p)
2.
overlap(p, x)
3.
overlap(pi, p′i) (1 ≤ i ≤ ar(c))
overlap(c p1 . . . par(c), c p′1 . . . p
′
ar(c))
Figure 9.5: Rules for overlap
⇒) By induction on the derivation of overlap(p, p′). The only interesting case is when the last rule
applied is rule 3. So, assume overlap(c p1 . . . par(c), c p′1 . . . p
′
ar(c)) comes from overlap(pi, p
′
i) for
i = 1..ar(c). By induction hypothesis ∃Si, S′i. Si(pi) = S′i(p′i). Define S and S′ as follows:
S(x) =
{
Si(x) if x ∈ FV(pi)
x otherwise
S′(x) =
{
S′i(x) if x ∈ FV(p′i)
x otherwise
Note that as we are working with linear patterns, S and S′ are well-defined. It is now
easy to see that S(c p1 . . . par(c)) = c S1(p1) . . . Sar(c)(par(c)) = c S′1(p
′
1) . . . S
′
ar(c)(p
′
ar(c)) =
S′(c p′1 . . . p
′
ar(c))
⇐) Assume p and p′ are overlapping, i.e., there are substitutions S, S′ such that S(p) = S′(p′).
The proof that overlap(p, p′) is derivable follows by routine induction on the structure of p.
2
The decidability of non-overlapping environments follows now as a corollary of this theorem.
Corollary 9.6.5 (Decidability of non-overlapping) It is decidable whether an environment
Σ is non-overlapping or not.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.6.4 and of the fact that Σ and the set of
Σ-rewritings for each function is finite. 2
9.6.3 Decidability of Exhaustiveness
An environment Σ is exhaustive if, for every f ∈ FSΣ, τ1→τ2 ∈ TyΣ(f) and for every quasi-closed
pattern w.r.t. τ1, p, there exists λp′.e′ ∈ RuΣ(f) such that p = S(p′) for some substitution S.
We begin by introducing the notion of exhaustive for a set of patterns and for a set of lists of
patterns. Let us establish a notation for lists.
Notation 9.6.6 We use the following notation for lists: [] is the empty list; a list of length n,
[a1, a2, . . . , an], can also be written as a1 :: [a2, . . . , an] or a1 ::a2 :: . . . ::an :: []. The concatenation of
lists is done by the infix operator 1.
Definition 9.6.7
1. A set of patterns p1, . . . , pn is τ -exhaustive if for all q, quasi-closed patterns w.r.t. τ , there
is a pi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that q = S(pi) for some substitution S.
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1.
exh[]{[]}
2.
exh~σ{−→q1 , . . . ,−→qn}
exhτ::~σ{x1 ::−→q1 , . . . , xn ::−→qn} ∪ P
3.
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
exhDom~τd(ci)1~σ
{−→pi,1 1 −→qi,1, . . . ,−−→pi,ki 1 −−→qi,ki , y1,1 :: ... ::y1,ar(ci) ::−→q1 , . . . , ym,1 :: ... ::ym,ar(ci) ::−→qm }
exhd~τ::~σ
{
(c1−−→p1,1) ::−→q1,1, . . . , (c1−−→p1,k1) ::−−→q1,k1 , . . . ,
(cr −→pr,1) ::−→qr,1, . . . , (cr −−→pr,kr ) ::−−→qr,kr , y1 ::−→q1 , . . . , ym ::−→qm
} ∪ P
if ∅ 6= {c1, . . . , cr} ⊆ C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}
Figure 9.6: Rules for exh
2. Let P be a set of lists of length n of patterns and ~σ be a list of types of length n. P is
~σ-exhaustive if, for every quasi-closed patterns q1, . . . , qn w.r.t. σ1, . . . , σn respectively
∃ ~p ∈ P ∃S. S(p1) = q1 ∧ . . . ∧ S(pn) = qn
Lemma 9.6.8
1. If P ⊆ P ′ and P is ~σ-exhaustive, then P ′ is ~σ-exhaustive.
2. Let P be a set of lists of length n of patterns, with n > 0, and Q = {~p | p :: ~p ∈ P}. If P is
τ ::~σ-exhaustive, then Q is ~σ-exhaustive
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Definition 9.6.7. 2
Definition 9.6.9 Let ~σ be a list of types and P a set of lists of length #~σ of patterns. The
predicate exh~σP holds if and only if it is derivable using the rules of Figure 9.6.
Definition 9.6.10 (Size of a pattern) The size of a pattern p, written size(p), is defined as
follows:
size(x) = 0
size(c p1 . . . par(c)) = 1 + size(p1) + . . .+ size(par(c))
The size of a list of patterns is defined by:
size([]) = 0
size(p ::~p) = size(p) + size(~p)
The size of a set of lists of patterns is defined by:
size(∅) = 0
size({~p1, . . . , ~pn}) = size(~p1) + . . .+ size( ~pn)
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Theorem 9.6.11 Let ~γ be a list of types and P a set of lists of length #~γ of patterns. Then P is
~γ-exhaustive if and only if exh~γP is derivable.
Proof.
⇐) By induction on the derivation of exh~γP .
1. Assume the last step is: exh[]{[]}. Trivially, {[]} is []-exhaustive.
2. Assume the last step is:
exh~σ{~q1, . . . , ~qn}
exhτ::~σ{x1 :: ~q1, . . . , xn :: ~qn} ∪ P ′
By induction hypothesis {~q1, . . . , ~qn} is ~σ-exhaustive. So, for every p1, . . . , p#~σ quasi-
closed patterns w.r.t. ~σ, S(~qk) = ~p for some k ∈ {1, ..., n} and for some substitution
S. But then, for every p0, p1, . . . , p#~σ quasi-closed patterns w.r.t. τ :: ~σ, there is a
substitution R such that R(xk :: ~qk) = p0 ::~p. R is defined as follows:
R(x) =

S(x) if x ∈ ~qk
p0 if x = xk
x otherwise
Hence {x1 :: ~q1, . . . , xn :: ~qn} is (τ ::~σ)-exhaustive, and we conclude by item 1 of Lemma
9.6.8.
3. Assume the last step is:
exhDom~τd(ci)1~σAi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
exhd~τ::~σB ∪ P ′
with Ai =
{−→pi,1 1 −→qi,1, . . . ,−−→pi,ki 1 −−→qi,ki , y1,1 :: ... ::y1,ar(ci) ::−→q1 , . . . , ym,1 :: ... ::ym,ar(ci) ::−→qm },
B =
{
(c1−−→p1,1) :: −→q1,1, . . . , (c1−−→p1,k1) :: −−→q1,k1 , . . . , (cr −→pr,1) :: −→qr,1, . . . , (cr −−→pr,kr ) :: −−→qr,kr , y1 ::−→q1 , . . . , ym ::−→qm
}
and ∅ 6= {c1, . . . , cr} ⊆ C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}.
By induction hypothesis each Ai is (Dom~τd(ci) 1 ~σ)-exhaustive. Thus, for every quasi-
closed patterns ~e w.r.t. Dom~τd(ci) 1 ~σ, there exists ~p ∈ Ai such that S(~p) = ~e for some
substitution S.
Our goal is to prove that for every quasi-closed patterns a0 ::~a w.r.t. d~τ ::~σ, there exists
~q ∈ B and a substitution R such that R(~q) = a0 ::~a. And we have a0 ≡ ci~b with ~b being
quasi-closed patterns w.r.t. Dom~τd(ci). We have two alternatives for a list of patterns
~p ∈ Ai:
(a) ~p ≡ −→pi,s 1 −→qi,s with 1 ≤ s ≤ ki. In this case, there is ~q ≡ (ci−→pi,s) ::−→qi,s ∈ B and by
induction hypothesis there is a substitution S such that S(−→pi,s) = ~b and S(−→qi,s) = ~a.
So, S(~q) = a0 ::~a.
(b) ~p ≡ ys,1 :: ... ::ys,ar(ci) ::−→qs with 1 ≤ s ≤ m. In this case, there is ~q ≡ ys ::−→qi,s ∈ B and
a substitution R such that R(~q) = a0 ::~a. Such a R is defined as follows
R(x) =
{
a0 if x = yk
S(x) otherwise
We have proved that B is (d~τ :: ~σ)-exhaustive. Now we conclude by item 1 of
Lemma 9.6.8.
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⇒) By induction on the definition of P is ~γ-exhaustive, using as induction measure the lexico-
graphic ordered pair (size(P ),#~σ). Assume P is ~γ-exhaustive.
1. Case ~γ ≡ []. Then P ≡ {[]} and we conclude by rule 1.
2. Case ~γ ≡ α :: ~σ or ~γ ≡ τ1 → τ2 :: ~σ. Let Q = { ~p | p :: ~p ∈ P}. By Lemma 9.6.8,
Q is ~σ-exhaustive so, by induction hypothesis, exh~σQ is derivable. Because P is ~γ-
exhaustive, for every q0 :: ~q quasi-closed pattern w.r.t. ~γ, there exists p0 :: ~p ∈ P such
that S(p0 ::~p) = q0 ::~q for some S. As q0 has to be a variable, we know that p0 has also
to be a variable. Hence exh~γP is derivable from exh~σQ by rule 2.
3. Case ~γ ≡ d~τ ::~σ. Because P is ~γ-exhaustive, for every q0 ::~q quasi-closed patterns w.r.t.
d~τ ::~σ, there exists p0 ::~p ∈ P such that S(p0 ::~p) = q0 ::~q for some S. Moreover q0 ≡ c~e
with c ∈ C(d) and ~e quasi-closed patterns w.r.t. Dom~τd(c). Therefore, p0 is either a
variable or an applied constructor c~b and S(~b) = ~e.
Let Qi = { p0 ::~p ∈ P | ∃S. S(p0 ::~p) = (ci ~e) ::~q for ci ∈ C(d) and ~e quasi-closed patterns
w.r.t. Dom~τd(ci) and ~q quasi-closed patterns w.r.t. ~σ}. Let
Q′i = {x1 :: . . . ::xar(ci) ::~p | x ::~p ∈ Qi, with x1, . . . , xar(ci) fresh}
∪{b1 :: . . . ::bar(ci) ::~p | (ci b1...bar(ci)) ::~p ∈ Qi}
We have that Q′i is (Dom
~τ
d(ci) 1 ~σ)-exhaustive and we have also that size(Q
′
i) < size(P ).
Then, by induction hypothesis exhDom~τd(ci)1~σQ
′
i is derivable, for each i = 1..n. Now we
can use rule 3 to derive exhd~τ::~σP .
2
Theorem 9.6.12 Given a set of patterns {p1, . . . , pn} and a type σ it is decidable whether
{p1, . . . , pn} is σ-exhaustive or not.
Proof. By Theorem 9.6.11 it is sufficient to decide whether exh[σ]{[p1], . . . , [pn]} is derivable. And
this is easy, since the definition of exh is well-founded: the induction measure for exh~σP is the
lexicographically ordered pair (size(P ),#~σ). 2
The decidability of exhaustive environments follows now as a corollary of this theorem.
Corollary 9.6.13 (Decidability of exhaustiveness) It is decidable whether an environment
Σ is exhaustive or not.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.6.12 and of the fact that FSΣ is finite and
the sets of Σ-rewritings and Σ-typings for each function are finite. 2
9.7 The System λCS+def
The simplest way to think of pattern-matching is as trying to match each equation in turn. We
want to compile function definitions with pattern-matching into case-expressions which can be
evaluated more efficiently. In this section we define the target language λCS+def , a simply typed
λ-calculus with constructor subtyping, case-expressions and recursive definitions. The translation
from λCS+fun to λCS+def will be described in Section 9.8.
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9.7.1 Types and Terms
The language λCS+def is a mild variant of λCS+fun. The set Tdef of types of λCS+def is equal to Tfun.
Definition 9.7.1 (Types) The set Tdef of types is given by the abstract syntax:
Tdef 3 τ, σ ::= α | τ→σ | d~τ
where in the last clause, it is assumed that #~τ = ar(d).
The set of terms of λCS+def is obtained from that of λCS+fun by replacing definitions by pattern-
matching by case-expressions and recursive function definitions. Note that we do not have an
explicit construct for recursive definitions. Indeed, recursive definitions will be treated as global,
and stored in the environment.
Definition 9.7.2 (Terms) The set Edef of terms is given by the abstract syntax:
Edef 3 a, b ::= x | f | c | λx. a | a b | case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn}
where in the clause for case-expressions it is assumed that C(d) ⊆ {c1, . . . , cn} for some d ∈ D
and that all ci’s are pairwise distinct.
9.7.2 Subtyping and Typing
The subtyping relation of λCS+def is the same defined for λCS+fun (see Figure 9.1). The typing
rules are extended with a new rule for case-expressions.
Definition 9.7.3 (Typing) The typing rules for λCS+def are those of Figure 9.2 extended with
following rule for case-expressions:
(case)
∇ |Γ `λCS+def a : d~τ
∇ |Γ `λCS+def bi : Dom~τd(ci)→σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
∇ |Γ `λCS+def bj : θj (n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n+m)
∇ |Γ `λCS+def case a of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn+m ⇒ bn+m} : σ
if C(d) = {c1, . . . , cn}
Note how the (case) rule allows to type case-expressions with more branches than the number
of constructors of the datatype. This slightly unusual (case) rule is necessary to take care of
overloading. For example, consider the following declaration:
add : {Even→Even→Even, Odd→Even→Odd}
= λx.λy. case x of {o⇒ y | s⇒ λz. s (add z y)}
is valid since the rule for case allows to type the case-expression with the type Odd for x : Odd
(recall that C(Odd) = {s}).
9.7.3 Environments
Functions are now defined by a single expression; still a function symbol is allowed to have several
types.
Definition 9.7.4 (Environments)
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1. A function definition is a triple h : ~σ = e where h ∈ F is a function symbol, ~σ is a set of
types and e ∈ Edef .
2. An environment1 is a finite set of function definitions, where each function symbol is declared
at most once. We let K denote the set of environments and Φ,Φ′ range over K.
Each environment induces a function context. Environments are sets of function declarations
which may be mutually recursive. An essential difference between the environments of λCS+def
and those of λCS+fun is that in λCS+def -environments a function is declared only once.
Definition 9.7.5 (Erasure) The erasure function er : K → ℵF is defined inductively as follows:
er(∅) = ∅
er(Φ, h : {σ1, . . . , σn} = e) = er(Φ), h : σ1, . . . , h : σn
Definition 9.7.6 (Well-formed environment) An environment Φ ≡ h1 : ~σ1 = e1, . . . , hn :
~σn = en is well-formed if, for every hi and σi,j ∈ ~σi, σi,j is of the form σ′i,j → σ′′i,j and
er(Φ) | . `λCS+def ei : σi,j.
Let us give a small example of a well-formed λCS+def -environment.
Example 9.7.7 Bellow we declare the function double in a well-formed λCS+def-environment.
double : {Even→Even, Odd→Even, Nat→Nat}
= λx. case x of {o⇒ o | s⇒ λy. s (s (double y))}
The decidability of well-formedness for λCS+def -environments is stated in Subsection 9.7.5.
9.7.4 Reduction Calculus
The computational behavior of case-expressions and definitions is given by ι and δ-reduction
respectively.
Definition 9.7.8 (Reduction Calculus)
1. β-reduction →β is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
(λx. a) b →β a[x := b]
2. ι-reduction →ι is defined as the compatible closure of the rule
case (ci ~a) of {c1 ⇒ b1 | . . . | cn ⇒ bn} →ι bi ~a
where ~a represents a vector of terms whose length is exactly ar(ci) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
3. Let h : ~σ = e be a function definition. δ(h : ~σ = e)-reduction →δ(h:~σ=e) is defined as the
compatible closure of the rule
h a →δ(h:~σ=e) e a
4. Let Φ ≡ h1 : ~σ1 = e1, . . . , hn : ~σn = en be an environment. δΦ-reduction →δΦ is defined as⋃
1≤i≤n
→δ(hi: ~σi=ei)
1We shall talk about λCS+fun-environments and λCS+def -environments when there are risks of confusion.
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5. Let Φ be an environment. βιδΦ-reduction →βιδΦ is defined as →β ∪ →ι ∪ →δΦ . βιδΦ
and =βιδΦ are respectively defined as the reflexive-transitive and the reflexive-symmetric-
transitive closures of →βιδΦ .
The mechanics of this reduction calculus is illustrated by the example below.
Example 9.7.9 Assume Φ is the environment define in Example 9.7.7. Next is a reduction
sequence to compute the double of one:
double (s o) → δΦ (λx. case x of {o⇒ o | s⇒ λy. s (s (double y))}) (s o)
→β case (s o) of {o⇒ o | s⇒ λy. s (s (double y))}
→ ι (λy. s (s (double y))) o
→β s (s (double o))
βιδΦ s (s o)
9.7.5 Meta-Theoretical Properties of λCS+def
Here we summarize the main meta-theoretical of the λCS+def system.
Theorem 9.7.10 (Confluence) Let Φ be a λCS+def-environment. Then →βιδΦ is confluent:
a1 =βιδΦ a2 ⇒ ∃ e ∈ Edef . a1 βιδΦ e ∧ a2 βιδΦ e
Proof. By the standard technique of Tait and Martin-Lo¨f. 2
The proof of subject reduction for λCS+def is quite standard and simpler than the proof done
for λCS+fun.
Theorem 9.7.11 (Subject reduction) Let Φ be a well-formed λCS+def-environment and let ∇ =
er(Φ). Then
∇ |Γ `λCS+def a : σ ∧ a→βδΣ a′ ⇒ ∇|Γ `λCS+def a′ : σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∇ |Γ `λCS+def a : σ, using generation and substitution
lemmas for λCS+def . 2
Theorem 9.7.12 (Decidability of type checking in λCS+def) For any context ∇ |Γ, and for
any term e and type σ, it is decidable whether ∇ |Γ `λCS+def e : σ is derivable.
Proof. The proof is absolutely the same as the one of sections 9.5 and 8.5. Only slight modifications
are needed to treat the new case-expressions (with more branches): one on the annotation map, and
the other in the definition of the algorithm typeJudg. The new clause for defining the annotations
of case-expressions must be
an∇(case a of {~c⇒ ~b}) = {cased a′ of {~c⇒ ~b′} | a′ ∈ an∇(a) ∧ b′i ∈ an∇(bi) ∧ C(d) ⊆ ~c}
In the new definition of typeJudg for case-expressions, the local declaration of set B (see Figure
8.14) must now be B =
{
ρi = Dom~σd (ci)→β | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ ci ∈ C(d)
}
. 2
Theorem 9.7.13 (Decidability of well-formedness for λCS+def-environments) It is decid-
able whether a λCS+def-environment is well-formed or not.
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Proof. The result follows from the decidability of type checking in λCS+def . 2
Obviously, if no restrictions are imposed on the definitions of recursive functions, the λCS+def
calculus is not normalizing. To recover strong normalization, we have to extend to λCS+def the
argument decreasing criterion as it was done in Subsection 8.4.1.
The idea is to complement the check that each declared function is well-typed with another
check ensuring that the body of the function satisfies a syntactical condition G that constraints
the occurrences of recursive calls. The guard predicate G is basically the same described in Figure
8.5 (Subsection 8.4.1); the only difference is that we do not have here letrec-expressions.
The predicate G enforces termination by constraining all recursive calls to be applied to terms
smaller than the formal argument of the function. Therefore, under the assumption that all the
functions declared in the λCS+def -environment are well-typed and satisfy the guard predicate G,
one can prove that all typable expressions are strongly normalizing.
9.8 Compiling λCS+fun into λCS+def
The compilation of pattern abstractions into case-expressions proceeds pretty much in the standard
way, as described e.g. in [80]. First, all pattern abstractions defining a function f are collected
from the environment. Then pattern abstractions are transformed into nested simple pattern
abstractions (e.g. λc p. e is transformed into λc y. (λp.e) y). Finally, nested pattern abstractions
are classified according to their head pattern and transformed into case-expressions.
Let us call compile the compilation function that transforms a function definition into an
expression in Edef , and translate the function that translates a λCS+fun-environment into a λCS+def -
environment. In order to define translate we need to introduce first the two auxiliary function:
FilterΣ and Eqs.
Definition 9.8.1 Let Σ be an environment and f a function symbol. We define the set FilterΣ(f)
as follows:
FilterΣ(f) = {(g : ~σ = ~r) ∈ Σ | g 6= f}
Definition 9.8.2 Eqs is a function that takes a set of pattern abstractions and converts each
pattern abstraction, λp.e, in a pair consisting of the list [p] and the expression e. It is defined as
follows:
Eqs
(∅) = ∅
Eqs
(
R ∪ {λp. e}) = Eqs(R) ∪ { ([p], e)}
We present an algorithm that translates a λCS+fun-environment into a λCS+def -environment.
This algorithm was designed to work only with well-formed λCS+fun-environments.
Definition 9.8.3 The algorithm translate transforms an well-formed λCS+fun-environment into a
λCS+def-environment, as defined in Figure 9.7.
translate picks up a function f from the environment, collects all pattern abstractions defining
it, makes a variable x be the formal argument of f and calls the compilation function compile with
the list [x] and the set of equations that defines f .
The fact that all functions defined in the environment are non-overlapping, exhaustive and
well-typed makes possible to built a simple compilation function.
Definition 9.8.4 The algorithm compile is defined in Figure 9.8.
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translate
(∅) = ∅
translate
(
Σ ∪ {f : ~σ = ~r}) = translate (FilterΣ(f))∪{
f : TyΣ(f) = λx. compile
(
[x] , Eqs
(
RuΣ(f)
))}
Figure 9.7: The algorithm translate
compile
(
(x ::~x) ,
{
(y1 ::−→q1 , e1), . . . , (yn ::−→qn, en)
})
= compile
(
~x ,
{
(−→q1 , e1[y1 := x]), . . . , (−→qn, en[yn := x])
})
compile
(
[] ,
{
([], e)
})
= e
compile
(
(x ::~x) ,
{
(y1 ::−→q1 , e1), . . . , (ym ::−→qm, em)
}∪{
(c1−−→p1,1 ::−→q1,1, e1,1), . . . , (c1−−→p1,k1 ::−−→q1,k1 , e1,k1)
}
∪ . . .∪{
(cn−−→pn,1 ::−−→qn,1, en,1), . . . , (cn−−−→pn,kn ::−−−→qn,kn , en,kn)
})
= case x of {
c1 ⇒ λx1,1. . . . λx1,ar(c1). compile
(
(x1,1 :: . . . ::x1,ar(c1) ::~x) ,{
(x1,1 :: . . . ::x1,ar(c1) ::
−→q1 , e1[y1 := c1 x1,1... x1,ar(c1)]), . . . ,
(x1,1 :: . . . ::x1,ar(c1) ::
−→qm, em[ym := c1 x1,1... x1,ar(c1)])
}∪{
(−−→p1,1 1 −→q1,1, e1,1), . . . , (−−→p1,k1 1 −−→q1,k1 , e1,k1)
})
...
| cn ⇒ λxn,1. . . . λxn,ar(cn). compile
(
(xn,1 :: . . . ::xn,ar(cn) ::~x) ,{
(xn,1 :: . . . ::xn,ar(cn) ::
−→q1 , e1[y1 := cn xn,1... xn,ar(cn)]), . . . ,
(xn,1 :: . . . ::xn,ar(cn) ::
−→qm, em[ym := cn xn,1... xn,ar(cn)])
}∪{
(−−→pn,1 1 −−→qn,1, en,1), . . . , (−−−→pn,kn 1 −−−→qn,kn , en,kn)
})
}
Figure 9.8: The algorithm compile
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The function compile takes two arguments: a list of variables and a set of equations. Each
equation is a pair, consisting of a list of patterns and an expression. Note that the list of variables
and the list of patterns in the equations have all the same length.
The compile function is inspired from the match function defined for the pattern-matching
compiler algorithm described in [80], but substantial simplifications were done:
• compile takes a set of equations instead of a list of equations (as in match). This is due to
the non-overlapping property.
• compile does not need to distinguish the case where only constructors appear in the begin-
ning of every equation, from the case where some equations begin with constructors and
others with variables (as it is done in [80]), because the guarantee of non-overlapping and
exhaustiveness makes possible to treat this case in an uniform way. Moreover, we do not
need to enrich the λ-calculus expressions with the operator [] (the alternative) and with the
special value error.
Let us illustrate the compilation process with two small examples.
Example 9.8.5 Assume we have a datatype B ∈ D such that ar(B) = 0, C(B) = {b}, ar(b) = 0
and DB(b) = B. Consider the following λCS+fun-environment defining the overloaded function f.
f : {Nat× Nat→Nat}
= {λ〈x, s y〉. f 〈sx, y〉, λ〈s z, o〉. z, λ〈o, o〉. o}
f : {Nat× B→B}
= {λ〈x, b〉. b}
Below, we present an exhaustive description of the several steps of the compilation of function f.
We begin with:
λx1. compile
(
[x1], {([〈x, s y〉], f 〈sx, y〉), ([〈s z, o〉], z), ([〈o, o〉], o), ([〈x, b〉], b)}
)
Step 1:
λx1. case x1 of {
pair⇒ λx2.λx3. compile
(
[x2, x3], {([x, s y], f 〈sx, y〉), ([s z, o], z), ([o, o], o), ([x, b], b)}
)}
Step 2:
λx1. case x1 of {
pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ compile([x3], {([s y], f 〈s o, y〉), ([o], o), ([b], b)})
s⇒ λx4. compile
(
[x4, x3], {([x4, s y], f 〈s (sx4), y〉), ([z, o], z), ([x4, b], b)}
)
} }
Step 3:
λx1. case x1 of {
pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ case x3 of {
o⇒ compile([], {([], o)})
s⇒ λx4. compile
(
[x4], {([y], f 〈s o, y〉)}
)
b⇒ compile([], {([], b)}) }
s⇒ λx4. compile
(
[x3], {([s y], f 〈s (sx4), y〉), ([o], x4), ([b], b)}
)
} }
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Step 4:
λx1. case x1 of { pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ case x3 of {
o⇒ o
s⇒ λx4. compile
(
[], {([], f 〈s o, x4〉)}
)
b⇒ b }
s⇒ λx4.case x3 of {
o⇒ compile([], {([], x4)})
s⇒ λx5.compile
(
[x5], {([y], f 〈s (sx4), y〉)}
)
b⇒ compile([], {([], b)})
} } }
Step 5:
λx1. case x1 of { pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ case x3 of {
o⇒ o
s⇒ λx4. f 〈s o, x4〉
b⇒ b }
s⇒ λx4.case x3 of {
o⇒ x4
s⇒ λx5.compile
(
[], {([], f 〈s (sx4), x5〉)}
)
b⇒ b }
} }
Step 6:
λx1. case x1 of { pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ case x3 of {
o⇒ o
s⇒ λx4. f 〈s o, x4〉
b⇒ b }
s⇒ λx4.case x3 of {
o⇒ x4
s⇒ λx5. f 〈s (sx4), x5〉
b⇒ b }
} }
The corresponding λCS+def-environment is
f : {Nat× Nat→Nat, Nat× B→B}
= λx1. case x1 of { pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ case x3 of {
o⇒ o
s⇒ λx4. f 〈s o, x4〉
b⇒ b }
s⇒ λx4.case x3 of {
o⇒ x4
s⇒ λx5. f 〈s (sx4), x5〉
b⇒ b }
} }
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Example 9.8.6 The translation of the λCS+fun-environment of Example 9.1.19 is
plus : {Even× Even→Even, Odd× Even→Odd, Even× Odd→Odd, Odd× Odd→Even,
Nat× Nat→Nat, MaybeNat×MaybeNat→MaybeNat}
= λx1. case x1 of { pair⇒ λx2.λx3. case x2 of {
o⇒ case x3 of {
o⇒ o
s⇒ λx4. sx4
undef ⇒ undef }
s⇒ λx4.case x3 of {
o⇒ sx4
s⇒ λx5. s (s (plus 〈x4, x5〉))
undef ⇒ undef }
undef ⇒ undef
} }
We conjecture that the compilation is correct, in the sense that every well-typed, exhaustive,
non-overlapping λCS+fun-environment is translated into a well-formed λCS+def -environment.
Conjecture 9.8.7 Let Σ be a well-formed λCS+fun-environment, and let Φ ≡ translate(Σ). Then,
for every f ∈ FSΣ and σ ∈ TyΣ(f),
er(Φ) | . `λCS+def λx. compile
(
[x],Eqs(RuΣ(f))
)
: σ
From this conjecture, it would follow that:
Conjecture 9.8.8 If Σ is a well-formed λCS+fun-environment, then translate(Σ) is a well-formed
λCS+def-environment.
We also conjecture that the translation preserves reduction in the following sense:
Conjecture 9.8.9 Let Σ be a well-formed λCS+fun-environment and Φ ≡ translate(Σ). Then
e →βδΣ e′ ⇒ e βιδΦ e′
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Chapter 10
Related Work and Conclusion
10.1 Related Work
While the approach taken in this thesis is original, there is a vast amount of literature on subtyping
and overloading in higher-order typed languages.
Declarative subtyping
Declarative subtyping allows bounded declarations of the form α ≤ A : ∗ in contexts. Such an
approach has been used in conjunction with related ideas, most notably bounded quantification
[32]. Bounded quantification combines subtyping and parametric polymorphism, and it is written
like universal quantification with the addition of an upper bound for the quantified type variable:
∀α ≤ A.B.
Barthe [21] studies IFω≤ a higher-order typed λ-calculus with subtyping, bounded quantifica-
tion, and order-sorted inductive types (i.e. with constructor subtyping). Compagnoni [40] studies
a calculus combining higher-order bounded quantification and intersection types. The interaction
between dependent types and declarative subtyping has been studied e.g. in [9, 117] for Logical
Frameworks. Declarative subtyping is used by Pfenning to encode various formal languages in
an extension of the Logical Frameworks with refinement types [117]. Constructor subtyping also
shares some of the motivations of this work. However, the technicalities are rather different, as
constructor subtyping uses overloading instead of intersection types.
The interaction between dependent types and declarative subtyping has been studied by As-
pinall and Compagnoni [9] for the Logical Frameworks, by Chen [34] for the Calculus of Con-
structions, and by Zwanenburg [144] for Pure Type Systems. One major difference between [9]
and [34, 144] is that the former lets subtyping depend on typing, which leads to substantial com-
plications in the theoretical study of the system. More recently, Castagna and Chen [33] have
extended Chen’s variant of Aspinall and Compagnoni’s λP≤ with late-binding. Their calculus is a
significant improvement over λP≤ and allows to formalize the examples of [117]. However, declar-
ative subtyping, even combined with late-binding, is not appropriate for the inductive approach
to formalization.
Record subtyping and type classes
A record type is a finite unordered set of labeled types (i.e., is a generalization of labeled product
type). Record subtyping [31] introduces a subtyping constraint A ≤ B whenever A and B are
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labeled tuples, and every component in B is also present in A, as is the case with colored points
and points, where CPoint ≤ Point, for Point ≡ {x : N, y : N} and CPoint ≡ {x : N, y : N, c :
Color}. There are different forms of expressing subtyping for records: width subtyping and depth
subtyping. Width subtyping means that a subtype has extra fields, while depth subtyping means
that the types of the fields of a subtype are themselves subtypes. A subtyping rule for records
that incorporates these two forms is
Ai ≤ Bi m ≤ n
{l1 : A1, . . . , ln : An} ≤ {l1 : B1, . . . , lm : Bm}
If m = n we have depth subtyping only, and if Ai ≡ Bi we have width subtyping only.
While records are extensions of products, variant types are extensions of sums. A variant
type is a labeled disjoint sum. One can also consider width subtyping and depth subtyping for
variants. Width subtyping for variants means that a supertype can be obtained by adding new
variants, whereas depth subtyping for variants is as for records. A subtyping rule for variants that
incorporate this two forms is
Ai ≤ Bi n ≤ m
[l1 : A1, . . . , ln : An] ≤ [l1 : B1, . . . , lm : Bm]
Notice that for variants we have n ≤ m, while for records we have m ≤ n.
The concept of record subtyping is of great importance in object calculi. The viewpoint
developed by Cardelli [31] and adopted by other researchers [136, 127] is to consider an object
as a record, using record subtyping to model subclass relations. In [136] Wand introduced the
concept of row variable—a new kind of variable that ranges over entire “rows” of field labels
and associated types—which allow more flexibility in the typing of records, and an extension of
equational unification that supports row variables. This work was further developed by others
[137, 138, 127, 78, 128]. Related methods have been developed for variants [61, 60]. These
techniques have been extended to general notions of type classes [83], constraint types [99], and
qualified types [79], which form the basis of Haskell’s system of type classes. Typed functional
programing languages with object-oriented extensions, such as OCaml [140] or O’Haskell [111]
integrate record subtyping and variant subtyping.
Record subtyping is also relevant in the design of mechanisms for modular programming /
formalization. One of the approaches used for expressing modular structures in type theory is
based on dependent record types as signatures. There are several possible definitions for dependent
records. Dependent records can be defined as labeled pairs, which can be left-associating [27, 122]
(achieving extensibility) or right-associating [43] (achieving specialization of structures). In [10]
dependent records are defined as labeled tuples of arbitrary length. [10, 43, 122] provide support
for manifest fields, whereas [27] lacks manifest fields to express sharing. [27, 43] include record
subtyping as primitive and [122] has no built-in notion of subtyping (but uses coercive subtyping
to capture record subtyping). [43] features singleton types which are used to cast manifest fields.
Structural subtyping and order-sorted algebra
Structural subtyping is based on the structure of type expressions. In this approach, one assumes
a subtyping relation on a set of base types; then one structurally extends the subtyping relation
to the other types. Therefore, comparable types must have the same shape and can only differ by
their atomic types. This contrast with non-structural subtyping, where types of different shapes
may be comparable (e.g., record subtyping, or when a least type ⊥ and a greatest type > are
supplied).
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The first type inference algorithm with structural subtyping was proposed by Mitchell [108, 109]
and improved by Fuh and Mishra [58, 59]. Type systems associate not only a type to an expression
but also a set of subtyping constraints, stating assumptions about the subtype order under which
the typing is valid. As said in [75], the algorithm is inefficient, and the output, even for relatively
simple input expressions, appears excessively long and cumbersome to read. In order to minimize
these problems, several researchers have investigated [126, 124] simplifying constraints in the
typings generated by type inference algorithms.
Constructor subtyping is not exactly structural subtyping, but is closely related. In construc-
tor subtyping, the subtyping order is defined by lifting a poset of type constructors (and type
constructors related share the same arity) along the existing type structure. In this work, we
have extended the algorithm given in [109] to our setting. However, we had no concerns about
simplification issues, as our goal was just to prove the decidability of type checking.
Amadio and Cardelli [7] have investigated the interactions of subtyping and recursive types,
in a simply typed λ-calculus, in which the subtyping relation is based on an ordering on infinite
trees. A weak notion of extensible datatypes that rules out constructor overloading has been
implemented and used by J. Nordlander [110, 111]. His approach allows to capture those instances
of constructor subtyping which do not involve overloading, such as the datatype of lists/non-empty
lists, but fails to capture those instances of constructor subtyping involving overloading, such as
even/odd/natural numbers. Independently, E. Poll [121] has been studying subtyping between
inductive types but the subtyping relation he considers is also weaker than ours and he does not
provide a formal treatment of extensible recursive functions.
Order-sorted algebra was created by J.A. Goguen [70, 68] to solve the difficulties to deal with
exceptions and partial functions using many-sorted algebra. Order-sorted algebra constitutes the
basis of the OBJ3 [69] specification languages. The basic concept of order-sorted algebra is that
of order sorted signature, which extends the traditional notion of many-sorted signature with
subtyping and overloading, allowing a type to be declared as a subtype of another, and functions
symbols to be assigned more than one domain and codomain.
Order-sorted algebra has been a source of inspiration for constructor subtyping systems. In
[21] Barthe studies a system combining the system Fω≤ with the formalism of order-sorted algebra,
and proves that the interaction between subtyping and recursion can be controlled in a satisfactory
manner provided some mild restrictions are imposed on order-sorted signatures.
Inductive and recursive definitions for order-sorted datatypes have been studied in the context
of the specification language ABEL, by Owe, Dahl, Bastiansen and Kristoffersen [50, 85, 113, 26].
Their work emphasizes the expressibility of the framework and suggests a paradigm, called termi-
nating generator induction, which provides a pattern-matching-like facility for recursive definitions.
However they do not study fundamental meta-theoretical properties, such as strong normalization
or decidability of type checking.
Coercive subtyping
Coercive subtyping originates from early work by P. Aczel on the Galois project [13], and has been
further developed by Z. Luo and his co-workers.
Coercive subtyping [18, 91] captures in a type-theoretical framework a convention that allows
one to view a term a of type A as a term of type B whenever there is a previously agreed upon
function, called coercion, from A to B. The coercion for the subtyping A ≤ B is a function
c : A→B, declared in a coercion context, which allows to view every element a of A as an element
of B and a shorthand for c a (e.g. if f : B→C then f a is expanded to f (c a) of type C). This
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approach leads to extremely powerful type systems, is implemented in several proof-development
systems, and has proved useful. However, coercive subtyping yield intricate coherence problems:
there should be only one coercion between two types A and B but, of course, coercions can be
composed. A set of coercions is coherent if for every types A and B, every two coercions from A to
B are convertible. Coherence is undecidable in presence of parametric coercions or of dependent
coercions. Thus current implementations [125, 30] of coercive subtyping, do not check coherence.
There is no elegant way to capture constructor subtyping as a special instance of coercive sub-
typing. Luo has suggested the use of unit types in combination with implicit coercions to capture
overloading—an idea of Luo described in detail in [13]. However, we have been unable to apply
these ideas in Coq to overload the successor function in the example of the even/odd/natural num-
bers. In [93] this example is encoded using dependent coercions. However, constructor subtyping
may therefore be viewed as a more primitive and adequate framework for formalizing natural
semantics.
10.2 Conclusion
Constructor subtyping provides a solution to the problem of datatypes in typed λ-calculi with
subtyping, and it is directly relevant both to functional programming languages and proof assis-
tants. In this work we have introduced λCS, a simply typed λ-calculus, a` la Curry, with mutually
recursive parametric datatypes, supporting constructor subtyping, and we have shown the calculus
is well-behaved.
The salient feature of constructor subtyping is the overloading of constructors. This form of
subtyping combines coherently the subtyping between datatypes and constructor overloading and
captures, in a type-theoretic context, the use of subtyping as inclusion between inductively defined
sets. Moreover, it is adequate to work with mutually recursive datatypes. λCS provides a flexible
type system fully compatible with the inductive approach to formalization—the syntax of a formal
language is defined in terms of inductive types—, and its usefulness is largely demonstrated by its
ability to express concisely and accurately a variety of formal languages.
Constructor subtyping is also of particular convenience for extensible datatypes and is specially
adequate to re-usability. The mechanism of expanding and contracting datatypes has an associ-
ated form of code reuse for functions on datatypes, allowing also the definition of new functions
by restricting or by expanding already defined ones. We have considered the problem of defin-
ing recursive functions on extensible datatypes. We have devised a general mechanism to define
overloaded extensible recursive functions by pattern matching, and added it to λCS, defining the
system λCS+fun. Overloading has been studied most notably both in the context of records and
type classes and in the context of type systems for object-oriented languages. In this latter con-
text, overloading is often resolved through late binding or dynamic type-checks. However, both
approaches force reduction to depend on typing. The salient feature of λCS+fun is that, unlike
many object-oriented programming languages, the computational behavior of recursive functions
does not depend on typing. We have proved that λCS+fun enjoys fundamental meta-theoretical
properties, giving a formal foundation for extensible datatypes with overloading of constructors
and of recursive functions. The resulting framework provides an elegant (core) language for prac-
tical functional programming with extensible datatypes and is appropriate to the incremental
development of programs and proofs.
This work studies the interaction between constructor subtyping and inductive types, but
many issues remain to be investigated. First of all, we intend to study the correctness of the
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compilation techniques for pattern-matching conjectured in Section 9.8, and study the properties
of the calculus λ
ĈS
sketched in Subsection 8.4.2.
In a different direction it might be of interest to investigate extensions of our results to systems
with polymorphism and dependent types. It could also be of interest, to take the approach in [24]
combining constructor subtyping with record subtyping and develop a mechanism for extensible
overloaded functions for record types.
Having in mind the long term goal of adding constructor subtyping mechanisms to proof
assistants, Barthe and van Raamsdonk [25] investigates a system where constructor subtyping is
aggregated to the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, a powerful type system with dependent
and inductive types that forms the basis of proof assistants as Coq and Lego. However, many
issues deserve further study. This calculus is a` la Church so, a line of work is to study the theory
of canonical inhabitants. As pointed out in [21], the system is not well-behaved with respect to
canonical inhabitants: e.g. both nil [Even] and nil [Nat] are closed normal inhabitants of List Nat.
In [24], we show that an η-expansion rule for datatypes solves the problem in the simply typed
case. It should be possible to adopt the same solution for the Calculus of Constructions, although
the combination of η-expansion with dependent types is somewhat intricate [19, 20, 53, 63].
Another possible research direction is to consider constructor subtyping on inductive families.
Inductive families [54], are a generalization of inductive types whereby it is possible to define
families of types inductively. Typical examples include the enumeration sets and the type of
lists of a given length. In particular, we aim to design a well-behaved framework that supports
statements such as “the type of lists of length smaller than n is a subtype of the type of lists of
length smaller than n+ 1”.
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